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PREFACE

The New Practical Arithmetic of this series was pre-

pared to set forth clearly and concisely, the principles of

the science of Arithmetic, and to illustrate them by plain I

and practical examples, thus explaining the properties and

relations of numbers, and their applications to the business

transactions of daily life.

That book was designed for grammar schools, and in it

the principles of arithmetic are stated in such order and to

such an extent, that pupils having a limited time for school

study, may acquire a knowledge of them and their appli-

cations with economy of time. It differs from the author's

former Practical Arithmetic in being more analytic in its

presentation of subjects. It presents, previous to a Rule,

the solution of a problem in figures, and with the " Opera-

tion " a full and concise analysis of the principles involved,

by which the pupil is prepared to understand the exact

meaning of the Rule, and thus solve intelligently and with

pleasure, the varied examples which follow it.

This book is intended to be a complete text-book for the

study of arithmetic throughout the ordinary course of

instruction in high schools and academies. It consists of

the pages of the New Practical Arithmetic and 113 addi-

tional pages. ^.-Tne supplementary matter after page 303 of

this volume is presented in the order of the subjects before
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that page, and includes also a full treatment of Circulating

Decimals, Continued Fractions, Time, Money, Promissory

Notes, United States Bonds, Weights and Measures of

both the Common and Metric denominations, Tempera-

ture, Exchange, Life Insurance, Book-Keeping, etc., with

practical exercises throughout, requiring for their solution

applications of rules, etc., from the more elementary part

of the book.

The pages before page 304 of this book are the same as

those in the New Practical Arithmetic ; therefore, pupils

whose limited time for study does not allow them to pursue

the subject beyond the New Practical Arithmetic, can use

that book in the same class with other pupils who, intend-

ing to pursue the subject further in a higher class, may

obtain this book at first, and save the cost of a separate

book for Higher Arithmetic.

By means of the numbers at the heads of the paragraphs,

reference is readily made to principles before stated, and

thus a review of the whole subject is kept up and much

space is saved.

It is hoped that this book will aid in securing a thorough

knowledge of the science of numbers, with accuracy and

facility in the art of their application, also sound mental

discipline, profitable use of time and economy in expense

of text-books.

/

V
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PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC.

DEFINITIONS.

1. Quantity is the amount or extent of anything

which may be measured ; as space, duration, matter, force,

motion, and number. (600, 601, 54:1).

2. A Number is a definite expression of quantity.

3. Figures are characters used to represent numbers •

as, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. The expresses no num-

ber.

4. Like Numbers express the same kind of quan-

tity ; as 2 and 4, 2 pounds and 4 pounds, 8 yards and 9

yards.

5. Unlike Numbers express different kinds of quan-

tity ; as, 2 yards and 4 pounds, 2 feet and 4 dollars.

6. A Unit is one. The Unit of a Number is one

of that number. Thus, 1 is the unit of 6, 1 apple is the

unit of 6 apples.

7. Numbers are, in expression.

- a , C Abstract : as 4, 7, 9, 5.
1. Simple, -! .

'

'

, „

,

( Denominate, or Concrete ; as 4 rods, 7 books.

2. Compound Denominate, or Concrete ; as 4 feet 7 inches,

3. Integral ; as 4, 7 miles, 8 dollars.

4. Fractional ; as |, § of a foot, f of a dollar.

5. Mixed; as 4|, 5| dollars, 7| yards.

8. A Simple Number is an expression of like units,

either abstract or denominate ; as 3, 5 bushels, 7 miles.

9. An Abstract Number is a number that ex

presses no particular kind of quantity ; as 4, 7, 8.
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10. A Denominate Number is a number that

expresses some particular kind of quantity ; as 4 yards,

9 dollars, 7 miles.

11. A Compound Number is a number expressed

by more than one denomination considered as a whole ; as

4 feet 7 inches, 4 pounds 9 ounces.

12. An Integer, or an Integral Number, is

any whole number.

13. A Fraction, or a Fractional Number, is

one or more of the equal parts of a quantity considered as a

whole ; as \, \ of a dollar, \ of 2 bushels which equals § of

one bushel.

14. A Mixed Number is a number expressed by
an integer and a fraction ; as 4|, 7§ miles, 8| yards.

15. Arithmetic is the science of numbers and the

art of computation.

As a science, Arithmetic classifies our knowledge of numbers and

of computation. As an art, it applies this knowledge. By the Art

of Arithmetic we perform operations in it. By the Science ofNum-
bers, we know the principles of this Art.

16. A Problem is a question proposed for solution.

17. A Rule, in Arithmetic, is a method for the solu-

tion of a problem.

IS. Analysis, in Arithmetic, is a statement in regu-

lar order of the different steps required in the solution of

a problem.

If). A Demonstration is a process of reasoning

which establishes a truth.

20. A Sign, in Arithmetic, is a character used to indi-

cate an operation or a relation.

21. TJie Fundamental Rules, or Operations
of Arithmetic are, Notation and Numeration, Addition,

Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division.

For " Axioms " and " Scales," see page 304.

Note.—It is not necessary that thuse uolmitions be committed to mem
ory, at prcsout (90),
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H-@TATI©N AN© NUMERATION.

22. Notation is the method of expressing numbers
by figures or other characters.

23. Numeration is the method of reading numbers-

There are three methods of expressing numbers :

1. By words ; as one, two, three, four, &c.

2. By letters ; as I, V, X, &c, called the Eoman Method.

3. By figures ; as 1, 2, 3, 4, &c, called the Arabic Method.

Note.—1. The Roman Notation had its origin among the Romans.
2. The Arabic Notation originated in India, and was introduced into

Europe by the Arabians in the eleventh century. This method ia some-

times called the Indian Notation,

JROJVLA.2V NOTATION.

24. Tlie Jtoman Notation expresses numbers by
the following seven letters :

V
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4. A dash,—, drawn over a letter multiplies its vatue by one

thousand. Thus, V denotes five thousand.
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THE ARABIC NOTATION.

26. The Arabic Notation expresses numbers by

the following ten characters, called figures ; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 5

7, 8, and 9.
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IK*ITS.



NOTATION AND NUMERATION. 13

In like manner write and read the numbers from 30 to

40, from 40 to 50, from 50 to 60, from 60 to 70, from 70 to

80, from 80 to 90, and from 90 to 100.

33. To write a number expressed by three figures place

the number of hundreds in the third, the number of tens

in the second, and the number of units in the first place.

Thus : Eight hundreds, nine tens, and five

units, or 8 units of the 3d order, 9 units of "i $ a

the 2d order, and 5 units of the 1st order, shs
or eight hundred ninety-five is written, 8 9 5

EXAMPLES.

1. Write one hundred twenty-three. Ans. 123.

2. Write four hundred thirty-two.

3. Write three hundred twenty-one.

4. Write six hundred eighty-five.

5. Write nine hundred ninety-nine.

34. Figures have two values, Simple and Local.

35. The Simple Value of a figure is its value when

standing in units' place.

36. TJie Local Value of a figure is the value which

arises from its location.

Note.—A figure standing in units' place expresses simply the value

denoted by its name—its value is not affected by its location—and it can-

not, therefore, be said to have a local value.

37. In the Arabic Notation 10 units of the first

order make 1 unit of the second order, 10 units of the

second order make 1 unit of the third order, and so on,

according to the scale of ten ; hence this system of nota-

tion is called the Decimal System. (542).

5, five.

5 5, fifty-five.

5 5 5, five hundred fifty-five.

.5 5 5 5, five thousand, five hundred fifty-five.
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38. In the French Method of numeration, which is

in general use in this country, a different name is given to

every three figures, counting from the right toward the left

39. The first three figures are called the 1st period, or

period of Units ; the second three, the 2d period, or period

of TJwusands ; the third three, the 3d period, or period of

Millions, etc. Each period is composed of units, tens, and

hundreds of that period, and is read in the same manner as

a period of units, to which is added the name of the period.

Thus, the number 83G,472 is composed of hundreds, tens,

and units of thousands, and hundreds, tens, and unitfs of

units ; and is read eight hundred thirty-six thousand, four

hundred seventy-two.

40. The Names and Periods of the first eighteen

orders of units are as follows :

ORDERS OF

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

Units of the

UNITS.

1st order,

2d order,

3d order,

4th order,

5th order,

6th order,

7th order,

8th order,

9th order,

10th order,

11th order,

12th order,

13th order,

14th order,

15th order,

16th order,

17th order,

ISth order,

NAMES.

Units,

Tens,

Hundreds,

Thousands,

Tens of Thousands,

Hund. of Thousands,

Millions,

Tens of Millions,

Hund. of Millions,

Billions,

Tens of Billions,

Hund. of Billions,

Trillions,

Tens of Trillions,

Hund. of Trillions,

Quadrillions,

Tens of Quadrillions,

Hund. of Quadrillions,

See Note p. 307.

1st Period.

Units.

2d Period.

Thousands.

3d Period.

Millions.

4th Period.

Billions.

5th Period.

Trillions.

6th Period.

Quadrillions.

1. Commence at the units' period, and name the periods

in succession to quadrillions.

2. Commence at quadrillions, and name the periods in

succession to unit^
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"What is the name of the following periods

3. The 2d period ?

4. The 4th period ?

5. The 6th period?

The 1st period?

The 3d period ?

The 5th period ?

"What is the number of the following periods :

9. Units?

10. Millions?

11. Trillions?

12. Quadrillions?

13. Billions?

14. Thousands?

4:1. From the knowledge we have already acquired of

the Arabic, or Decimal Notation, we deduce the following

GENERAL LAWS.
1. Any number may be expressed by placing figures so as to

denote the different orders of units of that number.

2. Tlie different orders of units increase from right to left,

and decreasefrom left to right, in a tenfold ratio.

3. Each removal of a figure one place to the left, increases its

value tenfold ; and each removal of a figure one place to the

right, diminishes its value tenfold.

FRENCH AND AMERICAN NUMERATION TABLE (545).
7th

Period.
6th

Period.

8th
Period

Sex- Quin- Quad-
tillions. Ullions Tillions. Trillions. Billions. Mill

M 2d
Period. Period.

1st

Period.

Thousands. Units.

^°2
§ a »

fcHco

pa.
era 3
*~&£

. o--

c 5.2
a g 3

CfS a

lal

5 «
.2 a3 o

S CD u

u
S3 a

Shh

427,
432, 937, 540,

123, 456, 789, 987, 654, 321, 123,
Read the above numbers. (545).

426.
3 2 4.

7 6 2.

5 5 5.
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42* EULE FOE NOTATION.

1. Begin with the highest period, and write the hundreds,

tens, and units of each successive period in order to the right,

filling vacant places with ciphers.

EXAMPLES IN NOTATION.

Express the following numbers by figures :

1. Sixty-eight. .4ns. 68.

2. Two hundred thirty-six.

3. Two thousand five hundred six.

4. Forty-five thousand eighty-four.

5. Fifty thousand, nine hundred four.

6. Two hundred four thousand, three hundred ten.

7. One million, two hundred thirty-four thousand, three

hundred forty-five.

8. Eight units of the 9th order, 3 of the 7th, 9 of the

5th, 6 of the 3d, and 9 of the 1st.

9. Five billions, three hundred eight thousand, seven

hundred nine.

10. Seventy-two trillions, six hundred twenty-one thou-

sand ninety-five.

11. One hundred one sextillions, seven quintillions,

forty-three quadrillions, three hundred eighty trillions,

sixty billions, eight hundred millions, seven thou-

sand.

Note.—For additional examples, see page 306.

43, EULE FOR NUMERATION.

1. Separate the expression into periods of three places each,

beginning at the right.

2. Name the periodsfrom the right toward the left.

3. Begin at the left, read each period as if it were a period

of units, and add its name.

Note.—The name of the units' period may be omitted in reading.
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EXAMPLES IN NUMERATION.

Analyze 374. Three hundreds, 7 tens, and 4 units.

Bead 374. TJiree hundred seventy-four.

Analyze and read the following numbers :

1.
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ADDITION.
45. Addition is the process of uniting like numbers

into one equivalent number.

46. The Sum, or Amount, is a number equal to

all the numbers added.

47. The Sign ofAddition is + , and is calledplus.

"When + is placed between two numbers, it denotes.

that they are to be added together.

48. The Sign of Equality is =, and is read equals,

or equal to.

When = is placed between two numbers, it denotes

that they are equal to each other.

Thus, 8 + 4=12, is read eight plus four equals twelve, and

10=5 + 2 + 3, is read, ten equals Jive plus two plus three.

49.
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50* To add when the amount of each column is less than 10.

1. What is the sum of 232, 413, and 231 ?

Analysis.—[Write the numbers to be added

bo that units of the same order shall stand in

the same column, and commence at the bot-

tom of units' column, to add :] One, 4, 6 units.

Write the 6 units under units' column. Three,

4, 7 tens. Write the 7 tens under the tens'

column. Two, , 6, 8 hundreds. Write the

8 hundreds under hundreds' column. Hence, the amount is 8 hun-

dreds, 7 tens, and 6 units, or eight himdred seventy-six.

EXAMPLES.

1
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

Note.—The symbol $ denotes dollars.

1. If a horse is worth $110, and a sleigh $67, what is the

value of both ? Ans. $177.

2. A man bought hay for $7, wheat for $40, and rye for

$231; what was the whole cost? Ans. $278.

3. A farmer bought a span of horses for $211, a yoke of

oxen for $125, and farming implements to the amount of

$1200 ; what was the whole cost ? Ans. $1536.

4. A merchant sold 1213 barrels of flour one month,

10132 barrels the next month, and 622 barrels the follow-

ing month ; how many barrels did he sell during the three

months ? Ans. 11967.

5. A man bought some butter for $111, some molasses

for $412, some sugar for $1031, and some flour for $234 ;

what was the whole cost? Ans. $1788.

6. James has 1012 acres of land, John has 12321, and
Joseph has 23154 ; how many acres have they all?

7. A farmer, being asked how many sheep he had, re-

plied, in one field I have 227, in another 1110, in another

12230, and in another 321 ; how many had he in all?

8. Bought of A 1006, of C 2120, of D 740, and of E 122
bushels of wheat ; how much did I buy ?

9. A lends to B $1233, to F $22324, and has $64040 re-

maining ; how much had A at first. Ans. $87597.

10. A merchant bought groceries to the amount of $6110
dry goods to the amount of $12233 and had $10446 left

;

how much had he at first ? Ans. $28789.

11. Find the sum of 12326 + 412 + 3141 + 821010.

12. Find the sum of 2113413+534231 + 343 + 85241002.

13. In one book are 2110 pages, in another 437, and in

another 1251 ; how many pages are in the three books ?

14. A man has a farm worth $1511, a mortgage worth

$30312, and $8164 on interest ; how much is he worth ?

15. A merchant paid $1111 for books, $67 for paper,

$643710 for dry goods j how much did the whole cost?
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1* To find the sum of any two or more Numbers.

1. Find the sum of 3236 + 426+ 38 + 5821 + 4296 + 7867.

Analysis.—[Arrange the numbers to be

added as directed in (50,) begin with the operation.

column of units, to add.] Seven, 13, 14, 22, 3236

28, 34 units = 3 tens and 4 units. Write the 426

4 units in the column of units, and add the 3 38
tens to the column of tens. Three, 9, 18, 20, 5821
23, 25, 28 tens - 2 hundreds and 8 tens.

49Qfi
"Write the 8 tens in the column of tens, and

add the 2 hundreds to the column of hun-

dreds. Two, 10, 12, 20, 24, 26 hundreds = sum. 21684
2 thousands and 6 hundreds. Write the 6

hundreds in the column of hundreds, and add the 2 thousands to the

column of thousands. Two, 9, 13, 18, 21 thousands = 2 ten thou-

sands and 1 thousand,which write under their respective columns.

Therefore, the sum is 21684. Hence the

Rule.

1. Write the numbers to be added so that units of the same
order shall stand in the same column.

2. Add the column of units ; place the right-hand figure of
the sum under the column added, and add the left-hand figure

or figures with the next column; and proceed in like manner

with the remaining columns.

3. Write the entire sum of the last column.

Proof.—1st Method. Begin at the top of the units'

column, and add the successive columns downward. If

the two results agree, the work is supposed to be correct.

2d Method. Separate the numbers added into parts, add

the parts separately, and then add their sums. If the last

sum is the same as the sum first obtained, the work is

regarded as correct. (551, 540J.
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EXAMPLES.

L What is the sum of 4736, 897, 99, 8674, and 9513 ?

OPERATION.
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-PKACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. Several persons contributed towards building a church.

A gave $179, B $268, C $947, and D $144 ; how much did

they together contribute ? Arts. $1538.

2. A father gave to his eldest son $3789, to his youngest

son $2973, to his oldest daughter $1988, to his youngest

daughter $999, and had remaining $4785 ; how much
money had he in all? Ans. $14534.

3. Four brothers had the following sums of money : A
$9763, B $10710, C $99, and D $15497 ; how much did

they together have ? Ans. $36069.

4. A farmer has 973 sheep in one field, 379 in another,

165 in another, and 599 in another ; how many has he in

all? Ans. 2116.

5. From New York to Albany is 144 miles, from Albany

to Kochester 230 miles, and from Rochester to Buffalo 68

miles ; how far from N, Y. to Buffalo ? Ayis. 442 miles.

6. A gentleman owns a farm worth $1789, a building-lot

worth $2830, a store and lot worth $5794 ; what is the

amount of his property ? Ans. $10413.

7. A man gave to each of his four daughters $2630, to

each of his two sons $4647 and to his wife $3595 ; how
much did he give to all? Ans. $23409.

8. In a certain school there are five classes ; in the first

class are 29 scholars, in the second 38, in the tliird 79, in

the fourth 86, and in the fifth 88 ; how many scholars in.

the school? Ans. 320.

9. In a certain orchard are 536 apple-trees, 375 peach-

trees, 493 plum-trees, 756 cherry-trees, and 98 quince-

trees ; how many trees are in the orchard ? Ans. 2258.

10. A boy bought a slate for 18 cents, an arithmetic for

37 cents, a grammar for 45 cents, a history for 75 cents,

a geography for 56 cents, and an algebra for 85 cents

;

how many cents did they all cost him ? Ans. 316.
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11. A wholesale butcher sold to one customer 378 pounds
of meat, to another 5789 pounds, to another 10796 pounds,

to another 498 pounds, and to another 910 pounds ; how-

many pounds did he sell in all ? Ans. 18371.

12. A, B, C, and D enter into partnership ; A puts in

$379, B $2565, C $7897, and D as much as A and B to-

gether ; how much money did all put in ? Ans $13785.

13. Five persons deposited money in the same bank ; the

first deposited $5897, the second $12980, the third $65973,

the fourth $37345, and the fifth as much as the first and
second together ; .how many dollars did they all deposit?

Ans. $141072.

14. Bought of A 579 cords of wood, of B 967 cords, of C
2736 cords, and of D as much as of A and B both ; how
many cords of wood did I buy in all ? Ans. 5828.

15. A has $5786, B $3794, and C as much as A and B
together ; how many dollars has C, and how many have

they all? Ans. G $9580, all $19160.

16. A produce-dealer has in store at one place 465 bush-

els of corn, 876 bushels of oats, 987 bushels of rye, and

1040 bushels of potatoes ; at another place 1687 bushels

of corn, 1986 bushels of oats, 536 bushels of rye, and 327

bushels of potatoes ; and at another place 96 bushels of

corn, 800 bushels of oats, and 736 bushels of potatoes

;

how much produce has he in store ?

, ( 2248 bushels of corn ; 3662 bushels of oats ;nS
'

( 1523 " " rye ; 2103 " " potatoes.

17. At the battle of Waterloo, the French Army con-

sisted of 15000 cavalry and 57000 infantry and artillery ; the

army of the Allies, of 13500 cavalry and 56500 infantry and

artillery ; how many men in both armies ? Ans. 142000.

18. North America is estimated to contain 8000000 of

square miles, S. America 6500000, Europe 3700000, Asia

15552000, Africa 12940000 and Oceanica 4500000, ; how
many square miles in all ? Am. 51192000.
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19. If In one year the United States export 19341 bar-

rels of flour to France, 49681 barrels to Mexico, 9964 bar-

rels to Germany, and 299999 barrels to Ireland ; in all,

how many barrels would be exported ? Ans. 378985.

20. Find the sum of the following numbers : Seven thou-

sand four hundred twenty-six, eleven thousand eight hun-
dred forty-nine, nine hundred twelve thousand nine hun-
dred twelve, and two hundred thirty-five thousand six

hundred seventy-six. Ans. 1167863.

21. A man builds seven houses ; for the first he receives

$647, for the second $799, for the third $949, for the fourth

$1467, for the fifth $1986, for the sixth as much as for the

first and fourth, and for the seventh as much as for the

third and fifth ; how much does he receive for building the

sixth and seventh respectively, and how much for building

them all? Ans. $2114, $2935, $10897.

22. A man purchased a farm for $9642, paid $1612 for

having it fenced and cultivated, $375 for having a barn

built, and then sold it so as to gain $895 ; for how much
did he sell it? Ans. $12524.

23. The distance by railroad from Albany to New York
is 144 miles, from New York to Philadelphia 90 miles, and
from Philadelphia to Washington City 136 ; what is the

distance from Albany to Washington ? Ans. 370 miles.

24 The cost of the United States army for five succes-

sive years, commencing in 1812, was $12187046, $19906362,

$20608366, $15394700, and $16475412 ; required the cost

for the five years. Ans. 84571886.

25. The Grand Trunk Bailway connects Detroit and
Portland. What is the length of this road, the distance

from Detroit to Stratford being 143 miles, from Stratford

to Toronto 89 miles, from Toronto to Montreal 333 miles,

and from Montreal to Portland 293 miles ?

Ans. 858 miles.

9
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SUBTRACTION
52. Subtraction is the process of finding the differ-

ence between two numbers.

53. The Terms in Subtraction are

1. The Minuend, or the number to be diminislied ;

2. Tlie Subtrahend, or number to be subtracted

;

3. The Remainder, or Difference, which is the

excess of the minuend over the subtrahend. (553).

54. Tlie Sign of Subtraction is a short line

placed in the line of writing ; thus, — and is called minus.

When — is placed between two numbers, it indicates

that the number on the right is to be subtracted from the

number on the left. Thus, 7—5=2, indicates that 5 is to

be subtracted from 7, and that the Remainder, or Differ-

ence, is 2 ; and is read 7 minus 5 equals 2.

SUBTRACTION TABLE.

1-0= 1
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OPERATION.

Minuend, 576

Subtrahend, 324

Remainder, 252

55* To siibtraet when each figure in the minuend is greater than
the eorreupmiding figure in the subtrahend.

1. From 576 subtract 324.

Analysis.—[Write the less number under

the greater, so that units of the same order

shall stand in the same column, begin at the

right and proceed thus :] 4 units from 6 units

leave 2 units, which write in units' place.

Two tens from 7 tens leave 5 tens, which

write in tens' plaoe. Three hundreds from five hundreds leave 2

hundreds, which write in hundreds' place. Hence we have for the

remainder, 2 hundreds, 5 tens, and 2 units, or two hundred fifty-

two.

EXAMPLES.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Minuends. 89 67 96 47 74 84

Subtrahend*, 36 52 61 25 63 62

Bemainders, 53

7.

From 77

Subtract 36

35

8.

95

64

41

12. 13.

From 247 273

Subtract 132 142

9.

34

14.

437

316

10.

89

75

15.

937

725

11.

328

114

16.

838

523

17.

From 729

Subtract 617

18.

645

323

19.

867

534

20.

6324

4213

21. From 8742 take 6331. Arts. 2411.

22. From 7839 take 5427. Arts. 2412.

23. From 1243 take 123. An* 1120.

24. From 4785 take 1053. Ans. 3732.

25. Subtract 34272 from 86493. Am. 5222L

26. Subtract 120341 from 972897. Am. 852556.
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. A boy had 97 marbles ; how many had he remaining

after he had given 24 of them away ? Ans. 73.

2. Robert had 85 cents and Rachel had 53 ; how many

more had Robert than Rachel ? Ans. 32.

3. James caught 397 pigeons, and John caught 143 ;

how many more did James catch than John ? Ans. 254.

4. Henry having 65 cents, gave 32 of them to his sister ;

how many had he remaining ? Ans. 33.

5. A man bought a yoke of oxen for $175, and a wagon

for $65 ; how much more did he give for the oxen than for

the wagon? Ans. $110.

6. A farmer had 536 sheep in one field, and 305 in

another field ; how many more had he in one field than in

the other? . Ans. 231.

7. A gentleman owns a farm worth $5397, and a store

worth $1082 ; how much more is the farm worth than the

store? Ans. $4315.

8. A gentleman gave for a house $7947, for a cotton fac-

tory $5503 ; how much more did he give for the one than

for the other? Ans. $2444.

9. A man bought some land for $9870, and a tannery for

$5630 ; how much more did the land cost than the tannery ?

10. A merchant had 1987 yards of cloth, and sold 874

yards of it ; howmany yards had he remaining ? Ans. 1113.

11. A drover paid $7873 for cattle, $2703 for sheep ; how
much more did he give for the cattle than for the sheep ?

12. A speculator sold a quantity of flour for $7897, and

by so doing gained $332 ; what did it cost him ?

13. A man sold an estate for $9873, and by so doing

gained $540 ; how much did the estate cost him ?

14. A^has a grist-mill worth $1875, and a saw-mill worth

$1032 ; how much more is the one worth than the other ?

15. A farmer had 327 bushels of oats and sold 125 bush-

els «f them ; how many bushels had he remaining ?
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&0, To subtract one integral Number from another.

1. From 435 subtract 148.

METHOD BY ADDING 10.

Analysis.—As we cannot take 8 units from operation.

5 units, we add 10 units to 5 units, making 15 Minuend, 435
units; 8 units from 15 units leave 7 units, , .

, , .. . . , . a . , ' Subtrahend, 148
which write m units place, bince we have

.

added 10 units( = l ten,) to the minuend, we Remainder, 287
add 1 ten to the 4 tens of the subtrahend,

making 5 tens ; and as 5 tens cannot be taken from 3 tens, we add

10 tens to the 3 tens, making 13 tens. 5"tens from 13 tens leave

8 tens, which write in tens' place. Since 10 tens(=l hundred,)have

been added to the minuend, we add 1 hundred to 1 hundred of the

subtrahend, making 2 hundreds. Two hundreds from 4 hundreds

leave 2 hundreds, which write in hundreds' place. Hence, the re-

mainder is two hundred and eighty-seven.

Kemabk.—The above analysis is founded on Principle 5th, (92),

METHOD BY BORROWING.

Analysis.—We cannot take
.

OPEBATIOX.
8 units from 5 units; there-

fore, from the 3 tens take 1 1 g I ! g |
ten= 10 units, and add it to "? 5 £ £ ,

^ ,
D

the 5 units, making 15 units;
Minnend

' 4 3 5 = 3 (1 2) (1 5)

8 units from 15 units leave 7
Subtrahend

>
148

units. We have taken 1 ten Remainder, 2 8 7
from 3 tens which left 2 tens.

We cannot take 4 tens from 2 tens ; therefore, from the 4 hundreds
take 1 hundreds 10 tens and add it to the 2 tens, making 12 tens.

4 tens from 12 tens leave 8 tens. We have taken 1 hundred from 4
hundreds, which left 3 hundreds ; 1 hundred from 3 hundreds leaves

2 hundreds. Hence the remainder is 287.

Note.—The minuend, 4 hundreds, 3 tens, and 5 units, is = 3 hundreds,
12 tens, and 15 units, which form it absolutely assumes in the mind while
giving the explanation, and may be written directly over instead of at t.ho

right of the minuend
; still it is not necessary to be written at all except to

render the explanation more plaiu.
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Hence, the

Rule,

1. Write the subtrahend under the minuend, so that units of

the same order shall stand in the same column.

2. Begin at the right, subtract the number expressed by each

figure of the subtrahend from the number expressed by the jig*

ure above it, and place the difference underneath.

3. If anyfigure in the subtrahend expresses a greater num-
ber than thefigure above it, add 10 to the upper number before

subtracting, and then add 1 to the number expressed by the next

figure of the subtrahend, and proceed as before.

Proof.—1st Method. Add the remainder to the subtra-

hend ; the sum will equal the minuend, if the work is right.

2d Method.—Subtract the remainder from the minuend
;

Ihe difference will equal the subtrahend. (554).

1.

Minuends, 436

Subtrahends, 147

Eemainders, 289

5. 6.

9736 8793

8392 2837

EXAMPLES.

2. 3.

7134 9247

3412 7836

3722

7. 8.

347812

136904

8743

3683

4.

18379

7847

9.

32143

13028

10. 12532-9441'=:?

11. $7293- $4684=

?

12. 98471-39364=?
13. 8001-3547=?
14. 37823-18281=?
15. 780023-320412=?
16. 74603-43374=?
17. 700-2=?
18. 8004-7008=?
19. 830240-370428=?
20. 73091-38994=?

Ans. 3091.

21. 783124-291431=?
22. 70800-8004=?
23. 8467321-3478271=?
24. 3178632-1478371= ?

25. 11247863-4613278=?
26. 70001-7=?
27. 9004100-30012=?
28. 486321-198372=?
29. 976321-123679=?
30. 900000-1=?
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. A farmer has 506 sheep in one field, and 297 in

another ; how many more has he in one field than in the

other ? Ans. 209.

2. On a certain farm there are 110 rods of stone-fence,

and 96 rods of rail-fence ; how many more rods of stone-

fence than rail-fence ? Ans. 14.

3. Mr. A traveled 200 miles at one time, and 23 at

another time ; how much farther did he travel the first

time than the last? Ans. 177 miles.

4. A had 310 apple-trees, and 291 plum-trees ; how
many more apple-trees than plum-trees had he ? Ans. 19.

5. Henry has 97 marbles less than John, and John has

200 ; how many has Henry ? Ans. 103.

6. A farmer had 7012 sheep and as many lambs, less

749 ; how many lambs had he ? Ans. 6263.

7. Joseph had 5312 cents, and Newton as many, less

1896 ; how many cents had Newton ? Ans. 3416.

8. The sum of two numbers is 87067, and one of which

is 34879 ; what is the other number ? Ans. 52188.

9. A man sold a horse and sleigh for $336, and by so

doing gained $39 ; required their cost ? Ans. $297.

10. A man having 78097 pounds of pork, sold 19099

pounds of it ; how much remained ? Ans. 58998 pounds.

11. Our national independence was declared in the year

1776 ; how many years from that period to 1815, the close

of the last war with Great Britain ? Ans. 39 years.

12. America was discovered by Columbus A. D. 1492 ;

how many years from that period to A. D. 1620, when the

Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, Mass. Ans. 128.

13. The mariner's compass is said to have been invented

at Naples 190 years before America was discovered, which
was in 1492 ; in what year was the mariner's compass in-

vented ? Ans. 1302.
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14. Bonaparte was declared Emperor of France A.D.

1804, when he was 35 years of age ; in what year was he

born ? Ans. A. D. 1769.

15. Glass windows began to be used in private houses in

England, in 1180, which was 516 years after the discovery

of glass ; in what year was it discovered ? Ans. 664.

16. Sir Isaac Newton was born in the year 1642, and

died in 1727 ; at what age did he die ? Ans. 85 years.

17. Gunpowder was invented in the year 1330 ; how
long was this before the invention of printing, which was

in 1441 ? Ans. Ill years.

18. General Washington was born in the year 1732, and

died in 1799 ; at what age did he die ? Ans. 67 years.

19. Tale College was founded in the year 1700, which

was 86 years after New York was settled ; in what year

was New York settled ? Ans. 1614.

20. The highest point of Sorata is 21286 feet ; how many
feet higher is it than mount Ararat, on which Noah's ark

rested, which is 17323 feet high ? (199.) Ans. 3963 ft.

21. St. Peter's Church, at Rome, which is 450 feet high,

is 167 feet higher than Trinity Church, New York ; what

is the height of Trinity Church ? Ans. 283 feet.

22. In a certain town there were 11210 inhabitants,

which was 2091 more than there were the preceding year ;

how many were there the preceding year ? Ans. 9119.

23. A merchant sold a quantity of goods for $11740,

which was $953 more than they cost him ; how much did

they cost him ? Ans. $10787.

24. A man, having 175912 feet of lumber, sold 97284

feet of it ; how many feet remained ? Ans. 78628.

25. Dr. Franklin was born in the year 1706, and died in

1790 ; how old was he when he died ? Ans. 84 years.

26. How many years from 1496, the year in which Alge-

bra was first known in Europe, to 1808, the year in which

the first steamboat was put in successful operation by

Robert Fulton ? Ans. 312 years.
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PBACTICAL QUESTIONS COMBINING ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION.

Note.—With a class of young pupils it would be well to omit the con-
sideration of the following questions, also those on pages 45, 59, and 60
until the review lessons on the fundamental rules.

1. A farmer having 3210 sheep, sold to A 423, and to B
891 ; how many had he remaining ? Ans. 1896.

2. A farmer had in cash $1710 ; he paid for repairing

his house $342, for farming utensils $110, and for hired

help $411 ; how much cash remains ? Ans. $847.

3. A man bought a span of horses and awagon for $936 ;

he then sold the wagon for $140 and the horses for $708 ;

how much did he lose by the sale ? Ans. $88.

4. A gentleman having $564, lost $319, and spent $86

of it ; how much had he remaining ? Ans. $159.

5. A speculator having 119640 acres of land, sold to A
530 acres, to B 325, to C 1420, to D 856, and to E 12375

acres ; how many acres had he left ? Ans. 104134.

6. There is a farm consisting of 732 acres ; 25 acres of

which is planted with corn and potatoes, 197 acres sown
with rye, 156 with oats, 97 with wheat, 199 is pastured,

and the remainder is meadow ; how many acres of mea-

dow? Ans. 58.

7. A lady having $312, paid for a bonnet $20, for a

shawl $75, for a silk dress $97, and for some delaines $83

;

how much remains ? Ans. $37.

8. A market woman having 147 oranges, sold to one

person 12 of them, to another 32, to another 74, to another

19, and to another 6 ; how many remain ? Ans. 4.

9. A farmer sold to A 136 sheep, to B 128, to C 297, and

to D 119 ; how many does he keep of 749, the number of

sheep he first had ? Ans. 69.

10. In a certain army there were 3512 men. In a battle

513 were killed, 627 wounded, and 97 deserted ; how many

did the army then contain ? Ana. 2275.
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11. A farmer having 625 bushels of grain, sold to A 97

bushels, to B 127, to C 197, and gave to the poor 110 bush.

;

how many bushels remain in his possession ? Ans. 94.

12. An individual traveled by railroad 272 miles, and

returned on foot ; the first day he traveled 65 miles, the

second 63, the third 59, the fourth 49 miles, and the fifth

day he arrived home. How far did he go the last day ?

Ans. 36 miles.

13. A man by will bequeathed $370129 to his two chil-

dren and wife as follows : to his son $139468, to his

daughter $98579, and to his wife the remainder. "What

amount was the wife's share ? Ans. $132082.

14. A man invested $37000 in a speculation ; the first year

he gained $997, the second year $547, and the third year

by accident at sea he lost $5782 ; how much did he gain or

lose? Ans. $4238.

15. A man had a sum of money ; afterward he earned

$6780, expended $812, and had remaining $12648 ; how
much had he at first ? Ans. $6680.

16. A drover sold 425 cattle and bought 87, and then

had 122 ; how many had he at first ? Ans. 460.

17. A man has $9860 ; how much must he add to this

sum to be able to purchase a farm for $14642, and a span

of horses for $576 ? Ans. $5358.

18. A had 397 oxen, B 113 more than A ; and C had as

many as A and B less 197 ; how many had C ? Ans. 710.

19. A has $5065 more than B, and $175 less than C, who
has $18900, and D has as much as A and B together ; how
many dollars have A, B, and D respectively ?

Ans. $18725, B $13660, and D $32385.

20. John has 120 bushels of wheat more than Joseph,

and 34 less than James, who has 498, and Jackson has as

many as John and Joseph together less 420 bushels

;

how many bushels have John, Joseph, and Jackson respec-

tively? ' Am. 464, 344, and 38a
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MULTIPLICATION.
S7o Multiplication is the process of taking one

number as many times as there are units in another.

Multiplication is, also a method of finding the sum of

several equal numbers.

58. The Terms in Multiplication are,

1. TJie Multiplicand, or number to be taken ;

2. The Multiplier, or number which shows how
many times the multiplicand is to be taken

;

3. The Product, or the result obtained

59. The Factors of the Product are the multi-

plier and multiplicand

GO. The Sign of Multiplication is x , and is

read multiplied by, or times. -

When x is placed between two numbers it denotes that

either is to be multiplied by the other. Thus 4 x 5 =20, de-
notes that 4 is to be multiplied by 5 (or 5 by 4), and that

the product is 20 ; and is read 4 times 5 equals 20, or 4
multiplied by 5 equals 20.

MULTIPLICATION TABLE.

lx 1=
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multiplication table— Continued.

5x 1=
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OPKRATIOW.

Remark.—The same example is per-

formed by taking 6 times each of the

different orders of units, and then add-

ing their products, which will illustrate

the analysis.

Multiplicand,

Multiplier,

6 times the units,

C times the tens,

6 times the hundreds,

246x3=?
347 x 4= ?

473 x 4= ?

846 x 3= ?

4371x6=
6. 4824x2=
7. 84731x2 =

8. 8247x9=
9. 87653x4=

10. 97631x5=
11. 82476x7=

Ans. 738.

^ms.1388.

Ans. 1892,

Ans. 2538.

? dm. 26226.

? Ans. 9648.

:?^tis.169462.

? Ans. 74223.

=?^ns.350612.

:?^ras.488155.

=?^n&577332.

EXAMPLES.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Product,

97654x5=?
876394 x 7= ?

97631x9=?
57632x6=?
87632x5=?
976321x8=?
732463x8=?
97634x9=?
79543812 x 7=
679837495x8 =

8476877x9=?

975

6

~30

42

54

5850

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

? Ans,

:? Ans.

Ans.

PP.ACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. A man sold 95 sheep, at $3 each ; how much did he
receive for them ? Ans. $285.

2. What cost 197 barrels of flour, at $6 a barrel ?

3. What cost 375 pounds of wool, at 5 dimes a pound ?

4. What cost 279 oranges, at 6 cents each ?

5. What cost 987 acres of land, at $9 an acre ?

6. What cost 1497 sheep, at $3 each ? Ans. $449L
7. What cost 3786 barrels of sugar, at $9 a barrel ?

8. In 1 mile are 5280 feet ; how many feet in 7 miles ?

9. In 1 mile are 1760 yards ; how many yards in 8 miles?

10. If in 1 barrel there are 196 pounds of flour ; how
many pounds in five barrels ? Ans. 980.

11. A farmer sold 4 horses, at $175 each ; how many
dollars did he receive for them ? Ans. $700.
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12. A lady bought 89 yards of ribbon, at 5 cents a yard

;

how much did the ribbon cost her ? Arts. 445 cents.

13. What cost 1786 boxes of raisins, at $2 a box ?

14. If a steamship goes 387 miles in 1 day, how far will

it go at the same speed in 9 days ? Ans. 3483 miles.

15. A merchant bought 1789 hats, at $4 each ; how much
did he pay for all ? Ans. $7156.

16. A farmer sold 7 oxen for $97 each ; how much did

he receive for them ? Ans. $679.

17. In one day there are 1440 minutes ; how many
minutes in five days ? Ans. 7200.

18. In 1 day there are 86400 seconds ; how many
seconds in 7 days ? Ans. 604800.

19. If one soldier receives $3 a week, how much will

27865 soldiers receive in four weeks at the same rate ?

20. What cost 97896 pounds of opium, at $9 a pound?

O,'*. To multiply any number by another.

1. Multiply 347 by 46.

Analysis.—[Write the numbers so that

units of the same order stand in the same

column, and proceed thus :] Six times 7

units are 42 units,=4 tens and 2 units,

write the 2 units in the place of units, and

add the 4 tens to the product of tens.

Six times 4 tens are 24 tens, +4 tens are Product, • 15962
28 tens,=2 hundreds and 8 tens, write the

8 tens in the place of tens, and add the 2 hundreds to the product

of hundreds. Six times 3 hundreds are 18 hundreds, +2 hundreds

are 20 hundreds, which write in its proper place. Four tens times,

or forty times 7 units are 28 tens,=2 hundreds and 8 tens, write the

8 tens in the place of tens, and add the 2 hundreds to the product of

hundreds. Forty times 4 tens are 16 hundreds, +2 hundreds are 18

hundreds,=l thousand and 8 hundreds, write the 8 hundreds in the

place of hundreds, and add the 1 thousand to the product of thou-

sands. Forty times 3 hundreds are 12 thousands, + 1 thousand ar*

13 thousands, which write in its proper place.

The sum of these partial products is the required product.
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Rule.—1. Write the multiplier under the multiplicand so

that units of the same order shall stand in the same column,

and draw a line underneath.

2. Beginning at the right, multiply each figure of the multi-

plicand by the right-hand figure of the multiplier, writing only

the units of the product increased by the tens, if any, of the

product of the preceding figure thus increased; and write the

entire product thus increased of the left-hand figure of the

multiplicand. TJius proceed with each figure of the multiplier,

placing the right-hand figure of each partial product under the

figure of the multiplier that produces it.

3. Add the partial productsfor the entire product.

Proof.—Multiply the multiplier by the multiplicand ; if

the product is the same as the one first obtained, the work

is supposed to be correct. (556*)

1. Multiply

2. Multiply

3. Multiply

4. Multiply

5. Multiply

6. Multiply

7. Multiply

8. Multiply

9. Multiply

10. Multiply

11. Multiply

12. Multiply

13. Multiply

14. Multiply

15. Multiply

16. Multiply

17. Multiply

18. Multiply

19. Multiply

20. Multiply

EXAMPLES.

8721 by 47.

3746 by 34.

472 by 93.

1724 by 32.

456 by 43.

1475 by 27.

2463 by 241.

1476 by 324.

2463 by 347.

3743 by 1246.

1234 by 4321.

3243 by 3147.

143968 by 3143.

3976 by 948.

8643 by 923.

14783 by 4136.

97603 by 3047.

980473 by 3074.

832403 by 30243.

9703407 by 90807.

Ans. 409887.

Ans. 127364.

Ans. 43896.

Ans. 55168.

Ans. 19608.

Ans. 39825.

Ans. 593583.

Ans. 478224

Ans. 85466L

Ans. 4663778.

Ans. 5332114.

Am. 10205721.

Ans. 452491424

Ans. 3769248.

Ans. 7977489.

Ans. 61142488,

Ans. 297396341.

Ans. 3013974002.

Ans. 25174363929.

Ans. 881137279449.
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. What cost 1787 barrels of sugar at $18 a barrel.

Analysis 1st.—At $1 a barrel 1787 barrels

of sugar will cost $1787, and at $18 a barrel opebatioic

they will cost 18 time? $1787=$32166. 1787

Analysis 2d.—If one barrel of sugar cost 18

$18, 1787 barrels will cost 1787 times $18=
$32166.

14296

1787
Note.—The product is the same whichever

number is used as a multiplier, (00.) &391 fir

Analysis 3d.—Since 1 barrel of sugar costs

$18, 18 times the number of barrels will equal the cost, etc.

2. What cost 1982 barrels of molasses, at $15 a barrel ?

3. What cost 3784 pieces of broadcloth, at $143 a piece?

4. What cost 21423 barrels of pork, at $23 a barrel ?

5. What cost 47879 bushels of corn, at 65 cents a

bushel ?

6. What cost 3785 kegs of tobacco at $34 a keg ?

7. If twelve men build a wall in 295 days how long will

it take one man to build it ? Ans. 3540 days.

8. If 35 men can accomplish a certain piece of work in

375 days ; how long will it take 1 man to do it ?

9. If 131 bushels of oats will feed 65 horses 4 days ; how
long would it feed 1 horse ? Ans. 260 days.

10. A drover bought 596 cattle at $65 each ; what did he

pay for them all? Ans. $38740.

11. A merchant bought 15 pieces of broadcloth, each

piece containing 47 yards, at $7 a yard ; how much did he

pay for the whole ? Ans. $4935.

12. If a steamship can run 387 miles in a day ; how far

can it, at this rate, run in 35 days ? Ans. 13545 miles.

13. A speculator bought 7986 acres of land, for $37 an

acre ; how much did the whole cost him ? Ans. $295482.

14. In 1 furlong there are 660 feet ; how many feet in 8

furlongs (1 mile) ? (199.) Ans. 5280.
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15. How many pounds of flour are there in 497 barrels,

there being 196 pounds in each ban-el ? Ans. 97412

16. What is the value of 137 shares of railroad stock at

$125 a share ? Ans. $17125.

17. How many pages are there in 4783 books, there be-

ing in each book 295 pages ? Ans. 1410985.

18. A speculator bought 297 cattle and 285 times as

many sheep ; how many sheep did he buy ? Ans. 81645.

19. If an army consume 857 pounds of beef in 1 day

;

how many pounds will the same army consume in 365

days? Ans. 312805

20. If a steam car move uniformly at the rate of 378

miles in a day, how far would it move in 365 days ?

21. What cost 91072 firkins of butter, at $19 a firkin?

22. If 7842 men can build a fortification in 137 days,

how long would it take 1 man to build it ?

23. What will be the value of 237 cows, at $23 each?

24. What will be the cost of 397 hogsheads of molasses,

at $37 a hogshead? Ans. $14689.

25. What cost 2473 tons of railroad iron, at $297 a ton ?

26. If a regiment of soldiers consists of 1000 men, how
many men are there in an army of 203 regiments ?

27. How many yards of cloth can be made in 313 days

in a factory in which can be made 873 yards in 1 day ?

28. If, at one load, a span of horses can draw 2997

pounds, how many pounds can they draw in 327 loads ?

29. There are 15 fields of corn, and in each field there

are 97 rows, and 256 hills in each row ; how many hills in

the 15 fields? Ans. 372480.

30. Light moves at the rate of 192500 miles in 1 second
;

how far will it move in 8 minutes and 15 seconds, or 495

seconds ? (2190 An*. 95287500 miles.

31. A merchant has 1346 bushels of wheat in a grain-

elevator, and 27 times as many bushels of oats ; required

his number of bushels of grain. (216.) Ans. 36342.

Note.—The mean distance of the sun from the earth is 95298000 miles.
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MULTTPLIC-A/TIOINr BY FACTORS.

63. A Composite Number is one which can b«

produced by multiplying together two or more integral

numbers, each greater than a unit.

64. Tlie Factors of a number are the numbers which

multiplied together produce that number.

Thus, the factors of 24 are 4 and 6, 3 and 8, 2 and 12,

or 2, 2, 2, and 3 ; since, 24=4 x 6,= 3 x 8, =2 xl2, or =
2x2x2x3.

Note.—The factors and the parts of a number are entirely different.

Thus, 4 and 6, 3 and 8, etc., are factors of 24 ; while 20 and 4, 18 and 6, etc^

are parts of 24.

65. To multiply when the multiplier is a composite number.

1. Multiply 7 by 6.

ILLUSTRATION.

7

3

21

2

42

3

7

2

14

3

42

Analysis.—If we write six lines with seven stars in each, 6 timea

7=42, will express the number of stars in the six lines.

Also, since 6=2 x 3, or 3 x 2, 6 times 7 must equal 2 times 3 times

7=42, as expressed on the left in the illustration, or 3 times 2 times

7=42, as expressed on the right in the illustration.

2. What will 35 pianos cost, at $347 each ?

Analysis.— Since, 35=5x7, 35 times $347=
5 times 7 times $347, or 7 times 5 times $347=

$12145.

$12145
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Hence, the

Rule.—1. Separate the multiplier into two or morefactors.

2. Multiply the multiplicand by one of thesefactors, and the

product thus obtained by another factor ; and so on, till all the

factors have been used. Tiie last result will be the required

product.

1. How much will 48 cannon cost at $1560 each ?

2. "What cost 325 bush, of potatoes, at 63 cents per bush. ?

3. What cost 327 melons at 21 cents each ?

4. What cost 496 yards of muslin, at 27 cents a yard ?

5. What cost 49 sheep, at 375 cents each ?

6. What cost 77 horses, at $213 each? Ans. $16401.

7. What cost 15 acres of land, at $397 an acre?

8. What cost 70 bushels of wheat, at 137 cents a bushel ?

9. What cost 18 pounds of opium, at 897 cents a pound ?

10. What cost 21 books, at 213 cents each ?

00* When tlie Multiplier is lO, 100, lOOO, lOOOO, etc. (538).

Rule.—Annex to the multiplicand as many ciphers as there

are in the multiplier, (4:19 3).

1. 232x10=10?
2. 342x100=?
3. 437x1000=?

4. 137x10000=?
5. 2400 x 100000= ?

6. 147000x1000000=?

6/ . When there are Ciphers on the right of either, or of both

Multiplier and Multiplicand. {559, 560).

1. Multiply 3464 by 3430000.

2. Multiply 2460000 by 432000.

OPERATION.

3464

3430000
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Analysis.—In operation 1st, the number 3430000 was resolvod

into the two factors 343 and 10000. First we multiplied the mul-

tiplicand by 343, and then this product by 10000.

In the 2d operation 2460000=246 x 10000 ; 432000=432 x 1000.

We first multiplied the two factors, 246 and 432 together, and then

their product by 10000 and 1000, or 10000000.

Hence, the

Rule.— Write the numbers so that the right-hand significant

figures of the twofactors shall stand one under the other ; then

multiply as in (62), and annex to the product as many ciphers

as are on the right of bothfactors.

EXAMPLES.

1. 47x3800=? Ans. 178600.

2. 460 x 3200=7Ans.1472000.
3. 470x3700=?-4n3.1739000.

4. 324000x3240000=?
5. 37900x8200000=?
6. 8700x96000=?

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS COMBINING ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, AND

MULTIPLICATION.

1. If a wagon cost $65, a yoke of oxen 4 times as much,

less $105, and a span of horses as much as the wagon and

oxen together ; what was the cost of the oxen and horses

respectively, and of all ? Ans. $155, $220, and $440.

2. A man paid for building his house $1789, for his farm.

3 times as much less $982, and for his furniture $122 more

than he paid for building his house ; how much did he pay

for all, and for each? Ans. $4385, $1911, and $8085.

3. A's yearly income is $2190 ; he pays for house-rent

$257, his other expenses amount to 6 times as much minus

$101 ; how much does he save yearly ? Ans. $492.

4. A man having $4782, paid out of it $2395 for a farm,

as much less $1009 for building a house, and the remainder

—$573, he paid for farming utensils and furnishing his

house ; how much did he pay for building his house, and
how much for farming utensils and furnishing the house ?

Ans. $1386 and $428.
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5. A has 367 sheep, B has 3 times as many — 409, and

D has as many as A and B together ; how many sheep have

B and D respectively, and how many have they all ?

Ans. B 692, D 1059, and all 2118.

6. A is worth $4789, B is worth $196 more than A, and

C is worth as much as A and B together — $2409 ; how
much are B and C worth respectively?

Ans. B $4985, and C $7365.

7. In an army of 5789 men, there were 1420 men killed

in an action, and three times as many wounded, minus the

number that deserted, which was 992 ; how many men re-

mained in the army, and how many were wounded?
Ans. 109 remained and 3268 were wounded.

8. A house is worth $1251, the farm on which it stands

is worth 5 times as much + $792, and the stock on the farm

is worth 3 times as much as the house—$1199 ; what is the

value of the whole, and of the farm and stock respectively ?

Ans. All $10852, farm $7047, and stock $2554.

9. A lends B $9780, B lets A have bank stock to the

amount of $1946, a farm for 4 times as much as the bank

stock — $999, and pays the remainder in cash ; how much
cash did B pay A ? Ans. $1049.

10. James, has 145 sheep, John 7 times as many ;f- 299,

and Joseph 3 times as many as both James and John,

less 1999 ; how many has John and Joseph, and how many
have they all? Ans. 1314, 2378, and all 3837.

11. If a cow cost $27, a horse 5 times as much, and a

farm 8 times as much as the cow and horse together, —
$109 ; how much more will the farm cost than 4 horses

and 10 cows, at the same rate ? Ans. $377.

12. If a quantity of cloth cost $342, a store 12 times as

much, —$1098, and the lot on which the store stands twice

as much as the cloth and store, + $98 ; required the cost

of the store, aiid lot, and of all ?

Ans. Store $3006, lot $6794, and all $10142

(502, 563J.
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DIVISION.
68. Division is the process of finding how many

times one number contains another, or of finding one of

the equal parts of a number.

69. The Terms of Division are

1. The Dividend, the number to be divided

;

2. The Divisor, the number to divide by
;

3. The Quotient, the number of times the dividend

contains the divisor, or the value of the required part of

the dividend
;

4. The Remainder, or the part of the dividend

which is left, when the dividend does not contain the divi-

sor an exact number of times. The remainder is always

less than the divisor.

70. The Signs of Division are h-, — , and ).

Thus, 20-5-4= 5,
2
4
°=5, or 4)20=5, denotes that 20 is to be

divided by 4, and that the quotient is 5 ; and is read 20

divided by 4 equals 5.

Note.—A thorough drill on the Tables of Addition, Subtraction, Multi-

plication, and Division, and a ready understanding and application of

them will enable the pupil to economise time by quick and accurate arith-

metical operations.

DIVISION TABLE.

1-5-1= 1



division table—Continued!,

in

5-5-5= 1
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2. Divide 47361 by 3.

Analysis.—Three is contained in 4 ten thou-

sands 1 ten thousand times, and 1 ten thousand otbbamow.

= 10 thousands, remaining; 10 thousands + 7 oSwaSt
thousands=l7 thousands; 3 is contained in °

r
*

I '

17 thousands, 5 thousands' times, and 2 thou- Quotient, 15787
sands, =20 hundreds,remaining ; 20 hundreds+
3 hundreds=23 hundreds; 3 is contained in 23 hundreds, 7 hun-

dreds' times, and 2 hundreds,=20 tens,remaining
; 20 tens + 6 tens=

26 tens; 3 is contained in 26 tens, 8 tens' times, and 2 tens=20
units remaining ; 20 units + 1 unit=21 units; 3 is contained in 21

units, 7 units' times. Hence, the entire quotient is 15787.

3. Divide 1532 by 5.

The remainder, 2, may be mentioned operation.

simply as a remainder, or its division by 5)1532

5 may be expressed in the form of a Quotient ,
"306-2 Rem.

fraction by writing the divisor under it

;

thus,
f. Therefore, the entire quotient is 30G|. {123. s

Hence, the

Rule.—1. Write the divisor, dividend, and quotient as in

the above operation.

2. Begin at the left, divide each term of the dividend by the

divisor, and write each quotient figure under its dividend.

3. If a remainder occurs in the process of division, consider

it as prefixed to the next term of the dividend and proceed as

before.

4. If any partial dividend is less than the divisor, write

for the quotient figure, and consider such dividend as a

remainder.

5. If there is a remainder, after dividing the units' figure,

place it after the quotient, and write the divisor under it.

Note.—1. In division, either the divisor or the quotient is cossidered

an abstract number ; tha other term being of the same denomination as

the dividend.
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2. The Divisor, Quotient, and Dividend, in division, correspond to the

multiplier, multiplicand, and product, in multiplication. Division is,

therefore, the reverse of multiplication.

3. In multiplication two factors are given to find the product ; in divi-

sion, one of the factors and the product are given, to find the other

factor

4. When the dividend does not contain the divisor an exact number of

times, the part of the dividend which is left is called the Remainder.

Proof.—Multiply the divisor by the integral part of the

quotient and add in the remainder, if there be any. If this

sum is equal to the dividend, the work is right. (564L).
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5. At $4 a barrel, how many barrels of cider can be

bought for $1748 ? Ans. 437.

6. If in 1 week there are 7 days, how many weeks are

there in 365 days ? Ans. 52 weeks and 1 day.

7. If 9 acres of land cost $1125, what will 1 acre cost

at the same rate ? Ans. $125.

8. If 6 horses cost $1272, what will 1 horse cost?

Ans. $212.

9. If a man traveled 693 miles in 7 days, how far did he

travel in 1 day ? Ans. 99 miles.

10. 1704 acres of land are to be divided equally among
8 men ; how many acres will each receive ? Ans. 213.

11. If 9 horses sold for $1359, what was the average

sum received for each ? Ans. $151.

12. A man bought 12 tons of hay for $180 ; how much
did he pay a ton ? Ans. $15.

13. A boy sold 11 rabbits for 275 cents ; how much did

he receive for each ? Ans. 25 cents.

14. A girl spent 354 cents for oranges, giving 3 cents

for each ; how many oranges did she buy? Ans. 118.

15. A is worth $15795, which is 5 times as much as B is

worth, and B is worth 3 times as much as C ; how much
are B and C each worth ? Ans. B $3159, and C $1053.

16. A's house cost $2358, which was 3 times as much as

the furniture of the house cost ; what was the cost of the

furniture? Ans. $786.

17. A drover bought 12 oxen for $1764, how much was
the average cost of each ? Ans. $147.

18. A has 74 sheep, B has 10 times as many, and the

number of B's sheep is 4 times as many as C has ; how
many sheep has C ? Ans. 185.

19. A laborer worked 12 months for $216 ; how much
did he receive a month ? Ans. $18.

20. If.from 9 cords of gold quartz $7056 was obtained,

how much was obtained from 1 cord? Ans. $784*
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¥2* To divide any number by another. (565).

Note.—When the partial dividends are written, the process is called

Long Division.

1. Divide 4379 by 24.

Analysis.—Taking 43 hundreds for the operation.

first partial dividend, we say 24 is con-
m7*"- *>ivlden<

J-

Qn°tient

tained in 43 hundreds, 1 hundred times;
24

)
4379

(
1822i

24 x 1 hundred = 24 hundreds, which ^
write under the 43 hundreds, and sub- 197
tract ; the remainder is 19 hundreds, to 1 no

which add the 7 tens of the dividend, and

we have for the second partial dividend 59

197 tens. Twenty-four is contained in 48

197 tens 8 tens times; 24x8 tens=192 7Z
... ., ,

'
, ,„._ . , Remainder, II

tens, which write under the 197 tens and

subtract; the remainder is 5 tens, to which add the 9 units, and wo
have for the third partial dividend, 59 units. Twenty-four is con-

tained in 59 units, 2 units times; 24x2 units=48 units, which we
write under the 59 units and subtract; the remainder is 11 units.

Express the division of this remainder by 24, thus: A
J,

and annex

it to the quotient, and we have 182^1 for the complete quotient.

Rule.—1. Draw a curve line on each side of the dividend,

and write the divisor at the left.

2. Take for the first partial dividend, the least number of

figures on the left that will contain the divisor, and place the

quotient on the right.

3. Multiply the divisor by the quotient, place the product

under the partial dividend, and subtract, and to the remainder

annex the next term of the dividend, for the second partial

dividend.

4. Divide as before, and thus continue till all the terms of

the dividend have been used.

5. Write the divisor under the final remainder, if any,for

thefractional part of the quotient, and annex it to the integral

part of the quotient ; the result will be the complete quotient.

Notb.—1. If any partial dividend is less than the divisor, place a ciph«i
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in the quotient and bring down the next figure of the dividend, thus form-

ing the next partial dividend.

2. If any remainder is equal to, or greater than the divisor, the corre-

sponding figure in the quotient is too small.

3. When the product of the divisor and the quotient figure is greater

than the partial dividend, the quotient figure is too large.

Proof.—Multiply the divisor by the integral part of the

quotient. To this product add the remainder, if any ; and
the sum will equal the dividend, if the work is right.

EXAMPLES.

Note.—The expression 345+23:

many?

1. 3454-23= ? Ans. 15.

2. 43684-13= ? Ans. 336.

3. 3690-=-15= ? Ans. 246.

4. 8024-=-17= ? Ans. 472.

5. 54754-15=? Ans. 365.

6. 12154-27= ? Ans. 45.

7. 663604-24= ? Ans. 2765.

8. 108192 4-28= ? Ans. 3864.

9. 183124-24= ? Ans. 763.

10. 28134-29=? Ans. 97.

11. 35554-15= ? Ans. 237.

12. 59764-72= ? Ans. 83.

13. 25924 24=? Ans. 108.

14. 9490004- 73=?^ns.l3000.

15. 933904-30=? Ans. 3113.

16. 789591 4- 213=Uns. 3707.

33. Divide 86431 by 342.

34. Divide 93621 by 314.

35. Divide 37214 by 823.

36. Divide 47632 by 371.

37. Divide 9763 by 123.

38. Divide 74682 by 97.

39. Divide 87436 by 47.

40. Divide 9763 by 93.

is read, 345 divided by 23, equals how

17. 3397204-745=? Ans. 456.

18. 3650924-767=? Ans. 476.

19. 1997554-579=? Ans. 345.

20. 2280044-479=? Ans. 476.

21. 8781634-979=? Ans. 897.

22. 3235954-705=? Ans. 459.

23. 3121694-767=? Ans. 407.

24. 2769424-457=? Ans. 606.

25. 4270284-604=? Ans.

26. 3162394-407=? Ans.

27. 326204284-4404=? Ans.

28. 115564444-1706=? Ans.

29. 233942044-3012= ? Ans.

30. 75374694-1307=? Ans.

31. 91431344-4567=? Ans.

32. 74405587064-76706=?

Ans. 252fff.
Ans. 2983V5.
Ans. 45^.

Ans. 128] |f
Ans. 79T

4
2

fi

3 .

Ans. 769||.

Ans. 1860±f.
Ans. 104|^.
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. In how many days can 38 men do the work which 1

man can do in 494 days ? Ans. 13.

2. If 97 sheep cost $388, what will 1 cost? Ans. $4.

3. If 95 acres of land cost $22515, how much is that an

acre? Ans. $237.

4. What cost 1 barrel of flour, if 37 barrels cost $296?

Ans. $8.

5. If an iceberg moves 25 miles a day, how many days

will it be in moving 6250 miles ? Ans. 250.

6. If in 89 books there are 28035 pages, how many
pages on an average in a book ? Ans. 315.

7. If a horse travel 45 miles in a day, in how many days

will it travel 3330 miles ? Ans. 74.

8. If 17 months' wages amount to $595, how much is

that a month ? Ans. $35.

9. If 347 pigeons are sold for 7287 cents, how much is

paid for each ? Ans. 21 cents.

10. If 37 baskets of peaches sold for 2775 cents, what
was the price per basket ? Ans. 75 cents.

11. A drover bought cattle, at $37 a head, and paid for

them $8732 ; how many did he buy? Ans. 236.

12. How many barrels of molasses, at $17 a barrel, can

be bought for $3587 ? Ans. 211.

13. How many pieces of cloth, at $94 a piece, can be

bought for $3290 ? Ans. 35.

14. If 63 gallons make a hogshead, how many hogsheads

will 1449 gallons make ? Ans. 23.

15. For $1016 ; how many yards of broadcloth, at $8 a

yard, can be bought ? Ans. 127.

16. If a steam-ship crosses the Atlantic ocean, a distance

of 3000 miles, in 9 days ; how many miles does the ship

go daily? Ans. 333 {.

17. If A's income is $2555 a year, how much is that a day,

allowing the year to consist of 365 days ? Ans. $7.
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18. A purchased a farm containing 235 acres for

how many dollars did he pay an acre ? Ans. $18.

19. In how many days could 27 men accomplish as much
work, as 1 man could in 594 days ? Ans. 22.

20. The circumference of the earth is about 25000 miles
;

if a railroad car move, at the rate of 625 miles a day, in

how many days would it go round the earth ? Ans. 40.

21. If a railroad train runs at the rate of 45 miles in 1

hour, in what time would it run 6165 miles ? Ans. 137 hr.

22. A field of 48 acres, produces 14304 bushels of pota-

toes ; what is the average yield per acre ? Ans.

23. 106220 acres of land was sold in equal parts to 235

men ; how many acres did each buy ? Ans.

24. During a cruise of 15 days a ship sailed 1950 miles

;

how far did it sail each day ? Ans.

25. Two men hired a pasture for $480, one put in 50

cows and the other 46 cows ; how much should each pay ?

Ans. $250, and $230.

26. The product of two numbers is 90624, and one of the

numbers is 472 ; what is the other number ? Ans.

27. The quotient is 345, the dividend is 273240 ; what is

the divisor? Ans.

28. The quotient is 437, the divisor is 213, and the re-

mainder is 196 ; what is the dividend ? Ans.

29. Light moves about 192500 miles in 1 second ; how
long would it take light to pass from the sun to the earth, a

distance of 95000000 of miles ? Ans. 493Tysr

5
B sec.

30. How long will it take light to pass from the sun to

Neptune, the distance being 3000000000 miles, and the light

moving at the rate of 12000000 miles in 1 minute ?

Ans. 250 minutes=4 hours and 10 minutes.

31. During the bombardment of Fort Fisher by Admiral

Porter, January 13, 1865, 24300 shells were thrown into

the Fort in 90 minutes,= 1| hours ; how many on an aver-

age were thrown each minute, and how many each second!

Ans. 270 each minute, and 4| each second.
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DIVISION BY FACTORS.
¥3* To divide wlien tlie divisor is a composite number*

1. Divide $2814 equally among 21 men.

Analysis.—The factors of 21 are 3 and

7 ; hence, dividing by 3, and the quotient opbbatioh.

thus obtained by 7 produces the same re- 3)2814
suit as dividing by 21. Or, we may sup- '

pose the 21 men to be divided into 3 com- 7
)j^?

l8t iuotient-

panies of 7 men each. Then each company -jq^ re
..

will receive one-third of $2814, which is

$938. If one company, or 7 men, receive $938, one man will re-

ceive one-seventh of $938 =$134.

Hence, the

Rule.—Divide the dividend by one of thefactors of the di-

visor, and the quotient thus obtained by a secondfactor, and so

on, till everyfactor of the divisor has been used. The last quo-

tient will be the required quotient.
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and 3 wallets each containing $3=3 x $3, or $9 remaining. If the

165 bags be placed within boxes, each containing 7 bags, there will

be 23 boxes, and 4 bags each containing 5 wallets, and each wallet

$3=4x5x$3, or $60 remaining. Hence, the true remainder is

$2 + $9 + $60=$71.

Or, since the 1st dividend has been divided by 3, the 2d by 5, and

the 3d by 7 ; a unit of the 3d dividend is equal to 5 x 3, or 15 units

of the 1st dividend ; and a unit of the 2d dividend, to 3 units of the

1st dividend.

Hence, the

Rule.—1. Multiply each remainder by all the divisors pre-

ceding the one that produces it.

2. The sum of these products and the first remainder, will

be the true remainder.

2. Divide 3014 by 15=3 x 5. Ans. 200 and 14 rem.

3. Divide 34754 by 42. Ans. and 20 rem.

4. Divide 337376 by 64. Ans. and 32 rem.

5. Divide 57066 by 72. Ans. and 42 rem,

QUESTIONS.

1. A man bought 15 horses for $1455 ; how much did

he pay for each ? Ans. $97.

2. If 25 barrels of flour cost $225, how much did it cost

per barrel? Ans. $9.

3. A wealthy merchant distributed 588 yards of cloth

equally among 49 poor individuals ; how many yards did

each receive ? Ans. 12 yards.

4. A drover paid $1400 for cattle, giving $56 for each
;

how many cattle did he buy ? Ans. 25.

5. A farmer bought 99 acres of land for $2277 ; how
much did he pay an acre ? Ans. $23.

6. In a certain corn-field there were 5292 hills of corn,

and 63 rows ; how many hills were in a row?
Ans. 84 hills.
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73. When the divisor is 10, 100, 1000, etc. (566).

1. Divide 386 by 10. |
2. Divide 83240 by 1000.

OPERATION.

1(0)3816

Quotient, 38/^.

OPERATION.

1|000)83|240

Quotient,

Rule.—1. From the right of the dividend cut off as many

figures as there are ciphers in the divisor.

2. Tliefigures cut off will be the remainder, and the others

the integral part of the quotient, (41, 3).

EXAMPLES.

1. 8370-=-10= ? Ans. 837.

2. 63200 -=-100= ? Ans. 632.

3. 346000-=-1000=?

4. 8400000 -v-10000=? Ans.

5. 974000 -=- 10000= ? Ans.

6. 872400 -=-1000=? Ans.

4 6. When there are ciphers at the right of any divisor.

1. Divide 82630241 by 37000.

Analysis.—The factors of

37000 are 1000 and 37. First

dividing by 1000, (75,) we
obtain for a quotient 82630,

and for a remainder 241.

Dividing this quotient by the

remaining factor, 37, we ob-

tain for a quotient 2233, and

for a remainder 9, to which

annex 241, the first remain-

der, and underneath write the

divisor, and we have for the

entire quotient 2233j9f
2
oVo-

OPERATION.

37|000)82630;241(2233397
2
Vg.

74

"86

74

123

111

"l20

111

Remainder, 9241

Hence, the

Rule.—1. Cut off the ciphers from the divisor, and

manyfiguresfrom the right of the dividend.
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2. Divide the remaining figures -of tlie dividend by the re-

maining figures of the divisor.

3. Place the entire divisor under the true remainder, and

annex it to the integral part of the quotient, for the entire

quotient.

Note.—The true remainder is the last remainder with the figures cut

off annexed.

1. Divide 72002 by 1200. Ans. 60T3
2
OIJ.

2. Divide 1604800600 by 34000. Ans. 472003f gjfo.

3. Divide 876432 by 980.

4. Divide 732412 by 98700.

5. Divide 1936421 by 132000. Ans. UT%%%\\.
6. Divide 376948 by 98300. Ans.

7. Divide 13762400 by 370900. Ans.

8. Divide 1247892 by 47000. Ans. 26 and 25892 rem.

9. Divide 97632 by 5300. Ans.

10. Divide 764329 by 9000. Ans.

EXEBCISES ON THE FUNDAMENTAL KTJLES.

77. Quantities that are within a Parenthesis,
( ), are to

be subjected to the same operation. Thus, (4-1-7—2) x3,

or (4 + 7—2)3, denotes that the (4+ 7— 2), =9, is to be

multiplied by 3, the product of which is 27.

EXAMPLES.

1. 37+46-27= ? Ans. 56.

2. (46 + 96-42) 7=?
3. (46-74 + 92)4-4=?
4. (80-27 + 7)^-5+1=?
5. (285 + 9-120) 3=?
6. (137 + 6 +25)9=?

13. (4+ 7)2 + (256-25)-f-21=?

14. (274 + 82) 27 +(896-176) 4-144=?

7. (240-120 + 972) 8=?
8. (720—142 + 326)11=?
9.(97-79 + 197) 12=?

10. (823-713 + 862) 234= ?

11. (3780-792+378)4-24=?
12. (8247-621 + 876)4-36=?
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS COMBINING THE FUNDAMENTAL BULES.

1. A has $3246, which lacks $242 of being 4 times B's

fortune ; and C is worth 3 times as much as A and B to-

gether, diminished by $4627 ; how much money has B and

C respectively? -4ns. B has $872, and C $7727.

2. A man bought an equal number of cows and horses

for $9600 ; for the cows he gave $23 each, and for the

horses $97 each ; how many cows and how many horses

did he buy ? -4ns. 80 of each.

Remark.—A cow costs $23 and a horse $97, therefore they together cost

$23 + $97=$120; hence, he bought as many cows and as many horses as 120

is contained times in 9600.

3. A merchant expended $294 for an equal number "of

yards of broadcloth, consisting of three different kinds

;

the first at $5, the second at $7, and the third at $9 a yard

;

how many yards of each kind did he buy ? Ans. 14.

4. A farmer sold an equal number of chickens, ducks,

and geese, for 1770 cents ; the chickens at 12, the ducks at

37, and the geese at 69 cents each ; how many of each kind

did he sell ? Ans. 15.

5. $89648 is 8 times as much as A gave for his farm,

which was $126 more than it was worth ; how much was

the farm worth ? Ans. $11080.

6. A farmer's yearly income was $9237. He paid for

repairing his house $136, for hired help on his farm 4 times

as much, diminished by $95, and for other expenses $1902

;

how much does he save yearly ? Ans. $6750.

7. Bought 25 barrels of flour for $125 ; for what must it

be sold a barrel to gain $75, and what will be the gain on
each barrel ? Ans. $8 a barrel, gain $3.

8. Bought 120-acres of land for $4200, and sold 95 acres

of it at $45 an acre, and the remainder for what it cost

;

how much did I gain by the bargain ? -4ns. $950.
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9. Bought 145 acres of land for $4980, and sold a part

of it for $5000, at $40 an acre ; how many acres had I re-

maining, and how much did I gain on every acre sold ?

Ans. 20 acres and gained $6.

10. A drover bought a certain number of cattle for

$8050, and sold a certain number of them for $6237, at $63

each, and gained on those he sold $1683, how many did he

buy at first, and how much did he gain on each sold ?

Ans. Bought 175, gained $17 a head.

11. A and B agree to share $560 in the proportion of 5

to 3 ; how much must each one receive ?

Ans. A $350, and B $210.

Remark.—Since the two parts are to be to each other as 5 to 3, we must
divide the $560 into 5 +3, or 8 equal parts ; and 5 of these parts will be A's,

and 3 of these parts will be B's share.

12. A and B found $720, and shared it in the proportion

of 4 to 5 ; how many dollars did each receive ?

Ans. A $320 and B $400.

13. Two men bought 56 horses, the first paid $5 as often

as the other $2 ; how many horses ought each to receive ?

Ans. One 40, the other 16.

14. A merchant bought a certain number of barrels of

flour for $1424, and sold them for $2492, and thereby gained

$3 a barrel ; how many barrels did he buy, and what did

it cost him a barrel? Ans.

15. Three men bought some petroleum stock for $75

;

the first paid $15, the second $55, and the third the re-

mainder. They sold it for $1500 ; what was each man's

share ? Ans.

16. A speculator gave $18810 for horses, and sold a cer-

tain number of them for $7990, at $85 each, and by so do-

ing lost $10 each ; for how much must he sell the remain-

der each to gain $2180 in the whole ?

Ans. $325 each.
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UNITED STATES CURRENCY.
Reliark.—The subject of U.S. Currency is usually placed after that

of Decimal Fractions. It is here introduced for the benefit of those

who may not have the opportunity to study decimal fractions, and so

presented that pupils may become familiar with it by the funda-

mental rules.

78. Currency is coin, bank-bills, treasury notes, etc.,

used as a medium of trade. (611, 600).
79. The Coins of the United States are

Double-eagle,
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To distinguish dollars from cents we place ( . ) called a

Decimal Point, between them. Thus, $75, 95 cents, are

written $75.95. The figures on the left of the decimal

point express dollars, the first two on the right cents, and

the next mills.

To express any number of cents less than 10, a cipher

must be placed between the figure expressing that number
and the decimal point ; thus, 6 cents is written .06.

EXAMPLES.

1. Write 54 cents. Ans. $0.54.

2. "Write one hundred cents. Ans. $1.00.

3. Write one thousand mills. Ans. $1.00.

4. Write $4 and 7 cents. Ans.

5. Write $11 and 42 cents.

6. Write 7 eagles, $5, and 9 cents in dollars and cents.

7. Write 6 eagles, $9, and 7 mills in dollars and mills.

8. Write $84, 15 cents, and 5 mills in dollars and mills.

9. Eead $432.73 ;
$164,478 ;

$949,573 ; and $8.06.

10. Express in one number 11 eagles, $11, 11 cents, and

11 mills. Ans.

REDUCTION" OF1 XT. S. CUERENCY
81. Reduction is the process of changing a number

of one denomination to another number of a different de-

nomination which shall have the same value.

82. To reduce a number from a greater to a less unit.

1. In $5 how many cents ?

Analysis.—In $1 there are 100 cents, and in $5 there are 5 times

100 cents=500 cents.

2. In $8 how many mills ?

Analysis.—In $1 there are 1000 mills, and in $8 there are 8

times 1000 mills=8000 mills.

3. In 12 cents how many mills ?

Analysis.—In 1 cent there are 10 mills, and in 12 cents there

are 12 times 10 mills=120.
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1 1. To reduce dollars to cents, Multiply by 100
;

Hence* < 2. To reduce dollars to mills, Multiply by 1000
;

( 3. To reduce cents to mills, Multiply by 10.

Note.—1. To reduce dollars and cents to cents ; or, dollars, cents, and

mills to mills, remove the sign, $, and the decimal point to the right

2. Each removal of the decimal point one place to the right multiplies

the number by 10.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce $82.00 to cents.

2. Reduce $24.10 to cents.

3. Reduce $32,164 to mills.

4. Reduce $.62 to mills.

6. Reduce $95.00 to cents.

6. Reduce $135.00 to cents.

7. Reduce $362.00 to cents.

8. Reduce $175.00 to mills.

9. Reduce $375.00 to mills.

10. Reduce $702.00 to mills.

Ot)< To reduce a number front a less to a greater unit.

1. In 462 cents how many dollars ?

Analysis.—In $1 there are 100 cents, therefore,^ of the num-

ber of cents equals the number of dollars
; T^-y of 462 cts.=$4.62.

2. In 3264 mills how many dollars ?

Analysis.—$1= 1000 mills, therefore, T0
'
00 of the number of

mills equals the number of dollars; T7iVj of 3264 mills=$3,264.

3. In 143 mills how many cents ?

Analysis.—1 cent=10 mills, therefore, ^ of the number of

mills equals the number of cents
; ^ of 143 mills=14.3 cts.=$.l43.

( 1. To reduce cents to dollars, Divide by 100
;

Hence, -j 2. To reduce mills to dollars, Divide by 1000
;

( 3. To reduce mills to cents, Divide by 10.

Note.—Each removal of the decimal point one place to the left divides

the number by 10.
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84, ATDDITIOJST OIP XT. S. CURRENCY.

1. A man bought beef for $9.15 ; flour for $12.375

;

butter for $25,125 ; and fish for $3.65 : how much did all

these articles cost him ?

Method.—Place dollars under dollars, cents

under cents, etc., so that the decimal points

stand in the same column, then add as in

simple numbers and place the decimal point in

the sum directly under the points in the num-
bers added. ^nSt $50,300

Hence, the

Rule .

—

1. Write the numbers to be added so that units of

the same order shall stand in the same column.

2. Add as in simple numbers, and place the decimal point

between the figures in the sum representing dollars and cents.

Note.—1. Expressing a dollar in shillings, or in eighths of a dollar, gives

rise to fractions of a cent which may be expressed in mills. Thus, one-

eighth of a dollar =$0.12i=$0.125; three-eighths =$0,374= $0,375; five-

eighths=$0.6:2i=$0.625 ; and seven-eighths=$0.87*=$0.875. Three-fourths

of 1 cent=$0.0075; hence, 18* cents =$0.1875.

2. In the following questions in U. S. Currency, prices are given in

dollars, cents and mills, as the pupil is not acquainted with fractions.

QUESTIONS.

1. Bought tea for $17.75, flour for $7.87, sugar for

$21,125, butter for $24, and beef for $41.06 ; what was the

cost of all? Ans. $111,805.

2. What is the amount of $37.25, $10,125, $175,115,

$3051.09, $705021.125, and $95.18? Ans. $708389.885.

3. What cost a horse, a yoke of oxen, a cow, and a sheeji,

if the horse cost $95,125 ; the oxen, $137.18 ; the cow,

$35,375, and the sheep, $5.08 ? Ans. $272.76.

4. A merchant bought broadcloth for $576.32, muslins

and linen for $97.10, sugar for $57.19, and flour for

$135,375 ; what was the cost of the whole ?

Ans. $865,985.
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5. A gentleman has a horse worth $125.25, some young

cattle worth $3796.375, a yoke of oxen worth $175,105,

five cows worth $212.08, and a farm worth $7635.95;

what is the value of the whole ? Ans.

6. A merchant bought a quantity of goods for $75862.97,

paid for duties $986.13, and for freight $293.37 ; how much
did the goods cost him in all? Ans.

85» SUBTRACTION OF TJ. S. CURRENCY.
OPERATION.

1. A man owed $30796.372, and Minnendi $30796.372
paid $7309.609 of it ; how much subtrahend, 7309.609
remains unpaid

?

*„„.„„ „„^^
Remainder, $23486.763

Note.—The analysis is the same as in subtraction of simple numbers,

Rule.—1. Write the less number under the greater, so that

units of the same order shall stand in the same column.

2. Subtract as in simple numbers, and place the decimalpoint

between dollars and cents.

QUESTIONS.

1. A broker bought stocks for $1864.95, and sold them
for $2084065 ; how much did he gain? Ans. $219,115.

2. A man bought a span of horses for $537,985, and a

yoke of oxen for $297.12 ; how much more did he pay for

the horses than for the oxen ? Ans. $240,865.

3. A man having $8795.15, gave $2309.95 of it for a store ;

how much money has he remaining? Ans. $6485.20.

4. A has $3579.965, and B has $1987.219 ; how much
more has A than B ? Ans.

5. A man has two farms ; one is worth $9708, the other

is worth $3297.985 ; how much more is the one worth than

the other ? Ans.

6. A owes $3742.125, and has due him $7425.009 ; how
much more is due to him than what he owes ?

Ans.
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86. MULTIPLICATION OF U. S. CURRENCY.
1. What will 135 acres of land operation.

cost, at $45,375 an acre ?
Multiplicand, $45,375
Multiplier, 135

Analysis.—If 1 acre costs $45,375, . _
135 acres will cost 135 times $45,375= 226875
$6125.625. 136125
Note,—In performing the operation, 45375

place a decimal point after each whole
number. Product, $6125.625

Rule.—Multiply as in simple numbers, and point offfrom
the right in theproduct as manyfigures as there are on the right

of the decimal points in bothfactors.

QUESTIONS.

1. What is the cost of 363 oranges, at $0,025 each?

Ans. $9,075.

2. What cost 13 tons of hay, at $9.25 a ton ?

Ans. $120.25.

3. What cost 9 yards of broadcloth, at $5.75 a yard ?

Ans. $51.75.

4. What cost 25 bu. of potatoes, at 95 cents a bushel ?

Ans. $23.75.

5. What cost 75 bushels of rye, at $1.25 a bushel ?

6. What cost 23 barrels of sugar, at $18.76 a barrel ?

7. What cost 12 arithmetics, at $0,375 each ?

8. What cost 37 baskets of peaches, at $1,125 a basket?

9. What cost 37 pounds of butter, at $0.1875 a pound?
10. What cost 127 bbls. of molasses, at $18.96 a barrel ?

11. If 1 month's wages amount to $27.50, what will 12

months' wages amount to ? Ans. $330.

12. If 1 man can earn $1.25 in a day, how much can 19

men earn in the same time ? Ans, $23.75.

13. If 1 man earn $1.50 in a day, how much can 34 meE

earn in the same time ? Ans. $51.

14. If 34 men earn $25.50 in 1 day, how much can thej

earn in 25 days ? Ans. $637.50.
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15. If a man in 1 day earn 75 cents, how much can 34

men earn in 25 days ? Ans.

16. At 37^ cents, (37 cents and 5 mills) a bushel, how

much will 156 bushels of corn cost ? Ans.

17. If 1 firkin of butter cost $9.85, what at the same

rate, will be the cost of 75 firkins ? Ans.

18. If 1 pound of beef cost 6 cents, what will 375

pounds cost ? Ans.

19. If 1 man in 1 day earn $1,125, how much will 12

men earn in 30 days ? Ans.

20. If 1 bushel of flax-seed cost $4.75, what will be the

cost of 24 bushels ? Ans.

87. DIVISION- OW XI, S. CURRENCY.
1. If 64 barrels of flour be opkeatwn.

worth $392, what is the value $ $

of 1 barrel? 64.)392.000(6.125 ajw.

384

~80Analysis.—If 64 barrels of flour

are worth $392, 1 barrel is worth 1

sixty-fourth of $392, which is $6,125. ^i_
160 etc.

Rule.—Divide as in simple numbers, and point off as many
figuresfrom the right of tlie quotient as the number of figures

on the right of the decimal point in the dividend exceeds the

number on the right of the point in the divisor.

Note.—Ciphers may be annexed to the dividend without altering its

value.

QUESTIONS.

1. At $6.50 a barrel, how much flour can be bought for

$52 ? Ans. 8 barrels.

2. If 27 acres of land cost $408,375, how much, at this

rate, will 1 acre cost ? Ans. $15,125.

3. If 59 bushels of potatoes cost $56.05, how much will

1 bushel cost ? Ans. 95 cents.
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4. If 15 tons of hay cost $146.25, how much will 1 to*

cost? Ans. $9.75.

5. "What cost 1 yard of broadcloth, if 23 yards cost

$131.56 ? Ans. $5.72.

6. What cost 1 horse, if 17 horses cost $2331.55 ?

Ans. $137.15.

7. "What cost 1 bushel of apples, if 35 bushels cost

$21,875? Ans. $0,625,

8. If 375 pounds of pork cost $46,875, what was the

price per pound? Ans. $0,125.

9. If 125 barrels of flour cost $906.25, how much will 1

barrel cost? Ans. $7.25.

10. If 112 quarts of milk cost $3.36, what did 1 quart

cost? Ans. $0.03.

11. If 137 books cost $154,125, what was the cost of

each ? Ans.

12. What will 1 barrel of cider cost, if 37 barrels cost

$146.15? Ans.

13. What will one gallon of molasses cost, if 63 gallons

cost $35.91? Ans.

14. What will 1 bushel of clover-seed cost, if 17 bushels

cost $63.75? Ans.

15. What will 1 quart of strawberries cost, if 15 quarts

cost $0.9375 ? Ans.

16. If 275 bushels of corn cost $171,875, how much will

1 bushel cost ? Ans.

17. At 6 cents each, how many oranges may be bought

for $5.52? Ans.

18. At 45 cents a pound, how many pounds of type may
be had for $6.75? Ans. 15.

19. A man receives $58 50 for 1 month's labor ; how
much is that a day, allowing 26 working days to the

month ? Ans.

20. If 1 acre of land cost $45.75, how many acres can be

bought for $10293.75? Ans. 225.
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BILLS.

Remaek.—When one party becomes pecuniarily indebted to

another, the party who owes is a Debtor and the party to whom the

money is due is a Creditor.

88, A Sill is a written statement from the creditor to

the debtor specifying the nature and amount of the debt

and the time it was incurred.

Note.—The date of a bill specifies the place where and the time

when it is made.

1. A Bill of Goods is a written statement, from the seller to

the buyer, of goods bought, the quantity and price of each article,

and the date of their sale and charge by the seller (Forms 1 and 2).

Note.—When a bill is made some time after a sale of goods the

bill is dated when made, and the date of sale or charge is entered in

a column on the left of the bill as in Form 2.

2. A Bill of Services is a written statement of the value of

work done and of the time and nature of the services performed

(Form 4).

3. A Bill of Charges is a written statement of claims made
by one person against another for damages, expenditures, etc.

(Form 4).

4. A Statement of Account is a bill containing debt and

credit items (Form 3). (713).

5. An Invoice is a full statement in detail of goods sent to a

purchaser or agent (30<i) at the time the goods are forwarded,

giving the marks and contents of each package, the charges paid,

and how sent (Form 5).

Note.—1. A Bill is against the debtor and in favor of the creditor.

2. When a creditor receives the amount of a bill, he acknowledges

it to be paid by writing at the bottom of the bill " Received Pay-

ment," and signing his name. If the payment be made to a person

authorized by the creditor to receive it, he should receipt the bill by
writing the creditor's name first and his own name under it as in

Form 1.

3. Bills are sometimes paid by the debtor giving to the creditor a

promissory note for the amount (275).
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Mr.
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[Form 4]

Mr. Charles Johnson, Dr. to "William Small.

June To Expense incurred on Journey to Chicago, . . $24
|

Mr. John "Wilson,

[Form 5.]

New York, May 1, 1S6C

Bought of Jones, Smith & Co.

&3.00
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PKACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. A has $32.46, which lacks $2.42 of being 4 times B's
fortune ; and C is worth 3 times as much as A and B
together, less $46.27. How much money has B and C
respectively? Ans. B $8.72, and C $77.27.

2. Bought an equal number of horses and oxen for

$1991.25
;
gave for the horses $75.25 each, and for the oxen

$57.50 each ; how many did I buy of each ? Ans. 15.

3. If 37 hogsheads of molasses cost $1295, for how much
must it be sold a hogshead to gain $120.25. Ans. $38.25.

4. A bought 17 pieces of cloth for $391 ; but it being

damaged he was obliged to lose on the sale of it $71.91

;

how much did ho lose on each piece ? Ans. $4.23.

5. If a farmer's yearly income is $2790.97 ; and he pays
for hired help $336.27, for church expenses $139,125, for

repairing his house $493,625, and for pleasure excursions

and other expenses, $524.29 • how much has he remaining
of his yearly income ? Ans.

6. A merchant having $7560.95, expends $956,375 of

it for dry goods, and $1746.15 of it for groceries ; how
many dollars has he remaining ? Ans.

7. A man having $825.75, gave $565.50 of it for flour,

and the remainder of it for 15 barrels of molasses. How
much did the molasses cost a barrel ? Ans.

8. Sold 32 barrels of Baldwin apples at $1.95 a barrel,

41 barrels of Greenings at $2.20 a barrel, 15 barrels of

Harveys at $1.75 a barrel, and 35 barrels of Kussets at

$2.30 a barrel ; and paid 25 cents a barrel for packing, and

$18 for transportation. How much remained after paying

for packing and transportation ? Ans.

9. Paid $6.80 for 2 dozen apple trees, $12.80 for 4 dozen

pear trees, $18.10 for 5 dozen peach trees ; how much did

I pay for all, and how much for 1 tree of each ki&d ?

Ans. For all $37.70, and for each $0.28T
4
2 , $0.26&.

$0.30T
2
2 , respectively (123).
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00. PR.IlSrCII'IL.ES OF THE WTJISTDAJS^^NTTAIL.
RULES.

K^*° The pupil should now make himself thoroughly acquainted

with the definitions on pages 7 and 8.

+ plus, signifies more. > signifies greater.

- minus, signifies less. < s^68 less-

. .„ . .
.*. signifies therefore, hence.= signifies equal to. . .- . ,D a •.* signifies since, because.

x signifies multiplied by.
( ) parenthesis, and —, vin-

v- signifies divided by. culum.

Numbers within a parenthesis, or under a vinculum, are

subject to the same operation (77).

Note.—1. The sign of addition is two equal lines, one in the line of

writing, and the other perpendicular to it, bisecting each other.

2. The sign of equality is two equal parallel lines placed in the line of

writing.

3. The sign of multiplication is two equal lines bisecting each other,

each forming with the line of writing an angle of 45 degrees.

01. PRINCIPLES OF ADDITION.

1. Units of the same order only can be added directly to-

gether. Hence, in writing numbers to be added, units of

the same order must be placed in the same column.

2. Like, or similar numbers only can be added.

Thus $3 + $9=$12, but $3 and 9 feet cannot be added.

3. The sum is like the numbers added.

4. The sum is the whole, and the numbers added are the

parts ; hence the sum equals all the numbers added.

02. principles of subtraction".

1. The terms of subtraction must be like, or similar num-
bers.

Thus, 9—4=5, $9—$4=$5, but $9—4 rods expresses an ab-

surdity.
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2. The Difference— the Minuend— the Subtrahend.

Thus, let AB be the minuend, and CD,= * g B

AE, be the subtrahend. Then the differ-

ence, EB=AB-AE=AB-CD. p g

3. 27ie Subtrahend=the Minuend— the Difference.

Thus, CD, =AE, =AB-EB.

4 The Minuend=the Subtrahend+ the Difference.

Thus, AB=AE+EB=CD + EB.

5. If the minuend and subtrahend, each be increased by the

same number, the difference will remain the same.

Thus, increase the minuend, AB, HA E B

and the subtrahend, CD, each, by

the equals HA and HC, and the dif- H C D
ference EB remains the same. •

1 I

93, PRINCIPLES OF MULTIFLICATXOlSr.

1. The multiplicand may be either abstract or concrete.

2. Tlie multiplier must always be abstract.

3. The product is always like the multiplicand.

4. The product sometimes expresses the area of a rectangle

{205), of which the factors (101), the multiplier and mul-

tiplicand, are the lengths of the adjacent sides.

Thus, in the annexed rectangle, the adjacent

Bides are 3 inches and 5 inches, and the area is

3X5 = 15 square inches.

5. The product is the same whicheverfactor be taken for the

multiplier.

Thus, in the above rectangle, there are 3 horizontal rows of 5

square inches each; hence, its area is 3 times 5 sq. in.= 15 sq. in.

There are also, 5 columns of 3 square inches each ; hence, its area is

5 times 3 sq. in.=15 sq. in.

6. The Product= the Multiplicand x the Multiplier.

7. The Multiplicand= the Product -f- the Multiplier.

8. The Multiplier=the Products- the Multiplicand,
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94. JPRIN-CIFJL.ES OF IDI^ISION-.

1. Division is the process of finding one of two
factors, when their product and the other factor are

given.

2. Division is the process of finding how many
times one number contains another.

3. Division is the process of finding one of the

equal parts of a number.

1. The Dividend may be either abstract or denominate.

2. The Divisor is like the dividend, and the Quotient is

abstract, when the dividend and the value of each part are

given, to find the number of parts.

Thus, how many times 3 stars are 12 stars ?

That is, how many groups of 3 stars each can be taken from 12

stars ?

This question may be solved, or illustrated in accordance with the

1st or the 2d definition of division, but not by the 3d.

Analysis.—3 stars are contained in 12 stars, 4 times.

ILLUSTRATION.

12 stars, *** *** *** *** =4 times ***, 4 times 3 stars.

3. The Divisor is abstract, and the Quotient like the dividend,

when the dividend and the number of equal parts are

given, to find the value of each part.

Thus, 12 stars are 3 times how many stars ?

That is, if 12 stars be separated into 3 equal groups, how many

stars will each group contain ?

This question can be solved, or illustrated in accordance with the

1st, or the 3d definition of division, but not by the 2d.

Analysis.—One-third of 12 stars is 4 stars.

ILLUSTRATION.

12 stars, **** **** **** =3 times *.*** 3 times 4 stars.

4. When the divisor is contained in the dividend an exact

number of times, there is no remainder ; when it is not there
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is a remainder. (The division of this remainder by the

divisor may be expressed fractionally. Sec. 6.)

5. The Bemainder is like the dividend, and is less than the

divisor.

6. When the divisor is not contained in the dividend an

exact number of times, the complete quotient is a mixed num-

ber.

Thus, 14-r-3=4 and 2 remainder. Since l-i-3= i {125), 2-=-3= §

;

hence, 14-i-3=4§. This quotient is composed of the Integral part 4,

and the Fractional part f

.

7. The dividend sometimes expresses the area of a rectangle,

the adjacent sides of which are the divisor and the complete

quotient.

Thus, a rectangle 5 inches long, containing 15

square inches, is 3 inches wide. (205).

8. The Quotient=the Dividends-the Divisor.

9. The Divisor=the Dividends-the Quotient.

10. The Dividend=the Divisor x the Quotient.

11. Multiplying the Dividend or dividing the Divisor by

any number, multiplies the Quotient.

12 „ 12x2 24 o 12 12
Thus, T=3. —-=T=6, or Jr^y=&

12. Dividing the Dividend or multiplying the Divisor by

any number, divides the Quotient.

24 24-4-2 12 „ 24 24
Thus, T=6. —

=

T=3. 4^=^=3.

13. Multiplying or dividing the Dividend and Divisor each

by the same number, does not alter the value of the quotient.

^ 12 „ 12x2 24 12-2 6
(S67J.

*»»», T=3. 4^=y=3. TT2-=2=3 -
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PROPERTIES OF NUMBERS.
95. An Exact Divisor of a number, is any in-

tegral divisor that will give an integral quotient.

A number is said to be divisible by its exact divisors.

96. All numbers are Integral, Fractional, or

Mixed.
1. An Integral number is any whole number.

2. A Fractional number is a part of a whole number.

3. A Mixed number is a number expressed by an in-

teger and a fraction.

97. All integral numbers are JEven or Odd.
1. An Even number is divisible by 2 ; as 6, 8, 24.

2. An Odd number is not divisible by 2 ; as 5, 7, 15.

98. All integral numbers are JPrime or Composite.

99. A Prime Number has no integral divisor,

giving an integral quotient, except 1 and itself ; as 1, 2, 3,

5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, etc.

Note.—All prime numbers except 2 are odd numbers. Numbers
are prime to each other when no number except 1, is an exact divi-

sor of each.

100. A Composite Number has other exact divi-

sors besides 1 and itself ; as 4, 12, 48.

101. The Factors of a composite number, are its

exact divisors. Thus, 3 and 7 are factors of 21.

A JPrime Factor is any prime number used as a

factor.

102. A Power is a composite number composed of

any number of equal factors. Thus 4 is the 2d power, or

square of 2 ; v 4=2 x 2= 2
2

, and 8 is the 3d power, or cube

of 2; v8=2x2x2=23
.

103. A Root is one of the equal factors of a power.

Thus, 2 is the square root of 4, indicated thus V4=2 ; 2 is

the cube root of 8, indicated thus, V8= 2.
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104, An Exponent of a power is a figure placed

above and to the right of the root to show how many times

it is used as a factor. Thus 5
3 =125, and is read the 3d

power of 5— 125.

105, The Radical Sign, V or V denotes the

square root ; V denotes the cube root j V denotes the

4th root ; etc.

106, EXACT DIVISORS. (570).

1. Two is an exact divisor of any number whose unit

figure is 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8.

2. Four is an exact divisor of any number whose two

right hand figures are divisible by 4.

3. Eight is an exact divisor of any number whose three

right-hand figures are divisible by 8.

4. Five is an exact divisor of any number, whose unit

figure is or 5.

5. Nine and three are exact divisors of any number, the

sum of whose digits is divisible by 9.

6. Eleven is an exact divisor of any number, the differ-

ence between the sum of whose odd digits and the sum of

whose even digits is divisible by 11.

If the pupil fails to find an exact divisor of a number by

aid of the above propositions, he should then

7. Divide successively by prime numbers, commencing with

7, until one isfound, or until the quotient is equal to the divb

sor. If no divisor is thenfound, the number is prime.

Note.—1. The pupil can readily demonstrate the above principles, ex-

cept the 5 and 6, the demonstration of which will be found in Stoddard's

Complete Arithmetic, page 322.

2. To aid the pupil in finding the prime factors of a composite numben
we give the following :
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EXAMPLES.

What are the prime factors of

1. 48? Ans.

2. 86? Ans.

3. 144? Ans.

4. 360? Ans.

5. 480? Ans.

6. 600? Ans.

7. 800? Ans.

8. 525? Ans.

9. 625? Ans.

108. To find the prime factors common to two or more numbers.

1. "What are the prime factors common to 140, 210, and

280?
OPERATION 1ST.

2)140, 210, 280

5)70, 105, 140

OPERATION 2D.

7)14, 21, 28

2
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CANCELLATION'.
109, Cancellation is a process of abbreviating

operations in Division, by rejecting or cancelling factors

common to the dividend and divisor.

1. Divide 56 by 28.

Analysis.—The factors of the operation.

dividend are 7, 2, 2, and 2. The 56_ft x % x % x 2_2
factors of the divisor are 7, 2, and 28

—
tf x # x #

—
1 '

2. Rejecting the common factors

7, 2, and 2, we obtain 2 for the quotient.

Note.—1. When a dividend contains a divisor an exact number of

times, there is a factor in the dividend equal to the divisor.

2. When a factor is cancelled, 1 is supposed to take its place.

2. Divide the product of 12 x 16 x 15 by the product of

24 x 5 x 10.

Remark.—We have perform- operation.

cd this division without factor- 4
ing the dividend and divisor, by

rejecting the factors that are
$ 3

common to both dividend and Dividend, X% X 10 X X$_ 12__g 2))(

divisor, and writing the remain- Divisor, %&. X $ X 10 5 5

ing factors in their proper a k

places.

Rule.—1. Write the dividend above and the divisor below a

horizontal line.

2. Cancel the factors common to the dividend and divisor.

3. Find the product of the remaining factors of the dividend

and divide it by the product of the remaining factors of the

divisor.

EXAMPLES.

1. 16 x 24 x 48-h32 x 36 x 8= ? Ans. 2.

, 2. 84x12 x18h-21x 24x9=? Ans. L
3. 72 x 18 x 16-i-24 x 16 x 9= ? Ans. 6.

4. 76 x 34 x 96H-17 x 51 x 32= ? Ans. 8{f
5. 184 x 145 x 80-=-23 x 29 x 60= ? Ans.

6. 164x96x44+8x33x48=? Ans.

* Note.—In cancellation, a vertical line may be conveniently used.
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c^JsrcKXiLATioisr and .AJsr.AJL.YSie.

QUESTIONS.

1. If 18 melons cost $1.98, how much will 25 melons

cost?

Analysis 1st.—If 18 melons cost $1.98,

1 melon will cost 1 eighteenth of $1.98= operation.

$1 98
-^~ ,

and 25 melons will cost 25 times ^qg y 25

$1.98x25 AnWr *$
=^g-=$2.75.

Analysis 2d.—If 18 melons cost $1.98, 1 melon will cost 1

eighteenth of $1.98 which is 11 cents; and 25 melons will cost 25

times 11 cents=$2.75.

2. If 7 books cost $63, how much will 9 books cost ?

3. How much will 4 times 9 bushels of apples cost, if 12

times 7 bushels cost $63.88 ?

4. How many bushels of wheat, at $1.20 a bushel can be

bought for 12 bushels of rye, at $1. 10 a bushel ?

5. How many hats at $5 each can be bought for 25

pounds of butter, at 40 cents a pound ?

6. How many bushels of rye, at 84 cents a bushel, must

be given for 13 sacks of corn, each containing 3 bushels,

at 54 cents a bushel ?

7. How many vests, at $6 each, can be bought for 24

yards of broadcloth, at $2.50 a yard?

8. When $360 are paid for 60 barrels of flour ; how

many barrels can be bought for 15 barrels of salt, at $8.40

a barrel ?

9. If 12 men can do a certain piece of work in 18 days,

how many men will be required to do it in 27 days?

10. Bought 96 yards of cloth, at $2.50 a yard; how

many bushels of rye, at $1.50 a bushel, are required to pay

for it?
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11. A sold 16 cattle, each weighing 280 pounds, at 6

cents a pound, for 24 firkins of butter, each weighing 70

pounds ; how much was the butter a pound ? Ans. $0.16.

12. A farmer having 420 sheep, each yielding 8 pounds

of wool worth 9 cents a pound, received for his stock of

wool 16 pieces of cloth each containing 18 yards ; how
much was the cloth worth a yard ? Ans. $1.05.

13. A worked for B 10 days, at $1.20 a day, and in pay-

ment received 8 bushels of wheat ; how much was the

wheat a bushel? Ans. $1.50.

14. Bought 48 barrels of apples, each containing 3 bush-

els worth $1.20 a bushel, and paid for them 60 barrels of

cider worth 8 cents a gallon ; how many gallons did each

barrel contain ? Ans. 36.

15. A employs of B fourteen of his laborers for 15 days ;

for how many days must 21 of A's laborers work for B to

balance the account? Ans. 10.

16. If 21 men in 55 days earn $2310, how many men
can earn the same amount in 77 days ? Ans.

17. A bought 15 pieces of cloth, each containing 12 yards,

at $6 a yard ; how many suits of clothes at $27 a suit, must

be made from the cloth to pay for it ? Ans.

18. How many days, at $1.50 a day, must 24 men work
to pay for 240 bushels of corn, at $1.20 a bush. ? Ans.

19. How many shares of petroleum well-stock at $20 a

share, can be bought for 102 shares of railroad stock at

$100 a share ? Ans.

20. A man sold 200 acres of land in the oil region to a

company for $6000 and 185 shares of the stock ; he ex-

changed this stock at $260 a share, for land at $74 an acre
;

how many acres did he receive ? Ans.

21. A receives on 210 shares of gold mining stock an

annual dividend of $400 a share ; B receives the same
annual dividend on 240 shares of oil stock ; required the

annual dividend on 1 share of B's stock ? Ajis.
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DIVISORS OF NUMBERS.
110. A Divisor of a number is the number used tq

divide by.

111. A Common Divisor of two or more num-
bers is any exact divisor of each of them.

A common divisor is also called a Common Measure.
112. The Greatest Common Divisor of two

or more numbers is the greatest exact divisor of each of

them.

113. Principle 1.— One is a divisor of all integers.

Pbin. 2.

—

Every number is a divisor of itself.

Prin. 3.

—

Every prime factor of a number is a divisor of
that number.

Prin. 4

—

Every product of any two or more prime factors

of a number is a divisor of that number.

Prin. 5.

—

Every number equals the product of its prime

factors.

Prin. 6.

—

A number has no divisors except its prime factors

and the product of every two or more of them. Hence, the pro-

duct of all the prime factors common to two or more numbers

is their greatest common divisor.

GEEATEST COMMO^Sr DIVISOR.
114:. To find the greatest common divisor of two or more

numbers.

1st method.

1. "What is the greatest common divisor of 84, 126, and

210.
OPERATION,

2)84 126 210
Analysis.—First find the prime factors

common to the numbers, (108), which 3)42 63 105

ore 2, 3, and 7. .". the greatest common 7\14 21 35
divisor is 2 x 3 x 7=42. (113, Prin. 6).

2 3
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Rule.—Find the prime factors common to all the numbers

(108), and their product will be the greatest common divisor.

2d METHOD.

2. Find the greatest common divisor of 210, 294, and

462.

Analysis.—The prime fac-
operatic*.

tors common to the three num- MA •„ .
. 00 AtT 4l

(-210=2 x3x 5x7
bers are 2, 3, and 7. .'. the great- The
est common divisor is 2 x 3 x 7 faotors of ">

294—2x3x7x7
=42. {H3, Prin. 6.)

(462=2x3x7x11

Rule.—Resolve the numbers into their prime factors, and

find the product of the common prime factors.

EXAMPLES.

Find the greatest common divisors of the following

numbers.

1. 385, 462, and 154. Ans. 77.

2. 70, 105, and 245. Ans. 35.

3. 462 and 770, Ans, 154.

4. 210, 350, and 770.

5. 286, 429, and 715.

6. 252, 630, 1134, and 1386.

3d method.

115* Peinctple 1.

—

If the lesser of two numbers is a divi-

sor of the greater it is their greatest common divisor.

Prin. 2.

—

A divisor of a number is a divisor of any number

of times that number.

Pein. 3.

—

A common divisor of two numbers is a divisor of
tlieir sum, and also of their difference.

Pein. 4.

—

The greatest common divisor of the difference of
two numbers and one of them, is the greatest common divisor of

the two numbers.

1. Required the greatest common divisor of 105 and
490.
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OPERATION.

105)490(4

420

"70)105(1

70

35)70(2

70

Analysis.—Since 105 is the greatest

divisor of 105, if it is a divisor of 490, it

will be their greatest common divisor.

By trial, 105 is found not to be a divisor

of 490, since there is a remainder, 70.

If 70, the greatest divisor of itself, is a

divisor of 105, it is the greatest common
divisor of 70 and 105, and also, of 105

and 490. (US, Prin. 4.) By trial, 70

is found not to be a divisor of 105, since

there is a remainder, 35.

If 35, the greatest divisor of itself, is a divisor of 70, it is the

greatest common divisor of 35 and 70, also of 70 and 105, and of

105 and 490. By trial, 35 is found to be a divisor of 70, and is,

therefore, the greatest common divisor of 105 and 490.

Remark.—A knowledge of the Principles (115), will render the ahove
analysis plain, since 35 is an exact divisor of 70, it is a divisor of 105=
S5 + 70, and of 490=4x105 + 70.

Rule.—Divide the greater number by the lesser, and the

divisor by the remainder, and so on, till there is no remainder.

The last divisor will be the greatest common divisor sought.

Note.—The greatest common divisor of three or more numbers can he
found by finding the greatest common divisor of two of the numbers,
then the greatest common divisor of this greatest common divisor and a
third number, and so on. The last common divisor will be the greatest
common divisor of all the numbers.

Find the

numbers :

1. 130 and 208.

2. 96 and 128.

3. 336 and 280.

4. 296 and 407.

EXAMPLES
common divisors of the following

Ans. 26.

Ans. 32.

Ans. 56.

Ans. 37.

5. 3094 and 4420. Ans. 442.

6. 4410 and 5620,

7. 16, 24, and 36.

8. 120, 180, and 240.

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.
1. A farmer has 120 bushels of wheat and 460 of rye,

which he desires to put into the least number of boxes of

the same capacity, without mixing the two kinds of grain ;

how many bushels must each box hold ? Ans. 20.
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2. A had $480, B $960, and C $360, and they agreed to

purchase horses at the highest price per head that would

allow each man to invest all his money. Required the

price of the horses and the number each bought ?

Ans. $120. A bought 4, B 8, and C 3 horses.

3. A speculator has four tracts of land, the first contain-

ing 300 acres, the second 525, the third 225, and the fourth

375, which he wishes to divide into the largest possible

farms, each to contain the same number of acres. How
many acres in each farm ? Ans.

4. A farmer has 66 bushels of corn and 195 of wheat,

which he put into the largest sacks possible, each contain-

ing the same number of bushels without mixing the corn and

wheat. How many bushels did each sack hold ? Ans.

5. "What is the largest circumference of the wheel of a

locomotive that makes an exact number of revolutions hi

moving 6026 feet, 6693 feet, and 4094 feet respectively?

HGt To find all the divisors of a number.

1. Find all the divisors of 360.

Method.—We first find the prime factors of 360 opmatiok.

which are 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, and 5. A number is divisi- 2)360
ble by its prime factors, and the products of every

combination of them {113, Prin. 6). A unit and 2)180

the factor 2, with the products arising from 2, 2, 2)90
and 2, give the divisors 1, 2, 4, and 8. A unit and

the factor 3, with the products arising from 3 and 3, 3)45

give the divisors 1, 3, and 9. A unit and the factor q vT^
5 give the divisors 1 and 5. •

All the products arising from the divisors already 5)5
found are obtained by multiplying each of the divi-

~
Bors arising from the factors 2, 2, and 2 by each of

the divisors arising from the factors 3 and 3, and

the products thus obtained by each of the divisors arising from the

factor 5. Thus,
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1+2+4+8
1+3 + 9

1 + 2 + 4+ 8 + 3 + 6 + 12 + 24 + 9 + 18 + 36+ 72

1+5
^

1+2 + 4 + 8 + 3 + 6 + 12 + 24 + 9 + 18+ 36 + 72 + 5+ 10 +20+40 +
15 + 30 + 60 + 120 + 45 + 90 + 180 + 360.

Therefore all the divisors of 360 are 1, 2, 4, 8, 3, 6, 12, 24, 9, 18

36, 72, 5, 10, 20, 40, 15, 30, 60, 120, 45, 90, 180, and 360.

EXAMPLES.

Find all the divisors of

1. 24. Ans. 1, 2, 4, 8, 3, 6, 12, and 24.

2. 60. Ans. 1, 2, 4, 3, 6, 12, 5, 10, 20, 15, 30, and 60.

3. 72. Ans. 1, 2, 4, 8, 3, 6, 12, 24, 9, 18, 36, and 72.

4. 840. Ans.

lit* To find all tlie common divisors to two or more numbers.

1. Find all the common divisors of 144 and 360.

OPERATION.

Method.—First find the prime factors com- 2)144 360

mon to 144 and 360, which are 2, 2, 2, 3, and 3.

The divisors arising from the factors 2, 2, and 2,

are 1, 2, 4, and 8 ; those arising from the factors

3 and 3 are 1, 3, and 9, and all the common di-

visors are expressed by the several products of

these two series of divisions. Thus

1+2+4+8
1 + 3 + 9

2)72
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LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.

118. A Multiple of a number is a number that is

exactly divisible by it. Thus, a product is a multiple of

any of its factors.

119. A Common Multiple of two or more num-
bers, is a number that is exactly divisible by each of them.

Thus, 24 is a multiple of 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12.

120. TJie Least Common Multiple of two or

more numbers is the least number that is exactly divisible

by each of the given numbers. Thus, 24 is the least com-

mon multiple of 8 and 12.

121. The least common multiple of two or more num-
bers contains all the different factors of each of those num-
bers, and no other factors.

Note.—1. A number is a multiple of all its exact divisors.

2. When all the prime factors of a divisor are found among the prime
factors of the dividend, the quotient is an integer ; and the dividend is a

multiple of the divisor.

122. To find the Least Common Multiple.

1. Find the least common multiple of 10, 16, 24, 32,

and 48.

2)10, 16, 24, 32, 48.

2) 5,
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Rule.—1. Divide by any prime number that is an exact di-

visor of two or more of the numbers, and write the quotients and

the undivided numbers underneath.

2. Proceed with the resulting numbers in like manner, until

there is no exact divisor of any two of them.

3. The product of the divisors and the resulting numbers

will be the least common multiple sought*

EXAMPLES.

Find the least common multiples of the following

numbers

:

1. 24, 36, and 20. Ans. 360.

2. 12, 16, and 20. Ans. 240.

3. 15, 30, and 40. Ans. 120.

4. 8,12,16,and20.^ws.240.

5. 24, 48, and 16. Ans. 48.

6. 9, 18, 27, and 54. Ans.

7. 10, 90, and 45. Ans.

8. 22, 12, 44, and 11. Ans.

9. 54, 81, 24, and 27. Ans.

10. 60, 12, 120, 48, and B6.Ans.

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. The driving-wheels of three locomotives are respec-

tively 12, 18, and 21 feet in circumference. Required the

shortest distance in which each of the wheels will make an

exact number of revolutions ? Ans. 252 feet.

2. "What is the smallest number of bushels of wheat that

will fill a number of sacks each containing 3 bushels, a

number of hogsheads each holding 10 bushels, or a number
of boxes each holding 36 bushels. Ans. 180.

3. The times in which A, B, C, and D can each walk

around a pond are 12, 18, 30, and 40 minutes. Suppose

they start from the same place at the same time and walk

in the same direction, in how many minutes will all first

arrive together at the place of starting ? Ans.

4. If 2 miles can be walked by A in 32, by B in 48, by C
in 64, and by D in 72 minutes, and they start from the

same place at the same time ; how far can each go so that

on their return they may arrive at the place from which

they started at the same time ? Ans.
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TRACTIONS.
123. A Fraction is an expression denoting one or

more of the equal parts of a quantity considered as a whole.

1. The Unit of a Fraction is the quantity which is divided.

2. A Fractional Unit is one of the equal parts into which the

unit of the fraction is divided.

124. Fractions are of three kinds, Common, Deci-

mal, and Duodecimal.

COMMON FRACTIONS,

125. A Common, Fraction is one or more of the

equal parts of a quantity, and is expressed by two terms,

one written above the other with a line between them.

Thus,

%4 4 .

&& Values. 5 5

I, one-third = 1-4-3.

|, three-fourths = 3-4-4.

|, seven-eighths =7-4-8.

A fraction may also be regarded as an expression denot-

ing the division of one number by another.

The number above the line is the dividend and the num-
ber below the hue is the divisor. The value of the frac-

tion being the quotient.

126. TJie Terms of a fraction are its denominator

and numerator. Thus, %
«*"**

' £> denominator.

127. Tlie Denominator is the term below the line

and expresses :

1. The number of equal parts into which the quantity is

divided.

2. The name and value of each of the parts.

3. The number of parts which equal the whole quantity.

IS >
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128. The Numerator is the term above tba line,

and expresses the number of parts taken.

Fractions. Values expressed.

SSSSSir. |= one-third of 2, two-thirds of 1, or two-thirds.

SelS^r. != l-fourth of 3, 3-fourths of 1, or three-fourtJis.

vESEL. ^= l-seventh of 9, 9-sevenths of 1, or nine-sevenths.

Illustration.— | of 1 inch=i of 2 inches.

1 | f |=1 inch.

Thus, I —I 1 f- 1 «

i a 3
|
= 2 inches.

PROPERTIES OF FRACTION'S.

1. If the numerator is equal to the denominator, the value of

the fraction is 1 ; since the whole is equal to the sum of all the

parts. Thus, f=l.
2. If the numerator is less than its denominator, the value

of the fraction is less than 1 ; since the tohole is greater than a

part. Thus §<1 (90).

3. If the numerator is greater than its denominator, the value

of the fraction is greater than 1. Thus, l^lj.

129. Common Fractions are classified as,

- „. 7 ( Proper Fractions ; as, A, |, %.
1. Simple \

r
rr • • , \ a

{Improper fractions ; as J, §, \.

2. Compound Fractions • as \ of \ of §, f x | x \. 3
3. Complex Fractions; as ?!, _ , ?!, 5.

J/30, vl Simple Fraction is a fraction whose terms

are integral ; as §, |, f

.

J.5i. A Fropcr Fraction is a fraction whose nu-

merator is less than its denominator ; as \, §, J-f.

132. An Improper Fraction is a fraction whose

numerator is equal to or greater than its denominator ; as
3 5 5
3» 4> 2*

133. A Compound Fraction is a fraction of a

fraction ; as § of f of
j}, \ x T

5
5 x'{§.
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134. A Complex Fraction is a fraction which has

a fraction or a mixed number in either or both of its terms.

as
B'li'TI'SJ

135. An Integer may be expressed fractionally by

placing 1 under it for a denominator.

Thus, 4=f, and is read four ones, orfour.

136. Tlie Reciprocal of a number is a unit divided

by that number. Thus the reciprocal of 4 is £.

137. To Analyze a fraction is to name the quantity

divided, the value of one of its equal parts and the num-
ber of parts expressed.

1. Analyze f of a yard.

Analysis 1st.—The unit of the fraction is 1 yard; the fractional

unit, J of a yard ; and the number of fractional units expressed is 3.

Analysis 2d.—Four is th& denominator, and shows that the yard

is considered as 4 equal parts. Three is the numerator, and shows

that 3 of these equal parts are enumerated. 3 is the dividend, and

4 the divisor.

Analysis 3d.—£ of a yard expresses 3 equal parts of such value

that 4 of them equal 1 yard, the unit of the fraction.

I 2 2 4

Illustration.—
x

? J 1
|
=1 yd.

mental questions.

138. To find, a fractional part of a number.

1. What is | of 12 ?

Analysis.—\ of 12 is the quotient of 12 ~- 2 or 6.

2. What is \ of 9? of 18? of 69? of 75? of 81?3. £

3. What is J of 12? of 20? of 64? of 72? of 96?^ $% /6.|^
4. What is | of 20 ? - u~
Analysis.—One-fourth of 20 is 5, and 3 fourths are 3 times 5,

which is 15.

5. What is 1 of 15? of 24? of 42? of 51? of 75? ID- Ik' 11

6. What is | of 12? of 24? of 42? of 54? of 84? 10* 10. ^;^ s
-
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7. If a ton of hay cost $21, how much will § of a ton

cost?^/ $-
8. If an acre of land cost $84, how much will § of an

acre cost ? 5
'

f

9. A farmer had 85 bushels of wheat, and sold | of it,

how many bushels had he remaining ? .£ fr-

10. Paid $90 for a suit of clothes, and \\ as much for a

desk ; how much more did the suit of clothes cost than

the desk ? ffL '.-
< £>

ltiift To find the number of which a given number ia a frac-

tional part.

1. 7 is | of what number ?

Analysis. —If A of some number is 7, § , or that number, is 3

times 7, which is 21.

2. 6 is I of what number ? i of what number ?

3. 9 is A of what number ? A of what number ?

Analysis.—If J of some number is 12, J of that number is i of

12, which is 4; and |, or that number, is 4 times 4, which is 16.

5. 15 is ? of what number ? 15 is | of what number ?

6. 32 is 4 of what number ? 32 is § of what number ?

7. If | of a melon cost 12 cents, how many cents will 1

melon cost ?

Analysis.—If § of a melon cost 12 cents, J of a melon will cost

5 of 12 cents, which is 4 cents; and f, or 1 melon, will cost 5 times

4 cents, which are 20 cents.

8. If $40 is
,

8
f

of the cost of a suit of clothes, how
much did the clothes cost ?

9. Paid $95 for a colt, which was § of the cost of my
horse ; what was the cost of my horse ?

10. A paid $64 an acre for his farm, which was | as

much as B paid per acre for his ; what was the cost of B's

farm per acre ?
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140* PROPOSITIONS.

Pbop. 1. Multiplying the numerator by an integer multiplies

the value of the fraction.

Demonstration.—Since the denominator expresses the number of equal

parts into which the quantity is divided, and the numerator the number
of parts taken, if we multiply the numerator by any integer, as 3, the result-

ing fraction will express three times as many fractional units, each of the

6ame value as before ; hence, the truth of the proposition.

Illustration.— 3 times \ of an inch = J of an inch.

Thus, 3 x L—

^

! !
1 =

I I I

'.

Prop. 2.

—

Dividing the denominator by an integer multiplies

the value of the fraction.

Dem.—Dividing the denominator by any integer, as 2, will separate the

quantity into \ as many equal parts, hence the value of each will be twice

as great, and the same number of fractional units being taken, the value

of the fraction will be multiplied by 2.

Illustration. — { of an inch =
I

'
! 1 '

4^=2 ^ an inch ' ^_ 1 1.

141. From Props. 1st and 2d, we have two methods of

multiplying a fraction by an integer :

Rule 1.—Multiply the numerator by the integer;

Rule 2.—Divide the denominator by the integer.

Note.—The second method is preferable when the denominator con-

tains the divisor an exact number of times.

Prop. 3.

—

Dividing the numerator by an integer divides the

value of the fraction.

Dem.—Dividing the numerator by any integer, as 2, the resulting frac-

tion will express one-half as many fractional units each of the same value

os before, .-. the value of the fraction is divided by 2.

Illustration.— § of an inch = ^___ !
'..

2-f-2 1

—i—=7 of an inch = ' • ' ! ! !.

4 4

Prop. 4.

—

Multiplying the denominator by any integer dv-

videe the value of the fraction.
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Dem.—Multiplying the denominator of a fraction by any integer, as 2,

the unit of the fraction will be divided into 2 times as many equal parts,

.". each part will be \ as large, and as the same number of parts are taken,

the value of the fraction is divided by 2.

Illustration.— A of an inch =

-£r—rz=-r of an inch = _ ! ! L

142. From Props. 3d and 4th, we have two methods of

dividing a fraction by an integer :

Rule 1.—Divide the numerator by the integer ;

Rule 2.—Multiply the denominator by the integer.

Note.—The 1st method is preferable, when the numerator contains the

divisor an exact number of times.

Prop. 5.

—

Multiplying the numerator and denominator, each

by the same integer, does not alter the value of the fraction.

Dem. 1st.—Multiplying the numerator multiplies, and multiplying the

denominator divides the value of the fraction (Props. 1st and 4th). There-

fore, multiplying the numerator and denominator each by the same in-

teger does not alter the value of the fraction.

Dem. 2d.—Multiplying each term of a fraction by the same integer, is

the same as multiplying the fraction by 1. Therefore, its value is not

altered.

Illustration.— \ of an inch =
1x2 2 „ . ,

,~=
4
of an inch = I J ! !

Prop. 6.

—

Dividing the numerator and denominator, each by

the same integer does not alter the value of the fraction.

Dem. 1st.—Dividing the numerator divides, and dividing the denom-
inator multiplies the value of the fraction. (Prop. 2d and 3d.) There-

fore, dividing the numerator and denominator, each by the same integer

does not alter the value of the fraction.

Dem. 2d.—Dividing each term by the same integer, is the same as divid-

ing the fraction by 1. Therefore its value is not alUred.

Illustration.— £ of an inch = j 1 | ! las

2-=-2 1

A
—?>=k of an inch. = I

' L
4-i-Z L
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REDUCTION OF FRACTIONS.

143. Reduction of Fractions is the process of

changing the form of their expression, without altering

their values.

144* To reduce a whole or mixed number to an equivalent im-

proper fraction.

1. Keduce 5 apples to fourths.

Analysis 1 st.—In 1 apple there are 4 fourths, and in 5 there are

5 times 4 fourths= 2
4
°.

Analysis 2d.—In 1 apple there are 4 fourths ; therefore, 4 times

the number of whole apples will equal the number of fourths. Four

times 5 is 20. .-. 5= 2
4
°.

Analysis 3d.—5=f. Multiplying each term of this fraction by

4, we have 2
4
°. .-. 5= 2

4
°. (140, Prop. 5.)

2. Keduce 15 § to thirds.

Analysis.—In 1 there are three-thirds. .-. 3 times •. ^
the number of whole ones equals the number of thirds.

5

.*. 15= V, to which add § and we have 15|= 4
5
7

. _
Rule.—Multiply the whole number by the de- *7

nominator of the fraction, to the product add the 3

numerator, and place the sum over the denominator.

examples.

1. Reduce 7| to fifths. ] 3. Reduce 12| to fifths.

2. Reduce 8f to fourths, j 4. Reduce 6 j to sevenths.

Reduce the following fractions to equivalent impropei
fractions :

5.
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143* To reduce an improper fraction to an equivalent whole or

mixed number.

1. In y of an apple, how many apples ?

Analysis.—In one apple there are £, .\ \ of the number of fourths

equals the number of ones, \ of 19 is 4J. Or, V
9= 19-^4=4£

.

Rule.—Divide the numerator by the denominator , and the

quotient will be the number required.

EXAMPLES.

Reduce the following improper fractions to mixed

numbers

:

Ans. 74£f.
Ans. 48/,.

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

140» To reduce a fraction to an equivalent fraction having a
given denominator.

1. In | how many twelfths ?

Analysis 1st.—In 1 there are 12 twelfths, and in \ there is \ of

J2 twelfths, which is 3 twelfths, and in | there are three times 3

twelfths which are 9 twelfths, .\ 3= T
9
5 .

Multiplying each term of the fraction by the number which will

produce the required denominator (14:09 Prop. 5) gives

Analysis 2d.—\ equals T
9
3.

2. Reduce \ to eighths.

3. Reduce § , f , and | to twelfths.

4. Reduce f , |, t
7
q, and \ to twentieths.

1.
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2. Reduce fgg to its loweat terms.

Analysis. — Dividing

both terms by their com- operation 1st.

mon factors, 2, 2, 3, and „xl80 90 on45_ Kx15_3
5, {140, Prop. 6), we ^SOO"^^-^^- 5^-^8

have !£»= £.

Analysis 2d. — Resolve

each term of the fraction operation 2d.

into its prime factors, and 180_# x % x 3 x x 3 3

cancel the factors common 300 #X#x$x0x5
—
5

to the two terms ; then take

the product of the remaining factors in the numerator for the num-
erator, and the product of the remaining factors in the denominator

for the denominator.

Analysis 3d.—Find the greatest com- operation 8d.

mon divisor of 180 and 300 by (114), g(j\—= - Ans
and divide each term of the fraction by it. 30C 5

Rule 1.

—

Divide the terms of the fraction by each of their

common prime factors, in succession.

Rule 2.

—

Divide each term of the fraction by their greatest

common divisor.

EXAMPLES.

Reduce the following fractions to their lowest terms :

Ans. |

Ans. I

Ans. I

Ans. |

Ans. |

1.
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2. Reduce f of f to a simple fraction. opbbathw.

2

$ $ 2
Analysis.—I of £ is

f, and £ is 3 times §, which 2 x
<4
= q'

i»§.
3

3. Reduce | of {^ of 2
9
3 of {§ of 3| to a simple fraction.

OPERATION.

4
% U ^ 1% U_l
f*l$*n*Z$* A~2 Ans-

2

Rule.—1. Cancel the factors common to the numerators and

denominators.

2. Multiply the remaining numerators togetherfor the nume-

rator', and the remaining denominators for the denominator.

Note.—All whole and mixed numbers that occur in compound frac-

tions must be reduced to improper fractions before the required reduction

is performed.

EXAMPLES.

Reduce the following fractions to simple ones.

1 of f

.

Ans.

§ of f

.

Ans.

| of §. Ans.
\

T 0-4 i of

5. | of | of f . Ans. |

6. 4 of i of I. Ans.

7. What is 2 of f of § of f of § of & of | of f.
Ans.^.

8. Reduce | of T
6
? of T

8
2 to a simple fraction. Ans. §.

9. Reduce § of jg of f to a simple fraction. Ans.

10. What is f of f of f| of ^ of 2
9
? ? ^4ns.

11. What is | of | of | of 7
9
2 of f f ? Ans.

12. What is % of T
7
2 of f4 of~2

9
7 of |? Ans.

13. What is | of J
§ of ^ | of || of 2§? Ans.

Reduce the following compound fractions to simple frac-

tions :

14 | of 1 of I of 2f of 1 T
3
T . Ans. f.

15. 1 of 72 of 1 T
9
5 of 2

8
T of 3]. Ans. 13|.

12 of 3> .4ns.
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A. COMMON DENOMINATOR.

150. A Common Denominator of two or more
fractions is a common multiple of their denominators.

Note.—1. Fractions have a common denominator, when all their de-

nominators are alike.

2. The fractions may he separated by a comma.

151. To reduce fractions to equivalent ones, having a common
denominator.

1. Beduce | , f, and § to equivalent fractions having a

common denominator.

Analysis.—The product of the de- operation.

nominators is evidently a common *j £ 4 40 45 48

multiple of the denominators. Mul- 3' 4' 5~ 60' 60' 60

tiplying both terms of the fraction §

by 4 and 5, of £ by 3 and 5, and of f by 3 and 4, does not change

the value of the fractions {14:0. Prop. 5), and reduces them to

equivalent fractions having a common denominator.

Rule.—Multiply the terms of each fraction by all the de-

nominators except its own (for new numerators and a common

denominator).

Note.—First reduce mixed numbers and compound fractions to simple

fractions, and the simple fractions to their lowest terms.

EXAMPLES.

Reduce the following fractions to equivalent fractions

having a common denominator;

1. \ and f. Ans. &, W-
2. ^ and J. Ans. $f, f£.

3. i and % . Ans. ff, H-

4. f and ^. Ans. 4ft, ff.

5. ^andtV Ans. ££f , iff
6. £, f, f. Ans. ££, tf, if.

7. f, 1, and £. Ans. J&, ffo, xW
8. \ x |, I X 4£, and 3f Ans.

9- i X 4£, I x \, and -fa x f. Ans.

10. |xf3 &x2f, J, and^xl*.
Ans.
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ADDITION OF FRACTION'S.
Note.—1. Fractions to be added or subtracted must be abstract or like

denominate, and must have a common denominator.

2. Only units of the same kind, whether fractional or integral can be
added together (91).

1>3*. To add fractions having a, common denominator.

1. What is the sum of f , f , f, and \ ?

Analysis.—Add the numer-

ators and place the sum over the opmatioh.

common denominator, and re- 3 _, 2 6 X 11 _
3

.

duce the expression to a mixed 4 4 4 4 4 **

number.

EXAMPLES.

1. "What is the sum of §, g, |, and § ? ,4ns. 3|.

2. What is the sum of £, f , f , and | ? ^ns. 8J.

3. What is the sum of f, f , f, and 4 ? -4ws. 2.

4. What is the sum of T\, T% T
9
2 , and f 2 ? ^/is.

nd }| ? -4n&

155m To add any two or more fractions.

1. What is the sum of |, §, and \\ ?

Analysis.—Reduc- opeeation.

ing the fractions to on 5 .
5

.
H_ 20 + 15 + 22 57_

g
equivalent fractions '6 8 12" 24

—24~ ®*

haviug their least
—~ -

common denominator t °

(122), and then 3)3 2 3
adding their numera- ~

—

~ -

tors, and placing the

sum over the common denominator, we hare |J=2 5
9j=2|.

Rule.—1. Reduce the fractions to equivalent fractions hav-

ing the least common denominator.

2. Add the numerators and place their sum, over the common
denominator.

Note.—Reduce compound fractions to simple ones, and each fraction

to its lowest terms.
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EXAMPLES.

|, and I ? Ans. 2|.

2. What is the sum of |, f, and f ? Ans. 2^\.

3. What is the sum of g, f, and i ? Ans. Iff.

4. Find the sum of
f, T

7
, and i § ? ^ns. 2|i.

5. Find the sum of 4, f, |, and }§ ? Ans. 2
j g.

6. Find the sum of f, f , §, and jg ? ^Ins. 33V
7. Add -i of I, I of %, and }. -4n& Iff.

8. Add § of f, \ of § of f, and ^. -4ns. 1 T^.
9. Add § of y, T

4
T of f |, and § of | of | of §. .4ns.

10. T
6
5, I of if, ||, and 4 of |= ? Ans.

11. t
9
5> ^§ of |J, \\ of flk and 4= ? Jn&

Note.—When mixed numbers occur, add the integers and the fractions

jeparately, and then add their sum.

12. 41 + 11 +4T
7
T= ? Ans. WT\%.

13. 171 + 18^ + 111=? Ans.

14. 34+4ji + 1514=? Ans.

15. 31 of 51, 5
9
2 of 71, and f of |= ? u4ns.

i, 2 of 8§, and I of U= 2 Ans.

1SG» To add two fractions having a common, numerator.

OPERATION.

1 1 1(7+5) 12

5
+7~ 5x7 ~35*

2. Add § and §.

OPERATION.

2 2_ 2(5 + 7) _2xl2_24
7
+5~ 7x5 ~ 7x5 ~35"

Analysis.—Reducing the fractions to equivalent fractions having

a common denominator, we have for the common denominator the

product of the two denominators, and for the numerator of each the

product of its numerator and the denominator of the other fraction,

(151).

Hence, the sum of two fractions having a common numerator

is a fraction whose numerator is the sum of the denominators

multiplied by the common numerator^ and whose denominator id

the product of the denominators.
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EXAMPLES.

l.i+|= ? Atis.%.

2. |+^=? Ans. TV
3. \ + 4=? ^ws. £j.

5.| +|=? Jns. l rV
6. |+ |= ? Ans.

7. | + 4= ? ^ns.

8. 1+ 1= ? ^ns.

SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS.

lSt* To find the difference between two fraction* having a eon*'

tnon denominator.

1. From $4 subtract f of a dollar.

Analysis.—$4=$3f. Hence,
or.™™*.

4_3=3|— 1=$3§. 4—1=3|— 1=3|, Ans.

EXAMPLES.

1.
|_ i= ? ^Ins. f.

I 3. 7-§= ? -4ns.

2. |-§=? ^ms. ^. I
4. 4-|= ? Ans.

158* To find the difference between any two fractions.

1. From || take \\.

Analysis.—Reduce the fractions

to equivalent fractions having the

least common denominator (122),
so that each may have the same

fractional unit, -^\. There are 45 2)12 18

such units in the minuend and 22 in

the subtrahend ; .'.
, the difference is
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EXAMPLES.

L:i-T
7
2=? Ans.

2. 7
9
o-3"o=? Ans.

3. 2-

5. 2|-/5 =:?
6. M-l=?
7. 9i-3|=?
8. 7|-6I=?

9
—50— • -

£X"°- 4 5 0'

4. lf-li=? 4«s,f|

9. From ^ of § take g of f

.

10. From | of g take f of 2\.

11. From I of f of 3| take \ of 1^.

12. From § of 2 1 of 4 take T
9
? of 6| of ^.

13. From 4J of 7£ take 5£.

14. From 9 T'o
of 45 take \ of | of | of 4$.

15. From 19 g take 7T
3
T.

16. From 20^ take 13|.

159* To find the difference between two fraction* having a com*

mon numerator.

Ans.m
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MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS.

To0» To multiply a fraction by an integer.

1. Multiply | by 4. opbbation.

Analysis.—4 times f is
x
f, = 2f. - x4=——=—=2§.

2. Multiply | by 4. opebawox.

7 7 7
Analysis.—4 times J is J, = 3|. s x4:=*rZ4

:

— =32-

Rule—(141, Rules.)

Note.—Mixed numbers may be reduced to improper fractions before

multiplying.

EXAMPLES.

1. |x5=? Ans. 3|.

2. | x 7= ? ^ws. 5|.

3. 2| x 7= ? ^ns. 16|.

4 12x||=? ^ins.llf.

5. 48x1^=? Ans.

6. 18x4A=? -4n&

101m To multiply an integer by a fraction, or to find a frac-

tional part of an integer.

1. Multiply 24 by §. That is, find f of 24.

Analysis I st.—i of 24 is 8, and § are 2 times 8 which = 16
.i
'3Analysis 2d.—% of 24=1 of 2 times 24= 16.

Notb.—Examples are the same as those under (160), exeept the mul-
tiplier and multiplicand change places.

102* To multiply a fraction by a fraction.

To multiply a fraction by a fraction is to find a frac-

tional part of a fraction. (140,)

Note.—The above includes (160 and 161), since an integer may be
written as a fraction having 1 for a denominator.

Thus, 3x*=fxf, and§x5=|xf.

1. Multiply 4 of a yard by §, or find § of | of a yard.

Analysis.—* of a yard=§£ of a yard. J of §°
OPBRATI0M.

of a yard is
3
4
5 of a yard, and y is 3 times 5j of a

4

yard=J§ of a yard. S x 7— 15-
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2. Multiply $3| by f, or find § of $3§.
OPBEATlOIf.

Analysis.—$3§=$ 3
g
5

- ? of $\5 is g of a
y

dollar, and \ is 3 times
jf
of a dollar=|

)
or

$ $& 7

Rule—(J49, Rule.) 3

Notes.—1. Reduce mixed numbers and compound fractions to simple

fractions.

2. When the multiplier is less than 1, the process can scarcely be called

multiplication. It is simply finding that part of the number that the mul-

tiplier is of 1.

EXAMPLES.
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10. 15 sticks of tape, at 26| cents each. Ans. $3.99.

11. 7| pounds of tea, at § of a dollar a lb. Ans. $4.65.

12. 42 bush, of apples, at 63} cts. a bush. Ans. $26.58.

13. 7f dozens of eggs, at 12A cts. a doz. Ans. $0.96|.

14. 13i bush, of turnips, at 37A cts. a bush. Ans. $5,171.

15. 10 1
yards of calico, at 15| cts. a yd. Ans. $1.74T

9
D .

16. 75A pounds of sugar, at 7| cts. a lb. Ans. $5.85|.

17. 3itons of hay, at $12 § a ton. Ans. $47.88.

18. 6f bush, of apples, at 371 cts. a bush. Ans, $2.53|.

19. 131- pounds of fish, at 9f cts. a pound. Ans. $1.31g.

20. 175 pounds of wool, at 39 1 cts. a lb. Ans. $69.65.

21. 18| yards of ribbon, at 23^ cts. a yd. Ans. $4.41|.

22. 18 handkerchiefs, at f of a dollar each. Ans. $13A.

23. 22 1 yards of selicia, at 87f cts. a yd. Ans.

24. 35 1 pounds of raisins, at 18f cts. a lb. Ans.

25. 75f bushels of wheat, at $1| a bush. Ans.

26. 23 1 cords of wood, at $3f a cord. Ans.

27. 212 1 pounds of beef, at 7A cts. a lb. Ans.

28. 14 i barrels of vinegar, at $10 § a bar. Ans.

29. 12f barrels of sugar, at $15| a bar. Ans.

30. 35^ tons of coal, at $9f a ton. Ans.

DIVISION OF FRACTIONS.
163* To divide a fraction by an integer*

1. Divide f by 3.

Analysis.—i of f is f . Or, \ of ^ is
2
6
T=f.

2. Divide 3f by 5.

Analysis.—33= V- 5 of V is f.

Rule—(142, Rules.)

Note.—"When the dividend is a mixed number reduce it to an impropei
fraction.
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lo4:» To divide an integer by a fraction.

Note. When fractions have a common denominator, divide the numora
tor of the dividend by the numerator of the divisor.

1. Divide 4 by f

.

Analysis 1st.—i= 2̂
. § is contained in '

5
2

, 6 times.

Analysis 2d.—| is contained in !,(=§,)§ times, and in 4> 4 time,;

| times=6 times.

Analysis 3d.—Multiply both dividend and divisor by the denom*

inator of the divisor (which does not alter the value of the expres-

sion (142, Prop. 5)., then divide as in whole numbers. Thus,

4-=-§= 12-=-2=6.

2. Divide 9 by 6|.

J 1.
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165* To divide a fraction by a fraction.

Note.—The above includes 163 and 164.

1. Divide f by §.

Analysis 1st.—3=

i

8
s

. f= 5V i|-
5̂=y=lj times.

Analysis 2d.—§ is contained in 1, | times, and in f, £ of 1=^,
or 1 1 times.

Analysis 3d.—Multiplying both dividend and divisor by 20, the

least common multiple of the denominators, we have £-t-§=15t-8=

2. Divide 3| by 2J.

OPERATION 1. OPEBATION 2.

Hence,

Rule 1.—Invert the terms of the divisor and proceed as in

multiplication of fractions. (162).

Rule 2.—Multiply both dividend and divisor by the least

common multiple of the denominators, and proceed with the

results as in division of whole numbers.

Note.—1. Reduce whole or mixed numbers and compound fraction? to

simple fractions, before dividing.

2. The terms of a fraction are inverted by causing the numerator and

denominator to change places.

EXAMPLES.
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17. Divide 3i of 4| of 11 by 61 of f

.

Ans. 37TV
18. Divide 8f of F

9
S of \\ by 4± of 6|. Ans. T f- 2 .

19. Divide 4^ of 9t
l by 6^ of 3|. ^4ns. l{f|i.

20. Divide 8] of 4 of T
7
2 of §1 by 4TW of f. u4ws. 5{.

21. What is the value of |f=3^-=-4.i ? ^ns.
41 2 o

41
22. What is the value of 1—f-; ? ^4ns.

2 of 4
41

23. What is the value of
5

3
? Ans.

o

24. What is the value of —^ ? Ans.

2 x 10
25. What is the value of -A—P5 ? ^^-

41 ot §

26. What is the value of
i x5

|

x3
j_ 9 Ans.

'3 A n A lS

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. At $f a bushel, how many bushels of potatoes can be

bought for $12 ? Ans. 16.

2. At I of a cent each, how many oranges can be bought

for 8f cents? Ans. 11.

3. If 1 pay 5 1 cents for riding 1 mile, how many miles

can I ride for 113] cents? Ans. 20.

4. A butcher expended $56 1 for sheep, giving $14 a head
;

how many sheep did he buy ? Ans. 47.

5. How many pounds of tea, at $1| a j>ound, can be ob-

tained for $13i ? Ans. 12.

6. A man bought 37| yards of calico for $5.61 ; how
much did it cost a yard? Ans. $0.15.

7. A merchant bought 97 sheep for $100| | ; how much
did he give a head ? Ans. $1.04.

8. How many tons of coal, at $6f a ton, can be bought
for $57? Ans. 84.
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9. A man paid $543| for a farm, giving $21f an acre ; of

how many acres did the farm consist ? Ans. 25.

10. At $lg a day, how many days must a man work for

$37^? Ans. 26 A.

11. If $23 is paid for 5| pounds of grapes, how much is

that a pound? Ans. $0.50.

12. If 2^ apples are worth 3 J cents, how much is 1 apple

worth? Ans. 1] cents.

13. If 1\ apples are worth 3] cents, what part of an
apple can you get for 1 cent ? Ans. f

.

14. If 3 horses eat 3| bushels of oats in a day, how many
horses would 8| bush, supply for the same time ? Ans.

15. If 3 turkeys cost $4|, how many can be bought for

$38^ ? Ans.

16. How many yards of carpet 2f feet in width will be
required to cover a floor 14A feet in length and 10| feet in

width ? Ans.

17. A man having $240, gave f of his money for cloth,

at $6f a yard ; how many yards did he buy ? Ans.

18. Divide the sum of 2.^ and its reciprocal by the reci-

procal of
| (136). (Note 1 page 110). Ans.

19. How many bottles will be required to hold 8 r
4
3 gal-

lons of wine, provided each bottle will hold -\ of § of f of 1

gallon ? Ans.

20. If 5 barrels of flour cost $48f , how many barrels can

be bought for $263] ? Ans.

21. A farmer gave $46 for some calves, 5 of which he
sold for $5 1 each, and traded the rest for 5^ barrels of

flour, at $4 a barrel ; how much did he gain ? Ans.

22. How much more than 8| yd. of ribbon at 4 cts. a yd.,

will 4| yd. of calico cost at 11 cts. a yd. ? Ans.

23. A hound in pursuit of a fox, which was 7 miles in ad-

vance of him, ran 2^ hours at the rate of 10 miles an hr.
;

the fox advanced at the rate of 7 3 miles an hour for 2 5 hr.

;

how far in advance of the hound is the fox ? A71S.
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RELATIONS OF NUMBERS.

loo* To find tlie part tlutt one integer is -of another.

EXAMPLES.

1. What part of 7 is 5 ?

Analysis.—1 is \ of 7, and 5 is 5 times \, which is | of 7.

2. What part of 9 is 5? of 8 is 3? of 9 is 7?

3. What part of $12 is $5? of 16 boys is 8 boys?

4. What part of 100 is 10? is 20? is 25? is 50? is 751

is 40?

lQf, To find the part that a fraction is of an integer.

EXAMPLES.

1. What part of 9 is f ?

OPERATION.
Analysis 1st.—9= V- .v | is ^=

J

2 of 9. 13 1
Analysis 2d.—£ is £ of 1, and is therefore,

J
of r X 7=rr.

£, which is -Jg of 9. o

2. What part of 8 is % ? is | ? is f ?

3. What part of 20 is | ? is \ ? is }? ? is \% ?

4. What part of 100 is 2i ? is 3^ ? is 8± ? is 12£ ? is

16| ? is 33» ?

16*8* To find the part that one fraction is of anotlter. (396),

EXAMPLES.

1. What part of f is f ?

Analysis 1st.—%= T% and f

=

TV r% is f of & ;
.-. | is £ of £.

OPERATION.

Analysis 2d.—1 is f of £ and f is § of £=£ of f . 4 2_8
3
X 3~9

What part of

2. f is I ? Ans. f. I 4. 5 \ is f ? Ans.

3. | is |? .4ns. §. I
5. 8fis3i? Ans.

6. Moses gave | of f of his money for a pocket-knife

;

what part of f of his money had he remaining ? Ans.
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MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS.

1. Reduce 132T
9
3 to an improper fraction. Arts. l

||
5-.

2. Reduce 1:
}f

§ to a mixed number. Ans. 125 ff.

3. Reduce j^f §f to its lowest terms. Ans. g.

5. Reduce ^, §, |, and f to equivalent fractions having a

common denominator. Ans. T
6
2
°

, T
8
2
°

, TV&, {^g.

6. Reduce T
7
2 , T

5
g , and |'| to equivalent fractions having

the least common denominator. Ans. §§, |§, ||.

7. What is the sum of |, |, g, and j| ? .4ns. S^.

8- ax2£+|*Tl+I=? ^nS.2^.
9. 2|x T

7o+3ix|x T
6
?
x4i+^=? Ans. 6fs.

10. "What is the sum of 6§ + its reciprocal? Ans. 6|§.

11. From 8f subtract 5|. ^/is. 2|.

12. 4i-3|+f=? 4?»s. If |.

13. From 1| subtract its reciprocal. Ans. 1 T
'

5 .

14 A has 6^ times $9|, B has 1\ times $8§ ; how much
more has A than B? Ans. $44? |.

15. A has | of $17, B § of $375, C | of $7862, and D \

of | of i of $16 ; how much have all? Ans. $6633 T
3
2
7

.

16. A had i of | of 7£ times $7862, and paid ± of \ of it

for a farm ; how much had he remaining ? Ans. $35379.

17. Divide § by f.
Ans. 1 3

'

7 .

18. Divide 1{ by the reciprocal of 1^. -4ws. If.

19. Divide l l

2 times 1 T
4
5 by £ of 3*. ,4ns. 5 T

7
.

20. A has $8964, which is If times as much as B has j

how much has B ? Ans. $4980.

21. A has 634 sheep, which is 94 more than | of 3
-J

times.

B's number ; how many has B ? Ans. 243.

22. A and B together own 540 acres of land, which they

agree to divide in the proportion of 7 to 11 ; how much
ought each to receive? Ans. A 210, and B 330 acres.

23. A and B own 3144 sheep ; how many has each, if

A has 1| times as many as B? Ans. A 1834, B 1310.
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24. A tree whose length was 136 feet, was broken into

two pieces by falling
; f of the length of the longer piece

equaled f of the length of the shorter. What was the

length of each piece ? Ans. 72 ft. and 64 ft.

25. A obtains from two fields 344 bushels of wheat, pro-

vided the first field yielded f as mucli as the second ; re-

quired the yield of each field ? Ans. 129 and 215.

26. A owns T
3
? of a ships cargo, valued at $493000 ; B

owns 1% of the remainder ; C owns T
3 as much as A and B ;

and D owns the remainder. How much does each own ?

Ans. A owns $87000, B $210000, C, $89100, andD $106900.

27. A merchant expended $840 for dry goods, and then

had remaining only f I as much money as he had at first

;

how much money had he at first ? Ans. $3430.

28. A man laid out § of his fortune in speculation ; the

remainder, $9600, he invested in U. S. Bonds. At the end

of the year he gained by speculation T
5
g as much as he laid

out, and his interest on the bonds was 5
3
ff
of the principal

;

how much was his fortune, and how much was his gain

during the year ? Ans. His fortune $16000, gain $2576.

29. A's gold stock increased by § of its value + $396| =
$2987 ; what is the value of his stock ? Ans.

30. A farmer has f of his sheep in one field, | in another

field, and the remainder, 121 sheep, in a third field. How
many sheep had he in all ? Ans.

31. James took | of a certain sum of money, and John

the remainder, which was $1846 ; what was the sum, and

how much did James take ? Ans.

32. A is to have § of a certain sum of money ; B | of it

;

C | of it ; and ~D the remainder, which is $580. What is

the sum, and what does each receive ?

Ans. Sum $6300, A $1800, B $1400, C $2520, and D $580.

33. A has \ of If times 2660 sheep, which is 1% times

twice as many as B has ; how many has B? Ans.

34. Divide $7250 between A and B, so that A shall have

I as much as B, + $1250. Ans,
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35, A and B own a farm ; A owns T
7
5 of it, and B -fz of

it. It is found that B owns 25 acres more than A ; how
many acres does each own ? Arts. J^l^il^ Ak r

36. A fortune was divided among three brothers, James,

John and Joseph ; James had | of it, John f of it, and
Joseph the remainder. James, by this division, received

$120 more than John. What was the fortune, and what

did each receive ? Arts. til' I 4 L» A #
— 37. Divide $4963 among A,B, cfand DT so that'i'sh

have I of it, less $906 ; B ^ of the remainder, less $429 ;

C I of what now remains, less $690 ; and D what is left.

Ans. A $1221, B 1442, C, $1150, and D $1150.

**V 38. A's house cost $2400, and | of its cost, is 3| times f

of the cost of the furniture contained in it ; what was tho

cost of the furniture ? Ansf( A ^0
39. William had | of a certain fortune ; Walter T

4
3 of it;

and Wallace the remainder, which was $760. How much
was the fortune ? Ans. J? ? K"tJ

40. A and B were playing cards : B lost $560, which

was T
2
3 times § as much as A then had ; and when they

commenced playing j\% of A's money equaled ^\ of B's.

How much had each when they began to play ?

Ans. A $3808, and B $2944.

>41. A gentleman who was worth $5061, was desirous of

buying a store, a farm, and of building a house. If he

bought the store only, then the house was to cost § of his

fortune ; but if he bought the farm only, then the house

was to cost ^ of his fortune. It so happened that he

bought the store and farm, and built his house. What was
the cost of each, according to the above estimates ?

Ans. Store $723, house $1446, and farm $2892.

Note.—By the conditions of the question the house is to cost 2 times

as much as the store, and the farm 2 times as much as the house, or 4

times as much as the store. Hence, the $5061 must be divided into three

parts that are to each other as 1, 2, 4.
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DECIMAL FRACTIONS.
169. A Decimal Fraction is a fraction whose

denominator is 1 followed by one or more ciphers ; as T
J

,

TOOr "1060

Decimal fractions originate from dividing 1 into 10 equal parts,

called tenths , each of these tenths is divided into 10 equal parts,

called hundredths ; each of these hundredths is divided into 10 equal

parts, called thousandths, and so on. Thus, l-j-10= T\j ;
^-^10=

Note.—Decimal fractions may be regarded as common fractions having

for denominators 1 followed by one or more ciphers. Therefore, all the

principles, rules, and operations ofcommon fractions are applicable to deci-

mal fractions. But since the denominators of decimal fractions increase

and decrease by the scale of 10, they admit of more simple treatment.

NOTATION AND NUMERATION.
170. The denominator of a decimal fraction is not

usually written, the Decimal Point ( .
) being used to deter-

mine the value of the decimal expression. Thus,

Common Fraction.
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The names of these fractional units and the relation of

integers and decimals are expressed in the following

.44 *
-3

9314.33333478627
5" S" rf S tf *r ra 3 5 d 5" 5 3 3 3

Integers. Decimate.

i75. ^i Mixed Number is an integer and a deci-

mal united in the same expression. Thus, 23.7, which is

read twenty-three and seven-tenths.

174. A Mixed Fraction is a decimal and a com-

mon fraction united in the same expression. Thus, .09f

,

which is read nine and two-thirds hundredths.

17O. To read decimal numbers.

Rule.—Read the expression as a whole number, and add the

name of the order of the right-handfigure.

Note 1.—A mixed number is read by first reading the integral and then

the decimal part. Thus 9.14 is read, nine and fourteen hundredths.

2. A mixed fraction is read by first reading the decimal as an integer,

then the common fraction, giving to the whole the name of the order of

the right hand figure. Thus, .235f is read, two hundred and thirty-five

and two-third thousandths.

3. To ascertain the name of the right-hand figure, begin at the left and

name each figure till you come to the last one.
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l'iO* To write decimals.

1. Write thirty-five hundred-thousandths.

Analysis.—To express hundred-thousandths requires five decimal

places; two of these places are occupied by the 35; .% three ciphers

must be prefixed. Hence, we write .00035.

Rule.—Fix the decimal point and write the number so that

the name of the right-hand figure shall correspond vnth the

name of the decimal.

EXAMPLES.

Express the following numbers decimally :

1. 107 thousandths. Ans. .107.

2. 6 hundredths. Ans. .06.

3. 465 millionths. Ans. .000465.

4. T
i§3_. An8m .0193.

5 -
-4tW- An&

6. AM%*. Ans.

177. Annexing a cipher to a decimal does not alter its

value.

Annexing a cipher to a decimal is the same as multiplying both

terms of the fraction by 10. Thus, .7=
t\= j

7
B°o= j\%%— .70=.700.

178. Prefixing a cipher to a decimal, divides the decimal

by 10.

Prefixing a cipher to a decimal removes each of its figures ono

place to the right, and each will then express units one order lower,

(41, 3). Thus, by prefixing a cipher, .5= T
S
S , becomes .05=

T | a .

REDTJCTIOlSr of idecim:^jl.s.

179* To reduce common fractions to decimals. (587).

1. Keduce § to its equivalent decimal.

Analysis 1st.—3=30 tenths. \ of 30 tenths is 3 operation.

tenths, and 6 tenths=60 hundredths remaining. \ of 8)3.000

60 hundredths is 7 hundredths, and 4 hundredths=40 ~0375
thousandths remaining. \ of 40 thousandths is 5

thousandths. Hence, £= .375.

3 3.000 .375 .375 ^.
Analysis fc^^—^—^—^
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Rule.— 1. Annex ciphers to the numerator, and divide by

the denominator.

2. Point off as many decimalplaces in the result as there arc

ciphers annexed.

Note.—1. In many cases the common fraction cannot be accurately ex-

pressed by simple decimals, as the division will not terminate. In such

cases the value is expressed by a repeating decimal ; the repeating figures,

as 3, and 142857, in examples 8 and 9, are called Bepetends.

2. See Stoddard's Complete Arithmetic {590) for properties of

repetends, and page 330 for Repeating or Circulating Decimals.

3. The sign. -j- after a decimal indicates that there is still a re-

mainder.

EXAMPLES.

Reduce the following common fractions to equivalent

decimals or mixed numbers :

1. \, Ans. .5.

2. §. Ans. .8.

S.kn.Ans. 8.85.

Ans. .75.

Ans.

Ans. .140625.

a ± Ans. .3333+.

6. -2
g°4

7
-. Ans. 1 % H89. ^.Ans.Jij I $ C,* 7 *t

ISO. To reduce a decimal to a common fraction, (586).

1 Reduce .00625 to a common fraction.

Solution.—.00625 expressed in the

form of a common fraction is T5
fi

;j

2
o5iT>

opkratiok.

which being reduced to its lowest terms .00625= tudo1JC— T^TJ*

equals
r J 5 .

2. Reduce .5^ to a common opkbation.

fraction. .54 ==?i— V"— 1 6_ s
3

i<J

—

i<5~3<5— Ts-

Rule.— Omitting the decimal point, write the denominator

under the decimal, and reduce the common fraction to its low

est terms (148J.

EXAMPLES.

Reduce the following decimals to common fractions :

1 .06. Ans. A.
2. .000125. Ans.

4.
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.AJDTJITlOTsT OF I>ECIM:A.1L,S.

181. The denominations of U. S. Currency (100), and

Metrical Weights and Measures (217), increase and de-

crease according to the scale of 10, as in simple numbers

and decimals.

Hence, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division

of U. S. Currency and Metrical Weights and Measures, aro

performed by the rules for like operations in Decimals.

1. What is the sum of 10.431, operation.

121.7631, 101.34, 7001.60013, and 10 -431

4.860321? 121.7631

Analysis.— Write the numbers to be 7001 fulfil 3
added so that units of the same order shall

stand in the same column, then proceed as in

Simple Addition. 7239.994551 Ans.

Rule.—1. Write the numbers to be added so that units of

the same order stand in the same column.

2. Add as in simple addition, and place the decimalpoint

before the tenths' place in the sum.

EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONS.

1. What is the sum of 1.151, 13.29, 116.283, 9.0275,

2184.106, and .64? Ans. 2324.4975.

2. What is the sum of 4.5, 34.35, 324.435, 8324.4535,

1.076324, and 3.9476? Ans. 8692.762424.

3. What is the sum of 25.047, 10.4031, 1.76782, 101

.7931, and 73.101007 ? Ans. 212.112027.
"*

4. What is the sum of 7.83, 3.621, 72.1413, 104.6321, and

17201.8632 ? Ans. 17390.0876.

— 5. What is the sum of 9.91, 7.3247, 107.83021, 1.1, 9.867,

and .07823 ? Ans.

6. What is the sum of 1.863, 71.8634, 101.3214, 10101.32,

46.8763, and .046? Ans.,
'

7. Bought at one time 123.56 acres of land, at another

215.5 acres, and at another 32.32 acres ; how many acres

were purchased? Ans.
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8. Sold to A 46.75 bush, of corn, to B 147.12 bush., to C
294.125 bush., to D 184,755 bush., and to E and F each

110.64 bush. ; how many bush, did I sell ? Ans. •

9. A farmer purchased 4A yards of cloth for $12,875, 4

pair of boots for $32.75, 1 set of chairs for $27.87*, and a

barrel of molasses for $18.95. Required the amount of the

bill? Ans

~h
"~~~

182, SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS.
OPERATION.

1. From 41.3 subtract 22.10107. Mia 41.30000

Note.—Annexing ciphers to either minuend or
u

' _J
'subtrahend does not alter its value. (177.) 1Q1Q8Q3

Rule.—1. Write the less number under the greater, so that

units of the same order stand in the same column.

2. Subtract as in whole numbers, and place the decimalpoint

before the tenths' place in the difference.

EXAMPLES.

1. From 84.631 subtract 37.184. Ans. 47.447.

2. From 102.312 subtract 9.181
.

Ans. 93.131.

3. From 1 subtract .00001. Ans. 0.99999.

4. From 1.9 subtract .10001. Ans. 1.79999.

5. From 917.3602 subtract 462.9178. Ans. 454.4424.

6. 970.46102-431.02413= ? Ans. 539.43689.

7. 7012.1823041-1021.1732=? Ans. 5991.0091041.

8. 31439.86324-16802.3264=? Ans. |
I

9. 90000.9000014-10001=? Ans.

10. 1176824.1932467-468231.97630129= ?

11. If from 10^ the sum of lOf thousandths and 10.,

millionths be subtracted, what will be the remainder ?

Arts.
I
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183. MULTIPLICATION" OF DECIMALS

1. Multiply 74.23 by .012.

Solution 1st.—12 times 74.23 is 890.76 ; hence 12

thousandth times 74.23 is 1 thousandth of 890.76, which

is .89076. Therefore 74.23 multiplied by .012=.89076.

Solution 2d.—74.23=^1, and .012=T^. Hence,

74.23 x .012=W x THTr=TWftWr=-89076.

OPERATION.

74.23

.012

14846

7423

.89076

Rule.—Multiply as in whole numbers, and point off in the

product as many decimal places as there are decimal places in

the twofactors. (575).
Remark.—If necessary, prefix ciphers to the product to cause the num-

ber of decimal places to equal the number of decimal places in the tw<J

factors.

EXERCISES.

1. Multiply 3.47 by 9.83.

2. Multiply 12.763 by 10.976.

3. 16.713x10.0401=?

4. 101.001 x .00023= ?

5. 11.614 x .0000097= ?

6. 1976.89x97=?
7. 1017.7011 x.10171=?
8. 978.967x1.968=?
9. 125.521x251.215=?

10. .0097 x .000125= ?

Ans. 34.1101.

Ans. 140.086688.

Ans. 167.8001913.

Ans. .02323023.

Ans. .0001126558.

Ans. 1917.5833.

Ans. 103.510378881.^s. j-uo.oj.uo i ooox.

Am, If ^"^LcJ/r
fiuLft I

*-">*. ft' 1**'*
Ans. -.

Ans.

5

inrir/ciict^

184» To multiply a decimal by 10, 100, 1000, etc.

Rule.—Remove the decimal point as many places to (hi

ight as there are ciphers in the multiplier. (11, 3.)

1. 49.6783 x 10= ? Ans. 496.783.

2. 1.07632 x 100= ? Ans. 107.632.

3. 41.26 x 10000= ?

4. 435.85 x .100= ?

Ans.
J

<\.
(

Ans. i, n. (y-^y7^
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185. DIVISION OF DECIMALS.
1. Divide 34.75 by 2.5. | 2. Divide .0016016 by 1.12.

OPEBATIONS.

1. 2.

2.5)34.75(13.9 1.12).0016016(.00143

25 112

etc. etc.

Solution.—The dividend is the product of the divisor and quo-

tient, and contains as many decimal places as there are in both divi-

sor and quotient (183). Hence,

The number of decimal places in the quotient must equal the

number in the dividend diminished by the number in the divisor.

Rule.—Divide as in simple numbers, and point off as many
decimal places in the quotient as the number of decimal places

in the dividend exceeds the number in the divisor. (576).
Remark.—1. If necessary prefix ciphers to the quotient ; or affix ciphers

to the dividend.

2. When both dividend and divisor contain the same number of decimal

places, the quotient is a whole number (without or with a remainder aa

the case may be).

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 461.02876 by 21.4. Ans. 21.5434.

2. Divide 25.49052 by 2.46. Ans. 10.362.

3. Divide 17610.8248 by 37.6. Ans. 468.373.

4 Divide .00144 by 1.2. Ans. .0012.

5. Divide .0000025 by .005. Ans. .0005.

6. Divide 43.2 by .24. Ans. 180.

7. Divide 59.74514 by 1.36. Ans. 43.93025.

8. Divide .0001728 by 2.4. Ans.

9. Divide 268.32611 by 470|. Ans.

10. Divide 187.122^ by 1£§. Ans.

180. To divide a decimal by 10, lOO, lOOO, etc.

Rule.—Remove the decimal point as many places to the left

as there are ciphers in the divisor, (11, 3).

1. 432.68-f-lO. Ans. 43.268. I 3. 1.47^-1000. Ans.

2. 2.428H-1000. Ans. .002423. ! 4. 4.7-f-10000. Ans.
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

"What is the cost of

1. 47.75 cords of wood, at $2| a cord? Ans. $107.43f.
2. 23.95 tons of hay, at $14.75 a ton? Ans. $353.2625.

3. 12| yards of cloth, at $7.65 a yard? Ans. $97.53f.
4. 75.97 acres of land at $35.5 an acre? Ans. $2696.935.

5. A man paid $6353.3925 for 97.37 acres of land ; hem
much is that an acre ? Ans. $65.25.

6. Sold 12.75 pounds of butter for $2.9325 ; how much
was that a pound ? Ans. $0.23.

7. From a vessel containing 3465 gallons, 75.25 barrels,

of 31.5 gallons each, were drawn off. How many gallons

remained? Ans. 1094.625.

8. There are 5.5 yards in one rod, and 1760 yards in a

mile ; how many rods in a mile ? Ans. 320.

9. There are 16.5 feet in ono rod, and 320 rods in one

mile ; how many feet in a mile ? Ans. 5280.

10. If the piston-rod of a locomotive by one stroke

will move a railroad train 14.75 feet, how many strokes

would be required to move the train a distance of 325

miles and .25 of a foot ? Ans. 116339.

11. A paid $2896.875 for land, and sold 56.25 acres of it,

at $31 an acre ; the remainder of which stood him in

$20.05 an acre. How many acres did he buy ? Ans. 112.5. •

What is the value of &
12. 7640 bricks, at $4.75 a 1000? Am.%> <*' C

13. 26708 fire bricks, at $2.75 a 100? Ans, PS ^- * v

14. 19780 ft. of timber, at $8.50 a 1000? Ansjffl (* 6\ / ^>

15. A merchant bought 345.75 cords of wood, at $16| a

cord, | of which he sold, at $17.75 a cord, and the rest at

cost ; how much did he gain ? Ans. £ f • V S
"*

16. The circumference of the forward wheel of a wagon

is 15.5 feet ; the circumference of the hind wheel is 16.8

feet. How many times will each revolve, and how many

more times will one revolve than the other, in moving 4|||

miles? (217). Ans. /Ip<f0 I ¥¥()**
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DENOMINATE NUMBERS.
187. A Simple Number is either an abstract or a

denominate number of but one denomination
; as 19, $14,

42 rods, 25 apples. (9, 10.)

188. A Compound Number is a number ex-

pressed by more than one denomination considered as a

whole ; as 2 feet 6 inches, 4 pounds 6 ounces, 2 days 10

hours 25 minutes.

Remark.—In Simple Numbers and Decimals, the scale of increase and

decrease is 10 ; iu Compound Numbers the scales are varying,

189. Denominate Numbers express Currency,
Weight, and Measure.

CUERENCY (6*12, 3 ; 662).

190. 1. UNITED STATES CURRENCY, OR FEDERAL MONEY.

DENOMINATIONS.

Eagles, dollars, dimes, cents, and mills.

ABBREVIATIONS.

E denotes eagles.

$ denotes dollars.

d. denotes dimes,

cts. denotes cents,

m. denotes mills.

191. Canada Currency is the same as the U. S.

currency, with the addition of a shilling piece, equal in

value to twenty cents (612, 6 J.

2. ENGLISH MONEY (612, 4).

192. English Money is the currency of Great

Britain and Ireland.

DENOMINATIONS.
Pounds, florins, shillings, pence, and farthings.

ABBREVIATIONS. TABLE.

10 m.
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The coins of England in general circulation are:

The Sovereign, =£1 • )

The Half-sovereign, = 1 0*.
;
\
made of g°ld

The Crown, = 5s.

;

The Half-Crown, = 2s. 6d
The Florin, = 2s.

;

The Shilling, = I2d.
The Sixpence, = Qd.

The Threepenny Piece,= 3d
The Penny;

}
The Halfpenny ; > made of bronze.

The Farthing; S

3. FRENCH MONEY (612, 5).

193. TJie French Currency is decimal. The
Franc is the unit of the currency, which is equal in value

to 18| cents U. S. money.

TABLE.

10 millimes = I centime. I 10 decimes = 1 franc.

10 centimes = 1 decime. | 20 francs = 1 Napoleon.

n \ Gold pieces of 100, 40, 20, and 10 francs.
L,OINS.—

J giIver pieces of 5j 2j ^ ^ and i fraQCS>

U. S., ENGLISH, AND FRENCH MONEY COMPARED.

ENGLISH,
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2. In speaking of the purity of gold, a carat means £f part ; as, 18

carats fine, meaning i|- pure gold and & alloy.

DENOMINATIONS.

Pounds, ounces, pennyweights, and grains.



V30
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Other denominations of Long Measure are sometimes

used for special purposes.

3 inches make 1 Palm.

9 inches make 1 Span.

18 inches make 1 Cubit.

3 feet make 1 Pace.

3 barleycorns make 1 Inch. (602, Note).

4 inches make 1 Hand i
USed

'm measuring the height of
4 inches make 1 Hand,

j horseg directly oyer^ forefeet

As, •{ 6 feet make 1 Fathom, used in measuring depths at sea.

( used in measur-
1.15 statute miles make 1 geographic mile, < ing distances

( at sea.

60 geographic miles make ) f . {
of la

,

t
!
tude on

f f
me'

691 statute miles make \
l deSree >

) +
"dian °r °f lon

,

gl~

>
( tude on the equator.

L 360 degrees make the circumference of the earth.

2. CHAIN MEASURE (602, 2).

200. TJte Surveyor's, or Gunter's Chain, is

used is measuring roads, boundaries of fields, etc. It is

4 rods, or 66 feet in length, and is divided into 100 links.

DENOMINATIONS.
Miles, chains, rods, and links.



ABBREVIATIONS.

yd. denotes yards,

qr. denotes quartet

n. denotes nails.

in. denotes inches.

132 MEASURE.

4. CLOTH MEASURE.

202. The Yard is the unit of measure, and is divided

into Halves, Fourths, Eighths, and Sixteenths.
Cloth, ribbons, &c, are measured by their length with-

out regard to their width.

The following is the table of cloth measure formerly

used:
DENOMINATIONS.

Yards, quarters, nails, and inches.

TABLE.

2] in. make 1 n,

4 n. make 1 qr.

4 qr. make 1 yd.

Note.—The following denominations were also used.

3 qr. = 1 Ell Flemish, K Fl. I 6 qr. = 1 Ell French, E. Ft.
h qr. = l Ell English, E. E.

|

Note.—1. The length of the yard is determined hy dividing a pendulum,
which vibrates seconds in a vacuum, at the level of the sea, in the latitude

of London, into 391393 equal parts, and taking 360000 of these parts, equal

in length to 36 inches. (627).
2. The Yard is the standard unit of length from which all other meas-

ures of length, and even those of weight and capacity have been derived.

2. SUPERFICIAL, OR SQUARE 3VIEASTTJRE.

203. Square Pleasure is used for measuring sur-

faces. (603).
204. A Surface is that which has length and breadth,

without thickness.

205. A Rectangle is a surface bounded

by four straight lines forming right angles, or

square corners ; as, figure A. (473).

206. A Square is a rectangle, the sides of

which are all equal ; as figure B.

207. Tlie Unit of Measure, for surfaces, is

square whose dimensions are known ; as a square inch,

square foot, etc.
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208, The Area of a surface is the number of times

it contains a given unit of measure. (See page 299.)

The square in the margin is called four feet square,

as it is four feet on each side. Each of the small

squares, within the large square, represents 1 square

foot, or 1 foot square. Since there are 4 square feet

in each row, and 4 rows in the square, there are 4

times 4 square feet, equal to 16 square feet in 4 feet square.

Hence,

The area of a square or rectangle isfound by multiplying its

length by its width.

Note.—From the above it will be observed that the difference between

4 feet square and 4 square feet is 13 square feet.

DENOMINATIONS.

Square miles, acres, roods, square rods, square yards, square feet,

square inches.
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3. SOLID 0"R CTCTRTC IVrTCASTJRTG (€04).

210. Cubic Measure is used in measuring things

that have length, breadth, and thickness ; as timber, earth,

boxes of goods, capacity of ships, etc.

211. A. Cube is a volume bounded by six equal

squares called its faces, and the sides of the squares are

called its edges.

212. Hie Unit of Measure for volumes is a cube

whose dimensions are known ; as a cubic inch, a cubic

foot, etc.

213. TJie Contents, or Solidity, of a volume, is

the number of times it contains a given unit of measure.

If each of the sides of a cube is 1 foot it is called a cubic

foot. If each of the sides of a cube be 3 feet = 1 yard, it

is called a cubic yard.

The annexed cube represents a cubic yard. Since

each of the edges of a cubic yard is 3 feet, each of its

faces will contain 3 times 3 equal to 9 square feet.

If from one face of this cube we cut off a piece 1

foot in thickness, we evidently have 9 solid feet ; and

as the whole block is 3 feet thick, it must contain 3 times 9=27
solid feet Hence,

To find the solid contents of a cube, multiply its length,

breadth, and thickness together.

DENOMINATIONS.

Cubic miles, cubic yards, cubic feet, and cubic inches.

ABBREVIATIONS.

cu. mi. denotes cubic miks.

cu. yd. denotes cubic yards,

cu. ft. denotes cubic feet.

cu. in. denotes cubic inches.

Note.—Other denominations of cubic measure are sometimes used ; as,

16 cubic feet. = 1 cord foot, cd.ft.

8 cd. ft. or 128 cu. ft. =1 cord of wood.
40 cu. ft. of round timber == 1 ton.

50 cu. ft. of hewn timber = 1 ton.

Note.—1. A cord of wood is a pile 8 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 4 feet

high.

f
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2. A cord foot is 1 foot in length of a pile 4 feet wide and 4 feet high.

3. Round timber when squared is supposed to lose one-fifth ; hence, a

ton of round timber is said to contain but 40 cubic feet.

4. MEASURE OF CAPACITY.
1. LIQUID OR WINE MEASURE {005, 1.).

214. Wine Measure is now used for measuring all

kinds of liquids. Formerly some of them were measured

by Beer Measure.

Note 1.—The standard unit, or gallon, of Wine Measure, contains 231

cubic inches, and weighs a little more than 8i lb. avoirdupois, of distilled

water.

2. The beer gallon contains 282 cubic inches.

DENOMINATIONS.

Gallons, quarts, pints, and gills.
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3. DRY MEASURE {605, Z\

216. Dry Measure is used in measuring dry arti-

cles, such as grain, fruit, coal, salt, etc.

Note.—1. The standard bushel of the United States is the Winchester
bushel of England It is a cylindrical measure, 8 inches deep and 1S^

inches in diameter, and contains 2150§ cubic inches.

2. A gallon Dry Measure contains 268* cubic inches.

DENOMINATIONS.
Bushels, pecks, quarts, and

ABBREVIATIONS.

bu. denotes bushels

ph. denotes pecks.

qt. denotes quarts.

pt. denotes pints.

TABLE.

2 pt. = 1 qt

8 qt. = 1 ph.

4 ph. = 1 bu.

LIQUID AND DRY MEASURE COMPARED.

Cubic in. in Cubic in. in Cubic in. in

one gallon. one quart. one pint.

Wine Measure, 231 57| 28^.

Dry Measure (\ pk) 268| 67£ 332.

5. ^JSTGS-XJJL.A.E, MEASURE (608, 654).

217. An A.tlffle is the difference of direction of two lines

which meet at a point ; thus, ABC is an c

angle (472). The lines are called the sides /^
of the angle, and the point where they meet b-*— A.

is called the vertex.

A Circle is a plane figure bounded by a curved line,

all the parts of which are equally distant from a ^^
point within called the center (493).

A circumference is the curve line which

bounds a circle, and always contains 360 deg.

An arc is any part of the circumference, as A E, E D.

The arc within the sides of an angle whose vertex is on

the center of a circle is the measure of the angle ; thus,

the arc A E is one-fourth of the circumference, and meas-

ures the angle ABE, which contains 90 degrees.

Notb.—One-fourth of a circumference is called a Quadrant ; one-sixth,

a Sextant. For Diameter and Radius, 6ee (4:93), also page 290.
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DECIMAL MEASURE OP WEIGHT {645).

10 Milligrams make 1 Centigram =.000022046 of a lb. (Av. weight)
10 Oen'tigrams

"
1 Decigram = .00022046 " "

10 Dec'igrams
"

1 Gram =
10 Grams "

1 Dekagram =
10 Dekagrams "

1 Hectogram =
10 Hectograms "

1 Kilogram =
10 Kilograms "

1 Myriagrani = 22.046

10 My riagrams "
1 Quintal = 220.46

10 Quintals "
1 Tonneau = 2204.6

.0022046
.022046

.22046

2.2046 lbs. (Avoir, weight).

DECIMAL MEASURES OF CAPACITY (044).
Dry Measure. Liquid Measure.

10 Cen'tiliters make 1 Deciliter =.0908 quart =.026417 gallon.
10 Dec'iliters " 1 Liter = .908 " = .26417
10 Liters " 1 Dekaliter = 9.08 quarts = 2.6417 gallons.

10 Dekaliters " 1 Hectoliter = 908 "- = 26.417
10 Hectoliters " 1 Kiloliter = 908 " = 264.17

DECIMAL SUPERFICIAL OR SQUARE MEASURES (638, 642).

100 Cen'tiares make 1 Are = 119.60— square yardb
100 Ares " 1 Hectare = 2.471 acres.

DECIMAL CUBIC OR SOLID MEASURES (639, 643).

10 Dec'isteres make 1 Stere = 35.3144 cubic feet.

10 Steres " 1 Dekastere = £53.144

Note.—See (79, 190, 600) for U. S. Currency, and {193) for French Currency.

MEASURE OW DURATIOINrfY
TIME (609).

219, Time is a part of duration. The time in which

the earth makes one revolution on its axis is called a day.

The time in which it makes one revolution about the sun

is called a solar year, and is composed of 3G5 days, 5 hours,

48 minutes, 48 seconds.

denominations.
Centuries, years, months, weeks, days, hours, minutes, and seconds.

a
yr.
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Also, the following Table is of use :

7 da. make 1 wh.

4 wk. make 1 lunar month.
12 calendar months make 1 year.

13 lunar months, 1 da., 6 hr., nearly, make 1 year.

365 da., 6 hr., make 1 Julian year. (609, Note 2).

3G5 da,, 5 hr., 48 mi'., 48 sec, make 1 astronomical year.

Tn business transactions, a month is considered to be SO days (267)-

The year is divided into four seasons of three months
each, viz., Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter.

1 1. January has 31 days. I 6. June has 30 days-
Winter.-; 2. February has 28 " Summer.. •< 7. July has 31

( '• in leap year, has 29 " j 8. August has 31
i 3. March has 31

Spring... < 4. April has 30

( 5. May has 31

9. September has 30
Aut -ms..-( 10. October has 31

11. November has 30
Winter. . .".12. December has 31

"Thirty days hath September, I Except February alone,

April, June, and November
;

Which hath but twenty-eight in fine,

All the rest have thirty-one, | Till leap year gives it twenty-nine."

Note.—The reason for the leap year is as follows : The astronomical

year is the time of one revolution of the earth around the sun, which is

365 days 5 hours 48 minutes 48 seconds. If the year be called 365 days, it

will lack 5 h. 48 m. 48 s. of the true time, which in 4 years would amount
to nearly 1 day. Hence, one day is added every 4 years, making the leap

3*ear. But by taking 305 days 6 hours for the j'ear, or by making every

fourth year a leap year, we add too much by the difference of 365 d. 6 h.

and 305 d. 5-h. 48 m. 48 s., which is 11 minutes 12 seconds, and this occur-

ring every year for 100 years, would amount to 18! hours, or nearly a day.

Hence, on the hundredth year the intercalary day is dropped. But in drop-

ping 1 day we drop too much by 5j hours, and if this were done every cen-

tennial year for four times, we should drop 21j hours, or nearly 1 day too

much. Hence, every fourth of the centennial years is considered a leap

year. There is still an error of 21 hours occurring once in 400 years,

which in 3G00 years would amount to 1 day. Hence,

1. Every year that is divisible by 4, except centennial years,

is a leap year. (GOO, Note 3.)

2. Every centennial yedr divisible by 400 is a leap year.

220 iMISCELL^NTEOTTS T'ATtT.TT.W.

BOOKS.

A sheet folded in two leaves is called a Folio.

A sheet folded in four leaves is called a Quarto, or 4to.
A sheet folded in eight leaves is called an Octavo, or 8vo.
A sheet folded in twelve leaves is called a Duodecimo, or 12ma
A. sheet folded in eighteen leaves is called an 1 8mo,
A sheet folded in twenty-four leaves is called a 24ino.
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221, COUNTING.
12 units

12 dozen
12 gross

20 units

make
make
make
make

1 dozen.

1 gross.

1 great gross.

1 score.

32 lb. of Oats

45 lb. of Timothy Seed
52 lb. of Buckwheat
56 lb. of Flaxseed
56 lb. of Rye, or Corn,

481b. of Barley

60 lb. of Clover seed
60 lb. of Potatoes
60 lb. of Beans
60 lb. of Wheat

= lbu.
= 1 bu.

= lbu.
= 1 bu.

= 1 bu.

= 1 bu.

= 1 bu.

= lbu.
= lbu.
= lbu.

PAPER.
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REDUCTION.

223, Reduction of Compound Denominate
lumbers is the process of changing their denomination

without altering their value.

Reduction is of two kinds, Descending and Ascending.

RET3XJCTION- IDESCENlDIINrG.

224. Reduction Descending is the process of

changing numbers to lower denominations without alter-

ing their value, and is performed by Multiplication.

1. Eeduce £35 6s. Sd. to pence. opekation.

Analysis.—There are 20s. in £1; .-., in £35 £ s. d.

tnere are 35 times 20s., which = 700s., to which 35 6 8
add 6s., and we have 706s. There are 12d. in Is.; 20
.-., in 706s. there are 706 times 12<Z., which = ~nna
8A72d., to which add 8d., and we have 8480A;
.-., £35 6s. &Z.= 8480*2.

12

8480 d.

Rule.—1. Multiply the highest denomination of the given

number by the number which a unit of this denomination makes

of the next lower, and to this product add the number of the

next lower denomination.

2. Proceed in like manner with the result thus obtained till

the required denomination is reached.

EXAMPLES.

1. In £32 14s. 10rf., how many pence ? Ans. 7858.

2. In £28 12s. 8
4
3
d., how many farthings ? Ans. 27491.

3. In 8 lb. 6 oz. \2pwt. 16 gr., how many gr. ? Ans. 49264.

4. In 12 rd. 8 yd. 2 ft., how many feet ? Ans. 224.

5. In 1 mi. 4/ur. 32 rd. 4 yd. 2.7 ft. 8.75 in., how many

inches? Ans. 101561.15.

6. In 4| gal. 4.25 qt. 4.75 gi, how many gills? Ans. 190f

.
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7. In 106m. 3.5pk. 7? qt. lpt., how many pt. ? Ans. 711|.

8. In 1 day, how many seconds ? Ans. 86400.

9. In 4 da. 4 hr. 45 mi., how many seconds? Ans. 362700.

10. In 1.5 T., 2.5 cwL, 3^ lb., 4| oz., 5.75 dr., how manj
drams?

11. Reduce 381b, 63, 33, 1 3, to grains. Ans.

12. Reduce 3 score and 10 years to years. Ans.

13. Reduce 4 mi., 45 ch., 3 rd., 20 Zt'., to links. Ans.

Ans.

14. Reduce 1{£ C, 1 «., 1°, 1', to minutes? Ans.

REDUCTION ASCENDING.
225. Reduction Ascending is the process of

changing numbers to higher denominations without alter-

ing their value, and is performed by Division.

1. Reduce 3762 far. to higher denominations.

Analysis.—4 far.= ld. ; .-., £ of the opebation.

number of farthings = the number of 4)3762/ar.

pence. 1 of 3762= 940, and 2 remain-
I2)940d 2 far

ing; .-., 3762/ar.= 940d. and 2 far. L '—J-—

'

12d.=ls. ; .-., TV of the number of 20) 78s. 4d
pence=the number of shillings. -^ of £3 jgs_ 4^ 2 /ar.

940= 78, and 4 remaining; .*., 940d=
78s. and Ad. 20s.=£l ; .*., ^V °f ^De number of shillings = the

number of pounds. -^ of 78= 3, and 18 remaining; .-., 78s.=£3

and 18s. .\,3762/«r.=£3 18s. 4d. 2far.

Rule.— 1. Divide the given number by that number of its own

denomination which is required to make one of the next higher.

2. Proceed in like manner with the result thus obtained till

the required denomination is reached.

3. The last quotient and the several remainders will be tht

result required.

EXAMPLES.

1. In 845r/., how many £ ? Ans. £3 10s. 5d.

2. In 16452 far., how many £ ? Ans. £11 2s. U,
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3. In 78692 gr., how many pounds Troy Weight ?

Arts. 13 lb. 1 oz. 18 pwt. 20 gr.

4. In 425 3 , how many pounds ? Am. 4 lb 5 § 1 3 .

5. In 87320 lb, how many tons ? Am. 43 T. 13 cwt. 20 lb.

6. 1265 pints = ? ^/is. 19 bu. 3 j»&. 1 p*.

7. In 90060 seconds, how many days ? ^4ws. lililm.
8. 897862 drams = ? Am. 1 T. 15 cm^. 7 ft. 4 02. 6 dr.

9. In 161384 inches, how many miles?

^ms. 2 mi.
4,
fur. 14 rtf. 5 yd. 2 ft. 8 in.

10. Keduce 16936 links to miles. -4ns. 2 mi. 9 cA. 36 li.

11. Eeduce 5832000 square inches to roods.

^ns. 3 R. 28 sy. rrf. 23 sq. yd.

12. Keduce 1296480" to circumferences. Am. 1 C. 8'.

13. Reduce 13360128 drams to tons.

^ns. 26 T. 1 cioZ. 3 ^r. 13 lb.

14. 207654/<?d = ? Am. 39 mi 2/wr. 25 rd. a ?/d.

£20. COMPOUND ADDITION.

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division of

Denominate Numbers are performed by the same general

methods as are employed for like operations in Abstract

Numbers. The only difference arises from varying, instead

of uniform scales.

1. What is the sum of £A 10s. 3c?., £6 15s. 10&, £8 16s

5d., and £3 12s. dd. ?

Analysis.—[Write the numbers so that like

denominations shall stand in the same column,

begin at the right-hand column and add as in

Simple Numbers.] The sum of the first column

is 27d.—2s. 3d. Place the 3d. under the column

of pence, and add the 2s. to the column of shil-

lings, and we obtain for the sum 55s.=£2 15s.

Place the 15s. under the column of shillings, and

add the £2 to the column of pounds, and we 23 15 3

obtain for the sum £23 ; which place under the

•olumn of pounds, and we have for the entire sum £23 15*. 3d.

OPERATION.
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Rule.—1. Write the numbers so that units of the same name
shall stand in the same column.

2. Beginning with the lowest denomination, add as in simple

numbers; reduce the sum to the next higher denomination,

write the remainder under the column added, and add the quo-

tient to the sum of the next column.

3. Proceed in like manner with the remaining columns.

Proof—The same as in simple numbers.

EXAMPLES.

1. 2. 3.

£ s. d. lbs. oz. pwt gr. bo. pk. qt. pt,

15 10 9 20 9 19 23 23 3 7 1

8 9 7 10 7 15 13 12 1

1 12 10 11 8 17 2 6

1 18 4 1 8 17 21 10 3 5 1

Ans. 27 11 6
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3. If any term of the minuend is less than the corresponding

term of the subtrahend, add to that term as many units as are

required of that denomination to make one of the next higher,

andfrom the sum take the term of the subtrahend, and add 1 to

the next term of the subtrahend before subtracting.

4. Proceed in like manner with each denomination.

•



OPERATION
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TABLE,

EXHIBITING THE NUMBER OF DATS FROM ANT DAT OF ONE MONTH TO

THE SAME DAY OF ANY OTHER MONTH IN THE SAME YEAR.

I
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8. From 1 rd. subtract 5 yd. 1ft. 3 in. Ans. 3 in.

4. A merchant bought, at one time 956 bushels and 3

pecks of Indian corn ; at another time 759 bu. 2pk. and

7 qt. ; and sold 325 6m. 3pk. and 6 qt. of it. How much
had he remaining? Ans. 1390 bu. 2^A-. 1 qt.

5. A merchant sold goods to the amount of £397 18s.

Gd. 2far. ; and received in payment £199 19s. lOrf. 3far. ;

how much remains due ? Ans. £197 18s. Id. 3far.

6. Suppose a person was born February 29, 1788 ; how
many anniversaries of his birthday will he have had on

February 29, 1840 ? Ans. 12.

7. How long from the birth of "William Shakspeare, April

23, 1564, to the birth of Milton, Dec. 9, 1608?

Ans. 44 yr. 7 mo. 16 da.

8. From a pile of wood containing 423 cords, I sold at

one time, 56 C. 112 cu. ft. ; at another time, 97 C. 113 cu.ft.;

at another time, 126 C. 97 cu. ft. How many cords remain

unsold? Ans. 141 cords, 62cu.ft.

9. A owned three tracts of land : the first contained

127 A. 3 R. 15 sq. rd. ; the second, 496 A. 1 R. 25 sq. rd.
;

the third, 525 A. R. 35 so. rd. ; how much remained after

he sold 1008 A. 2 R. 25 sq. rd. ? Ans.

10. A farmer raises 125 bu. 2pk. 6 qt. of wheat on one

field ; 197 bu. 1 pk. 7 qt. on another : he sells to one person

97 bu. 3 pk. 7 qt; and to another person 112 bu. Ipk. Qqt.

Hew many bushels has he remaining? Ans.

11. Bought three pieces of cloth : the first containing 25

yd. 3 qr. 1 na. ; the second 47 yd. 1 qr. 3 na. ; and the third

35 yd. 3 qr. 2na. ; I sold 73 yd. 3 qr. 2 na. of it how much
remained unsold ? Ans.

12. Suppose a note given Sept. 10, 1796, to be paid

March 5, 1808. How long was the note on interest, if wo
count 30 days to the month ? How long, if the time is

computed by days ? (275,) . j 11 yr. 5 mo. 25 da.,Am
-

\ or 4193 days.
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229. COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION.

1. Multiply £7 9s. 5d. by 6.

Analysis.—6 times 5d. are 30d=2s. Gd. operation.

Write the Gd. under the pence, and add the 2s.
£ *' d'

7 9 5
with the product of shillings. G times 9s. are

54s., + 2s. are 56s.=£2 16s., We write the 16s. 6

under the shillings and add the £2 with the .£44 iqs g^
product of pounds. 6 times £7 are £42, + £2
=£44 which we write under pounds. .-. 6 times £7 9s. 5d.= £44

lGs. Gd.

Rule.—1. Place the multiplier under the lowest denomina-

tion of the multiplicand.

2. Multiply as in simple numbers, reduce the product to the

next higher denomination, write the remainder under the term

multiplied, and add the quotient to the product of the next

higher denomination and the multiplier.

3. Proceed in like manner throughout the operation.
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8. In 8 hogsheads of sugar, each containing 9 cwt. Zqr.

21 lb. ; how many cwt. ? Ans. 79 cwt. 2 qr. 18 lb.

9. If at one load, a span of horses can draw 1 cord

112cubicfeet, how many cords can they draw in 10 loads?

Ans. 18 cords, 9G cubic feet.

10. If a family consume 12 gal. 3 qt. Ipt. of molasses, in

I week, what quantity will they consume in 1 year ?

Ans. 10 hhd. 3d gal. 2q>.

11. What is the weight of 1G silver spoons, if each weigh

4 02. 12 pwt. 21 gr. ? Ans.

12. If 1 acre produces 30 6 u. 3 ph. 7 qt. 1 pt. of wheat,

how much will 12 acres produce ? Ans.

13. If a man walk 4 mi. 3fur. 25 rd. in 1 hour, how far

can he walk in 2 da., of 10 hr. each? Ans.

14. An estate of £2173 15s. Idd. is divided among three

children ; the first has £927 14s. 9rf., the second has £846
12s. 10d, the third has the remainder. How much did the

third receive ? Ans.

15. If a locomotive move 1 mi. Ifur. 2 rd. in 1 minute,

how far will it move in 1 hour ? Ans.

COMPOUND DIVISION.

330* To find one of tlie equal parts of a compound denominate

number.

1. If 5 barrels of sugar weigh 9 cwt. 1 qr. 10 lb., how
much will 1 barrel weigh ?

Analysis.—1 fifth of 9 cwt. is 1 cwt. and 4 cwt. opbration.

( = 1G qr.) remaining, to which add the 1 jr., and
K \o -T

we have 17 qr. 1 fifth of 17 qr is 3 qr. and 2 qr. '_

(=50 lb.) remaining, to which add the 10 lb. and 1 3 12
we have 60 lb. 1 fifth of GO lb. is 12 lb. There-

fore, 1 fifth of 9 cwt. 1 qr. 10 Uk=l cwt. 3 qr. 12 ft.

Note.—In the above example we did not divide 9 cwt. 1 qr. 10 lb. by 5

barrels, but we separated the 9 cwt. 1 qr. 10 lb. into 5 equal parts ; the 5

barrels being used abstractly. The quotient being of the same denomina-

tion as the dividend.
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OPERATION.

2. Divide 713 bu. 4 qt. by 56. bu . Pk. q t. pt.

8)713 4
Note.—When the divisor is a Composite Num- r7\QQ—7T

—

a
—

T
ber, we may shorten the work by dividing by -^

the factors of the divisor. Thus, 8x7=56. 12 2 7 1

3. Divide £346 18s.
£ ^ a™""™'

id. 2 far. equally
47)34g ^ 4 2

'(£7 7s. 7tf. 2/ar.
among 47 men. 329

"17

20
Analysis.—Each man

must receive ,
l

7 of the ^Sq^
entire amount. Reduce _
each remainder to the **

next lower denomination, •**

and add to it the term of 47) 352 (7J.

that denomination, then °A\j

proceed as before. 23

4

4J)9i(2/ar.

Rule.—1. Begin with the highest denomination of the divi-

dend and divide as in simple numbers.

2. Reduce the remainder, if any, to the next lower denomi-

nation, and add it to the term of that denomination for a new

dividend.

3. Proceed in like manner with all the denominations.

EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONS.

1. If 4 barrels of sugar weigh 7 cwt. 1 qr. 23 lb., how
much will 1 barrel weigh ? Ans. 1 cwt. 3 qr. 12 lb.

2. 3. 4.

£ e. d. far. mi. fur. rd. ft. A. R. sq. rd.

8)14 13 9 4 4)16 7 12 4 11)346 3 37

1 16 8 3

5. Divide 19 T. 18 cwt. 3 qr. 20 lb. 12 oz. 13 dr. equally

among 5 men. Ans. 3 T. 19 cwt. 3 qr. 4 lb. 2 oz. 9 dr.
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6. Divide £346 18s. 6d. 3far. equally among 47 men.
Ans. £7 Is. Id. 2

4
9
7 far.

7. Divide 137 lb. 9 oz. 18 pwt. 22 gr. by 23.

Ans. 5 lb. 11 oz. 18 p«rf. 5
3
3
3 gr.

8. A vintner sold 33 hhd. 56 #aZ. wine to 10 different

men ; bow mucb did eacb buy if tbey all bouglit the same
quantity ? Ans. 3 hhd. 24 gal. 2 qt.

9. If a horse travel 174 mi. 26 rd. in 14 hours, how far

does he travel in 1 hour ? Ans.

10. A farmer divided 132 bu. 3 pk. 7 qt. of rye equally

among 23 of his poor neighbors ; how much did each re-

ceive ? Ans.

11. 13 men bought a farm containing 322 A. 2 E. 10 sq.

rd. ; and each is to take the same quantity of land ; how
much will each have. Ans.

12. A man bought 119 cwt. 3 qr. 13 lb. of hay, and drew
it home in 6 equal loads ; how much did he draw at .a

load ? Ans.

£*>JL, To find Jiotv many times one compound denominate num-
ber contains a similar one.

1. Divide £24 3s. 84. by £3 M. 2far.

Analysis.—Reducing operation.

both dividend and divi- £24 3s. M. _ 23216 far._
sor to the lowest deno- £3 5d. 2far. ~ 2902 far.
mination mentioned in

either, and then dividing as in simple numbers, we have 8 for the

quotient.

2. Divide 33 T. 19 cwt. 1 qr. 10 Z&. by 13 T. 11 cwt. 2 qr.

24 lb. Ans. 2.5.

3. A merchant sold to each of a certain number of far-

mers 6 bu. 1 pk. 7 qt. of grass seed, and to them all he sold

71 bu. 5 qt. How many farmers were there ? Ans. 11.

4. Divide 81 bu. 6 qt. by 13 bu. 2 pk. 1 qt. An*.
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QUESTIONS INVOLVING THE FOUR PRECEDING RULES.

1. Bought of A 97 A. 2 B. 12 sq. rd. of land, of B 4 times

as much, less 7 A. 1 i?., and of C | as much as of A and B
;

how much did I buy of B and C each, and how much in all r

Ans. Of B 383 A. 8 sq. rd., of C 240 A. 1 B. 10 sq. rd., and

of all 720 A SB. SOsq.rd.

2. A farmer has three fields of wheat : from the first he

obtains 224 bu. 2 ph. 2 qt., from the second i as much,

+ 76 bu. 3 pk. 1 qt., and from the third, as much as from

the other two, less 84 bu. 2 pk. 7 qt. How much did he

obtain from the three fields ? Ans. 742 bu. 2 pk. 1 qt.

3. A farmer having 17 cwt. 2 qr. 19 lb. of pork, sold 4 CM/t

3 qr. 21 #>. of it, and the remainder he put into 6 barrels
;

how much did each barrel contain? Ans. 2 cwt. 121 #>.

4. 32 men construct 28 mi, 4fur. 32 rd. of road; after

completing \ of it, \ of the number of men left. "What dis-

tance did each man construct before and after \ of the men
left ? Ans. 3fur. 23 rd. before, and 4fur. 30| rd. after.

5. A, B, C, and D, having 184 bu. 2 p£. of wheat, agree

to divide it as follows : A is to have ^ of the whole ; B ^

of the remainder ; C \ of what then remains ; and D what

is left. "What is the portion of each ? Ans.

B 30 bu. Spk., C 15 bu. lpk. 4 qt., and D 46 bu. 4 5;.

6. An estate of £2490 is to be divided among a widow,

two sons, and three daughters ; the widow receives | of the

whole, less £346 ; the youngest son as much as the widow,

+ £212 ; the oldest son as much as the widow and young-

est son, less £335 10s. ; and the three daughters share

equally of the remainder. How much does each receive ?

Am. W. £484, O.S. £844 10s.,

7. Divide 448 A. SB. 2^sq.rd. of land among A, B, C,

and D, so that A shall have | of the whole +4 A. 3B.

6 sq. rd. ; B i of the remainder ; C ^ of what then remains ;

and D the rest. How much will each receive ?

Ans A 60 A. 3 B. 24 sq. rd., B17A. 2B. 16 sq.rd.,
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LONGITUDE AND TIME.

Meridians of Longitude are direct lines on the globe, from the

north pole to the south pole, crossing the equator at right angles.

Longitude is distance on the globe, east or west of a determined

meridian. In the British Isles and on this continent, also generally on

the ocean, the meridian of Greenwich Observatory, England, is the

determined meridian. All parts of the earth on this line are con-

sidered to have no longitude.

The highest longitude any place on the earth can have is 180°

east, or 180° west from the determined meridian.

232. TJie Equator and parallels of latitude being

circles, are divided into 360°, called degrees of Longitude.

The Earth revolves on its axis from west to east once in 24 hours,

which consitute a solar day. The middle of this day is 12 noon.

When the sun is directly over the meridian of a place, it is noon at

that place, and at places west of this meridian the time is before noon

;

at those east, the time is after noon.

The whole circle of the earth = 360° which pass under the sun in

24 hours, and in one hour passes -^\ of 360°= 15°. One hour = 60

minutes, hence, in 1 minute passes y 8
of 15° = £|° = ^° = 15'.

One minute = 60 seconds, hence, in 1 second passes £t of 15 =
££' = ¥ = 15". Hence, the following

COMPARISON OF LONGITUDE AND TIME.

15° of longitude = 1 hour of time.

15' of longitude = 1 minute of time.

15" of longitude = 1 second of time.

Rule.—1. The difference of longitude of two places, ex-

pressed in ° ' ", divided by 15 will give their difference in time

expressed in hours, minutes, and seconds.

2. The difference of time in two places, expressed in hr. mi.

sec, multiplied by 15 will give their difference in longitude

expressed in ° ' ".

The difference of time between two places, and the exact

time at one of them, being given, the time at the other will
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be found, if the place be east, by adding this difference to

the given time, if west, by subtracting this difference from

the given time.

EXAMPLES.

1. New York City Hall is in longitude 74° 0' 3" west, and

Cincinnati, Ohio, is 84° 26' west. When it is 12m. at Cin-

cinnati, what is the time at New York ?

Analysis.—The difference of long-

itude is 10° 25' 57". Dividing by

15 and changing to time gives 41

mi. 43f sec. for the difference of

time between the two places; and 15)10 23 57'

as New York is east of Cincinnati,

the time is later, and we add the

difference of time, which gives 12
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DENOMINATE FRACTIONS.

233. A Denominate Fraction is a fraction in

which the unit of the fraction is denominate ; as, | of a

yard, .25 of a bushel.

Reduction of denominate fractions is the process of

changing them from one denomination to another, without

altering their value.

234. To reduce a compound number to a common fraction of m
given number.

1. What part of £1 is 8s. Gd. 2far. ?

Analysis. — By reduc- operation.

tiou of denominate num- 8s. 6i. 2 far. =410fa r._
bers {224), we find 8s. 1£. = 960far.~*«

part"

6c?. 2 far. = 410 /or., and

that £1=960 far. .One farthing is TJ„ of a £, and 410>r.=410
times oi»= Jb8= ob of a £.

Rule.

—

Reduce the compound number to the lowed denomi-

nation mentioned in it, and divide the result by the gix.en num-
ber, reduced to the same denomination.

EXAMPLES.
What part of

1. £1 is' 10s. lOd. ? Ans. ||.
2. 1 ton is 9 cwt. 2 qr. 10 lb. ? Ana. £§.

3 1 mile is lfur. 12 rd. 4 yrf. 2//. ? Ans. £g§.

4. 7 is 2J ? ^4/is. ^.
5. 2 ctt>/. 3 gr. is 1 cwt. 2 §r. 20 lb. ? ^4ns. ||.

6. $25 is $0.75? Ans.

7. 1 yd. is 3 jr. 2

-

! na. ? .4ns.

8. 4.4. 3 R. 32^ s§. rd is 3 A. 30 sg. rd. ? Jns.

9. 4/eeJ square is 4 square feet ? .4ns

10. 2 6u 1 J9&. is 1 bu. Spk. 5 g£ 1 pL? Ans.
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12.81250 s.

0.640625 of a £.
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235* To reduce a compound number to a decimal of a higher
denomination.

1. Reduce 12s. 9d. 3 far. to the decimal of a pound.

Analysis.— Since there are 4 far- operation.

tilings in Id., J of the number of far- 4 3.00 far.

things equals the number of pence, -.n

£of 3=.75; .-., 3 >/•.= .75d, which

added to 9d.= 9.75d. There are 12d. 20
in Is. ; .-., -j

1^ of the number of pence

equals the number of shillings. T
1

? of

9.75=.8125; .-., 9.75d=.8125s., which added to 12s.= 12.8125s.

There are 20s. in £1 ; .-., ^ of the number of shillings equals the

number of pounds. ^ of 12.8125=0.640625; .-., 12.812Cs.=

£0.640625.

Rule 1.—Divide as in Beduction {225), and annex the

quotient as a decimal, to the next higher denomination and so

continue until the required denomination is reached.

Rule 2.—Reduce the compound number to a commonfrac-

tion of the required denomination (234), and this fraction

to a decimal (179).

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce 3 qt. 1 pt. 2 gi. to the decimal of a gallon.

Ans. .9375 gal.

2. Reduce 3 pk. 6 qt. 1 pt. to the decimal of a bushel.

Ans. .953125 bu.

3. Reduce 2ft. 6 in. to the decimal of a yard.

Ans. 0.8^ yd.

4. Reduce 10 oz. 12 pwt. 18 gr. to the decimal of a pound

Troy. Ans. 0.886458] lb.

5. Reduce 16 cwt. 3 qr. 16.45 lb. to the decimal of a ton.

Ans. .845725 T.

6. Reduce 7fur. 29 rd. to the decimal of a mile.

Ans.

7. Reduce 3 R. 20.4 sq. rd. to the decimal of an acre.

Ans.

8. Reduce 7fur. 29 rd. 4 yd. 1 ft. 10 in. to the decimal

of a mile. Ans.
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QSG* To reduce a denominate decimal to integers of lou>er

denominations.

1. Keduce .325 of a £ to shillings and pence. „„„„_

Analysis.—There are 20s. in £1, .*. 20 times the 20
number of <£ equals the number of shillings. 20 x .325

=6.5; .-., £.325= 6.5*. There are 12& in Is. ; .-., 12

times the number of shillings equals the number of 12

pence. 12 x .5= 6.0 ; .-., £.325= 6s. Qd.
QOQQd

Rule.—1. Multiply the given decimal as in reduction of

denominate numbers (224), pointing off as in multiplication

of decimals (183).

2. Proceed vnth the decimal part of the product in the samo

way, till the required denomination is reached. The integers

at the left will be the required answer.

EXAMPLES.

"What is the value of

1. .45f of a £? Ans. 9s. Id. 2§far.
2. .748 of a bushel ? Ans. 2pk. 7 qt. lpt. 3.488 gi.

3. .7525 of a mile ? Ans. 6fur. rd. 4 yd. lft. 2| in.

4. .865 of an acre ? Ans. 3 R. 18| sq. rd.

5. .975625 of a pound, Troy? Ans. 11 oz. ll-pwt. 3%gr.

6. .975 of a ream of paper ? Ans. 19 quires, 12 sheets.

7. .71875 of a great gross ? Ans.

8. .648 of a ton? Ans.

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. What is the value of 347.75 yards of cloth, at $3.25 a

yard? Ans. $1130.1875.

2. What is the value of 190.25 bushels of wheat, at $1.75

a bushel? Ans. $332.9375.

3. What is the value of 340 yd. 3 qr. 2 na. of cloth, at

$5.60 a yard? Ans. $1908.90.

4. What is the value of 15 cwt, 3 qr. 12.5 lb. of pork, at

$12.95 per cwt. ? Ans. $205.58 + .
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5. "What is the value of 96 T. 15 cwt. 3 qr. 5 lb. of hay, at

$14.32 a ton? Ans. $1386.03+.

6. What is the value of 27 lb. 84 oz. of butter, at 56^

cents a pound ? Ans. $15,486+

.

7. What will it cost to construct 12 mi. 4fur. 20 rd. of

plank road, at $1325.65 per mile ? Ans. $16653.47} |.

8. A farmer sold 40 bu. Spk. lpt. of clover seed, at $6.42

a bushel, and in payment received 25 bu. 2pJc. 4 qt. of grass

seed, at $3.75 a bushel. How much remains due?

Ans. $165.62156 + .

9. A tailor paid $1322.75 for 328 yd. 3 qr. 3 no. of cloth ;

f of which he sold at $4.25 a yard, and the remainder, at

$5.75 a yard. How much did he gain ? Ans.

10. If | of a ton of hay cost $9.25, what will 4 T. 3 cwt.

cost ? Ans.

11. A merchant bought 120 hhd. 31.5 gal. 3 5^. of molasses

for $1525.75 ; and sold f of it for $20.75 a hogshead, and

the remainder at $25.25 a hogshead ; how much did he

gain ? Ans.

23'T' • To reduce a denominate fraction to one of a lotoerr denomi-
nation.

1. Keduce g | g of a gallon to the fraction of a gilL

Analysis.—There are 4 quarts in 1 gal- operation.

Ion; .-. 4 times the number of gallons
g*'

a <j> a q
equal the number of quarts. ? |B x4= x y x =
tfe; .•.lTHofagallon=¥|T ofaquart. J*"
There are 2 pints in 1 quart ; .-., twice %W*
the number of quarts equals the number 11%

of pints, yjk x f = Tfy; .'., sf* of a 28
quart

=

T|^ of a pint. There are 4 gills

in 1 pint ; .-., 4 times the number of pints equals the number of

gills. ^ x *=& ; .-.,^ of a pint=& of a gill.

Rule.—Multiply the fraction by the scales, as in (224),

till the required denomination is reached.
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EXAMPL]

1. Keduce ^j^ of an acre to the fraction of a square

foot. Ans. I of a square foot.

2. Keduce T2
'

5T5 of a £ to the fraction of a farthing.

Ans. I far.

3. What part of a grain is -g^ of a pound, Troy ?

Ans. I gr.

4. What part of a pound is 75 05x5 of a ton? Ans. -3 lb.

5. What part of a pint is g § 5 of a bushel ? Ans. f3 pt.

6. What part of a second is T fl-3 gg g of a day? Ans.

7. What part of a foot is ly
l

SJ5 of a furlong? Ans.

8. What part of a dram is 4^55 of a hundred weight ?

Ans. § dr.

9. Reduce .03125 of a mile to feet. Ans.

10. Reduce 4.615 gal. to gills. Ans.

238* To reduce a denominate fraction to a fractional part of a
number of a higher denomination.

1. Reduce § of a farthing to the fraction of a £.

Akalysis.—There are 4 far. in operation.
far. £

Id., .: I of the number of far- #111 1
things equals the number of 5 x 2 x To X

20
=
1440 ^m'

pence. There are 12d. in Is.,

.-.
r
l
3 of the number of pence equals the number of shillings. Thero

are 20s. in £1, .-. -
2
'

5 of the number of shillings equals the number of

£. Hence I far.(= § x i x ,»s x
2

'

8 ) =
,
,»4 „ of a £.

Rule.—Divide the fraction by the scales, as in {225), till

the required denomination is reached.

EXAMPLES.

1. What part of a pound, Troy, is f of a grain ?

Ans. gg
1^ lb.

2. What part of an acre is i of a square foot ?

AnS- 54 5 so A '

3. What part of a mile is \ of a rod ? Ans. T2
3
s0 mi.
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4. What part of 4 days is f of a minute ? Ans. ^3.
5. What part of 2 wk. is T

5
5 of a day? Ans. T| g.

6. What part of 5 bu. is | of f of a gill ? Jns. 2 5^.
7. What part of 1 rod is 2 f of T\ of an inch ? -4ns. g | 4 .

8. Reduce 9.312/ar. to the decimal of a £.

Ans ^0.0097.

9. Reduce 34.374 sec. to the decimal of a day.

Ans. 0.000397f^ days.

10. Reduce 517.44ft. to the decimal of a mile.

Ans. 0.098 mi

23fft To reduce a denominate fraction to integers of lowet

denomination.

1. What is the value of f of a £? opera™*.

£ s. d. far.

Analysis.—5 of £1 is the same as }- of 7)3
£3=8..-M.3?>r. ITTIm*;

Rule.—Consider the numerator of the fraction as so many

units of the given denomination, and divide them by the de-

nominator.

EXAMPLES.

What is the value of

1. I of a shilling? Ans. Id. 0|/ar.

2. I of a cwt. ? Ans. 3 qr. 2 #>. 12 § oz.

3. § of a yard? Ans. 2 §r. 3| na.

4 ?
9_ of a day ? Jtas. 2 /ir. 52 mrn. 48 sec.

5. I of a mile? Ans. 6fur. 16 rd.

6. || of a bushel? Ans. 2 pk. lqt. \pt.

7. T
6
3 of a year ?

Ans. 4 mo. 2w$. 3 da. 5/ir. 32mm. 18 r
6
3 sec.

8. What is the value of f of a circle ? .4ns.

9. What is the value of g of a ton ?

Ans. 17 cutf. 3 or. 2 ». 12 oz. 7^ dr.

HI of a mile?

.4ns.
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ADDITION OF DENOMINATE FRACTIONS.
OPERATION.

1. Add T\ of a £ to % of ~h oi a £= 9s. Ad.

a shilling f of a s.= Os. Sd. 2'|/ar.

Ans. 10s. Od. 2-far.

Rule.—Find the values of the given fractions by (239)
and the sum of these values by (226).

EXAMPLES.

1. Add § of a bushel to § of a peck. Ans. 3pk. 2f qt.

2. Add f of a £ to T
7
g of a shilling. Ans. 13s. 9d. lfar.

3. Add T
7
g of a cwt. to § of a quarter ? Ans. 2 qr. 8f lb.

A. Add | of a ton to T
9
? of a cwt. ?

Ans. 11 cwt. 3 qr. 20 lb. 12 oz. 12 TVg dr.

5. Add | of a mile to f of a furlong.

Ans. 7fur. 31 rd. 0A yd. 4 in,

6. Add | of an acre to ^ of a rood.

Ans. 3 B. 10 sq. rd. 8 sq. yd. 5 sq.ft. 113^ sq. in.

7. Add | of a hogshead to 4 of a gallon.

Ans.

8. Add together f of a bushel, | of a peck, and f of a

quart. Ans.

SUBTRACTION OF DENOMINATE
FRACTIONS.

OPERATION.

flir. rd. yd. ft. In.

1. From % of a mile | of a mile=4 17 4 10
subtract ^ of a furlong. a f a fur< _ 22 4 2 1}

Ans. 3~34 A\ 1 8f

Rule.—Find the values of the given fractions by (239)
and their difference by (227).

EXAMPLES.

L From ^ of a day take | of an hour.

Ans. 9 hr. 30 min. 28^ sec.
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2. From | of a bushel take {§ of a peck.

Ans. 1 ph. 4 qt. 1 pi.

3. From f of a week take | of a day. -4ns. 4 eZa. 3 hr.

4. From § of 21 yards take § of 2 /)!. 9 m.

Aw. 12 i/rf. 1//. 61 in.

5. From j| of 5 tons take f of 9 cud.

Ans. 2 T. 17 cwrf. 1 gn || ft.

6. A company agree to construct 14 mi. 5/ur. 18 rd. of

road, but after constructing 3 mi. lfur. 20 rd. 2ft. more
than | of it, they relinquished the job. How much re-

mains to be constructed ?

Ans. 1 mi. 5fur. 25 rd. 4| yd. lft.

7. A merchant having | of 14 hogsheads of molasses,

sold | of 21 gallons of it ; how much remained unsold ?

. Ans.

MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS.

Kequired the cost of

1. 15.75 ft. of butter, at 18f cts. a pound? Ans. $2.95 + .

2. 137.95 T. of hay, at $12,125 a T-? Ans. $1672.643+.

3. | of 15 yd. of cloth, at $4.25 a yd. ? Ans. $27.32 + .

4. | of 2 bu. of berries, at 6] cts. a quart? Ans. $1.50.

5. I of 12 cords of wood, at $4,625 a cd.? Ans. $43.16+.

6. If 5§ pounds of tea cost $6.91^, how much will 1

pound cost ? Ans. $1.22.

7. What will 4 cwt. 3 qr. 15 lb. of sugar cost, at $8.95 a

cwt.? Ans. $43,855.

8. What will 9 bu. 3 pic. 7 qt. 1 pt. of grass seed cost, at

$5,375 a bushel ? Ans. $53.66 +

.

9. What cost 4 hhd. 50 gal. 1.6 qt. of molasses, at $32.25

a hogshead? Ans. $154.80.

10. What cost 96 bu. Spk. 5 qt. of wheat at $1.75 a bu.?

Ans. $169.59 nearly.

11. If it require 3 hr. 20 min. for a man to cut 1 cord of

wood, how many days of 8 hours each will be required to

cut 746 cords, 96 feet? Ans. 311 da. 1 hr. 10 min.
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12. Four persons divide 125 pounds of sugar as follows:

the first takes $ of £ of the whole ; the second takes \ of

1 of the remainder ; the third takes | of
-J
1 of what now

remains ; and the fourth takes what is left. How much
did each receive ?

Ans. The 1st 12.5 lb., 2d 14.0625 lb., 3d 78.15lb., and tl

4th 19.6875/6.

13. A received \ of a certain quantity of flour, B T
'

r
of it,

and C the remainder. Now it is found that A has 76 lb.

and 8 oz. more than B. How much did each receive ?

Ans. A received 210J lb., B 133£ lb. and C 1128| lb.

14. A farmer owning 195 A. 3 R. 38 sq. rd. of land,

divided f of it equally among his four sons. How much
did each son receive, and how much had the father remain-

ing?

Ans. 36 A. 2 R. 39j sq. rd. each, and 48 A. 3 R. 39| sq.

rd. remaining.

15. H I buy 147 gal. 3 qf. of molasses, at 25 cents a

gallon, and use 33 gal of it, how must I sell the remainder

per gallon, so as to receive as much as the whole cost ?

Ans. $0.3219, nearly.

16. A person gave A of all his money for a horse, I of

the remainder for a colt, and | of what then remained for

a sheep. He then had $12.12A remaining. What was the

cost of each article, and how much money had he at first ?

Ans. H. $48 A, C. $32J, S. $42
'

? , and he had at first $97.

17. A certain sum of money is to be divided among 5

persons : the first is to have -\ of it ; the second J, the

third I, the fourth l, and the fifth the remainder. It now
appears that the third has $19 more than the fourth.

What was the sum to be divided, and how much did each

receive ?

Ans. The 1st rec'd $190, 2d $142A, 3d $114, 4th $95, and

the 5th $28^.
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18. How much butter, at 18f cents a pound, must be

given for 12 gal. 3 qt. of molasses, at 37^ cents a gallon ?

Ans-X fc~i- to.

19. From a piece of cloth containing 97 yards, 9 c<3ats,

each containing 3 yd. were taken ; required the value of

the remainder at $4.37£ a yard? Ansffi Q £>. &,
4~

20. A grocer lost from g of a hogshead of molasses, f of

a gallon and | of a quart. How much of the hogshead,

expressed decimally, leaked out, and how much remained ?

Ans. 1.008 £ gal. leaked out, and 54.11§ gal. remained.

21. What is the value of § of a year of 365] days, and f
of a week? Ans. & </ ^ rfj^, ^ A&.,Z)f> ^

22. Bought 12 T. 12 cwt. 2 qr. 20 lb. of iron, and sold 8 T.

4 cwL 1 qr. 23 lb. of it ; what is the value of fs of the re- ,

mainder at 6? cents a pound. Ans. & pL§.^.IH~
23. Bought a quantity of grain for $258.40, and sold T

9
?

' **

of it to one man, T
7
y of it to another man, and used 3V3 of

it myself ; what is the value of the remainder ?

Ans. %(o^D
24. A gentleman gave I of his estate to his wife, f of the

remainder to his son, and | of what then remained to his

daughter, and had remaining $630 ; required the value of

the estate, and the amount each received ?

Ans. $30240 the estate, $10080 W. received, $15120 S.,

. and $4410 D.

25. Bought 42 tons of hay for $12.50 per ton ; for § of

which I paid sheep, at $1.25 each ; and for the remainder

I paid butter, at 23A cents a pound. Bequired the number

of sheep, and the number of pounds of butter it took to

pay the debt 2 J j ,
- £ £ J&jLSjjfc c*yA 7 ^H %3 ^
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DUODECIMALS (658).

24:0. Duodecimals are denominate numbers, the

denominations of which increase according to the scale of

12 ; or denominate fractions, whose denominators are 1,

12, 144, 1728, etc.

TJie Foot is the unit of the measure. Each foot is

divided into 12 equal parts called Primes, each prime

into 12 equal parts called Seconds, etc.

DENOMINATIONS.

Feet, primes, seconds, thirds, fourths, etc.

ABBREVIATIONS.

ft. denotes feet.

' denotes primes or in.

'' denotes seconds.

'" denotes thirds.

"" denotes fourths, etc.

Duodecimals are employed in linear, superficial, or cubic measure.

Note.—The marks, ', ", '", "", etc., are called indices.

AJDDITIOISr AJSTD SUBTRACTION OW
aDUODECIJVTAJ^S.

241. Duodecimals are reduced, added, and subtracted the

same as other denominate numbers.

EXAMPLES.

1. Add 4/5. 3' 5" 8'", 6/1. T 9" 1'", 12 ft. 10' li' 8'",

6ft. 5' 7" 7'", and lft. 4' 6" 9'". Ans. 31//. 8' 4" 9'".

2. What is the sum of 17//. 8' 9" 3", 22/5. 3' 10", 8//.

11' 7" 9'", 32//. 8' 7" 6"', and 39//. 6' 7" 3'" ?

Ans. 121//. 3' 5" 9"'.

3. What is the sum of 43//. 9' 11" 5'" 10"", 15//. 1' 2"

3'" 5"", 28//. 6' 11" 8'" 9"", 71//. 3' 8" 2'" 3"", and 47/4

T 10" 3'" 8"" ? Ans. 200//. 5' 7" 11'" 11"".
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4. 47/*. 8' 9" l'"-23/*. 11' 3" 4'"= ?

Jns. 23 ft. 9' 5" 9'".

5. "What is the sum, and what is the difference of 49/t

3' 2" 4'" 9"" and 29 ft. 8' 7" 11"' 2""?

.4/13. Sum 78/*. 11' 10" 3"' 11"", difference Id ft. 6' 6"

5'" 7"".

6 What is the sum of 6 ft. 3' 4" 9'" 11"", 37/*. 9' 11'

7•'", 46 /*. 8' 10", and 16/*. 9' 3" 8'" 11""?

Arts. 107ft. T 6" V" 10"".

7. 41/*. 9"'-27/*. 1' 3" 4'" 9""= ?

8. 100/*. 9""-l/*. 11' 11" 11'"= ?

9. What is the sum and difference of 100/*. 10' 9" 8'"

and 91/*. 11' 11" 11'" 11""?

10. 65/*. 5" 8'" -(13/*. 6' 7" + 46/*. 3'")=?

11. 14/*. 7'+ the half of 6 ft. 3' 9"=how much more or

less than 20/*. 6' ?

MULTIPLICATION OF DUODECIMALS.

242. Multiplication of Duodecimals is an

abbreviated process of finding the measure of surfaces or

solids.

The product of two duodecimals expresses a Surface,
the product of three expresses a Volume or Solid.

243. In Superficial measure lft. denotes 1 square

foot; 1' denotes T
L of 1 sq.ft. =12 square inches ; 1" de-

notes j2 of T
'

3 of 1 sq.ft.= l square inch, etc.

244. In Cubic measure lft. denotes 1 cubic foot; V
denotes T

'

3 of 1 cm./*.= 144 cubic inches ; 1" denotes y^ of

J
3 of 1 cu.fl.=12 cubic inches, etc.

Hence, a surface 1 inch wide and 12 inches long, makes
1' square measure, and a solid 1 inch thick, 12 inches long,

and 12 inches -wide, makes 1' cubic measure.

1. How many square feet in a floor 9/*. 7' long and lft
9' wide ?
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Analysis.—To find the area multiply the ©mrathmt.

length by the width. 7'=-^ft. and 9'=
T%ft., $fi

7'

and their product is {fjft.=63"=5' 3". We 1ft.
9'

write the 3", and acid the 5' to the next pro- n & %' 3"
duct 9'x9/{.= si/?.=81', and 5' added = g

7
**

y
86'=7 ft. 2', which we write in the product. ——-

7#x7'=ff A=49'=4/«. V. Write the 1' 74/fc 3' 3"

and add the 4ft. to the next product 7 ft. x 9/4 =63 ft., and 4 ft.

added =67 ft. Adding these partial products we have 74ft 3' 3".

Rule.—1. Place the multiplier under the multiplicand, so

that units of the same order will stand in the same column.

2. Begin at the right to multiply, and make the index of

each product equal to the sum of the indices of the factors.

3. Reduce each product to the next higher denomination, and

add the partial products.

Note.—1. In multiplication the product of feet and feet is squarefeet, of

feet and primes is primes, of primes and primes is seconds, of primes and
seconds is thirds, etc.

2. The multiplier is considered an abstract number.

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.

1. What is the area of a marble slab, the length of which

is 9/2. 8' 11", and width 3/1 7' ? Am. 34 sq.ft. 10' 11" 5'".

2. How many square feet are contained in the floor of a

room 40 ft. 10' long, 32 ft. 8' wide ? Am. 1333 sq.ft. 10' 8".

3. How many square feet in 10 boards, each 18 ft. 10'

long and lft. 8' wide? Am. 313 sq.ft. 10' 8".

4. How many square feet of boards will it take to inclose

a piece of land 80 ft. 10 in. long, and 60 ft. 8 in. wide, witb

a close fence lft. 6 in. bigb? Am. 2122 sq.ft. 6'.

5. How many square yards in a floor wbich is 48 ft.
6'

long, and 36 fX 10' wide ? Am. 198
-/c

3
g sq. yd.

6. What will the plastering of a room cost, at 18 cents a

square yard, the length of which is SO ft. 10 in., width

24U 6 in., and height of ceiling 8 ft. 4'? Am. $33.55.
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7. In a building' there are 32 windows ; in each window

16 lights; and each light is 1ft. 10' by 11'. Hownjany^ ^
square feet of glass, in the 32 windows? Ans. %~(p d'L, S~ If

8. Bow many solid feet in a pile of wood 24/1 6 v>\. long^

6 ft. 5' high, and 4 ft. 6' wide ? Ans. 7 If&i ^O [
Note.—Multiply the length, height, and width together to find the solid

contents. (913).

9. How many cubic feet in a stick of timber 32/?. 9' long,
^

2 ft. 2' wide, and 2 ft. 8' thick? Ans.
\
<$ °| &*,

10. How many bricks, each 8 in. long, 4 in. wide, and

2 ire. thick, are required to build a wall 144 ft. long, 6 ft.

6 in. high, and three bricks wide, no allowance being made I < /

for the mortar? Ans. ^ ^~ ^ 9 2<VW^

£4.5. rnvisicxN- of duodecimals (639),

1. Since the superficial contents of a snrface is found by multiply-

ing its length by its width; the superficial contents divided by either

©f these factors will give the other.

2. Since the solidity of a body is found by multiplying its three

dimensions together ; the solidity divided by the product of eithei

two of its dimensions will give the other dimension.

3. Since the indices of the product are equal to the sum of the in-

dices of the two factors, the indices of the quotient are equal to the

indices of the dividend minus those of the divisor.

1. There are Sft. 5' 3" in the surface of a marble slab,

the length of which is Sft. 9' ; what is its width ?

Analysis — 3 ft. is con- operation.

tained in 8 ft. 2 times. Mul- Sft. 9')8 ft.
5' B"(2ft. 3.' Ans,

tiplying the whole divisor by 1ft.
6'

2 ft. gives 7 ft. 6' for the pro- ll
7-3"

duct, which we subtract from -i-it nir

the corresponding denomina-

tions of the dividend, and ob- U

tain 1 1' for a remainder, to which annex the next denomination oi

the dividend, and we have 11' 3". 3 ft. is contained in 11', 3 times,

The divisor being multiplied by this 3' give 11' 3", which being sub-
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tracted from the last remainder, leaves nothing, Therefore, the

marble slab is 2 ft. 3' in width.

Rule.— 1. Divide the highest term of the dividend by the

highest term of the divisor • multiply the divisor by this term

of the quotient, and subtract the productfrom the dividend.

2. To the result bring down the next term of the dividend,

and divide as before.

EXAMPLES.

1. There are 489 sq. ft. 8' 2'" 7"", in the surface of a

floor. The length of the floor is 81ft. V 11". What is its

width? Ans. 5ft. T 5".

2. There are 28 sq.ft. 3' 11" 2'" in the surface of a table

the length of which is 6 ft. 9' 7"
; what is its width ?

Ans. 4ft. 2'.

3. The area of a rectangular pond, the length of which

is 43 .A 9' 6", is 1075 sq.ft. 3" 6'" 6""
; what is its width?

Ans. 24 ft. 6' 7".

4. A stick of timber is 3 ft. 2' wide, 2 ft. 11' thick, and

contains 135 cu.ft. 10' 2" 1'". What is its length?

Ans. lift. 8' 6".

5. The area of a rectangular pond is 3978 sq.ft. V 6"; its

length is 100/3?. 6' ; what is its width ? Ans.

6. The area of a marble slab is 27 sq.ft. 7" 9'" 6"", its

length is 7 ft. 6 3''
; what is its width ? Ans.

7. The area of a hall is 103 sq. ft. 4' 5" 8'" 4"", its width
is 6ft. 11' 8"

; what is its length? Ans. /If t t V V/

AJLIQTJOT PARTS.
2-4:6» To solve, problems by aliquot parts.

Note.—1. This method of solution was formerly called " Practice."

2. See Tabic of Aliquot Parts {222).

3. Interest is money paid for the use of money or its equivalent. (286).

1. If the interest of a certain sum of money for 1 year,

is $95.65, what is the interest on the same sum for 3 yr.

8 mo. 12 da. at the same rate per cent. ?
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6 mo.= \ yr.

2 mo.= \ of 6 too.

12 da. = j of 2 mo.

OPERATION.

$95.65 =Int. for 1 yr.

3

286.95 =Int. for 3 yr.

47.825 =Int. for 6 too.

15.941? =Int. for 2 too.

$353.90* =Int. for 3 yr. 8 too. 12 da.

2. What is the value of 2714 cwt. of sugar, at £3 12*

9d. 2 /or. a cwt. ?

10s. =£».

2s. 6d.= J of 10s.

3d.=
x\ of 2s. 6d

2far.=\ of 3d

OPERATION.

£2714 =cost of 2714 cwt. & £1.

3

8142 =cost of 2714 cwt. & £3.

1357 s. =cost of 2714 cwt. © 10s.

339 5 d.=cost of 2714 cwt. @ 2s. 6d.

33 18 6=cost of 2714 cwt. @ 3d
5 13 l=cost of 2714 cwt. <a 2/ar.

£9877 16 7

3. If the interest on a certain sum of money for 1 year

is $377.25, what is the interest for 5 yr. 9 mo. 18 da., at the

same rate ? Ans. $2188.05.

4. "What would 35 bu. 2 pk. 6 qt. of rye cost, at $1.45 a

bushel? Ans. $51.746875.

5. What will 32 cwt. 2 qr. 12 1 ta. of flour cost, at $4.75

a cwt. ? Ans. $154.96|.

6. If the interest on a certain sum of money for 1 year

is $180.50 what is the interest for 2 yr. 11 mo. 19 da. at the

same rate ? Ans. $535.98+

.

7. What is the value of 402 yards of linen, at 10*. 8\d.

a yard? Ans.

8. Find the value of 8 lb. 7 oz. 15 pwt. 12 gr. of silver, at

$62.43 a pound ? Ans.

9. If the interest on a certain sum for 1 year is $144.25,

what is the interest for 4 yr. 7 mo. 25 da., at the same
rate? Ans. jjj. . £ )/ ,/ ^ f-
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PERCENTAGE.
247. Per Cent, or Rate per Cent., also written

%, signifies by the hundred. Thus 5% of a quantity is 5 of

every hundred, or 5 hundredths of the quantity.

248. The Base is the number on which the percent-

age is computed.

249. Percentage is the required number of hun-

dredths of the base. Thus, the percentage of $300, at 6%
is T § D of $300 =$18.

250. Tlie Amount or Difference is the sum or

difference of the base and percentage. Hence,

The Amount— the Base+ the Percentage.

The Difference— the Base— the Percentage.

The Base=the Am't—the Percentage, or the D//. + the Percentage,

The Percentage=the Am yt— the Base, or the Base— the Difference.

251. The rate per cent, may be expressed by a decimal

or by a common fraction ; thus,
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OPERATION.

Analysis 3d.—If 100^=256 bu. l^=s
T J„ 100$= 256 bu.

of 256 bu. =2.56 bu., and 8$=8 times 2.56 1$— 2.56 &?*.

6«.= 20.48 bu. 8$= 20.48 bu.

Rule 1.—Multiply the base by the rate $, decimally en-

pressed.

Rule 2.—Find that part of the base which the rate
<f

is of

100.

Note.—The base is always 100 per cent.

EXAMPLES.
"What is

1. 6$ of 946? Ans. 56.76.

2. 5$ of $462? Ans. $23.10.

3. 7$ of $846? Ans. $59.22.

4. 8$ of 325 ? Ans. 26.

5. 11$ of $111 lAns. $12.21.

6. 18$ of 8972 ? ^ns.
( fe

7. ±\% of 48? -4ns. q
8. 11% oi 345? ^ns.

9. 8|$of 6372? Ans.

10. 22$ of $345? Ans.

11. A man having $7894, gave 15$ of it for flour ; 25$
for silks ; 45$ for broadcloth and calico ; and the remain-

ing 15$ for sugar. How much did he spend for each ?

Ans. For F. $1184.10, S. $1973.50, C. $3552.30, S. $1184.10.

12. A merchant having 400 barrels of cider, sold at one

time 45$ of it ; at another time 20$ of the remainder

;

how many barrels did he sell in all? Ans. 224 bbl.

13. A merchant bought 475 barrels of molasses for $7125;

and sold 40$ of it at $21 a barrel ; 30$ at $18 a barrel

;

and the remainder for what it cost. How much did he

gain ? Ans. 1567.50.

Problem 2.

2S3» Given the base and percentage to find the rate %.

1. What per cent, of $75 is $25 ?
opekatio*.

Analysis 1st.—$75 is 100$ of itself. $25 10°

bf| of $75; therefore, $25 is ff of 100$, - 25

or £ of 25 times 100$=33^ of $75.
75)2500(33'#

OPEEATION.
Analysis 2d.—$25 is f f, or \ of $75

;

therefore, it is \ of 100$=33|$ of $75. \ X 100$=33 J$ .4ns.
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OPBEAT10N.

Analysis 3d.—$75 is 100# of itself, .-., $1 $75 — 100$
is ,'

5
of 100$= 1^, and $25 is 25 times 1^ j-__- j 1 m

=33^ of $75.
$25 = 33|$

Rule 1.—Multiply 100$ by the percentage and divide by

the base.

Rule 2.—Find that part of 100 per cent, which the percent-

aye is of the base.

EXAMPLES.
What per cent, of

1. $60 is $20? Ans. 331%.

2. 55 is 11? Ans. 20$.

3. 148 is 24- ? Ans. 16f$.

? Ans. 15?

5. 40 is 15? Ans. 37},%.

6. \ is \ ? -4ns. 663$.

7. I is \ 2 Ans. 150$.

8. I is § ? Ans. 531%.

9. A farmer having 10| bu. of wheat, sold 4} 6«. of it

;

what per cent, of the whole had he remaining ? Ans. 60%.

10. $460 being increased by a certain rate % of itself,

equals $552 ; required the rate %. Ans. 20%.

Note.—First find the percentage, then proceed as above.

11. 780 lb. being diminished by a certain % of itself equals

650 lb. ; required the rate $.' Ans. 16 \.

12. Bought a horse for $840 and sold it for $560 ; how
much did I lose per cent. Ans. 33.]$.

13. A number increased by 2 equals 14 ; required the

increase per cent. ? Ans. 16^$.

Note.—Find the base then proceed as above.

14. Sold my watch for $156 and thereby lost $26 ; re-

quired my loss per cent. ? Ans.

15. After the wolves had killed 21 sheep, of a flock there

remained only 231 sheep ; "What per cent, of sheep were

killed? Ans.

16. A housekeeper gave to her neighbor | of a pound ei

tea, and had f of a pound remaining ; what per cent, of

her tea had she remaining ? Ans.

17. John has h of a dollar, and Henry has f of a dollar
;

what per cent of John's money equals Henry's ? what per

cent, of Henry's money equals John's? Ans.
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Problem 3.

254:* Given the rate per cent, and percentage to find the &«•«,

1. 40 is 16$ of what number?
. . OPERATION.
Analysis 1st.—If 16$ of some number is 16^=40

40, 1$ of it is T
'

5 of 40=|, and 100$, or the i*Z«
'

whole number, is 100 times 4=250. „ nJ°~ 2 '

2 100$=250. Ans,

Analysis 2d—If 16$, or .16 of some
operation.

number is 40, that number must be 40-i- 16HO 00(250 .4ns.
.16=250.

'
J ' K

Analysis 3d.—If 16$, = {Q
n-
ot or /5 of some ©pkbation.

number equals 40; -

2\ of that number equals ] of 35==40.

40, or 10, and §§, which is that number, equals ^~—10.
25 times 10, or 250. §§=250. Ans.

Rule 1.—Divide the percentage by the rate $ and multiply

hy 100.

Rule 2.—Divide the percentage by the rate $ expressed

decimally, or in theform of a common fraction.

QUESTIONS.

1. 47 is 20$ of what number? Ans. 235.

2. $84 is 162$ f what number ? Ans. $504.

3. 146 pigeons is 8$ of what number ? Ans. 1825.

L 240 is 12|$ of what number? Ans. 1920.

5. 5 1 is 1\% of what number? Ans. 366 2.

6. 42 bu. 3 ph. 4 qt. is 33\% of what number? Ans. -

7. A spends $875| annually, which is 66|$ of his salary ;

required his salary ? / , $ ,
;

, . ; Ans./:

8. A bought of B 144 sheep'^ which was 24$ of the num-
ber B had remaining ; how many sheep had B at first ?

Arts. .

9. A man sold 72 turkeys, which was 32$ of the number
he had remaining ; how many had he at first? Ans.

10. A farmer saved annually $145|, which was 33^$ of /

bis annual income ; required his income? Ans. 5 I X*\j
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Problem 4.

2oo* Given the rate per cent, and amount or difference, to find

the base.

1. What number increased by 25$ of itself equals 435 ?

Analysis 1st.—A number increased operation.

by 25$ of itself, equals 125$, or 1.25 of 1.25)435.00(348. Ans.

itself, which by the condition of the 375

question, is 435 ;
hence, once the num- "7

ber, equals 435-5-1.25=348.

Analysis 2d.—25$ of a number i3 T
2
o
S
5 , or ] of opebatioh.

the number, which being increased by £, the num- 4 =43i>

ber, equals f of the number, which equals 435. | = 87

If I of the number =435, { of the number equals 4 =348. Ans.

i of 435=87, and f,
the number=4 times 87=348.

Rule.—Divide the amount by 1 plus the rate $, expressed

decimally, or as a common fraction ; and the difference by 1

minus the rate $, expressed decimally, or us a common fraction,

EXAMPLES.

1. A wagon was sold for $329 which was 16|$ more than

it cost ; what was the cost ? Ans. $282.

2. A quantity of cloth sold for $779, cash, which was 5$
off ; required the price of the cloth. Ans. $820.

3. Sold 40$ of my wheat, and had remaining 981 bu.

;

how much had I at first ? Ans. 1635 bu.

4. 297ft. is 8$ more than | of how manyft. ? Ans. 825.

5. A teacher spends 45$ of his income, and saves $858 ;

what was his income ? Ans. $1560.

6. An opera-glass was sold for $5|, which was 46^ more

than its value ; what was its value? Ans. $3.75.

^-7. 1284 is 2i$ of 12i$ more than what No. ? Aiis.

—8. A clerk spends 20$ of 66|$ more than | of his in-

come ; required his income, if he saves $533 ? Ans. '

£

9. A man owes $2457, which is 40$ of 87£$ more than

f of his fortune ; required his fortune? Ans.

10. A man sold two horses at $420 each ; for one he

received 25% more, and for the other 25$ less than its

Yalue. Kequired his loss ? Ans.
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SIMPLE INTEREST.

256. Interest is the money paid for the use of money,

or its equivalent.

257. The Principal is the sum on which interest

is paid.

258. The Rate of interest is the annual rate per cent.

259. The Amount is the sum of the principal and

interest.

260. Simple Interest is the interest on the princi-

pal for the given time at the given rate per cent.

261. Legal Interest is the interest computed at the

rate % established by law.

The legal rate of interest is 5% in Louisiana, Canada ;

—

6% in Maine,

N.H., Vt., Mass., R.I., Conn., Pa., N.J. (except Hudson County, which

is 7g), Del., Md., Va.. N.C., Fla., Miss., Ark., Tenn., Ky., Ohio., Ind., 1U.,

Mo., Iowa, D.C. ;—2>'in N.Y., S.C., Ga., Mich., Wise, Minn., Utah.;—

8% in Ala., Texas;—10$ in Gal., Oregon, Kansas, Nebraska, Wash.,

Nevada, Colorado. In the States named in italics, a higher rate of

interest is allowed by law, when expressed in a contract.

262. Usury is taking a rate % above the legal rate.

Note.—The law prohibits usury and makes it subject to a penalty.

263. To find the interest for any number of years and montJis.

1. What is the interest of $340, for 4 years opekatio*.

and 6 months (4A years), at 8% ? ^
Analysis.—The interest of $1 for 1 year, at 8$ 27~20

is $0.08, and of $340 it is 340 times $0.08= $27.20. '

41

If the interest of $340 for 1 year, at 8f is $27.20, 10880
3

for 4| years it is 4^ times $27.20= $122.40. I3i60

Or yo o °f *ne principal=the interest for 1 year at %%. $122.40

Rule.—1. Multiplxj the principal by the rate % expressed

decimally, and the product will give the interestfor one year.

2. Multiply this product by the number of years, and the

months as afraction of a year, for the interest required.

Note.—When part of the time for interest is given in months or

days, one month is considered as
-fa

of a vear, and one day as Jv of a

month {222, 207).
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QUESTIONS.

What is the interest

1. Of $8 for 7 years, at 8%? Arts. $448.
2. Of $560 for 5 years, at 6%? Ans. $168."

3. Of $1740 for 3 years, at 8|$? Ans. $435.
4. Of $878.25 for 2 years, at 91% ? Ans. $166.8675.
5. Of $125.75 for 4^ years, at 8%? Ans. $45.27.
6. Of $58.60 for 2? years, at 8%? Ans. $12,892
7. Of $444.44 for 5 years, at Q\% ? Ans. I h f
8. Of $321.05 for 8 years, at 5f#? Ansl*

<£o4:» To find, the interest of a principal for any
and rate j£.

SIX PEK CENT. METHOD.

1. To find the interest of $1 for any time, at 6% ; also, at
any other rate %.

Analysis.—The interest on $1, at 6£
For 12 months, (1 year) = $0.06.
For 1 month, (30 days), = $0,005.
For 6 days, (i of 30 days), = $0,001. Hence,

One-half of the number of months equals the number of cents'
interest of $1 for the same number of months, and one-sixth of the
number of days equals the number of mills' interest of $1 for the
same number of days.

The interest of $1 for the given time, at 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, or 10
per cent, may be found by taking f , g, *, J, J, f, | ?

or if of [he in_
terest of $1, for the given time, at 6£ Or, by adding to the interest
of $1 for the given time, at 6& its

J, g, g, or |, will give the interest
of $1 for the same time, at 7, 8, 9, or 10 per cent respectively; and
taking from the interest of $1 for the given time, at 6& its

J, f, §,
or

J, will give the interest of $1 for the same time, at 5, 4,
3,' or 2

per cent, respectively.

2. What is the interest of $325.40 for 3 years, 9 months,
and 18 days, at 6fc .

3. What is the interest of $243 for 2 years, 8 months,
and 24 days, at 1%.
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$0.18

0.045

0.003

0\228

325.40
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QUESTIONS.

What is the interest of

1. $250 for 1 yr. 10 mo. and 15 da., at 6%? Ans. $28.12A.

2. $47.25 for 1 yr. and 6 mo., at 6$? Ans. $4.2525.

3. $145.50 for 1 yr. 9 mo. 24 da., at 6% ? Ans. $15.85 + .

4. $123.75 for 2 yr. 8 mo. 12 c?a., at 6%? Ans. $20.0475.

5. $475 for 2 yr. 7 mo. and 20 da., at 6$ ? Ans. $75.208|.

6. $340.60 for 4 yr. and 5 wo., at 6$? ^4ns. $90,259.

7. $680 for 4 yr. 1 mo. and 15 e?c, at 6%? Ans. $168.30.

8. $240.80 for 5 yr. and 10 mo., at 6% ? -4ns. 84.28.

Note.—To find the amount add the principal and interest together.

What is the amount of

9. $0,145 for 9 yr. 9 mo. and 9 da., at 6^? Ans. $0.23 + .

10. $1,011 for 10 yr. 10 mo. 10 da., at 6%? Ans. $1,669 + .

11. $6.60 for 4yr. 9 mo. and 12 da., at 6$? Jbis. $8.4942.

12. $10.10 for 8 yr. 8 mo. and 8 da., at 6^ ? 4ns. $15,365+

WTiat is the interest of

13. $50.40 for 1 yr. and 10 mo., at 7#? Ans. $6,468.

14. $49.80 for 2 yr. and 11 mo., at 7£? 4ns. $10.1675.

15. $95.40 for 3 yr. and 9 mo., at 8$? Ans. $28.62.

16. $196 for 5 yr. and 7 mo., at 9$? .4ns. $98.49.

17. $471.11 for 4 yr. and 8 mo., at 7|#? Jns. $164.8885,

IS. $465.42 for 3 yr. and 7 mo., at 5%? Ans. $83.38775,

19. $72.12i for 6 yr. and 5 mo., at 4%? 4?is. $18.51+. •

20. What is the amount of $794 for 4 years and 4 months,

at 7 per cent. ? Ans. $1034.84|.

21. What is the amount of $432.10 for 5 years, 4 months,

and 24 days, at 7 per cent. ? Ans, |T&J * i ^ J §
22. What is the amount of $746.25 for 1 year, 10 months,

and 12 days, at 5 per cent. ? Ans.

Note.—If the principal be given in English money, reduce the shil-

lings, pence and farthings, to the decimal of a £; then proceed as in Fed.

eral money.

23. What is the interest of £45 10^. Gd. for 4 years, at 7

percent.? Ans.
|

L*
J J^
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24. What is the interest of £15 15s. 9d. 3 far. for 3 yr. 6
mo. 24 da., at 1% ? Jns. £3 18s. lOrf. .697 /ar.

25. What is the amount of £145 5s. 9d. for 1 year 4

months and 18 days, at 8 per cent. ?

Arts. £161 7s. dd. 3.344 far.

265. METHOD BY AUQUOT PARTS.

1. What is the interest of $140.50 for 4 years, 8 months,

and 15 days, at 9$?
OPERATION.

$140.50

6mo. = A of a yr.

2mo. = J of 6 mo.

15 da. = J of 2 mo.

12.6450 Int. for 1 year.

4

50.5800 Int. for 4 years.

6.3225 Int. for 6 mo.

2.1075 Int. for 2 mo.

.5268? Int. for 15 da.

$59.5368? Int. required.

Note.—Whenever the number of mills is 5 and upwards, in business
transactions, we add 1 cent and drop the mills,

above example is called $59.54.

, the interest in the

Rule.—1. Multiply the principal by the rate %, decimally

expressed, and this product by the number of years.

2. Find the interestfor the months and days by aliquot parts,

{246).

3, The sum of the partial interests will be the interest re*

quired.

QUESTIONS.

What is the interest of

1. $140.50 for4 yr., 6 mo., 15 da., at 9% ? Ans. $57.42 4-

.

2. $143 for 2 yr. and 9 mo. at 8$? Ans. $31.46.

3. $340.40 for 5 yr. and 8 mo. at 7#? Ans. $135,025 + .

4. $9862.12 J for 3 yr. 5 mo. at i% ?
'

Ans. $1347.82 +.
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What is the amount of

5. $5465 for 4 years, 4 months, at 5% ? Ans. $6649.08|.

6. $4780 for 6 yr. and 6 mo., at 1% ? Ans. $6954.90.

7. $0.05 for 20 years, 10 months, and 15 days, at 8% ?

Ans. $0.1335.

8. $325.25 for 2 years, 9 months, and 12 days, at §\% ?

Ans. $384.09 -f.

9. $495.95 for 5 years, 5 months, and 5 days, at 6$%?
Ani: $677.74+.

10. $436.75 for 7 years, 9 months, and 18 days, at 3i%?

Ans.

11. $2560.75 for 4 years, 3 months, and 25 days, at §\% ?

Ans.

12. What is the interest of $800 from Jan. 20, 1864, to

March 28, 1865, at 6 per cent. ? Ans. /- '7 £ ,

266. METHOD BY MONTHS.

1. What is the interest of $48.40 for 2 years, 7 months,

and 15 days, at 6% ?

OPEBATION. OPERATION.

12.10 10.5 $48.40

*M0x.O6x*r.0
=$7623

$ X 4 12)2.9040=Int for 1 yr.

.2420= Int. for 1 mo.

31.5
Note.—1. 2 yr. 7 mo. 15 da. =31.5

months,

2. The above is the product of the 12100
principal, rate per cent., decimally ex- 2420
pressed, and the time, expressed in

months and decimals of a month
•260

divided by 12=3x4. $7.62300=Int. for 31.5 mo.

Rule.—1. Reduce the time to months and decimals of a

month.

2. Find the interest for 1 year, and divide it by 12 ; the

quotient will be 1 month's interest.

3. Multiply this interest by the time expressed in months,

and the product will be the interest required.
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QUESTIONS.

What is the interest of

1. $460 for 11 mo. and 15 da., at 6$? Ans. $26.45.

2. $2360.25 for 7 mo., at 8%? Arts. $110,141.

3. $500 for 2 yr. 5 mo. and 12 da., at G%? Arts.

4. $177 for 2 ?/r. 6 mo. and 9 da., at 6^? Ans. ')

5. $496 for 2 i/r. 3 mo. and 18 da., at 6$? ^/is.
'

EXACT METHOD OF COMPUTING INTEREST.

267. In the preceding methods of computing interest,

Which are in general use, "we have reckoned 30 days to the

month, and 12 months to the year, which allows to each

year 360 instead of 365 days. Hence, the results obtained

in these calculations are not strictly correct.

The following exact method is used by business men in

computing interest when the time is short.

Note.—The exact time, when it is less than a year, is found by the table

on page 148.

"Rule.—Multiply the interest of the principal for 1 year by

the exact number of days it has been on interest, and divide the

product by 365, the quotient will be the interest required.

1. What is the interest of $345.60, from Feb. 5, 1863, to

Aug. 20, 1865, at 7 per cent. ? Ans. $61.3747f f.-f

2. What is the interest, at 5A per cent., of $425.50, from

Jan. 8th until Nov. 20th ? Ans. $20.26£E%.

3. What is the interest, at 6± per cent, of $140.40, from

Aug. 29th, 1864, to Nov. 29th, 1865 ? Ans. $11.426 3
9
s?5.

4. What is the interest, at 8 per cent., of $4560, from

May 18th, 1862, to Sept. 25th, 1865? Ans.

5. What is the interest, at 8 per cent., of $3790.45, from

July 20th, 1863, to Sept. 12th, 1865 ? Ans.

6. What is the interest, at 7 per cent., of $195.25, from

Sept. 12th, 1862, to Aug. 28th, 1865 ? Ans.
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PARTIAL PAYMENTS.
268. Partial Payments are payments of part of

a note, bond, or other monied obligation, made at different

times. {580).

The payments are acknowledged by receipts written by

the creditor on the back of the note or obligation, which

are called Indorsements.
For the computation of interest when partial payments

have been made, the Supreme Court of the U. S. has

adopted the following

:

UNITED STATES RULE.

1. Find the amount of the principal to the time of the first

payment ; and, if the payment exceeds the interest, subtract

itfrom the amount: the remainder forms a new principal

2. If any .
payment is less than the interest due, find the

amount of the^ same principal up to the time of the payment

when the sum of the paymentsfirst equals or exceeds the interest

due, then subtracfthe sum of the payments from the amount,

and proceed as before.

$^40. New Tobk 8epU 8^ 1862>

1. For value received, I promise to pay Thomas Trum-

ble, or order, eight hundred forty dollars, with interest,

at 1%.
Simeon Brookfield.

On this note were indorsed the following payments :

Oct. 1, 1863, received $44.56.

Nov. 20, 1863, received $100.00.

May 8, 1865, received $495.75 TV
How much is due Dec. 29, 1865?

Note.—Arrange the date of the note, the payments, time of settlement,

1 he interval of time between payments, and the interest of $1 for th«

yiven time and rate per cent, as follows

:
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jrr. mo. da. time.
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Boston, Mass., Aug. 14, 1864.

4. Nine months after date, I promise to pay S. B.

Mead, or order, eighty-five and -ffo dollars, with interest,

at 8%. Value received. Robert Romer.

On this note are the following indorsements :

Received Dec. 8, 1864, $1.25.

Received May 20, 1865, $45.50.

How much is due Aug. 26, 1865? Ans. $4466+.

13*6Jfo.

Brooklyn, N. Y., March 26, 1863.

5. Three years after date, I promise to pay John Jones,

or order, three hundred forty-six and -j^- dollars, with in-

terest, at Q%. Value received. Robert Boyce.

On this note are the following indorsements

:

Received July 20, 1863, $54.75.

Received April 8, 1864, $10.

.^Received Sept. 26, 1864, $5.50.

Received Jan. 6, 1865, $150.46.

What is due Nov. 2, 1865 ? Arts.
j

6. C purchased goods to the amount of $9327/ °
s from

D, May 3, 1863, on 4 months credit. C made payments

on the bill as follows :—Oct. 6, 1863, $2000, July 7, 1864,

$1540, Nov. 17, 1864, $2250, Dec. 23, 1864, $1843, Jan. 19,

1865, $327. How much remained due on Washington's

birthday, 1865, with interest at 1% from expiration of term

of credit. Am.

269* VERMONT RULE.

1. Find the amount of the principalfrom the time interest

commences to the time of settlement.
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2. Find the amount of each payment from the time of pay-

ment to the time of settlement.

3. Subtract the sum of the amounts of the paymentsfrom the

amount of the principal.

270. NEW HAMPSHIRE RULE.

1. Find the amount of the principalfor one year, and, also,

the amount of each paymentfrom the time it was made to the

same date (the end of the year).

2. Subtract the sum of the amounts of the payments made
during the year from the amount of the principal, and treat

the remainder as a new principal.

3. If settlement is made before the expiration of the year,

compute the amounts up to that date.

\
CONNECTICUT RULE.

1. Payments made one year or upwardsfrom the date inter-

est commenced, orfrom one payment to another, and payments

less than the interest due, are treated according to the " United

States Bute."

2. Payments made in less than one yearfrom the date inter-

est commenced, orfrom one payment to another, which exceed

the interest due, shall draw interest for the remainder of the

year, provided the interval does not extend beyond the day of
the settlement, and the amount must be subtracted from the

amount of the principalfor one year ; the difference will be the

new principal.

3. When the year extends beyond the day of settlement, find

Cue amount of the payment to the time of settlement, and sub-

tract itfrom the amount of the principal to the same date ; the

difference will be the sum due.

Note.—Compute the amounts due on each of the notes under (868), by

each of the above rules, and compare the 'esults.
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271, PROBLEMS IN INTEREST.

PROBLEM 1.

—

Given the principal, rate per cent., and time, to

find the interest.

Rule.—Multiply the interest of $l/or the given rate %, and

time, by the principal.

Note.—This problem has already been solved (264).

PROBLEM 2. Given the principal, rate per cent., and interest, to

find tlie time.

Note.—The interest on a given principal at a given rate $, is

in proportion to the time. Hence the

Rule.—Divide the given interest by the interest of the prin-

cipal, at the given rate %,for one year.

In what time will

1. $13, at 6%, give $0,975 interest ? Ans. 1 yr. 3 mo.

2. $600, at 6%, give $30 interest ? Ans. 10 mo.

3. $45.25, at 6%, give $1.81 interest ? Ans. 8 mo.

4. $70.50, at 9%, give $31,725 interest? Ans. 5 yr.

5. $140, at 1%, give $10.861§ int. Ans. 1 yr. 1 mo. 9 da.

6. $48.50, at 6%, amt. to $56.187|? Ans. 2 yr. 7 mo. 21 da.

Note.—Subtract the principal from the amount to find the interest.

7. $248, at 6%, amt. to $282,224 ? Ans. 2 yr. 3 mo. 18 da.

8. $700, at 9%, amt. to $712.35 ? Ans. 2 mo. 10.5+ da.

PROBLEM 3.

—

Given the principal, time, and interest, to find tht

rate <£.

Note.—The interest on a given principal for a given time is in proportion

to the rate per cent. Hence the

Rule.—Divide the given interest by the interest of the prin*

npalfor the given time, at oneper cent.

Required the rate per cent, if the interest of

1. $325 for 2 months is $3.25. Ans. 6%.

2. $40 for 2 yr., 9 mo., 12 da. is $13.36. Ans. 11%.

3. $125 for 3 yr., 6 mo. is $32,375. Ans. 7%%.

4. $124 for 4 yr., 3 too., 10 da. is $29.17|. Ans. h\%.

5. $36 for 3 yr., 8 too., 19 da. is $8,034. Ans. 6%.
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Required the rate per cent, if the amount of

6. $225 for l yr., 3 mo. 15 da., is $243.38^. Ans. 6%.

Note.—Find the interest and then proceed as before.

7. $2360.25 for 7 mo. is $2470.395. Ans.

\ 8. $230 for 11 mo. 15 da. is $249.83f. Ans.

PROBLEM 4. Given the rate per cent., time, and interest, to find

the principal. \

Analysis.—The interest of any principal is as many times greater

than the interest of $1, as that principal is greater than $1. Hence,

the

Rule.—Divide the given interest by the interest of $1for the

given time and rate </.

"What principal will in

1

.

1 yr. 6 mo., at 6% give $1.2924 int. ? Ans. $14.36.

2. 3 yr., 8mo., 15 da., at 6%, give $76,095 int.? Ans. $342.

3. 4 yr., 9 mo., 18 da., at %% give $65,016 interest?

Ans. $150.50.

4 8 yr., 8mo., 12 da., at 5%, give $147.9435 interest?

Ans. $340.10.

5. 10 yr., 10 mo., 20 da. at 6|#, give $1.7770 1 interest?

Ans.

6. "What sum of monev loaned for 2 yr. at 1% will pro-

duce $5 interest ? Ans.

XBOB. 5. Given the rate
fa time and amount, to find tJvc principal.

Analysis.—The amount of different principals for the same time

and rate
<f,

are to each other as the principals. Hence, the

Rule.—Divide the given amount by ihe amount of $1 for
{he given time and rate %.

What principal will amount
1. In 9 yr. at 8% to $860? Ans. $500.

2. In 3 yr. and 9 mo. at 8% to $2600? Ans. $2000.

3. In 4 yr. and 8 mo. at 6% to $6400? Ans. $5000.

4. In 5 yr. and 8| mo. at 1% to $4200 ? Ans.

5. What United States bond in 8 yr. and 8 mo. at 6%
will amount to $7600? Ans.
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COMPOUND INTEREST.
272. Compound Interest is interest on both prin-

cipal and interest, if the latter is not paid when due.

Interest may be compounded annually, semi-annually,

quarterly, etc., according to agreement. A creditor may
receive compound interest without being liable to the

charge of usury, but cannot legally demand it.

1. What is the compound interest of $260 for 3 years

at 5%?

Principal,

Interest for 1 year,
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EXAMPLES.

1. "What is the compound interest of $520 for 3 years, at

5^? Ans. $81.96J.

2. What will be the value, three years after its date, of

a U. S. compound interest Legal Tender Note, for $100, at

6%? Ans. $119.10 + .

3. What is the compound interest of $340 for 2 yr., in

,

terest being payable semi-annually, at 6%? Ans. $42.67+.

4. What is the amount of $500 for 1 yr., interest payable

every Smo., compound interest, at 8% ? Ans.

5. What is the amount of $650 for 4 years, at 8 per cent.,

compound interest? Ans.

273. Compound interest may be computed more expe-

ditiously by aid of the following

COMPOUND INTEREST TABLE,

BHOWING THE AMOUNTS, AT COMPOUND INTEREST OF $1, OB £1, AT 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, AND 8 PER CENT., FOB ANY NUMBER OF TEAKS FROM 1 TO 20.

Years.
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Note.—The compound interest of $1 or £1 is $1 or £1 less than the

amounts in the above table.

6. What is the compound interest of $60 for 8 yr. 6 mo.,

at 7%?
OPERATION.

$1.718186 =Amt. of $1 for 8 yr.

.03i=Int. of $1 for 6 mo.

5154558

859093
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PROMISSORY NOTES.

27S. A Promissory Note is a written or printed

acknowledgment of a debt and a promise to pay it at a

specified time, by the person who signs it.

A Negotiable Note is a promissory note which is

made payable to bearer or the order of some person (see

Notes, Forms 2, 3, 4).

1. The Maker or Giver of a note is the person who signs it and

thus becomes responsible for its payment when due.

2. The Payee of a note is the person to whom or to whose order

it is made payable.

3. The Indorser of a note is the person who signs his name on

the back of it, and by so doing guarantees its payment, unless he

writes " Without Recourse" over his name at the time.

270. A note may be made payable on demand as in Form
No. 1, or at the expiration of a certain time after its date, as in

Forms No. 2, 3, and 4. A note may be made payable to a particular

person, as in Form No. 1 ; or to any person who is the bearer or

holder of it, as in Form No. 2 ; or to the order of a person named
in it, as in Form No. 3 ; and may be made payable at a particular

place, as in Form No. 4.

1. The Note, Form No. 1, is due when the payee demands its pay-

ment from the maker of it.

Remakk.—If no time is fixed, in a note, for payment, it is payable on

demand.

2. The Note, Form No. 2, is payable to the holder of it at the ex-

piration of six calendar months from its date.

3. The Note, Form No. 3, is due at the time specified in it, to the

payee who indorses it. Thos. H. Standford may indorse this note in

blank, i.e., only write his name, and thus make any person lawfully

holding the note at maturity the payee ; or he may indorse it payable

to a particular person, and thus make only such person the payee ; or

he may indorse it payable to the order of a particular person, in which

case such person can make another person the payee, as Thos. H.

Standford could, by indorsing the note in blank or otherwise.

4. The Note, Form No. 4, is payable only at the Bank named in it.

If a note be not paid by its maker when it matures, i.e., becomes

due, it may on the same day be protested by a Notary for non-

payment, and the indorsers may be required to pay it if they are

at once notified of the protest (C. A. 676').
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Form No. 1.—Demand Note.

$78 T
3
oV m^*4, ^r

f.,
0U /sac, sm

Form No. 2.—Note Payable to Beaker (Negotiable).

$365 TV5 . jf&a folA*, ofanualy S, /S?S.

QUz: *Mon^/£f cz/-/el </cpSe, of Alomt'de Zo Aau VK'cA Q7nciman, ot

Cealii, dnlee nctnc/lea''at&^u-lCtve. and -\-qq ao/cald, tcuZfy w^eted'/ ad

?<f. Q?a&e iecetvec/. &Zmeon <28la/iei.

Form No. 3.—Notes Payable to Order (Negotiable).

$99AV 38o*6n, ^U, @Se* SO, /<??2.

&ne yeai a&el da^e, or Alomtje & /tay. vo Sne olc/el ojf &/io*nao

<^£?T ^f&anafelc/, nt'nc/u-nvne anc/ -tqO ^^»^/ km'</A t'n'/ei&id a-/ 6 %'

tya/ue iecetuec/. W S&. £&«yct.

Form No. 4.—Note Payable at a Bank (Negotiable).

$47^. ^W. foi/, ^/Say 20, /f?S.

^of/u </aud a/'/el t/a^e, of' /ilomc')e /<> /tay. /o -/Ae oldei o/ '2S. @T

<£a/eJ, a/ //£} 33ioa</ioau ^PaJtona/ 38an^, <AC <&. , /olfy-deven

Note—A negotiable note made In Pennsylvania must have the words "without

defalcation" in it; one made in New Jersey, the words "without defalcation or dis'

count;" one in Missouri, the words "negotiable and payable without defalcation 01

discount ;" one in Indiana, the words " without any relief whatever from valuation

or appraisement laws."
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Remark.—1. When a note promises interest, as Forms 1, 2, and 3,

the interest begins at the date of the note, and continues until the

note is paid. If the time expressed in a note for its maturity be

stated in months, calendar months are understood ; and if a note

promises interest without stating the rate %, it bears the legal interest

of the State in which it is dated ; also, a note which does not promise

interest, if not paid when due, bears the same legal rate % of interest

from the time it matures until paid (261).
2. A note should acknowledge value received, as a contract without

a consideration is not legally binding.

3. A note is nominally due at the expiration of the time mentioned

in it, but is not legally due or at maturity until three days after that

time. These three days are called Days of Grace. The following

notation shows when a note is nominally and legally due : April

1 */
, 6 , 1865. If a note matures on a Sunday or a legal holiday, it must

be paid on the previous day.

DISCOUNT AND PRESENT WORTH.

277. Discount is an allowance made for the payment

of money before it is due.

278. The Present Worth of a note or debt payable

at a future time, is such a sum as, being placed at interest

until the debt becomes due, will amount to the debt.

279. TJie Face of a note is the sum named in it.

280. Hie True Discount on a note without in-

terest is the face of the note minus its present worth. On
an interest-bearing note it is the amount of the note at the

time of discount minus its present worth (281).

The Face of a note, plus the accrued interest, if any, corresponds

to the Amount, the Present Worth to the Principal, the Discount

to the Interest on the principal. Hence, the Rule given under

Problem 5 (271) is the

Rule to find the Present Worth.—Divide the given amount by the

amount of $1 for the given time and rate %.

Rule to find the Discount.—Subtract the present worth from the

amount due at the expiration of the time stated.
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EXAMPLES.

1. What is the present worth of $1860, due 4 years 9

months and 18 days hence, at 5% ? Ans. $1500.

2. What is the present worth of $660, due 5 years and 6

months hence, at 6% ? Ans. $496.24+ .

3. What is the present worth of $1280 due 4| years

hence, at 6% ? Ans. $1000.

4. What is the discount on $340, due 1 year and 2

months hence, at 5%? Ans. $18.74, nearly.

5. What is the discount on $7350, due 3 years and 9

months hence, at 6% ? Ans. $1350.

6. What is the discount on $858.30, due 4 years 9 months
and 12 days hence, at 9% ? Ans. $258.30.

7. What is the present worth of $88.16, due 1 year 8

months and 12 days hence, at 6% ? Ans.j&
(j

8. What is the discount on $46.16, due 2 yeais 6 months

and 24 days hence, at 6% ? Ans, Q. { b

9. What is the present worth of $145.50, due 2%ejjss 6
;

months 12 days hence, at 6% ? Ans. /? &-$-&*\TT
10. Bought goods to the amount of $840.40, on 9 mo. -i

credit. How much money would discharge the debt, at the
j

time of receiving the goods, interest 8% ? Ans. "7 ^ ^

BANK DISCOUNT.

281. Sank Discount is the interest at the legal

rate % where made, on the sum to be discounted, for the

number of days from the time of discount to the time the

sum is due, including 3 days of grace.

Note.—On a note without interest the base of discount is the face

of the note , on an interest-bearing note it is the amount for the time

and rate % stated in the note. If the rate be not stated in a note, the

legal rate where the note is dated is understood.

282, OClie Proceeds, Avails, or Cash value of

the note is its face or amount minus the discount.

Remark.—When a bank discounts a note it retains the discount^

holds the note, and pays the proceeds to the former holder.
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283 » CUven the face of a note, the rate per cent., and time, to find

the discount and proceeds.

1. What are the bank discount and the proceeds on a

note of $468, payable in 90 days, discounted at 6$?

Operation.—$28.08 (Int. for 1 year) x f$s = $7.15$$f
$468 — $7.15||f =$460.84f||;

the proceeds.

Note.—In some banks the discount on a note is as above minus the

interest on the interest for the time. The following Rule is general in

the banks of New York City.

Rule.—1. Find the exact legal interest (267) on the note

or sum to be discounted for the number of days, including 3

days of grace,from the date of discount to the time the note or

sum is due, which loill be the bank discount (261).

2. Subtract the discount from the sum discounted for the

proceeds, avails, or cash value.

QUESTIONS.

1. What is the bank discount on $12© for 128 days at 7

per cent. ? (267). Ans. $2.83T%.

2. What is the bank discount in Louisiana on $495 for

68 days, at 5 per cent.? Ans. $4.27j|.

3. What is the cash value of a note of $460 discounted at

a bank for 98 days, at 6 per cent. ? Ans. $452.96ff

.

4. What are the proceeds of a note of $7840, payable

July 18, discounted at a bank in Ohio, March 15 ? (261,
281, Note). • Ans. 767S.83ff.

Note.—If the time of a note is expressed in months, calendar

months are taken to find its maturity, and interest if any; but the

time for bank discount is always taken in days (281).

5. A note of $56.@© for 60 days, with interest at 1% was

made Sept. 3, and discounted the same day at a bank at

&% ; what were the proceeds? Ans. $5688.965+.

G. What were the proceeds of a note of $6780 tor'. 90
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days, with interest, dated New York, July 6, and discounted,

Aug. 10, at a bank in Connecticut ? Ans. $6835.13 + ,

***

/ 7. If a man having a note of $6500, payable 2 months
after date, 'with interest, dated in Indiana, Sept. 3, had it

discounted at -a bank in New York, Oct. 8, what were the

proceeds ? {861). Ans. $6531.72.
/" 8. What discount did a bank m Baltimore receive in dis-

counting, May 3, a note of $650, dated in Alabama, March

3, payable in four months, with interest? Ans. 7.02 + .

9. ]j a woman had a note of $5000, dated in New York,

July 45, with 4| months' interest, how much more or less

would the avails of this note be if she had it discounted in

Pennsylvania, Sept. 15, or in New York, Sept. 16 ?

Ans. $5067.49+ in Penn. ; $5057.36+ in N. Y.

^«g- Mr i
m
o i~¥> y

^i00?- Philadelphia, Pa., May 20,1873.'

Sixty days after date I promise to pay to B. C. Scott, or order,

fifteen hundred eighty dollars, with interest at 6 °/ . Value received.

Discounted May 20, 1873. David Barter,

Ans. $1579.83+ .

10. A ninety days' note for $865, dated Sept. 12, 1864,

with interest, at 7^, will give what proceeds when dis-

counted, Sept. 12, 1864, at 7%?
Ans. Dec. % ;

proceeds $864,725+.

284» Given the proceeds, or discmint, the rate per cent., and

time to find the face of the note.

1. I wish to draw $900 from a bank ; for how much must

I give my note, for 60 days, discounting, at Q% ?

OPERATION.

$1.0000

.0105=:int. of $1 for 63 days.

0.9895=the proceeds of $1.

$900-*-.9895=$909.55, the face of the note.

Rule.—Divide the required proceeds ly the proceeds of $ I

for the given time and rate <fc , or divide the discount ly the dis-

count of $lfor the given time and rate %.
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QUESTIONS.

L For what sum must a note, to run 4 months 15 days,

at 6%, be given that the bank proceeds may be $1954 ?

Ans. $2000.

2. What must be the face of a note, so that when dis-

counted at a bank for 4 months and 9 days, at 5 per cent., ,

it will give $60, present value ? . Ans. $61.12 + . y
3. What must be the face of a note, so that when dis-

counted at a bank for 5 months and 21 days, at 7 per cent.,

it shall give $57.97, present value ? Ans.

4. What must be the face of a note, so that when dis-

counted at a bank for 6 months and 12 days, at 5 per cent.^

the borrower shall receive $116.75 ? Ans.
j
3- C

5. A farmer sold produce for which he received a 45

days' note, which he immediately had discounted at the

bank, at 6%. Required the face of the note and its pro-

ceeds, provided the discount was $1.935A f

.

Ans. Face of the note $241,935 ; proceeds *-{¥

PROFIT AND LOSS.

285. Profit and Loss are commercial terms signify-

ing the amount of gain or loss in business transactions.

The gain or loss may be regarded as absolute, or as a per-

ventage of the cost price.

There are four terms or quantities considered.

1. The Cost, or original number,—the Base.

2. The Bate % of gain or loss ; the Bate %.

3. The Gain, or Loss; the Percentage.

4. The Selling Price ; the Amount, or Difference,

The problems are the same as in percentage.

Selling Price — Cost + Cain, or Cost — Loss.

Cost = Selling Price — Gain, or Selling Price + Loss*

Gain = Selling Price — Cost.

Loss = Cost — Selling Price.
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286» Given the cost and telling price, to find the absolute gain,

1. Bought 35 barrels of flour, at $4.75 a barrel, and sold

it at $5.25 a barrel. How much did I gain ? 'i ~7, k"

2. Bought 195 cords of wood, at $2ll2| -a cdrd, and sold

it at $2.95 a cord. How much did I gaih^tns. $160,875.

3. Bought 246 yd. of broadcloth, at $2*7% a yd., and sold

it at $3.45 a yd. Required the gain. fg'Ans. J ^2- *2-<

4. Bought 4 barrels of sugar, each containing 195 pounds,
at $11.70 a barrel, and sold it for 8| cents a pound. How
much was the gain

?

Arts. ~> Q f O Q~

28 4 • PROBLEM 1. Given the cost and the gain or loss per
cent., to find the gain or loss.

1. Bought broadcloth, at $2.50 a yard, and sold it so as

to gain 25$ ; for how much did I sell it a yd. Ans. $3.12^.

Rule —See Problem 1, 252, Rule.

2. A horse was bought for $175 ; for what must it be
Id to gain 20$ ? Ans. $210.

3. A merchant bought 20 bbl. of pork, at $15 a bbl. ; but
being damaged, he was obliged to lose 30$ on the sale of

it. How much did he receive for it? Ans. $210.

4. A merchant lost 15$ on his old stock of goods ; how
much did he lose on those that cost 12-£ cents, $65, 38] cents,

$33], and $18^ ? Ans. 1| cts. ; $1 ;
~5~} cts.

; $5 ; $2.82.

5. Bought 4 cwt. 3 qr. 20 lb. of sugar, at 10^ cents a
pound, and sold it so as to gain 10A$ ; how much did I
receive for it? Ans. $57.4323f.

6. A merchant bought 12 pieces of silk, each containing

15 yards, for $135, and sold it so as to gain QQl%. For
how much did he sell it a yard ? Ans. ,

7. A vessel freighted with 8960 bushels of wheat, in

a storm, threw overboard 33]$ of it ; required the loss,

at 87:\ cents a bushel? Ans. ~
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8. A speculator bought $15G00 worth of flour and sold \\

to a merchant at a gain of 33]$, and the merchant sold it

at a loss of 25$ ; how much more did the speculator re-

ceive for the flour than the merchant ? Ans. £0.00
9. A man commencing business with $8000, gained, the

1st year, 23 .>$, which he added to his capital ; the 2d year,

he gained 37^$, which he added to his capital ; and the 3d

year he lost 25$. How much did he make in the three

years? Ans. Z /
#~ rrH '

{

288> PROBLEM 2.

—

Given the cost and the gain or loss, to

find the gain or loss per cent.

Note.—Find the difference between the cost and the selling price for

the gain or loss.

1. A quantity of salt was bought for $75, and sold for

$100 ; what was the gain per cent. ?

Rule.—See Problem 2, 253, Rule.

2. A farm was bought for $4500, and sold so as to gain

$900 ; how much was the gain per cent. ? Ans. 20$.

' 3. A invested $8560 in speculation, and at the end of a

year cleared $2140 ; how much $ did he gain ? Ans. 25$.

4. Bought sugar, at 12 cents a pound, and sold it so as

to gain 1A cts. a pound ; required the gain $ ? Ans. 12j$.
N

5. Bought 120 shares of stock, at $45 per share, and sold

them so as to gain $1080 ; required the gain $ ? Ans. 20$.

6. Sold a quantity of leather for $9989, which was f of

the cost ; what was the loss $ ? Ans. 20$.

7. If | of the cost equals the selling price, what is the

loss$? Ans. 121%.

8. If | of the selling price equals the cost, what is the

gain per cent. ? Ans. 14^$.

9. If I sell | of an article for f of its cost, what is the

gain per cent.? Ans. 6^$.

10. If I sell | of an article for f of its cost, what is the

loss per cent. ? Ans. Q{%.
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11. "When gold is at a premium of 25$, what is the dis-

count on greenbacks ? Ans. 20$.

12. "When gold is at a premium of 33^$, how much gold
can be had for $684 in greenbacks ? Ans. $513.

^13. A man sold his wheat for $8700, and thereby cleared

I of this money how much would he have gained $, by sell-

ing it for $9062.50 ? Arts. 25$.
14. A man sold his farm for $7850, and thereby cleared

20$ of this money ; how much would he have gained $,
if he had received $523 \ more than he did? Ans. 33J$.

15. By what per cent, of itself must || be diminished,

that the result may be T
4
3 ? Ans. 48|$.

— 16. Bought apples at \ of a cent each, and sold them, at

| of a cent each ; required my gain $ ? Ans. £
17. Bought apples at i of a cent each, and sold them, at

| of a cent each ; required the loss $ ? Ans.

18. A and B had the same number of sheep, A bought

| of B's number ; by what per cent, did A increase his

number, and what per cent, of B's number of sheep re-

mained unsold ? Ans.

19. | of B's money equals A's money. "What per cent,

is A's money less than B's, and what per cent, is B's money
greater than A's ? Ans. A's is 25$ less than B's, and B's

33 J$ greater than A's.

20. If i of the buying price equals the selling price,

what is the loss per cent. ? Ans.

21. 11 | of the selling price equals the buying price,

what is the gain per cent. ? Ans.

22. A speculator expended all his money for oxen and
horses, giving f as much for oxen as for horses. What per
cent, of all did he pay for each, and what per cent, of each
did he pay for the other ?

Ans. For the oxen 44 y% and for the horses 55f$ of all.

For the oxen 80$ of what he paid for the horses., and iot

the horse3 125& of the cost of the oxen.

s
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280* PBOBLEM 3.

—

Given the rate per cent, and the gmtn. or

loss, to find tlie cost.

1 A man, by selling a building lot gained $175, which

was 12$ of the cost ; required the cost? i ^ ^

Rule.—See Problem 3, 254, Rule.

2. Sold a quantity of flour at a loss of $86|, which was

20% ot the cost ; required the cost ? Ans. $432.50.

3. A market woman sold oranges so as to gain § of a
cent, on each orange, which was at a gain of 33'$ ; re-

quired the cost of an orange ? Ans. 2 cents.

4. A span of horses was sold so as to gain $121, which

was 16|% of the cost ; required the cost? Ans. $726.

5. Elisha and Perry each expended annually $753, which
was 37^$ of Elisha's, and 33]$ of Perry's income ; re-

quired the income of each ? Ans. E.'s $2008 ; P.'s $2259.

6. Potatoes sold at $0.87| cents a bushel, which price

was at a loss of 12^$ ; required the cost per bu. ? Ans. $1.

7. A sold pork for 87^$ of its cost, and thereby lost $3.33|

on a barrel ; required the cost per barrel ? Ans.

8. Sold tea for 137|$ of the cost, and thereby gained

$0.50 on a pound ; required the cost. Ans. !

9. A merchant sold 20J^$ of his flour to A, 33|$ of it to

B, and 308 barrels to C, which was equal to the number of

barrels B received more than A. Required the number of

barrels at first. Ans.

10. H has $640, and this is 20$ of 75$ of the number of

dollars J has. How much has J ? Ans.

200* PROBLEM 4. Given the gain or loss per cent, and «/*«

selling price, to find the cost.

1. A gentleman sold a horse for $180, and thereby gained

20,$ ; required the cost of the horse ? Ans. $150.

Rule.—See Problem 4, 255, Rule. *
2. A quantity of sugar was sold for $580, which price was

Ans. $464.
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3. In one year the principal and interest of a certain
note, at 8 per cent, amount to $810. How much was the
face of the note ? ^ns. $750.

4. A quantity of rye was sold for $1080, which was 4A%
more than it cost ? What did it cost ? Ans. $750.

5. Sold butter at § of a dollar a pound, which was at a
gain of 25^ ; required the cost per pound. Ans. 66 ~ cts.

^6. Sold flour at $8.33£ a barrel, which was at a loss of
161% ; required the cost per barrel. Ans. $10.

7. Sold 2 farms for $9648 each ; on one I gained 14r^ ; on
the other I lost 14=^ ; how much did I lose ? Ans.. i+ &

8. B and C each sold 24 bushels of oats, which was Z\%
of B's, and lh of C's. How many more bushels had B re-
maining than C ? Ans.

9. A speculator sold two building lots for $9595 each, on
one he gained 18f <£, and on the other he lost 16~% ; how
much did he lose ? Ans^-

10. A farmer sold two horses, X and Y, for $810, receiv-
ing

I as much for X as for Y ; on X he gained 33.% and
on Y he lost \X\% \ how much did he gain ? Ans. C

MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS.

1. If 436 yd. of broadcloth are bought at $2.32 a yd. and
sold at $3.47\ a yd. ; how much was gained? Ans. $503.58.

2. If I pay $480 for a quantity of wheat, for what must
I sell it to gain 25^ ? Ans. $600.

3. Bought 240 gallons of molasses at 28 cents a gallon,
and sold it for $84. What did I gain % ? Ans. 25^.

4. Sold 13 barrels of cider for $52.65, and thereby gained
25^'. What did it cost a barrel? Ans. $3.24.

5. A farm that cost $2500, was sold for $3000. What
was the gain per cent. ? A7is. 20%.

6. A farm that cost $3000, was sold for $2500. What
was the loss per cent. ? Ans. !&&%.

7. Bought cloth for $1.50 a yard ; how much will be the
loss per cent, if I sell it at $1.25 a yard ? Ans. 16§#.
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8. If I sell 140 bushels of wheat for $350, and thereby
gain 25$, for how much should I have sold it a bushel, to
lose 20$? Ans. $1.60.

9. If I sell 30 yards of cloth for $132, and gain 10$, how
ought I to sell it a yard to lose 25$? Ans. $3.

10. Sold 15 boxes of damaged raisins for $34.50, which
was at a loss of 8$ ; how should I have sold them a box
to have gained 33-]$ ? Ans. $3,331.

11. A quantity of oats was sold for $90, which was 10$
less than the original cost ; what would have been the gain

$ if they had been sold for $150 ? Ans. 50$.

12. A farm was sold for $8100, which was 8$ more than
its value ; what would have been the gain $ if it had been
sold for $8500? Ans.

j

3-4-

' 13. A carpenter builds a house for $990, which was 10$
less than it was worth ; how much should he have received

for it so as to have made 40$ ? Ans\ | KU
14. A sold two building-lots for $420 each—for one ha

received 25$ more, and for the other 25$ less than its

value. How much did he lose ? Ans.

15. A merchant sold two boxes of goods for $60 each
;

on one he gained 20$, and on the other he lost 20$. Did
he gain or lose, and how much? Ans.

16. If § of the cost of an article equals f of the sum for

which it was sold, what was the loss $ ? Ans.

17. If I of the cost of an article equals § of the sum for

Ans.

STOCKS AND DIVIDENDS.
' 291. A Corporation is an association of individuals,

authorized by law to act as one person in the transaction

of business. (681).
292. A Charter is the law which defines the powers,

rights and obligations of the corporation.

293. A Firm is the name under which individuals in

partnership transact business. (38H ).
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294. Stock is the capital of the corporation (682).
295. Shares are equal parts of the stock, and are

usually from $10 to $100 each.

296. Stockholders are the individuals owning the

stock.

297. Dividend is a sum paid to the stockholders

out of the profits of the corporation.

298. An Assessment is a sum required of stock-

holders to meet the losses, or expenses of the corporation.

Dividends and assessments are percentages of the capi-

tal of the corporation.

The problems are the same as those of percentage.

PeOBLEM 1. Given tJie stock and rate per cent, to find the divi-

dend, or assessment.

^1. The Broadway National Bank declares a dividend of

12$ ; how much is that man's dividend who owns 150

shares, at $100 each ? Ans. $1800.

Rule.—See Problem 1, 252, Rule,

f 2. An insurance company makes an assessment of 3|$

;

how much is that man's assessment who owns 120 shares,

at $100 each ? Ans. l\ 0.

3. A man owns 870 shares of gold mining stock, at $10

each. The company declares a dividend of 9|$ ; required

the man's dividend. Ans. .

PROBLEM 2. Given the stock and dividend, or assessment, to find
Hie rate per cent.

1. A corporation whose capital stock is $150000, clears

$9500 in a year ; required the rate of dividend to be de-

clared? Ans. Q\%.

Rule.—See Problem 2, 253, Rule.

2. A, owning 3220 shares of stock, at $10, draws a divi-

dend of $1690 1 ; what is the rate % of the dividend ?Ans. 5\.

3. A owning 125 shares of stock, at $100, draws a dividend

of $975 ; required the rate % of the dividend ? Ans.
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PROBLEM 3.

—

Given tJte rate per cent, and the dividend, or assess-

ment, to find tlie stock.

1. A coal company declares a 12% dividend which amounts

to $9687 ; required the amount of stock ? Ans. $80725.

Rule.—See Problem 3, 254, Rule.

2. A farmer receives $860 dividend, at 8% ; required the

amount of his stock ? Ans. e

3. Received $92.50 of an &\% dividend on steamboat

Co.'s stock ; required the amount of my share ? Ans.

CAPITAL AT PAR, PREMIUM, OR
DISCOUNT.

299. Capital may consist of money, stocks, bonds,

drafts, etc. (683).

300. State Stocks, or United States Stocks,
are bonds of a State, or of the United States, payable at

some future time with interest annually, or semi-annually,

at a fixed rate %. (666, 684).

301. Drafts, Checks, or Sills of Exchange
are written orders on some firm, or person for money (337).

302. The JPar Value of stock, or capital is its

original cost ; that is, its nominal value, or itsface.

303. The Market Value, or Meal Value <A

capital is what it will sell for. Capital above par is said to

be at Premium, and below par at Discount.

304. Premium is the rate % above par.

305. Discount is the rate % below par.

Market Value=Par Value+ Premium, or P. V.—Discount
Par Value= Market Value—Premium, or M. V. + Discount,

Premium= Market Value—Par Value.

Discount=Par Value—Market Value.

The problems are the same as those of percentage.
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PROBLEM 1.

—

Given flie par value and rate per cent, of premium,
or discount, to find the premium, or discount.

—1. What is the premium on $8740 par value of bank

stock, at 15% advance ? Ans. $1311.

Rule.—See Problem 1, 252f Rule.

""I!: What is the value of 25 shares of Delaware and

Hudson Canal Co. stock, at 12£$ advance, the original

shares being $100 each? Ans. $2812.50.

~^ 3. Bought $25000 worth of stock at %% above par, and

sold it the same day at f$ above par ; how much did I

make? Ans. $62.50.

4. What will be the cost of 15 shares of bank stock, at

15f$ below par, shares $150 each? Ans.

5. Bought 3325 shares of Empire City Oil Co. stock, at

1% below par, and sold it at 23|$ above par ; how much
did I gain, original shares $10 each ? Ans. \{§ j H i

' -

6. A sold $460 uncurrent money, at |$ discount ; re-

quired the discount and the market value.

Ans. $3.68 dis., $456.32 M. V.

7. A man paid currency for $3480 in gold,, at 12£$ pre-

mium ; required the amount of currency paid for the

gold? Ans.

8. Bought $120000 worth of stock at \% below, and sold

it at \% above par ; how much did I make? Ans. I £

PsOBIJEM %.—-Grivcn tlie par value and premium, or discount, to

find the rate per cent.

1. A sold to B in Indiana a draft on a N. T. City bank
for $490 at a premium of $7.35 ; required the rate of pre-

mium. Ans. \\%.

Rule.—See Problem 2, 233, Rule.

2. Bought a draft for $984 for $902 ; required the rate

of discount ? Ans. $8%%.
3. Gave $6740 in currency, at 2\% discount, for $5257.20

of gold ; required the rate of premium on gold. Ans. j 1 L
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PROBLEM 3.

—

Given the rate per cent, and premium, or discount,

to find the par value.

1. A broker sold currency, the discount at 6§^,was $125;

what amount did he sell ? Ans. $1875.

Rule—See Problem, 3, 254, Rule.

2. The premium on a check, at 1|$, was $36.40 ; what

was the amount of the check? Ans. $2080.

3. Sold stock, which I bought for \\<f below par, at \\%
above par, and thereby gained $128. How many shares

did I sell at $100 a share ? Ans. Q. Cl_

PfiOBLEM 4.

—

Given the rate per cent, and market value, to find

the par value.

1. Paid for a check $1144, at 2]% premium ; required

the par value ? Ans. $1120.

Rule.—See Problem 4, 255, Rule.

^2. Sold a draft for $7440, at 3|$ discount ; what was the

par value of the draft ? Ans. $7680.

3. B paid $9750 in currency for gold, at %\% premium
;

how much gold did he receive ? Ans.

4. Paid $7500 for stocks, when they were at a discount

of 161% ; how much did I buy ? Ans.

COMMISSION AND BROKERAGE.

306, An Agent, Factor, Broker, Collector,

or Commission Merchant is a person who transacts

business for another. (688, 689, 690, 691, 692).

307* Commission and Brokerage are the per-

centages paid an agent, or broker for the transaction of

business, and is estimated at a certain rate per cent, on the

amount of the sale, purchase, collection, etc. effected.

The problems are the same as those in percentage.
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PROBLEM 1.

—

Given the base and rate per cent., to find the com*
mission, or brokerage.

Rule.—See Problem 1, 252, Rule.

1. A broker sold $15800 worth of stock for A ; required

his brokerage at \%1 Ans. $39.50.

2. A farmer paid a broker \% to invest $23460, in U. S
bonds ; required the brokerage ? Ans. $205,275.

- 3. A lady having $47890, paid an agent 1~% commission

a year, to take care of it for her. How much was his an-

nual commission ? Ans. $897.9375.

4. A factor sells 95 bales of hay, at $4.25 a bale, and

charges lf% commission. How much money must he pay

to his employer ? Ans. $396.68 +

.

v 5. A merchant having on hand 4700 barrels of sugar

gave an agent 31% for selling it ; required the net proceeds,

if it were sold at $16 a barrel ? Ans.

6. A broker exchanged $95780 uncurrent money, for \% %

how much was the brokerage ? Ans^ %^ if'* -

>

7. An agent sells 42800 pounds of leather, at 18J cents a

pound ; what is his commission, at 5|$ ? Ans.
. L -

PROBLEM 2. Given the base and commission, or brokerage, to

find the rate per cent.

1. An agent receives $1600 for selling a house and lot

for $25600 ; what was his rate of commission ? Ans. Q\%.

Rule.—See Problem 2, 253, Rule.

2. A broker received $92 for selling $36800 worth of

Btock ; what was his rate % of brokerage ? Ans. \%.

3. A commission merchant received $135.33| for selling

145 firkins of butter each weighing 56 lb., at 25 cents a

|

pound ; what was his rate of commission? Ans.-A-
Sf»-; IjT

-4. An agent bought 180 barrels of flour, at $12| a bW'
rel, for which he received $96.39 ; required his rate of

commission? Ans. \A.aJ^
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PROBLEM 3. Given tJie rate per cent, and commission, or bt^fi

erage to find the base.

1. A commission merchant receives $84 for selling wool,

at 5|$ ; required the amount sold? Ans. $1575.

Rule.—See Problem 3, 254, Rule.

2. A broker received $465 for buying stocks, at f$
brokerage ; how much stock did he buy ? Ans. $74400.

3. An agent received $2608, at h\% for collecting ; re-

quired the amount collected. Ans.- i^^OO
4. I sold a quantity of leather through a broker who

charged me 3|$. My commission was 5\%, and after pay-

ing my broker I had $30.40 remaining ; how much leather

was sold? Ans. '-.
\ X-%~0

PROBLEM 4.

—

Given t/ie rate per cent, and *lie entire cost to find

the base.

1. An agent receives $3105 to be invested in flour ; after

retaining his commission, 3|$, how much was invested?

Ans. $3000.

Rule.—See Problem 4, 2oo, Rule.

2. An agent receives $4920 to expend in purchasing

cows at $32 a head ; after reserving his commission, 2|%,

how many cows did he purchase ? Ans. 150.

3. A merchant in Detroit sends to a commission mer-

chant in New York $1040 to purchase goods and pay his

commission, i.% ; how much was his commission ?

Ana. $40.

4. A broker receives $6384 to be invested in U. S.

Bonds ; after reserving his brokerage, \%, required the

amount invested and the brokerage ?

Ans. $6352.24 invested, and brokerage.

5. A broker receives $21050 to invest in U. S. 5
/20

Bonds ; after reserving \% commission on the par value of

the amount purchased. What was his commission, if V3 's

were at a premium of 5% ? Ans.
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ASSESSMENT OF TAXES.

SOS. A Tax is a sum of money assessed upon a per-

son, or upon his property, for the support of government.

309. A Poll Tax is the sum assessed upon each

male citizen. 21 years of age, regardless of property.

310. Real Estate is fixed property, such as lands,

houses, etc.

311. Personal Property is movable property, such

as money, stocks, furniture, cattle, etc.

312. An Inventory is a list of articles in a store,

or belonging to an estate.

313. A Schedule is a list of taxable property with

its owners' names and its value as estimated by assessors.

31-1. Assessors are officers appointed to make out

a schedule of taxable property, and apportion taxes thereon.

315. To Assess Taxes.
Rule.—1. Make a schedule of the taxable property in the

town, county, or state in which the tax is to be laid.

2. Find the amount of Poll Tax (if a Poll Tax is authorized

by law), also, the amount of the licenses, and deduct their sum
from the whole tax to be raised ; the remainder will be the tax

on the property.

3. Divide this tax by the assessed value of the taxable prop-

erty ; the quotient will be the tax on $1. From this form a

table from which each person's tax can be readily deter-

mined.

1. A tax of $840.75 is to be raised in a town containing

65 polls. The taxable property of the town amounts to

$48000. Each poll tax is $0.75. Eequired to form the

table?

$840.75, Amount of tax to be raised.

$0.75 x 65= 48.75, Amount of Poll Tax.

$792.00, Tax to be raised on property.

48000)792.000($0.01G5, the tax on $1.

From which we make tha following
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Property. Tax.

$1 gives $0.0165
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14
15

1G

17
18
19
20
25
35
45
55
65

75
85
95

100

0.033

0.0495

0.066

0.0825

0.099

0.1155

0.132

0.1485

0.165
0.1815

0.198

0.2145

0.231

0.2475

0.264

0.2805

0.297

0.3135

0.33

0.4125

0.5775

0.7425

0.9075

1.0725

1.2375

1.4025

1.5675

1.65

Note.—1. After finding the tax on $U
double it for the tax ou $2. To find the
tax on $3, add the tax on $2 to the tax on

$1 ; on $4, add the tax on $8 to the tax on

$1 ; on $5, add the tax en $4 to the tax od

$1 ; and so on.

2. The accuracy of tables formed in thia

way is tested by comparing the taxes on

$1, $10, and $100.

3. Teachers will find this the simplest

method of making out " School Rate

Bills."

2. At the above rate, what is

B's tax, he being assessed for

$3782, and paying 2 polls?

$49.5

11.55

1.32

.033

OPERATION.

tax on $3000

tax on 700

tax on 80

tax on 2

$62,403

1.50

tax on $3782

two polls tax.

$63,903 Ans.

Analysis.—The tax on $3 is $0.0495,

remove the decimal point three places

to the right and we have $49.50, the

tax on $3000. The tax on $7 is

$0.1155, remove the decimal point two places to the right and we
have $11.55, the tax of $700. The tax on $8 is $0,132, remove

the decimal point one place to the right and we have $1.32, the tax

on $80. The tax on $2 is $0,033. The tax for two polls is $1.50l

Adding these partial results and we have the tax required.

Find the tax of the following at the above rate :

3. Of A, who is assessed $970 and 1 poll tax of 75 cts. ?

4. Of B, who is assessed $473 and 3 polls tax ?

5. Of C, who is assessed $295 and 1 poll tax ?

6. Of D, who is assessed $2465 and 4 polls tax?

'
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\~ CUSTOM-HOUSE BUSINESS.

316. A Port of Entry is a place, usually a seaport

or frontier city, where foreign commodities are permitted

by law to come into use in the country, by the payment of

Custom Duties.

317. A Custom-house is a place at a port of entry,

where government officers collect duties.

318. Duties are taxes laid upon imported or exported

goods and the tonnage of vessels, by the National Govern-

ment, for revenue and for the protection of home industry.

319. Tonnage of a vessel is its capacity for freight

estimated by lawful measurement. 40 cubic feet equals 1

ton.

320. The Tonnage Tax is levied on foreign ves-

sels, and is estimated on the vessel's tonnage.

321. An Invoice is a statement of goods, from the

seller to the buyer, or importer, showing the quantity and

prices of the articles.

Duties are of two kinds, ad valorem and specific.

322. Ad valorem duty is a certain per cent, on the

cost of goods as stated in the invoice.

323. Specific duty is a tax on the actual weight, or

measure of merchandise ; hence, allowances are made be-

fore computing the duty.

324. Leakage is an allowance on liquors in casks.

325. Breakage is an allowance on liquors in bottles.

326. Draft, or Tret, is an allowance in the weight

of goods, on account of waste, or refuse matter.

327. Tare is an allowance for the weight of the bags,

boxes, etc., containing the goods.

328. Grross Weight, or measure, is the weight be-

fore any allowances are nlade.
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329. Net Weight, or measure, is the weight of the

goods alone, and upon which the duty is computed.

Note.—The rate of leakage, draft, tare, etc., is regulated by law, and

varies at different times.

The rates of allowances for draft are as follows

:

On 112 lb., 1 lb.—from 112 lb. to 225 lb., 2 lb.—from 224 lb. to 337 lb.,

3 lb.—from 336 lb. to 1121 lb., 4 lb.—from 1120 lb. to 2017 lb., 7 lb.—

Above 2016 lb., 9 lb.

Note.—Contraband goods are those whose importation or exportation is

prohibited by law. Smuggling is the business of importing or exporting

contraband goods, or dutiable goods, secretly, so as to avoid the payment of

duties.

330. PROBLEM 1.

—

To compute ad valorem, duties.

1. "What is the duty, at 37^$, on 40 pieces of silk, each

containing 35 yd., invoiced at $2.25 a yd. ? Ans. $1181.25.

Rule.—See Problem 1, 252, Rule.

2. What is the duty, at 35$, on 436 yards of satin, at

$1.75 a yard ? Ans. $267.05.

3. What is the duty, at 40$, on 15 cases of French

broadcloth, each containing 25 pieces of 35 yards each, in-

voiced at $3.95 a yard ? Ans.^ Z- < ,
' A

4. A. T. Stewart imported 25 cases of silk, each contain-

ing 32 pieces, of 36 yards each, invoiced at $2.50 a yard

;

what is the ad valorem duty, at 35$ ? Ans.

331. PROBLEM 2. To compute specific duties.

1. What is the duty on 4 hogsheads of sugar, each

weighing 1280 lb., gross, at 2f cents a pound ; tare 14$?
Ans. 121.088.

2. What is the duty on 420 bags of coffee, each weigh-

ing 240 lb. gross, at 3 cents a pound ; tare 3$ ?

Ans. •

3. When there is a duty on tea, of 10 cents a pound,

what must be paid on 25 chests, each weighing 120 lb.

gross ; tare 10$ ? Ans,
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INSURANCE (694).

332. Insurance is security against loss.

333. Property Insurance is security against loss by
fire, shipwreck, &c. Health, Life, and Accident In-

surance are securities against loss of health and life, and

loss by accident. (696).
334. The Base is the amount for which the insur-

ance is effected.

335. The Policy is the written contract between the

insurer, or underwriter, and the insured. (698).
336. The Premium is the sum paid by the insured to

the insurer, and is estimated at a certain rate %> on the base.

PE0BLEM 1.— Given tJie base and rate % to find tlie premium.

1. An iron foundery is insured for $9840, at 1J$ ; what
is the amount of the premium ? Ans. $172.20.

Rule.—See Problem 1, 252, Rule.
2. A house valued at $3240, was insured at T

3
a of 1% ;

what was the premium. Ans. $9.72.

3. A steamboat valued at $48000, has an insurance on |
of its value, at Z\% ; what is vthe premium ? Ans.

4. A, at the age of 40, effects an insurance on his life for

4 years, for the sum of $8000, at the rate of $1.80 on $100
per annum ; what is the annual premium ? Ans. ~jl i j

PROBLEM 2. Given the hose and premium to find the rate %
1. A man paid $64.80 for the insurance of $8640 on his

house ; required the rate of insurance ? Ans. $%.
Rule.—See Problem 2, 253, Rule.

PROBLEM 3. Given the rate % and premium to find the base,

1. At 11% the premium for insuring my store was $89.10 :

required the amount of the insurance? Ans. $6480,

Rule:—See Problem 3, 254, Rule.
2. The premium for insuring a tannery for * of its value,

at \\%, was $145.60 ; required the value of the tannery?

Ans. $11648.
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EXCHANGE (703).

337. Exchange is the process of remitting money
from one place to another by Drafts and Bills of Ex-
change.

[A Draft.]

$500. J&* ^K o*fc
ty,
%™ay /, /tfjm

<&4*idu dayJ a/vels JtanS, /ta-u •/<> Q&a-meJ J?ecK, el ote/eis, c&fcvs

tflDtvncHctv' ISO&ftald, ana cnaiac zA-e/ Janvc zo -/nu accoetn-1/.

c% vWCodaf croat, t/tcienl'u Tbtina,

338. The Drawer, or Maker, is the person who
signs the draft.

339. TJie Drawee is the person on whom the draft

is made.

340. The Payee is the person to whom the draft is

made payable.

341. An Acceptance is the promise of the drawee,

to pay the draft at maturity, and is made by writing,

" Accepted," with his name and the date on the face of the

draft.

342. An Indorsement of a draft, by the payee, is

made in the same manner as the indorsement of a note.

343. A Sight Draft is an order to pay at sight.

344. A Time Draft is an order requiring payment

at a specified time.

345. The Days of Grace are the 3 days usually

allowed to the drawee after the draft falls due.

346. A Draft or Bill of Exchange is at a Premium
when the price paid is greater than its face, and at a

Discount, when the price paid is less than its face.

347. Domestic, or Inland Exchange is when
both the drawer and drawee reside in the same country.
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34:8* PROBLEM 1.

—

Given tJie face of a draft, the rate per cent,

of exchange, qnd the time, to find its cost.

1. What must I pay in Chicago for a draft of $860 on

New York, exchange being 2|$ premium ?

OPERATION.

Analysis.— The cost of ex-

change of $1 is $1 + $0,025=

$1,025, and of $860, 860 x $1,025

= $881.50.

$1.00

.025, rate of exchange.

1.025, cost of $1.

860

61500

8200

discount at 7$ for 36 da.

cost at par of $1.

rate of exchange.

cost of $1 of the draft

$881,500, Ans.

2. "What must be paid in Cincinnati for a draft of $4800

on New York, at 33 days, exchange 2\% premium ?

Analysis. — The dis- operation.

count of $1 at lfc for 36

days is $0,007, which be-

ing subtracted from $1

leaves $0,993, the cost of

$1 of the draft, if the ex-

change was at par. To

this add the premium of

$1, $0,022, and we have

$1,015, the cost of $1

of the draft. Hence the

cost of $4800, the draft, is

4800 x $1.015= $4872.

3. A merchant in New Orleans wishes to pay in New
York $15860, and exchange is %\% premium ; required the

cost of the draft ? Ans. $16415.10.

4. A merchant in New York wishes to pay in Charleston

$980, and exchange is 1|% discount ; required the cost of

the draft? Ans. $962.85.

5. Required the cost of a draft of $8500, for 60 days, at

{)%, exchange being \\% premium? Ans.

6. Required the cost of a draft of $7600, for 30 days, at

6%, exchange being 2$$ discount ? Ans.

$1.00

.007,

^9937
.022,

1.015,

4800

812000

4060

$4872.000 cost of the draft.
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340* PBOBLEM 2.

—

Given tlie cost of a draft, the rate per cent,

of exchange, and tlie time, to find its face.

1. A merchant in Nashville paid $8570.121 for a 60 days'

draft on New York, exchange being 1|$ premium, and

interest 6% ; required the face of the draft.

Analysis.—By 348, operation.

Prob. 1, Ex. 2, we find the
$1-0000

cost of $1 of the draft to
.0105, the discount for 63 da.

be $1.00825. Hence, .9895, the cost of $1, at par.

$8570.125 -4- $1.00825,= .01875, the rate of exchange.

$8500, is the face of the ^^ &q cogt rf $1 rf^^
draft.

2. Kequired the face of a draft for $16415.10, exchange

being Z\% premium ? Ans. $15860.

3. Kequired the face of a draft for $962.85, exchange be-

ing lf$ discount? Ans.'

FOREIGN EXCHANGE (703).

350, A Foreign Bill of Exchange is a draft in

which the drawer and drawee live in different countries.

[A Fokeign Bill or Exchange.]

£200. J&» <^<< Jt^ ^ /oy /jyz

&o<t <uaA^ of *Jw, oai/y^hf/ ^$<-te o/ Gaxnanaes fdecomcv' anas

dntias o/ dames tends ancfr aa</es tctonatwj j /iay *& /nc &laets o/

JrVuaA v'tluMJow *n ^Con/aon*, own Aunalet/' Aotvnav d%el-una/ values

lecevvea, ant/' cAataes /Aes James /o -my account,

c% <J&((e€ ^/W/Cui, ^ztaveiJ' 36c^Ul^man'.

40'&*«*'dfitleeS, ^on</on.

Note.—In foreign exchange, to prevent loss or delay two or three

drafts of the same tenor and date are drawn up and sent by different con-

veyances, or at different times ; on the payment of either the other two
are worthless. Each draft must have a stamp attached.

351, Foreign exchange is computed the same as inland

exchange, except that the currency of one country must be

reduced to that of another. (707).
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352. The Par value of exchange between the

U. S. and England previous to 1834 was at the rate of

£9 = $40

Hence, the exchange value of £1 = $4.44|

To this add % = .40 and we have the

Present Commercial value of £1 = $4.84$, or $4.84, in specie

In all exchange with England, the £ is reckoned at its

former value, $4$, instead of its present value, $4.84.

Therefore, the true par value of exchange on England, is

9% premium on the nominal, or former value of £1 (704).

Note.—The 9$ is added to compensate for tbe adulteration of our coin.

353. To find the value of a bill of exchange expressed in. Ster-

ling money, in United States money.

1, A merchant in New York, wishes to remit to London

a bill of exchange for £146 10s. 6d. ; required the cost of

this bill, when exchange is at %\% premium.

£146 10s, 6d, = £146.525

Add 9i#= 13.919+

itequired amount in £'s = £160.444

40

9)6417.760

£= the number of dollars. $713,084+ . Ans.

Rule.—!. Reduce the amount of the bill to £ and decimals

of a£, and add to it the premium of exchange.

2. Find %°- of the result, which will be the amount expressed

in United States money.

2. A merchant in Boston, buys a bill of exchange on

London for £125 15s. 6d. ; required the cost of this bill

when exchange is at 11$ premium. Ans. $620.49.

3. A merchant in Philadelphia, buys a bill of exchange

on London for £250 10s. Gd. ; what is the cost of this bill

when exchange is at 12J# premium ? Ans,
|

354. All bills of exchange on France are expressed in

Francs. And exchange in this country is quoted at a cer-

tain number of francs and centimes to the dollar. (707).
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EQUATION OP PAYMENTS.

355. Equation of Payments is the process of

finding the average time for the equitable payment of seve-

ral sums due at different times.

356. The Term of Credit is the time from the

contracting of a debt to the time of its becoming due.

357. TJie average Term of Credit is the time

to elapse before the equated time.

358. The Equated Time is the date of payment

of the entire indebtedness without loss to either party.

350. To find the equated time, ivhen the terms of credit begin at

the same date.

1. I purchased goods January 4, 1865, to the amount of

$1200 ; $300 of which is due in 4 months, $400 in 5 months,

and $500 in 8 months? Kequired the equated time for

paying the whole sum at once ?

OPERATION.

Mo. Mo. Mo.

4x300=1200

5 x 400=2000

8 x 500=4000

Analysis.—A credit on $300 for 4

months= a credit on $1 for 1200 mo.

A credit on $400 for 5 mo.=a credit

on $1 for 2000 mo.

A credit on $500 for 8 mo.=a credit

on 1$ fbr 4000 mo.

Hence, the entire credit=a credit 1200) 7200(6 mo.
on $1 for 7200 mo.=a credit on $1200

for
ffo of 7£00 mo.=6 mo.

Therefore, the average term of credit is 6 mo., and the

equated time is July 4, 1865, or 6mo. from January 4.

Rule,—Multiply each sum due by its term of credit, and

divide the sum of the products by the sum of the payments, the

quotient will be the average term of credit.
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Note.—This Rule, though sanctioned by custom, is not strictly correct,

as it assumes that a sum paid a certain time after it is due balances an

equal sum paid the same time before it is due ; that is, that interest and

discount are equal, which is not true.

A debt is properly discharged after it is due by paying its amount, and

belore it becomes due by paying its present worth.

IixusxRATiON—Suppose A owes B $4480, $2240 of which is due in 2

years, and the remaining $2240 in 10 years, what is the average term of

credit, interest 6 per cent. ?
m

The average term of credit, according to the above rule, is 6 years.

This assumes that the payment of $2240, 4 years after it is due, balances

the payment of $2240, 4 years before it is due.

Justice, however, requires that B should receive the amount of the first

$2240 for 4 years -$2777.60, since it was not paid until 4 years after it was

due- and the present worth of the second $2240 for 4 years =$1806.45,

since it was paid 4 years before it was due. Hence the rule occasions an

error of $2777.60 +$1806.45-$4480= $104.05. The following is an accurate

•Rale.—Find the present worth of each sum due (278,

Rule), then find by (Rule, 271, Prob. 2), the time in

which the sum of these present worths will amount to the sum

of all the payments.

Note.—In the following examples the average term of credit is found

by Rule under (339).

1. I owe April 10, 1864, $800 ; $100 of which is due in

2 months, $400 in 3 months, and the remainder in 6

months. What is the equated time for the payment of the

whole ?
Ans-

AuS- 10
>
1864

2. A man owes July 15, 1864, $400 payable in 3 months,

$500 in 6 months, and $600 in 8 mo. What is the equated

time of payment for the whole ? Ans. Jan. 15, 1865.

3. A owes B a certain sum, \ of which is due in 3

months, \ in 6 months, and the remainder in 8 months.

What is the average term of credit? Ans.

4. A purchased a farm, Nov. 1, 1864, for $6400, and

agreed to pay $1000 of it in 3 months, $2400 in 9 months,

and the remainder in 12 monfcis. What is the equated

time for the payment of the whole ? Ans.
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3S0» Wlien the terms of credit begin at different times.

1. Purchased goods of StilwelL Brown & Co., as follows

1864, Feb. 2d. To merchandise on 3 mo. credit, $460.

Feb. 5th.
" " 4 " $680.

March 28th. " " 5 " $560.

April, 12th. " " 5 " $840.

Required the equated time for the payment of ah these bills,

The above bills become due as follows :

OPERATION.

Note. — When a Days. Days,

payment is due on Due May 2d, 00 x $460= 00000

the day from which Due June 5th, 34 x $680=23120
the equated time is Due Aug. 28th, 118 x $560= 66080
reckoned, the corre- Due g .

12tl 133 x |840=:u 1 72
spondiug product is

*
.

nothing, but the pay- $2540 )200920(79 days,

ment is to be added e^c
in finding the sum of the payments.

Analysis.—The $460 becomes due May 2d. The $680, $560,

and $840 becomes due, respectively, in 34, 118, and ] 33 days from

May 2d. By Eule (330;,) we find the average term of credit to bo

79 days. Hence, the equated time is 79 days from May 2d, which

is July 20, 1864.

3G1» WJien the terms of credit are of equal length.

1. A merchant sold to B goods as follows :

1864. April 8th. To mdse. on 6 mo. credit, $470.

May 17th. " " 6 " " 840.

June 23d. " " 6 " " 980.

July 10th. " "6 " " 580.

Required the equated time of payment ?

OPEBATION.

Days.

Analysis.—The equa- April 8, 00 x $470= 00000

ted time is 56 days after May 17, 39 x 840= 32760

the first amount falls due; June 23, 76 x 980=74480
that is 56 days after Oct. July 10

}
93 x 580= 53940

# 2870 )161 180(56 days

etc.

8, or on the 3d of Dec
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1. G. Travis bought the following bills of goods :

G. Travis To B. C. Sherman, Br.

1864. Feb. 1, To mdse. on 4 months, $300.

March 7, " " 4 " $185.

April 15, " " 4 " $280.

May 20, " " 4 " $210.

What is the equated time of payment of the above bills ?

( Ans. July 23. a—

-

^1 2. Bought goods of A. T. Stewart & Co., as follows :

1864. May 5, To mdse. on 2 mo. $860.

June 20, " " 4 mo. $480.

July 10, " " 5 mo. $760.

What is the equated time of payment of these bills ?

Ans. • ' &L~ C
3. Bought of Sheldon & Co., the following bilk ofmdse;

1865. Jan. 2, To mdse. on 1 mo. $420.

Feb. 20, " " 3 mo. $420.

March 15, " " 6 mo. $910.

What is the equated time of payment ? Ans.

362» When a debt due at a future time has received partialpay-
ments, to find when the remainder in equity should be paid.

1. A owes $600, due in 6 months : 4 months before it is

due $200 is paid, and" 2 months before it is due $200 more

is paid. How long after the expiration of the 6 months
may the remaining $200 remain unpaid ?

OPERATION.

Analysis.—A credit on $200 for 4 mo. = ) / onn_ unr)

a credit on $1 for 800 mo. )

A credit on $200 for 2 mo. = a credit on ) « oqq—. aqq
$1 for 400 mo. )

~~

Hence, the whole credit = the credit on $1 200 ) 1200
for 1200 mo. which = a credit on $200, the —

—

balance remaining due, for 5fj of 1200 mo.= omo.

G months. Therefore, the $200 may be retained 6 months aftei

the stated time.

/
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Rule.—Multiply each payment by the time it was paid be-

fore due, and divide the sum of these products by the sum re-

maining unpaid ; the quotient will be the required lime.

1. A person owes $800, due in 10 months ; in 4 mo. he

pays $200, and 3 mo. after that he pays $100 ; how long

after the expiration of the 10 mo. may the balance remain

unpaid ? Ans. 3 mo.

2. A lends B $800, payable in 12 months ; in 4rao. B
pays A $100, 3 mo. after that $200, and 1 mo. before it is

due $100 ; how long after the expiration of the 12 mo. may
the balance remain unpaid ? Ans.

.

303* To average an account in which there are debtor and
credit items.

Balance is a mercantile term expressing the difference

between the debtor and credit sides of an account.

1. What is the balance of the following account and

when is it due ?

Dr. KOBEET MOSELT. Cr

1864.
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Analysis.—Take the last date of the account, or any later date, as

the point of reckoning, and find the number of days between this

date and the date of each item falling due ; then proceed according to

Rule {359).
The balances being on the Dr. side show that on July 20th,

Robert Mosely owes $410 and the interest of $1 for 12140 days.

The interest of $1 for 12140 days equals the interest of $410 for

zYs of 12140 days=30 days. Hence, July 20th, Robert Mosely

owes the amount of $410 for 30 days; that is, the balance, $410,

fell due 30 days prior to July 20, i.e. on the 20th day of June,

Rule.

1. Take the latest date of the account, or any later date, as

the date of reckoning, and find the number of days between

this date and the date on which each item fell due, and use

them as multipliers of the respective items.

2.

—

Balance the columns of products and items, and divide

theformer by the latter ; then subtract the quotientfrom, or add
it to, the date of reckoning, as the case requires, and it will give

the equated time.

Note.—When the two balances are on the same side of the account
subtract the quotient from the date of reckoning, and when on opposite

sides of the account add quotient to the date.

2. Required the balance of the following account, and
when it is due.

Dr.
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CASH BALANCE.

364:* To settle an account in which tliere are debtor and credit

items.

365. Merchandise Balance is the balance of the

items without interest.

366* Interest Balance is the balance of the inter-

est items.

367. Cash, or Net Balance, is the balance when
the merchandise and interest balances are considered.

1. What is the cash balance of the following account,

Aug. 20, 1865, at 1%.

Dr. E. Platt. Cr.

1865.
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multiply it by the interest of $1 for 1 day ; the result will be

the interest balance, which add to the items of the side having

the larger sum.

3. Tlienfnd the difference of the sums of the two columns of
items, which will be the cash balance.

2. What is the cash balance of the following account,

Aug. 30, 1864, at 7<? ?

Dr.
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375. A ratio exists only between numbers of the

unit value. Thus, the ratio of 12 men to 4 men is equal to

the ratio of 3 men to 1 man, or 3 ; but there is no ratio

existing between 8 men and 4 apples.

Note.—1. The sign : is an abbreviation of * and is equivalent to it.

2. Some American authors have erroneously expressed the ratio of one

number to another by dividing the consequent by the antecedent, and

have called it the " French Method." See Stoddard & Henkle's Elemen-

tary, or University Algebra.

376. The relations of the antecedent, consequent, and

ratio may be thus expressed :

The ratio of 12 to 4 is 3.

( 12s-4=3. That is, antecedents-consequent= ratio.

.*.

-J

12^-3=4. That is, antecedents-ratio=consequent.

(4x3=12. That is, consequent x ratio= antecedent

.

"What is the ratio of

1. 6 to 3? Ans. 2. I 3. | to 3? Ans.

2. 24 feet to 8 feet ? Ans. 3. | 4. § to £ ? Ans.

5. Antecedent, 32, ratio, 8 ; what is the consequent ?

6. Consequent, 7, ratio, 3 ; what is the antecedent ?

377. A Compound Ratio is a ratio which arises

from the multiplication of the corresponding terms of two

or more simple ratios ; thus,

6 :3=2
8:4=2

a j • * 6) 3) . 613
And is expressed g > : \ =4, or : =4.

6x8:3x4=4 48 :12=4 48:12

PROPOSITION.

—

Dividing both terms of a ratio by the same num-

ber does not affect the value of the ratio.

1. "What is the value of the compound ratio
g |

:

12 |

?

OPERATION 1. OPERATION 2.

2

W*$ amo *t I . 1 1 — An*.
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PROPORTION.
378. A Simple Proportion is an expression de-

noting the equality of two simple ratios. It is indicated

thus,

4 : 2 : : 6 : 3 ; or thus, 4 : 2=6 : 3,

and is read 4 is to 2 as 6 is to 3 ; or the ratio of 4 to 2=
the ratio of 6 to 3.

Hence every proportion has two couplets and four terms.

379. TJie Extremes are the first and fourth terms.

380. The Means are the second and third terms.

381. Since in a proportion, the ratio of the first to the

second term is equal to the ratio of the third to the fourth

term, the proportion,

4 : 2 :: 6 : 3
4 6

becomes s=5> multiplying each member by 2 and 3, we

have 4x3=6x2. Hence,

382. In every proportion, the product of the means is equal

to the product of tlie extremes.

1. Either extreme is equal to the product of the means

divided by the other extreme.

2. Either mean is equal to the product of the extremes

divided by the other mean.

3. Thefourth term of a proportion is equal to the third

term divided by the ratio of thefirst to the second.

Note.—We will denote the required term of a proportion by the let-

ter a;.

1. Find the value of # in the proportion,

48 x 7
12 : 48 : : 7 : x, .-. x=-^-= 28, Ans.

Find the value of x in each of the following proportions

:

1. 9 : 16 : : 36 : x. Ans. GW'x : 15 : : 3 : 9. Ans. 5.

2. 7 : 42 : : x : 96. Ans. 16.15. $2| : $3£ : : 12 bu. : xbu.

3. 8 : x : : 5 : 20. Ans. 32.|6. 4t/tf. : IQyd. : : $7 : $*.
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SIMPLE PROPORTION.

383* In Simple Proportion there are three terms

given to find a fourth ; hence, Proportion is often called

« Rule of Three."

384. Two of the three terms given must be of the same de-

nomination, andform the first couplet of the proportion , the

third term is like the required answer.

1. If 6 bushels of wheat are worth $7.50, how much are

24 6m. worth?

bu.
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at will 147 bushels of potatoes cost, if 35 bushels
cost $17.85 ?

. . Ans. $74.97. -
-4. What will 212 bushels of corn cost, if 45 bushels cost

$28.121 1 Ans^ |132 50-

^5. What will 195 boxes of raisins cost, if 812 boxes cost

$238.50? Ans. $219.37*.

— 6. If a man traveled 357 railed in 14 days, how many
miles, at this rate, will he travel in 25 days ? Ans. 6371.

"""

7. If 15 sheep cost $15.90, how many sheep can be
bought for $155.82 ? Ans. 147.—8. If 25 men can do a piece of work in 27| days, how
many days will it take 5 men to do it? Ans. 1371 *—

^—-9. A man bought cows, at $19.50 a head, to the amount
of $487.50 ; how many cows did he buy? Ans. 25.
"-40. What is the cost of 15 pieces of delaine, each con-
taining- 341 yards, at the rate of $13.75 for 25 yards?

Ans. $284.625._ .

"11. If 95 men consume 27 barrels of flour in 4 weeks,
how many barrels will last them 52 weeks ? Ans. 351.

-12. If the interest of $140 is $4.90 in 6 mo., in what time
will the interest be $140 ? Ans. 14^ yr.

* 13. If $95 in 1 yr. 9 mo. give $6.25 interest, what sum in
the p-ane time will give $212 interest ? Am $3222|.

14. If $60 in 2 yr. 8 mo. give $6.75 interest, what sum
will in i of the time, give $135 interest ? Ans. $4800.

*- 15. If 25 men build a wall, 25 rods long, in 6 days, how
,

many men will be required to build a wall 175 rods long, in
the same time ? Ans. 350.
~* 16. If a railroad-car move 18 miles in 30 minutes, how
far will it go in 4 days of 8 hours each ? Ans. 1152 mi.

17. If in 82| feet there are 5 rods, how many rods in

5280 feet, or 1 mile ? Ans. 320.
18. If 18| bushels of grain make 4 barrels of flour, how

many bushels will be required to make 145 barrels ?

Ans. 679{ £.
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19. If 25 acres of land sell for $345.50, what will be the

cost of a farm containing 150 acres ? Ans. $2073.

20. What will be the cost of 356 pounds of wool, if 76

pounds cost $32.49 ? Ans. $152.19.

21. If 15 sheep yield 41£ pounds of wool, how many
pounds will 135 sheep yield? Ans. 371£.

22. How many yards of cloth can be bought for $347.50,

when 3.75 yards cost $12.25 ? Ans. 106.37 +

.

23. How many pounds of coffee can be bought for

$4,775, when 15 pounds cost $1,871 ? Ans. 38|.
j

Note.—Compound numbers of the same couplet must be reduced to

the same unit value, and those of the third term to a single unit value.

24. If a tree 24 feet 8 inches in height, cast a shadow

49 feet 4 inches, what is the length of the shadow of a tree,

at the same time, whose height is 36 feet 6 inches ?

OPERATION.
ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

24 8 : 36 6 : : 49 4 : x, the length of shadow required.

in. in. in.

296 : 438 :: 592 : x. .\x = lSft.

25. If 6 horses eat 17 bu. 2 pk. of oats in a week, how
much would 25 horses eat in the same time ?

Ans. 72 bu. 3| pk.

26. If the transportation of 12 cwt. 95 miles, cost $18,

what will the transportation of 27 cwt. 3 qr. cost for 3 times

as far? Ans. $124|.

27. If a person accomplish a certain piece of work in

121 days, by working 8 hours a day, in how many days

will he accomplish the same work, by working 12f hours a

day ? Ans. 75 da. 22 h. 7T
X

7 min.

28. If 18 meu, in 1 week, earn £20 15s. 8d. how much
can 72 men earn in \ of the time ? Ans. ££1 lis. 4d.

29. If 12 bu. 3 pk. 7 qt. of grass-seed are worth $58.50,

how much will 116 bu. 2 pk. 7 qt. cost? Ans. $526.50.
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30. If 15 horses, in 4 days, consume 87 bu. 6 qt. of oats,

how many horses will 610 bu. 1 pic. 2 qt. keep for the same

time? Ans. 105.

31. If 8 yards of silk cost $12.25, what will 15 yards 3

quarters cost ? Ans. $24.12, nearly.

32. Allowing 6 horses to consume 25 bu. 3 pk. 4 qt. of

oats in a week, how much would 16 horses eat in the same

time. Ans. 69 bushels.

33. If a person perform a journey in 12 days by travel-

ing 81 hr. a day, how long will it take him to perform the

same journey by traveling 12 hr. a day ? Ans. 8 da. 9 hr^J,

34. What will be the cost of 8 cwt. 3 qr. 12| lb. of beef,

if 4 cwt. cost $34? Ans. $75TV
35. If 18 sacks, each measuring 5 bushels, will contain a

given quantity of grain, how many sacks, each containing

31 bushels, will contain the same quantity? Ans. 27.

36. If 21 head of cattle require 15 A. 2 B. 38 sq. rd. of

pasture, how many acres would 95 cattle require for the

same length 'of time? Ans. 71 A. R. 30|Q sq. rd.

37. If 8 men mow 15.95 acres of grass in a day, how
many men in \ the time can mow 31.9 acres ? Ans. 32.

38. The capacity of a cistern is 2400 gallons, and is filled

with water by a pipe which pours into it 9 gal. 3 qt. a min-

ute. By a leakage, 1 gal. 2 qt. 1 pi. is lost every minute

during the time of filling. In what time will the cistern

be filled ? Ans. 4 hr. 55 win. 23^ sec.

39. If § of an acre of land is worth $148, how much is {§
of an acre worth ? Ans. $370.

Note.—Questions containing fractions can be most conveniently solved

by
OPERATION BY CANCELLATION.

3 15
k : Ya

'•

: $14& : x, the value sought.

5 74

*=
i
x
ii

xx =t$370, An*
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40. If § of a farm is worth $240, how much is f of it

worth ? Ans. $320.

41. If | of a barrel of flour is worth $5.25, how much is

T
«
3 of it worth ? Ans. $2,625.

42. If j % of a city lot is worth $3400, how much is § of

it worth? Am. $2408J.

43. What cost 6| pounds of tea, if 3f pounds cost $4.75 ?

Y Am. $8.55.

—44. What cost 22? yards of cloth, if 5j
6
6 yards cost

$25.75? Ans. $103.

45. What length of board that is 8f inches in width, will

be required to make a square foot? Ans. 16T̂ in.

4G. Bought 7J yards of cloth for $27.45 ; what will 12

yd. 3 qr. 2 na. cost at the same rate ? Ans. $46.50+ .

47. If T
3
f of a ship's cargo is worth $5100, how much is

the whole cargo worth ? Aim. $17340.

/ 48. If 2
3
o enough water run in a ship by a leak, in 2 da.

18 hr. 30 min. to sink her, how long before she will sink ?

Ans. 18 da. 11 hr. 20 min.

49. If sound moves 1100 feet in a second, how far distant

is a cloud in which lightning is observed 20 seconds before

the thunder is heard, no time being allowed for the motion

of light ? Am- 22000//!.=4£ mi.

50. If light move 192500 miles in a second, how long

will it take to move from the Sun to the Earth, a distance

of 95000000 of miles ? Ans. 493|| sec.

51. If a steamship can sail 3000 miles in 9| days, how

long, at this rate, would it require to sail 24900 miles ?

Ans. 78^1 days.

52. The diurnal rotation of the earth moves its equato-

rial portions about 24900 miles during a solar day ; how

far is that in each minute ? Ans. 17.29£ miles,

53. Admitting the earth to move in its orbit about the

sun 597000000 miles in 365 days 6 hours ; how far on an

average does it move in 1 minute? Ans. 1135^2g
9
s
5
3 rm»
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54. If it require 35 yards of carpeting, f of a yard wide,

to cover a floor, how many yards, 1^ yards wide, will cover

the same floor ? Ans. /
*7"-£

55. Bought 25 \ barrels of flour, at $6 T
6
T a barrel, and

paid for it with sheep, at %\l each ; how many sheep did

it take ? Ans.
J

\
1

^,56. If 6| barrels of sugar cost $112.75, how much will

1 of a barrel cost ? Ans.

57. If 13f yards of cassimere cost $19 1, what will 5|
yards cost ? Ans.

58. If 2| barrels of beef cost $20.75, how much will H
barrels cost ? Ans.

59. If 5 pounds of butter cost $1.82^, how much will Im-

pounds cost ? Ans. :

, V %_
60. If | of an apple cost f of a cent, what will f of an

apple cost? Ans. A
61. If it require 10 men to build 360 rods of-wall in sis

days, how many men will it require to build 1440 rods in

the same time? Ans.

62. If 24 men in 8 days can perform a certain piece of

work, how many men will be required to accomplish the

same piece of work in six days? Ans. V J^ ^g*/n**

63. If 4 horses eat 2 bushels of oats in one-third of a

day, how many horses will consume 144 bushels in the

same time? Ans. |40 .

64. If a staff 9| feet long cast a shadow 12| feet, what is

the height of that steeple whose shadow at the same time

measures 285 feet

?

Ans. jwjft -

65. A cistern whose capacity is 240 hogshea'ds, receives? ,

from a pipe 114 gallons in an hour. By leakage 1^ gallons

run out each minute during the time of filling. In what

time will the cistern be filled ? Ans.

66. How many pine-apples will pay for 36 melons, worth

32 cents each, if 28 pine-apples are worth 1152 ten-cent

pieces ? Ans.
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""-* COMPOUND PROPORTION.

385. A Compound Proportion is an expression

denoting the equality of two ratios, either, or both, being

compound. As in Simple Proportion,

386. TJie product of the means is equal to the product of

the extremes. Hence,

1. Afactor in either extreme equals the product of the means

divided by the product of the otherfactors in the extremes.

2. A factor in either mean equals the product of the ex-

tremes divided by the product of the otherfactors in the means.

1. Find the value of x in

6
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Analysis.—If 8 men in 10 da. of 8 hr. each earn $96, 1 man in the

same time will earn \ of $96=$12; and 12 men will earn 12 x $12=
$144. If in 10 da. of 8 hr. each, 12 men earn $144, in 1 day they will

earn TV of $144= $14.40; and in 5 days, 5 x $14.40=$72. If in

5 days by working 8 hours a day, 12 men earn $72, by working 1

hour a day, they will earn ] of $72=$9 ; and by working 12 hours

a day they will earn 12 x $9=$108.
•

METHOD BY CANCELLATION.

Analysis.—Place $96, the 12 3 3
odd term, first. Since 8 men $0* %<£ * ^g
earn $96, 12 men will earn T x -*- x ^;

x-r-=$108. Ans.

of $96. If 12 men earn
10 10

5

they will earn r
5
8
x '/ x $96. If 12 men in 5 days of 8 hours each,

earn r
s
5 x

l

f x $96, if the days were 12 hours each, they will earn

Y x T5 x ¥x$96=$108.

METHOD BY COMPOUND PROPORTION.

OPERATION 1.

OPERATION 2.

3 3 12

*0

3

n

n

12

Note.—By reference to statement (a.), of the question, either method
of solution is so plain as to require no rule.

1. If a pasture of 20 acres feed 10 cows 4 months, how
many acres will feed 15 cows 6 months ? Ans. 45.

2. If 15 men in 9 days, by working 6 hours a day build

36 rods of stone-fence, how many rods can 25 men build in

15 days, by working 8 hours a day? Ans. 133|.

2. If 12 men can mow 48 acres of grass in 8 days, by
working 5 hours a day, how many men will be required to

mow 336 acres in 5 da. by working 12 hr. a day ? Ans. 56.

4. If the wages of 24 men for 4 days be $192, what will

be the wages of 36 men for 3 days ? Ans. $216.
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240 QUESTION8.

~"*f>. If 9 men can cut 28 cords of wood in 4 days, by work-

ing 6 hours a day, how many cords can 15 men cut in 16

days, by working 9 hours a day ? Ans. 280.

^^6. If a man travel 240 miles in 14 days, by traveling 6

hours a day, how many hours must he travel a day to go

480 miles in 18 days

?

An*. 9].

/CjT. If a marble slab 20 feet long, 5 fedk wide, and 4 inches

thick, weighs 850 pounds, what is the weight of another

slab of similar marble, whose length is 16 feet, width 4 feet,

and thickness 2 inches ? Ans. 272 pounds.

If 40 men in 8 days of 9 hours each, build a wall 120

rd. long, 9 ft. high, and 3 ft. thick, how many men will be

required to build a wall 162 rd. in length, 12 //. high, and

9//. thick, in 18 days, by working 12 hr. each day. Ans. 72.

"*^^. If $450 keep a family of 12 persons 20 weeks and 4

days, how much at the same rate will keep a family of 24

persons 45 weeks and 6 days? Ans.

^.10. If 400 yd. of cloth 1£ yd. wide clothe 220 men^ how
many yd. \ wide, will clothe 121 men? -Amm *

>
* l

-falt ,

~*^11. If 6 horses in 9 days, eat 70 bushels of oafe^how

many horses will consume 280 bu. in 27 days. Ans. C-

V12 If 140 yards of cloth f wide, cost $150, what will 210

yards of similar cloth cost, that is \ wide ? Ans.

\^3. If $250 will in 7 months gain $25, when the rate of

interest is 10$, how much will $750 gain in 9 months, if

the rate per cent, is 7? Ans.-, (Jf- tjO

\14. If 8 persons eat $40 worth of bread in 6 mo., when
flour is $7 a barrel, how many dollars' worth will 24 per-

sons eat in 8g mo. when flour is $5 a barrel? Ans.

""^SLS. If 100 men, by working 6 hr. each day, can in 27 da.

dig 18 cellars, each 40 ft. long, 36//. wide, and 12//. deep,

how many cellars, each 24 ft. long, 27 ft. wide, and 18 ft.

deep, can 240 men dig in 81 da. of 8 hr. each ? Ans. Jb

N 16. If 24 men, by working 8 hr. a day, can in 18 da. dig

a ditch 95 rd. long, 12 //. wide, and 9 //. deep, how many
men, in 24 da. of 12 hr. each, will be required to dig a ditch

380 rods long, 9//. wide, and 6ft, deep? Ans.
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PARTNERSHIP.
388. A Partnership is an association of two, or

more persons in business, each of whom is called a
Partner. Such an association is called a Company, Firm,
or House. {681, Note).

889. The Capital, or Stock is the amount of

property employed in the business. The profits and losses

of the firm are divided among the partners according to

the share of each in the business.

SIMPLE PARTNERSHIP.
390. Simple Partnership is a partnership in

which the capital of each partner is employed for the same
time.

1. A, B, and C entered into partnership ; A put in $120,
B $200, C $160 ; they gain $96 ; what is each man's gain ?

OPERATION.

$120 { A owns £§»= I of capital fA'sshareis] x$96=$24.
$200 .-.

-j
B owns fU= T% of capital. .\ J B's share is ^-x $96=$40.

$160 (C owns ||g= I of capital. ( C's share is £ x$96=$32.

$480

""""fc A, B, and C entered into partnership ; A puts in $340,
B $460, and C $500 ; they gained $390 ; what was the gain
of each? Ans. A's $102, B's $138, and C's $150.

3. A, B, and C purchased a farm for $3500, of which A
furnished $1500, B $1500, and C $500. They received $280
rent for the farm. How much of this rent is due each ?

Ans. A $120, B $120, C $40.

^4. A, B, C, and D hired a pasture for $120 ; A put in 120
sheep, B 160, C 180, and D 140. How much ought each to

pay? Ans. A $24, B $32, C $36, and D $28.

5. Four men traded in company with a stock of $4000,

and gained $840 : A's stock was $1000, B's $800, C's $1200,

and D's $1000. How much was each man's gain ?

Ans. A's $210, B's $168, C's $252, and D's $210.

11 !
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€. Of $1900, A is to have a certain sum, B twice as

much, C twice as much as B, D as much as A and C, and
E as much as B and D. How much is each to have ?

Ans. A $100, B $200, C $400, D $500, and E $700.

7. Divide 510 into four numbers that will be to each

other as 2, 3, 5, and 7. Ans. 60, 90, 150, and 210.

8. A and B found a purse containing $85, and agreed to

share it in the proportion of § to
f.

How much did each

receive ? Ans.

9. A, B, and C entered into partnership : A put in $60,

B $140, and C $280. They lost $144. How much wa»
each partner's loss ? Ans.

/ 10. A captain, mate, and 12 sailors, took a prize of $2240,

of which the captain takes 14 shares, the mate 6, and the

sailors, each 1 share. How much did each receive ?

Ans. C. $980, M. $420, and each S. $70.

Xll. A, B, C, D, E, and F, share among them $6300 : A
takes 4 of it, B 4, C 5, D as much as A and C, and the

remainder is divided between E and F in the proportion

of 3 to 5. How much does each receive ?

Ans. A $900, B 1260, C $1400, D $2300, E $165, F $275.

12. A, B, and C contribute $620 toward building a

church, situated 2 miles |fom A, 3 from B, and 5 from C.

Their shares were proportional to the reciprocals of their

distances from the church. How much did each contri-

bute? Ans.

13. A, B, and C contributed $35.35 toward building a

school-house, situated 1\ miles from A, If from B, and

2| from C. Their shares were reciprocally proportional to

their distance from the school-house. How much did each

contribute ? Ans.

14. Three men, A, B, and C, agree to reap a field of

wheat for $19.84 : A and B calculate that they can do f , A
and C that they can do §, and B and C that they can do §
of the labor. How much should each receive according to

these estimates ? Ans.
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COMPOUND PARTNERSHIP.
391. Compound Partnership is a partnership

in which the capital of the partners is employed for differ-

ent periods of time.

The profit, or loss is apportioned according to the capi-

tal of each partner and the time it has been employed in

the business.

1. A, B, and C entered into partnership ; A put in $100
for 4 months, B $300 for 2 months, and C $500 for 3

months ; they gained $250 ; how much is each man's gain ?

$• mo. $. OPERATION.

100 x 4= 400, A's for 1 mo. (A. owns -^%\=^ of the capital.

300 x 2= 600, B's for 1 mo. .: -j B owns }£6%= £s of the capital

500 x 3=1500, C's for 1 mo. ( C owns ^5= "? of the capital.

2500
( A's gain = 5

4
5 of $250 = $40.

.-.

-J

B's gain = -

2
«, of $250 = $60.

( C's gain = ^ of $250 = $150.

*"3. A and B enter into partnership ; A furnished $240
for 8 mo., and B $560 for 5 mo. They lost $118. How
much did each man lose ? Ans. A $48, and B $70.

3. A, B, and C hire a pasture for $180 ; A puts in 8 cows?

for 10 weeks, B 20 for 5 wk., and C 30 for 9 wk. How
much ought each to pay ? Ans. %$ >

4. To gather a field of wheat, A furnished 8 laborers for

5 days, B 12 for 3 da., and C 6 for 4 da. For the whole
work A, B, and C received $45.50. How much should each
receive ? Ans.^f)%&$ 3/flM^

5. A war-ship's crew consisting of 1 captain, 4 lieuten-

ants, 10 midshipmen, and 340 sailors, took a prize of

$7588.80, which was divided among them in proportion to

their pay and the time each had been in the service. The
capt. receives $160 a month ; the lieut's each $40, the mid'n
each $20, and the sailors each $10 : the capt. and lieut's

had been in the service 9 mo., the mid'n 6, and the sailors

5. How much did each receive ? Ans. The capt. $518.40, \

each lieut. $129.60, each mid'n $43.20, and each sailor $18^
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ALLIGATION.

392, Alligation treats of mixing ingredients of dif-

ferent values to produce a compound of an average value.

Note.—Alligation is more properly called Average.

ALLIGATION MEDIAL.

393, Alligation Medial is the process of finding

the average value of a mixture of given quantities of differ-

ent values.

1. A farmer mixes together 10 bu. of oats, at 40 cents a

bu., 15 bu. of corn, at 50 cents a bu., and 25 bu. of rye, at

70 cents a bu. ? What is the value of a bushel of the

mixture?

Analysis.

10 bu. at 40 cents a bu. is worth $4.00,

15 bu. at 50 cents a bu. is worth $7.50,

25 bu. at 70 cents a bu. is worth $17.50,

50 bu. is therefore worth $29.00,

and 1 bu. is worth $29.00-^-50= $0.58.

$0.58

~% A wine merchant mixed together 40 gallons of wine

at 80 cents a gallon, 25 gal. of brandy at 70 cents, and 15

gal. of wine at $1.50 ; what is the value of a gallon of the

mixture? Ans. $0.90.

,JJ. A grocer mixed 120 Tb. of sugar at 5 cents a pound,

150 lb. at 6 cents, and 130 lb. at 10 cents ; what is the value

of a pound of the mixture ? Ans.

^Nk A liquor-dealer mixed 8 gallons of alcohol 100%, 12

gal. 80%, 25 gal. 60%, 40 gal. 40%, and 60 gal. 20% strong ;

what is the strength of the mixture ? Ans.
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ALLIG-ATION ALTERNATE.

245

394, Alligation Alternate is the process of find-

ing the amounts of quantities of different values required

to produce a compound of a given value.

S9o» Given the values of several ingredients, to make a com-
pound of a given valtie.

1. How much of each sort of grain, at 48, 50, 68, and

85 cents a bushel, must be mixed together, so that the

compound will be worth 60 cents a bushel ?

OPERATION.

1. 2. 7. etc. 8. 9. etc. 10.

JL
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2. In the same manner form couplets of each of the others

by comparing a price less than the mean rate with one that is

greater.

X 3. Clear these couplets of fractions, if they contain any, by

multiplying them by the least common multiple of their denomi-

nators ; if the results contain a commonfactor, reject it. Tlie

numbers, or sum of the numbers standing opposite the several

pieces, will be the required result.

Note 1.—Always compare a quantity that is greater with one that is less

than the average price.

2. The above method is superior to the " linking process."

Find ten answers to each of the following questions :

-2. In what proportion must sugar worth 6, 8, and 10

cents a pound, be mixed together, so that a pound of the

mixture may be worth 7 cents ? -4ns. 4, 1, and 1.

^3. How many pounds of tea at 5, 6, 9, and 12 dimes a

pound, must be mixed, so that the mixture shall be worth

8 dimes a pound? Ans. 1, 2, 3, and 1.

4. Bought horses at $50 each, oxen at $40, cows at $25,

calves at $10, so that the average price per head was $30 ;

how many were bought of each ? Ans.

5. A goldsmith wishes to combine gold 15, 18, and 22

carats fine to make a metal of 20 carats fine ; required the

quantity of each ? (195, Note 2.) Ans.

306* When the quantity of one ingredient is given.

1. A farmer has corn worth 35 and 65 cents a bushel,

which he wishes to mix with 20 bushels at 50 cents a

bushel, so that the mixture shall be worth 45 cents a bushel.

How much must he take of each kind ?

1. 2. a. b. 5. 6

OPERATION.

7. 8. 9 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. etc

t«5J*U
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Analysis.—Cols, a and b are found by (393). We are to have
20 bu. of the 50 cent, kind ; hence, 10 times col. b added to 1, 2, 3^

or 4, etc. times coL a gives the several answers expressed in cols. 5,

6, 7, etc., any of which answers the condition of the question.

Note.—Find five answers to each of the following questions.

—2. How much oats at 30, barley at 40, and corn at 65
cents a bushel, must be mixed with 60 bu. of rye at 85 cents

a bu., so that the mixture may be worth 60 cents a bu. ?

Ans. 1 bu. of oats, 75 of barley, 6 of corn.

8. How much sugar, at 4, 5, and 9 cents a pound, must
be mixed with 72 pounds, at 12 cents a pound, so that the
mixture may be worth 8 cents a pound ?

__
Ans. 72, 1, and 3 ; or 1, 96, and 4 pounds.

--4. A merchant has 20 pounds of tea, worth §L50
pound, which he wishes to mix with four other kinds, worth
95, 75, 60, and 50 cents a pound ; how much must he take
of each, so that the mixture shall be worth 80 cents a
pound? Ans.<jf % .

—-5. A farmer sold hogs for $8, slieep for $6, cows for $30,
and 25 young cattle for $20 each ; the average price of all

was $16 each ; how many hogs, sheep and cows did ho
sell? AnsSf^ft i;VtA I

^6. A merchant sold flour for $10, molasses for $15, beef
for $30, and 72 barrels of pork for $40 a barrel ; what was
the number of barrels of each, if the average price was
$25 a barrel? Jus. ~m

307* When the quantity of tlie ingredients is given.

EXAMPLES.

1. A grocer mixed sugar worth 5, 7, 12, and 14 cents a
pound ; the compound consisted of 280 lb. worth 9 cents a

pound ; how many pounds of each did he take ?
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f

5 '
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The sum of col. a is 5, and of b is 6. We now seek a multiple of

6 added to a multiple of 6 that shall equal 100. 100 is a multiple ol

5 but not of 6. But 100—4, or 100—4 and a multiple of 6 (which is

less than 96), is a multiple of 6. The multiples of 5 which equal

x times 6, +4, are 10, 40, and 70. These numbers subtracted from
300 leave 90, 60, and 30. multiples of 6. Hence, 2xcol. a+ 15x
col. b, 8xa+10xb, and 14xa+5xb will give the three answers
in columns 4, 5, and 6.

Note.—In the following example the multipliers of the columns are
fractional.

2. A compound of 20 bushels worth $20, is composed of
clover seed worth $4 a bu., corn worth $| a bu., and oats
worth $i a bu. ; how many bushels are there of each?

Analysis.—By(39J
f
)we

find columns a and b, whose
sum, col. 5, contains a factor

2 Hence, if there are any 1 -j

multiples of a and b which
will meet the requirements

of the question, they must be
fractions whose denominator is 2. Double 20 and find the multipliers
as in the above question, and dividing each by 2, we have | and

|,
the multipliers of a and b. s x a+ i x b=col. 6, the answer.

y ANOTHEK METHOD.

398, The following method of solving questions in Alli^
gation is simple, and compares favorably with that already
given.

It would be well for the pupil in his review to solve tha
questions in Alligation by this method.

Question 1st, {395.)
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Note.—The gain or loss is placed in the first column ; + indicating

the gain, and— the loss. The second column, " u," denotes the number
of units of the different quantities taken.

Analysis.—I gain on 1 bu. of the 48 cent grain 12 cents, and on

1 bu. of the 50 cent grain 10 cents. I lose on 1 bu. of the 68 cent

grain 8 cents, and on 1 bu. of the 85 cent grain 25 cents.

As I am to neither gain or lose, I take 2 bu. of the first, and 3 bu.

of the third kind, which I place in column a. In like manner take

5 bu. of the second and 2 bu. of the fourth kind, and place it in

column b. Proceed with columns a and b as in the other method.

Note.—The pupil will observe that by taking 2 bu. of the first we gain

24 cents, and by taking 3 bu. of the third we lose 24 cents. Hence, by
taking the quantities in col. a, or any number of times col. a, we neither

gain nor lose. The same is true with column b.

Question 1st, (396.)

g. orl. u. a. b.

( 35

45

OPEKATION.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. etc.

35 I +10
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INVOLUTION" AND EVOLUTION.
INVOLUTION.

399. The Power of a number is the number itself,

or the product obtained by taking the number two or more
times as a factor (102J.

400. Involution is raising a number to a given

power.

401* The Exponent of a power is a small figure

placed at the right and a little above the number, to show
how many times it is used to produce the power

:

(4

1= the first power of 4, or the root.

42=4 x 4=16, the second power, or square of 4.

4S=4 x 4 x 4=64, the third power, or cube of 4.

4*=4 x 4 x 4 x 4=256, the fourth power of 4.

402. To involve a number to any power.

Rule.—Find the product of the number taken as a/actor as

many times as there are units in the exponent of the power.

EXAMPLES.

1. Square 36. Ans, 1296.

2. Square 179. Ans. 32041.

3. Cube 47. Ans. 103823.

4. Cube 39. Ans. 59319.

5. 24*= ? Ans. 331776.

6. (L2)*= ? Ans. 2.48832.

7. (§)'=? ^.fx|xf= 3V
8. (|)

4=? Ans.

9 (?£)*= f Ans. ^f£=15f.
10. (4§)

s=? Ans,^±=
11. (42.5)*=? Ans. 138657910.15625.

403* To find the product of different powers of the same number

1. Multiply 2s by 2 s
.

Analysis.—23 x 2 5=2
+
=28

; since 23 x2 5=(2x2 x2)x(2 x
2x2x2x2)=28=256.

Rule.— Take the sum of the exponents of thefactors for the

exponent of tlie product.

2. 3
4

x 3'= ? Ans.(±l S. 5s x 6*= ? f ^ :4ns.
*
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404:* To divide a power of a number by another power of tin

same number.

1. Divide 2* by 2
5
.

Analysis.—The analysis is the reverse of the above. 2"-i-2
B=

2
8~°=2 3=8.

Rule.—Subtract the exponent of the divisor from the expo-

nent of the dividend.

2. 47 4-43=? Ans. 256.

3. 6
7
-^-65=? Ans. 36.

4. 12 9~12s= ? Ans. 1728.

5. 125
-f-12

3=? Ans.

6. 2 8
-h2

4=? Ans.

7. 3 ,a--36=? Ans.

405» To involve a power to any power.

1. What is the third power of 4s
?

Analysis.—(4s) =4
X =46

; since, (4
2
) =4a x4s x42=(4x4) x

(4 x 4) x (4 x 4)=46=4096.

Rule.—Multiply the exponent of the number by the expo-

nent denoting the power to which it is to be raised.

2. (6
a

)

4=? Ans. 1679616.

3. (5
4

)

2=? Ans. 390625.

4. (2
3

)

3= ? Ans. 512.

40G. Tlie Square of a number contains twice a*,

many terms, or twice as many less one, as its square root.

Thus,

5.
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O
407. The Cube of a number contains three times as

many figures, or three times as many less one or two, as its

cube root. Thus,

Boot, 1, 9, 10, 99, 100, 999.

Cube, 1, 729, 1000, 970299, 1000000, 997002999.

Hence, if a number be separated into periods of three

figures each, commencing with the unit figure, there will be

as many terms in its cube root as there are periods.

Note.—The period at the left will contain either one, two, or three

figures.

14040S» To square a binomial, or a trinomial.

Note.—1. A binomial is a quantity expressed by two, and a trinomial

by three terms.

2. By understanding this method of involution the pupil will find less

difficulty in comprehending the rules for the extraction of the Square and
Cube root.

3. Let u represent the unit figure, t the tens, and h the hundreds.

1. Square 23, =20+ 3,:=t+u.

OPERATION.

Comparison. Result

t
3=202 =400

t3+tu 203 + 20x3 2tu=2(20x3) =120

tu+u3 20x3 + 3
3 u'=3'

=_J?
t

3 +2tu+u3=203 + 2(20x3) + 3
3= 529

409* The square of a number expressed by tens and unila

equals the square of the tens, plus twice the tens multiplied by

the units, plus the square of the units.

2. Square 234, =200 + 30+4,=h+ t+ u.

(h+t+u) 3=h3 + 2ht+t3 + 2(h + t)u + u\ Hence,

Literal.
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410, The square of a number expressed by hundreds, tens,

and units equals the square of the hundreds, plus twice the

hundreds into the tens, plus the square of the tens, plus twice

the sum of the hundreds and tens into the units plus the square

of the units.

411. To cube a binomial, or a trinomial.

1. Cube 25,=20 + 5, or t + u.

OPERATION.

Literal. Numerical. Comparison. Result

t+u 20 + 5 t
3=203 =8000

t+u 20 + 5 3t
!u=3(20a x5)=6000

iMlu 20H^5 3tu'=3(20x5')=1500

tu+u* 20x5+53 u3_ 5 = 125

t
a + 2tu+u* 20a + 2(20x5)+59

t +u 20 + 5

t
3+ 2t

2u+ tu' 20' + 2(20
2 x5)+ (20x5a

)

t
au + 2tua +us

(20
a x5) + 2(20x5a

)+5
3

ts + 3t
2u+ 3tua + u8=203 + 3(20

3 x 5) x 3(20 x 5
a

) + 5
3 =15625

Hence,

412. The cube of a number expressed by tens and units

equals the cube of the tens, plus three times the square of the

tens into the units, plus three times the tens into the square of

the units, plus the cube of the units.

2. Cube 234,= 200 + 30 + 4,=h + t+ u.

(h4t+u) 3=h' + 3h2t+3hts +t s + 3(h+t)'u+3(h+t)u2 +u\

Hence,

413. The cube of a trinomial equals the cube of the first

term, plus three times the square of the first into the second,

plus three times the first into the square of the second, plus the

cube of the second, plus three times the square of the sum of the

first two into the third, plus three times the sum of the first two

into the square of the third, plus the cube of the third.
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EVOLUTION.
414. TJie Moot of a number is one of its equal factors.

4:15. Evolution is extracting the roots of numbers.

TJie First Root of a number is the number itself.

The Second Moot, or Square Moot of a number
is one of its two equal factors. Thus, 5 is the square root

of 25=5x5.
TJie Third Moot, or Cube Moot of a number is

one of its three equal factors. Thus, 5 is the cube root of

125=5x5x5.

, 416. TJie Madical Signs V~, or V~, V~, V~,
etc., and \, 3, t, etc., are used to indicate roots. Thus,

Va, or ah, denotes the square root of a.

^a, or a3, denotes the cube root of a.

^a, or a\, denotes the fourth root of a.

417. A Perfect Power is a number the root oi

which can be exactly obtained ; as, V81=9.
418. An Imperfect Power, or Surd, is a num-

ber whose root cannot be exactly obtained ; as\/12=2\/3.

SQUARE ROOT.

419. To find the square root of a perfect second operation.

power. 2)1296

1. What is the square root of 1296 ? *2)648
Analysis.—Resolve the number into its prime fac-

—

—

tors. Since the square root of a number is one of its
&)o£±.

two equal factors, we take one of every two equal *2)1G2
prime factors of the number, which we have marked

with a star, for the square root. .-. Vl296=2 x 2 x 3 x 3)81

3=36.

Rule.—Resolve the number into its primefac-
tors, and take the product of one of every two of

*3)27

3)9

its equalfactors, *3
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1. 1/625= ?

2. ^225= ?

3. ^2025= ?

Ans. 25.

Ans. 15.

Ans. 45.

4. 1/99225= ? Ans. 315

5. f20736= ? Ans. 144

6. 1/54^9031744= ?

420* To extrnct the square root.

1. What must be the length of the side of a square pond
that shall contain 54756 square feet ?

OPERATION.

h=200

2h=400
2h+t=430

2d Trial divisor, 2(h +t)=460
True divisor, 2(h+t)+u=464

h. t u.

54756(200 + 30 + 4=

40000=h2

234.

1st Trial divisor,

True divisor,

14756, 1st dividend.

12900= 2ht + t'.

1856, 2d dividend.

1866= 2(h+t)u+u'.

Analysis.—Since there ar« three periods, there are three figures in

the root, h, t, and u. Hence, 54756=h2 +2ht+ t
2 + 2(h+ t)u+ u :'.

Eeversing the process of involution, -we find the root.

The greatest square of the left hand period is 4, the root of which

is 2 for the hundreds figure=h. Place the 200 as a quotient, and

subtract its square from the number. Double the 200 for a trial

divisor. It is contained in 14756, 30 times=t. Add 30 to 400 for

the first true divisor and multiply the sum by 30, and subtract the

product from 14756. Add 30 to 430 for the second trial divisor,

•which we find to be contained in 1856, 4 times=u. Add 4 to 460

for the true divisor and multiply the sum by 4, and subtract the pro-

duct from 1856 and nothing remains. Hence, the V54756=200+30

+ 4=234.

/ GEOMETRICAL ILLUSTRATION.

Required the side of a square that shall contain sc

54756 square feet?

The greatest square of hundreds in 54756 is

40000, represented by the square ac, the root of

which is h=200 inches. 54756—40000=14756

sq.ft. the 1st dividend, which is to be added to the

square ac so as not to change its form.

kxt

a i

& &<i
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The sum of the lengths of the two pieces, gc and mc, each beingh=
200 ft. long, is 2h=400 ft. which is the trial divisor. 14756-^-400

= t =30 ft., the width of each rectangle and also, the side of the

square ce. The length of the three pieces is 2h + t=430 ft., the true

divisor, which being multiplied by t=30, their width, gives 12900

sq.ft. 14756—12900=1856 sq.ft. the 2d dividend, which is to be

added to the square ae without changing its form.

The sum of the lengths of the two pieces de and xe, each being

h+ t=230 ft. long, is 2ht=460/*., which is the trial divisor. 1856-r-

460=u=4/i!., the width of each rectangle de and xe, and also the

side of the square en. The length of the three pieces is 2(h + t) +
u=464/i!., the true divisor, which being multiplied by t=4/<., their

width, gives 1856 sq. ft. 1856—1856=0. Hence, the side of the

square is h+ t+ u=234/2.
Note.—The area of each part composing the entire square is expressed,

literally, by the letters on each.

OPERATION.

Note 1.—The periods are indicated by

placing a dot over the right-hand figure of

each period.

2. Omitting the ciphers and the explanatory 43 129
work in the above operation, it takes the fol-

54756(234, Ans.

4

4 147

lowing condensed form

:

46 1856

464 1856

>-

Rule.—1. Begin at units and separate the number into

periods of two figures each.

2. Find the greatest number whose square is contained in the

left-hand period, and place it in the quotient as the first figure of

the required root.

3. Subtract the square of this figure of the rootfrom the left-

hand period, and annex to the remainder llie next periodfor a

dividend.

4. Double the root alreadyfoundfor a trial divisor ; divide

the dividend, omitting its right-handfigure, by the trial divisor,

the quotient will be the next figure of the root.
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5. Annex the secondfigure of the root to the trial divisor,for

the true divisor, and multiply the result by the secondfigure of

the root, and subtract the product from the dividend, and

annex to the remainder the next periodfor the second dividend.

6. Double thefigures of the root already found, for a second

trial divisor, and proceed as before until all the periods have

been used.

Note 1.—The trial divisor being smaller than the true divisor, the figure

of the root may prove too large, if so, take a root 1 less, and repeat the

work.

2. If a cipher occurs in the root, annex a cipher to the trial divisor,

bring down another period, and proceed as before.

3 If a remainder occurs after all the periods have been used, annex
periods of ciphers, and the resulting figures of the root will be decimals.

x 1. What is the square root of 625? Ans. 25.

2. What is the square root of 162 4251204 ? Ans. 40302.
s

3. What is the square root of 152309025? Ans. 12345.

4. V'21316= ? Ans. 14b. loN 3* ? Ans. 1.732050 -K

5. v 21278$= ? Ans. 472. tt V5= ? Ans. 2.236067 +.

\ 6. 492804= ? Ans. 702.

7. \ 5499025=? Ans. 2345.

X 8. 1/67305616 == lAns. 8204.

9. \'2--z ? Ans. 1.414213 + .15.x 4/10=? Ans.

12/Y6=? Ans%H-
13.V7=?t Ans/*

16. ^1041020252416= ? Ans.

421m To extract the square root of a decimal.

Poiut off the periods from the decimal point to the right

annexing ciphers when necessary, so that each period shall

contain two places, then proceed as in whole numbers.

X
1. V.763876=? Ans. .874.

2. V5.4756= ? Ans. 2.34.

3. ^256.6404= ? Ans. 16.02.

4. 1/338.633604=?

5. 1/46.80231=?

6. */L324=?#/
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4t22, To extract the square root of a common fraction.

First reduce the fraction to its simplest form, if each

term is a perfect square, extract the square root of the

numerator and denominator separately, if not, reduce the

fraction to a decimal, and then extract the root of the

decimal.

—*Lf|3=? Ans. .86602 + .

**«. V4^V= ? Ans. 2.16185 +

.

4.^11=? Ans.±p

S..Vf=J Ans. .7745 + /
6. K|=J Ans. .8164+ «

APPLICATIONS OF SQUARE ROOT.

xl. A company of persons spent $75.69 ; each spending

as many cents as there were persons in the company ; how,

much did each expend ? Ans. $0.87. *T"
"\ 2. 5625 soldiers were drawn up in the form of a square

;j

how many men on a side ?
, Ans. 75. "H

\ 3. What is the length of one side of a square farm con~

taining 90 acres ? Ans. 120 rods.
Vv«—-4. A field of corn having a number of rows, and an

equal number of hills in each, contains 408040Q hills ;

.^required the number of rows in the field ? Q **r
*-- x

5. What is the cost of fencing a square lot containing

10 acres, at $5 a rod? Ans.

^6. A general attempting to mass his army into a square

of 105 soldiers on a side, found he wanted 200 more sol-

diers to complete the square ; how many soldiers (officers

not being counted), in the army? Ans.

/S^T« A cabinet-maker has a board 16 ft. long, and 2\fL
wide, from which he made a square table as large as pos-

sible ; what was the length of one of its sides, no allow-

ance being made for waste in manufacturing ? Ans.

- 8. A general in attempting to mass his brigade, consisting

of 7300 privates, into a square, found he had 75 soldiers

more than enough to complete the square ; required the

number of soldiers in the side of the square ? Ans.
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RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLES.

423. A Triangle is a figure having

three sides and three angles, as ABC (217).

424. A Might-angled Triangle
is a triangle which has one right-angle (484J.

425. The JBase of a triangle is the

side on which it stands, as AB.

426. The Perpendicular is the side which forma

a right-angle with the base, as CB.

427. TJie Hypothenuse is the side opposite the

right-angle, as AC.

It is a truth established by geometry that

428. The square of the hypotheneuse equals the sum of the

squares of the other two sides.

1. Hence, the square of either side equals the square of the

hypothenuse diminished by the square of the other side.

h'^b'+p1
, hence h=V/b i + p

3

ba=h'—

p

J
, hence b^Hi3—p\

p
s=ha—

p

2

, hence p=^hJ—

p

3
.

x 1. Required the length of a ladder to reach to the top of

a flagstaff 80 ft. in height, when the foot of it is 60/i!. from

the staff? Ans. 100ft.
—

\ 2. The base of a right-angled triangle being 96 //. and
the perpendicular 72 feet ; what is the hypothenuse ?

. Ans. 120ft.

\ 3. "What is the width of a park, in which stands a flag-

staff 240 feet high, from the top of which to one side of the

park is 300ft., and to the other side 400//. ? Ans. 500ft.

\ 4. A ladder 125 feet long, with its foot in the street,

will reach on one side of the street to a window 75 feet

high, and on the other to a window 100 feet high ; what ia

the width of the street? Ans. 175 feet.
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v

T

5. A pole 65 feet long standing on the bank of a river

52 feet wide, reaches the top of a tree standing on the

opposite bank ; what is the height of the tree ?

Ans. 39 feet. _
"^>6. What is the distance between the opposite corners of

a rectangular field, the sides of which are 69 and 92 rods

respectively? Ans.
j J ^

N^ 7. A hunter standing 39 paces of 3 feet each from a pole

6 feet in diameter and 95 feet high, shoots a hawk from its

top ; how far did the ball move to reach the hawk, pro-

vided the point from which the ball started was 5 feet

above the ground ? Ans. 150 feet.

What is the distance between the lower

corner and the opposite upper corner of a

parallelopipedon 4 feet long, 3 feet wide, and

3 feet high ? (501, 2.) Ans. $-. %&1~fV 9. What is the distance from the lower corner to the

opposite upper corner of a room, 24 feet long, 18 ft. wide.

and 8ft. high? Ans. $ J f

MECHANICAL APPLICATIONS

420* The three smallest integers that will s\

accurately express the sides of a right-angled /^ \

triangle are 3, 4, and 5.

Any number of times these three numbers will express

the sides of a right-angled triangle.

Note.—Mechanics generally make use of a right-

angled triangle, the sides of which are 6, 8, and 10 feet,

in squaring the walls for the foundation of a building,

etc. This is done by placing an upright stick where
we design the corner of the building to be, with a

cord about it so as to form a plain angle ; then meas-
ure off 6 feet on one end of the cord, and 8 feet on the other, and hold-

ing the cord horizontal, place the terminating point of the 6 feet (which
may be marked by sticking a pin through the cord), at one extremity of

a ten-foot pole, and the terminating point of the 8 feet, at the other ex-

tremity. The triangle thus formed will be a right-angled triangle.
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430. The diagram in the margin is a circle ; j,

an inscribed square, abed ; and two inscribed

right-angled triangles, abc, and acd. ac is the

diameter of the circle, the diagonal of the

square, and the hypothenuse of the two triangles.

1. The circumference of a circle is 3.1416 times its dia-

meter.

2. The side of an inscribed square=the diameter-4-V2.

3. The area of a circle=the square of the diameter x

.735398.

4. The diameter of a circle =^of its area-=-.785398.

431. Similar Figures are figures that are of

exactly the same form regardless of their size.

It is a truth established by geometry that

432. All similar surfaces are to each other as the squares

of their like dimensions.

Hence, the like dimensions of similar figures are to each

other as the square roots of their areas.

1. A circle 14.27+ rods in diameter contains 1 acre,

what is the diameter of a circular fish-pond containing

124 acres?

VI 1 V*£ : : 14.27 : x .'. *=?'§ x 14.27=49.94 rods.

2. There are two circular pieces of land ; one is 40 rods

and the other is 8 rods in diameter. How much more land

in the one than in the other ? Ans. 25 times as much.

3. A has a rectangular piece of land containing 9 acres,

the width of which is 12, and the length 120 rods. B has

a similar piece of land containing 6\ acres. Required its

dimensions. Ans. Width 10, and length 100 rods.

4. If 2\ gallons of water flow through an orifice | of an

inch in diameter in 1 second ; how large should the orifice

be so as to discharge 11^ gallons in the same time ?

Ans. I3 in. in diameter.
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—5. A triangular piece of land, one side of which is 20

rods, contains 3 acres ; what is the corresponding side of a

similar triangle containing 48 acres ? Ans. 80 rod^^
G. What is the difference in the expense of fencing a

square 10 acre lot and a circular 10 acre lot ; the fence

costing $2.50 a rod? Ans. $45.51.

----7. What is the difference in the expense of fencing a

square 10 acre lot, and a 10 acre lot whose length is to its

width as 4 to 1 ; the fence costing $3| a rod? Ans.— 8. What is the side of the largest square stick of timber

that can be sawed from a log 35 inches in diameter ?

Ans. 24.74+ in.
_

9. A horse tied to a stake by a rope 7.13 rods long can

graze upon 1 acre, what length of a rope would be required

to allow it to graze upon 7^ acres ? Ans. I

10. If it require 36 yards of carpet to cover a floor that

is 12 feet in length and 10 feet in width ; what must be the

dimensions of a similarly shaped floor, that requires 156\

yards of the same kind of carpet to cover?

Ans. Lengthi-." ., width rxJ^J0^
11. There is a tree 120 feet in height, standing by the

bank of a river 100 feet in width ; where must this tree

break off, so that the top will reach across the river, while

the broken parts remain in contact ?

An*.

Let x—the distance from the ground it was broken off,

a=120, and 6=100. Then,

x*+ b*=d2— 2ax+x* ~£-^\
2ax=ai —b' ^^"^i *i

a?—b\x= —^—- from which we have the

Rule.

—

From the square of the sum of the height and hypo-

thenuse, subtract the square of the base, and divide the jp-

mainder hy tidce the sum of the height and hypothenuse.

Note.—The height and hypothenuse of the triangle represents th#

height of the tree, and the base, the width of the river.
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CUBE ROOT.

433, To find the cube root of a perfect third power.

1. What is the cube root of 216000?

Analysis.—The prime factors of this number are

2, 2, 2, etc. Now, since the cube root of a number
is one of its three equal factors, the product of 2, 2,

5, and 3, that is, one of every three equal prime

factors, is the root required. Hence, the cube root

of 216000 is 60.

OPERATTOW.

2)216000

2)108000

*2)54000

2)27000

2)13500

*2)6750

5)3375

5)675

*o)135

3)27

3)
;

*3)3

1

-Rul'J-.—Resolve the number into its prime factors, and take

the product of one of every three of its equalfactors.

1.
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434, To extract tJie cube root,

1. What must be the length of the edge of a cube that

shall contain 69934528 cubic inches?

Trial divisor 3h2=480000

3ht= 12000

t2= 100

OPEBATION.

h- t- U-

69934528(400+ 10+2
64000000=h3

True divisor, 492100

Trial divr., 3(h + t)'=504300

3(h+ t)u= 2460

u2= 4

True divisor, 506764

5934528, 1st dividend.

4921000=3hn + 3ht2 + t s

1013528, 2d dividend.

1013528=3(h+ t)
2u+ 3(h+ t)u2 + u».

Analysis.—Since there are three periods, there are three figures in

the root, which may be represented by h, t, and u, (408f 3).

Hence, 69934528=hs + 3h2
t+ 3ht2 + t3+ 3(h + t)

2u+ 3(h+ t)u2 +u3

,

(407). Reversing the process of involution, we find the root.

The greatest cube of the left hand period is 64, the cube root of

which is 4 for the hundreds figure=h. Place the 400 for the first

figure of the root, and subtract its cube from the given number.

The remainder will be the first dividend.

Take 3 times the square of 400 for a trial divisor. This divisor is

contained in 5934528, 10 times=t, the second figure of the root.

Add 3 x 400 x 10=12000, and 102=100 to the trial divisor for the

true divisor. Multiply the true divisor by 10, the second figure of

the root, and subtract the product from the first dividend. The re-

mainder will be the 2d dividend.

Take 3 times the square of 410 for a trial divisor. This divisor is

contained in 1013528, 2 times=u, the third figure of the root. Add
3 x 410 x 2=2460 and 2 2=4 to the trial divisor for the true divisor.

Multiply the true divisor by 2, the third figure of the root, and sub-

tract the product from the 2d dividend and nothing remains. Hence,

the V69934528=400+ 1 J. 2=412.
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GEOMETRICAL ILLUSTRATION.

1. Eequired the edge of a cube that contains 69934528

cubic inches.

There are three periods in the number, and therefore

three figures in the root, which may be represented by

h, t., and u.

7P
The greatest cube of hundreds in 69934528 is

64000000, represented by Fig. 1, the root of which

is h=400 inches. 69934528—64000000=5934528

cu. in. the 1st dividend, which is to be added to the

cube AD, so as not to change its form.

The superficial contents of the three square pieces

a, I, and c, the length and width of each being h
=400 inches, is 3h2=480000 sq. in. which consti-

tutes the 1st trial divisor. 5934528-i-480000=t=

10 inches, the thickness of each of the three

pieces.

The superficial contents of the three pieces e, f,

and g, each being h=400 inches long, t=10 inche3

wide, and t=10inches thick, is 3 h t=12000 sq. in.,

and the superficial contents of the cube o, whose

edge is t=10 inches, is t2=100 sq. in.

Add to the trial divisor the superficial contents of

the four pieces e, / g, and o, just found, for the true

divisor.

Multiply the true divisor, the superficial contents

of the seven pieces to be added to the cube AD, by

=10 inches, their thickness, and we have 4921000

cu. in., their solidity, 5934528-4921000=1013528 cu

dividend, which is to be added to the cube, Fig 3.

Fig. 1 increased by the three pieces a, I, and c, is

represented by Fig. 2. This figure increased by the

four pieces e,/ g, and o, is represented by Fig. 3.

Proceed with the 2d dividend as we did with the

first.

The above operation may take the following condensed

form

:

m. the 2d
Fig. 3.
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1st trial divisor,

1st true divisor,

2d trial divisor.

OPERATION.

4800

120

1

4921

501300

24G0

4

Root

69934528(412.

04

1st dividend.5934

4921

1013528 2d dividend.

1013528

2d true divisor, 506764

Rule.—1. Separate the number into periods of threefigure*

each, countingfrom the decimal point.

2. Findfor the firstfigure of the root, the largest digit whose

cube is contained in the left-hand period, subtract its cubefrom
this period, and bring down the next period for the 1st

DIVIDEND.

3. Take 300 times the square of the first figure of the root,

for a trial divisor, from which find the second figure of the

root.

4. To the trial divisor add 30 times the first figure of the

root multiplied by the second, also the square of the second, ariflL

the sum wdl be the true divisor.

5. Multiply the true divisor by the secondfigure of the roof,

and subtract the product from the dividend, and bring down

the next periodfor a 2d dividend.

6. Take 300 times the square of thefigures of the rootfound,

for a 2d trial divisor, and continue the process till all the

periods have been used.

ANOTHER METHOD OF EXTRACTING CUBE ROOT.

435. By this method it is less laborious to find the cube

root of large numbers, and the three geometrical magni-

tudes Lines, Surfaces, and Solids are kept distinct.

We will first extract the cube root of any number whose

root is expressed by three figures, represented by h, t.

andu.
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Rule.—1. Commencing at units, separate the number into

periods of three figures each.

2. Find the greatest cube of the left-hand period and place

its root for the first figure of the required root ; also, on the

left, for the first term of the first column, and its square for the

first term of the second column, and its cube under the left-ha^d

period, and subtract it from that period. To the rem -tinder

annex the next periodfor the first dividend.

3. Add the first figure of the root to the first te- ™> of the 1st

column for its second term, and multiply it by -he root already

found and add the product to the first term of the 2d column

for a TRIAL DIVISOR.

4. Annex two ciphers to the trial divisor, <™>d write the num-

ber of times it is contained in the divided, for the next figure

of the root; annex the figure of the rcfot thusfound to the sum

of the last term in the 1st column aM the first figure of the

root, for the third term of the first -column.

5. Multiply the third term,'? the 1st column by the last

figure of the root, and ad^he product, advancing it two places

to the right, to the last term of the 2d column for the true divi-

sor. Multiply /this divisor by the last term of the root, and

subtract the product from the' dividend, and to the remainder

annex the n^xi period, for the second dividend.

6. Proc^d in Hke manner till all the periods have been used.

jjote i<. If the number is not a perfect cube, the process can be con-

tinued by/annexing periods of ciphers.

2. If a c|irner occurs in the root, annex two ciphers to the trial divisor,

and brin°-i down another period, and proceed as before.

3. The/Cr ial divisor being too small, the term of the root may be too

large- if r°i substitute a smaller number and repeat the work.

4 Whtf '* tuc number is wholly, or in part, a decimal, there must be as

many de\imal places in the root as there are decimal periods. Annex

ciphers tf>
complete a period if necessary.

^4. WM is the cube root of 704909? Ans. 89.

^ 2. wAffc is tlie cube root of 18-5193 ? Ans. 57.

— 3. "WhJ- c is the cube root of 18G0867 ? Ans. 123.

4! What is the cube root of 257259450 ? Ans. 036.

r<
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Nt
--5. What is the cube root of 122097755681 ? Ans. 496L
\6. What is the cube root of 729486108008? Ans. 9002.

Ss 7. What is the cube root of 41673648.563 ? Ans. 346.7.

0> 8. What is the cube root of 2936.493568? Ans. 14.32.
v

9. What is the cube root of 5871.942842921 ? Ans. 18.041

-^ll\y2=? Ans. 1.2599 + . [14. 1/6= ? Ans.

12.
vvfr ? Ans

-
L4422 +^ *5

' ^~ ? -^s
:

- 13A. V5= ?° Ans
-
L5873 + ^ 16

- *$== ? ^ns-

Note—To extra
AnS' 1-7099 +>(l7. V10= ? .4ns.

reduce either to its-t the cube root of a fraction, or a mixed number,
power, extract the root simplest form, and if each term is a perfect third
not, reduce the fraction tof the numerator and denominator, separately ; if

\ ^ _ a decimal, and then extract the root.

18- VI = ? Ans. S
J \

s 19. v^r=? AnSy+'^vm^^=' Ans-^t
4 jf. \J21. V34||=? Ans. 34.

It is a truth estabhshed b,

436. Similar solids are to eal™
metrj

>
that

like dimensions. * other as the cubes of their

Hence, like dimensions of similar solids an . ,
the cube roots of their solidities.

' \ to €ach other M

f^L K a cannon baU 3 inches in diameter, \ . , 1rtpounds, what is the weight of a ball 8 inches in i^\ •

3 : 8 :: 10 : X) or 27 : 512 :: 10 : x. ... x==l\mi
2 What must be the edge of a cubical bin tf , T neontain as many bushels, as a bin 125 ft.W 125 / I ,

and 27A deep? 5^ yr ^^
r

8
;

If t

n
h
rfA

diameters ^ the Earth and the SuTare) \

*"*"

ively, 8000 and 880000 miles, how many times I C&Zthe Sun than the Earth? Ans. 1331000 ) Pf*
4. If a cannon baU 4 inches in diameter, j ET^

pounds, what must be the diameter of another if
**?*

same metal, to weigh $ of a pound ? Ans a / £? °f
,

' 3/ .of an inch,
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6. If a man 6 feet 7^ inches in height, weigh 216 pounds,

how tall is that man who weighs 125 pounds ?

Ans. 5 feet 6 inches,

^ 6. The inside dimensions of a cask 30 inches long, and

18 inches at the bung diameter, contains a certain number

of gallons ; what must be the dimensions of a similar cask

that contains eight times as much?
Ans. Length, & ; diameter, 3 /t>

\ 7. If a stack of hay 8 feet in diameter, contains 8 tons,

what is the diameter of another stack of the same relative

proportions that contains 125 tons ? Ans.

"^^8. What are the linear dimensions of a rectangular box,

whose capacity is 65910 cubic feet ; the length, width, and

depth being to each other as 5, 3, and 2?

Ans. 65ft. long, 39ft. wide, and 26ft. deep.

PROGRESSION'S.
ARITHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

437. An Arithmetical Progression is a series

of numbers, or terms that increase, or decrease by a con-

stant difference.

438. The Common Difference is the number

added or subtracted, in order to form each successive term.

439. Hie Extremes are the first and last terms, the

Means the other terms.

440. An Ascending Series is produced by adding

the common difference to each term successively ; as, 1, 3,

5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17.

441. A Descending Series is produced by suIj-

tracting the common difference from each term succes-

sively ; as, 17, 15, 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, and 1.

• 442. The sum of the extremes is equal to the sum of

any two terms equally distant from them, or to double the

middle term. Thus,
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13 5 7 9

17 15 13 11 9

18 18 18 18 18

443. The following are the five quantities considered,

three of which being given the other two may be found :

1. The first term, denoted by a.

2. The last term, " - 1.

3. The common difference, " " c.

4. The number of terms, " " n.

5. The sum of all the terms, " " s.

Note.—Half the sum of any two numbers is called their Arithmetical

Mean.

444% Given fJie first term, tlie common difference, and tTie num-
her of terms, to find the last term.

1. The first term of an ascending series is 8, the com-

mon difference 5, and the number of terms 40 ; what is

the last term ?

Analysis.—The first term is 8, the opebatiow.

second term=8+ once the common dif- 39=40—1
ference, the third term=8+ fence the k

common difference, &c. .*. the last term

=8+ 39 times the common difference. 195

.. the Formula, a+(n—l) c=l, or the 8

203, the last term.

Rule.—To the first term add the product of the common

difference and the number of terms less one.

Note.—If the series is descending, subtract the product from the first

term.

1. A man bought 16 acres of land, giving $1 for the first

acre, $9 for the second, $17 for the third, and so on ; what

did the last acre cost at this rate ? Am. $121.
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2. A merchant bought 20 pieces of cloth, giving $1 for

the first piece, $3 for the second, $5 for the third, and so

v on ; what, at this rate, did the last piece cost ? Ans. $39.

3. A board, 2^ inches wide at the narrow end, and 10

feet long, increases in width 1| inches for every foot in

length. What is the width of the wide end ? Ans. 17| in.

^4. The amount of $100, at Q>% for 1, 2, etc., years, is

$106, $112, etc. ; what is the ami for 21 yr. ? Ans. $226.

4^Lo» (riven the extremes and number of terms, to find the

common difference.

Analysis.—Since a+ (n—l)c=l, o==
a

. Hence, the
n—

1

Rule.—Divide the difference of the extremes by the number

of terms less one.

^"1. The first term is 8, the last term 203, and the number
of terms 40 ; what is the common difference ? Ans. 5.

^*-2. A man has 10 sons ; the youngest is 8, and the eldest

44 years old ; their ages increase in arithmetical progres-

sion. Required the difference of their ages. Ans. 4 years.

3. $800 in 60 years, at simple interest, amounts to $4160;

required the annual interest. Ans.*~zsr^

4. A man began business with $1000, and at the end of

11 years, he had $11560 ; his annual increase was a constant

quantity. Required his annual increase ? Ans. Q ^ f- .

44G* Given tlie extremes, and the common difference, to find tfte^

number of terms.

Analysis.—Since, a-f(n—l)c=l n=-— +1. Hence, the
c

Rule.—Divide the difference of the extremes by the common

difference, and increase the quotient by 1.

t.. The first term is 8, the last term 203, and the common
^difference 5 ; what is the number of terms ? Ans. 40.

2. The annual interest of $500 is $35, in how many
>^ears, at simple interest, will it amount to $885? Ans.l$~.

) \-

3. A farmer hired a laborer, giving him 50 cts. the first

day, 51 the second, 58 the third, and so on, until his wagoi

were $1.50 ^ day ; h •

| ho work ? Ans, $LtL^

,i,
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447* Given tlie extremes, and the number of terms, to find tit*

sum of all the terms.

Analysis.—Since, the sum of the extremes of an arithmetical

progression is equal to the sum of any two terms equally distant

from them, it follows that the terms must average half the sum of

the extremes. Hence, s

=

\ (a + l)n.

Rule.—Multiply half of the sum of the extremes by the

number of terms.

,. QUESTIONS.

1. The first term of an arithmetical progression is 4, the

last term 49, and the number of terms 10 ; what is the

sum of all the terms ? Arts. 265.

>>2. A man bought 16 acres of land, giving $1 for the first

acre, and $121 for the last acre ; the prices of the succes-

sive acres form an arithmetical progression. How much did

: the 16 acres cost ? Ans. $976.

v
3. A merchant bought 20 pieces of cloth, giving for the

first $2, and for the last $40 ; the prices of the pieces form

an arithmetical series ; how much did the cloth cost ?

Ans. $420.

\ 4. If 100 oranges are placed in a line, exactly 2 yards

from each other, and the first 2 yards from a basket ; what

distance must a boy travel, starting from the basket, to

gather them up singly, and return with each to the basket ?

Ans.
| j^ fy**>

P»* M

^. A body will fall 16 feet in 'one second, 3 times as far

the next, 5 times as far the third, and so on, the increase

being 32 feet a second ; how far will it falj in 1 minute? a

Ans.
| fcw^JJ^* f0 *&

Note.—1. First find the distance it falls the 60th second by Rule (444J
and then the entire distance by the above rule.

2. The exact distance a body falls the first second is lGi^ ft
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GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION.

448. A Geometrical Progression is a series of

terms that increase or decrease by a constant ratio.

449. An Ascending Series is produced by any

ratio greater than 1 ; as 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 etc.

450. A Descending Series is produced when the

ratio is less than 1 ; as 1, £, \, I, 7
l

g, 3% S4> etc-

451. The following are the five quantities considered,

three of which being given the other two may be found :

1. The first term, denoted by a.

2. The last term, denoted by L

3. The ratio, denoted by r.

4. The number of terms denoted by n.

5. The sum of all the terms, denoted by S.

Note.—The geometrical mean between two numbers is the square root of

the product.

452. Given the first term, the ratio, and the number of terms, to

find tJie last term.

QUESTIONS.

1. The first term of a geometrical series is 2, and the

ratio 3 ; what is the 10th term?

Analysis.—The first term =2 and from the nature of the series,

The second term =2 x 3 1

The third term =2 x 3
2 operation.

The fourth term =2 x 3 s 2 X 39=39366, Ans.

*nd so on. .'. , the last term, l=a x r"""
1 '

Rule.—Multiply the first term by thai power of the ratio

denoted by the number of terms, less one.

Note.—If the 6erics is decreasing regard the first term as the last and

the last as the first, the ratio will then be greater than 1.
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2. A person traveling goes 2 miles the first, 4 miles the

second, 8 miles the third day, and so on, increasing in geo-

metrical progression for 10 days. How far did he travel

the last day '? Ans. 1024 miles.

3. A speculator bought 9 cows, agreeing to pay $1 for

the first cow, $2 for the second, $4 for the third, and so on ;

how much did the ninth cow cost ? Ans. ** L-
r(

^ HL A drover bought 20 horses, agreeing to pay $2 for the

^9* ^rs^' $^ f°r *he second, $8 for the third, and so on ; how
much did the last horse cost

?

AnsJft L/ C^C'l

453» Given the extremes and ratio to find the sum of all the

terms.

QUESTIONS.

1. The first term is 2, the last term is 128, and the ratio

4 ; required the sum of all the terms.

OPERATION.

(
8+ 32 + 128+ 512=4 x sum of the series.

2 + 8 + 32 + 128 = 1 x sum of the series.

512—2=3 X sum of the series.

512—2
.'. —s—=170, the sum of the series.

Analysis.—From ratio times the series subtract the series, and

there remains (ratio—1), or 3 times the series equal to 512—2. .*.,

5^2 2
the sum of the series equals —-%—=170. Since 512=1*, 2=a,

Ir—

a

and 3=r— 1, s= = . Hence, the
' r—

1

!

Rule.—Multiply the last term by the ratio, subtract the first

termfrom the product, and divide the remainder by the ratio

Jess one.

""""-fi. The first term of a geometrical progression is 4, the

last term is 62500, and the ratio 5. What is the sum of

all the terms ? Ans. 78124.
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v
8. The first term of a decreasing series is 102, the last

term 4, and the ratio \ ; required the sura of the series ?

Ans. 151.

4. The first term of a decreasing series is 106, the last

term 10, and the ratio £ ; required the sum of the terms.

v Ans. 130.

\ 5. Suppose a person engaged a horse and carriage to ride J ,.^
20 miles, and agreed to pay | of a cent for the first mile, 1 *

cent for the second, 2 cents for the third, and so on, in-

creasing in geometrical progression. How much, at this
rate, would the 20 miles' ride cost him? Ans. £~*^ I) Q^, <frn

/"*

,— 6. Suppose a man should agree to buy 20 horses on this *
condition; that he should pay $5 for the first horse, $15 tft
for the second horse, $45 for the third horse, and so on, ^
increasing in geometrical ratio. "What would be the price
of the last horse and of all? %^t!

Ans. The last horse J$- 1ftp J?
all $-7(^fM/ 000

\S INFINITE DECREASING SEBIES.

454. An Infinite Series is a series the number of
terms of which is infinite.

In a decreasing series, as 1, \, \, §, etc., the number of
terms being infinite the last term will be so small that it

may be considered 0. Hence, to find the sum of a de-
creasing series, the

Rule.—Divide the first term by a unit diminished by the

ratio.

1. What is the sum of the infinite series 1, 4, \, g, etc. ?

Ana. 2.

2. What is the sum of the infinite series 1, \, \, etc. ?

Am. U.
3. What is the sum of the infinite series 1, §, $, etc. ?

Ans.
4. What is the sum of the infinite series 1, ?, ^\, T 3 5 , etc.!

~*An&]

L^
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ANNUITIES.

4,55. An Annuity is a sum of money payable an-

nually, or at regular intervals of time, to a party or their

legal representatives, in consideration of money paid, or

services rendered.

456. A Certain Annuity continues for a definite

number of years.

457. A Perpetual Annuity, or Perpetuity,
continues forever.

458. A Contingent Annuity begins or ends, or

both begins and ends, on the occurrence of a specified

future event.

459. An Annuity in Reversion begins at a

specified future time, or on the occurrence of a specified

future event.

460. An Annuity in Arrears, or Forborne,
is one the payments of which were not made when due.

461. The Amount, or Final Value of an an-

nuity is the sum of all the payments, plus the interest of

each payment, from the time it became due.

462. TJie Present Worth of an annuity is such a

sum of money as will, in the given time, and rate %t amount
to the final value.

Note.—1. An annuity is said to be deferred when it does not commence
until after a certain period ; reversionary when it does not commence until

after the occurrence of some specified future event, as the death of a cer-

tain person ; and in possession when it has commenced, or commences im-

mediately.

2. Pensions, rents, salaries, etc., are of the nature of annuities.

3. Annuities are generally computed at compound interest. It has been

deemed proper, however, to explain also, the meUhod of computing

annuities by simple interest.
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ANNUITIES AT SIMPLE INTEREST.

4:63* To find tlie amount or final value of an annuitu at simple
interest.

1. What is the amount of an annuity of $300 a year, at

6% for five years in arrears simple interest ?

Analysis.—At the end of the 5th year the following suras are due:

The 5th year's payment, $300 + yr. interest=$300

The 4th years' payment, $300+ 1 yr. interest=$318

The 3d year's payment, $300 + 2 yr. interest=$336

The 2d year's payment, $300+3 yr. interest=$354

The 1st year's payment, $300+4 yr. interest=$372

Amount $1680

The sums due at the end of the fifth year form an arithmetical

series, the first term of which is the annuity, $300, the common dif-

ference is the interest of the annuity for 1 year, $18, the number of

terms is the number of years, 5, and the sum of all the terms is the

amount. Hence, the

Rule.—Find the amount of the first payment, for the last

term of the series by Rule (444,) and the sum of the series

by Rule (447,) which will be the amount required.

1. What is the amount of an annuity of $200 for 4 years

in arrears, at %% simple interest ? Ans. $872.

2. What is the amount of an annuity of $800 for 6 years

in arrears, at 1% simple interest ? Ans. $5640.

3. A speculator bought a tract of land for $42000 and
agreed to pay $6000 annually. How much is due at the

end of 7 years, at 1%, simple interest, provided nothing

has been paid ? Ans.

4. A laborer worked for 4 years and was to receive $200
yearly

; provided nothing was paid until the expiration of

his term of service. What was then due to him with

Bimple interest, at 7$? Ans.
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464* To find the present worth of an annuity, at simple interest

1. What is the present worth of an annuity of $300 foi

5 years, at 6$? Ans. An. $1680, present worth $1292.30.

Rule.—Find the amount of the annuity by Rule (463),

and then the present worth of this amount by Rule (278).

2. What is the present worth of an annuity of $400 for

. 8 years, at 6% simple interest ? Ans. $2616.21 + .

3. A, farmer rented his farm for 10 years for $500 a year;

what sum, at 6% simple interest, will discharge the obli-

gation? AfJftflWifr,
4. What is the present worth of a pension of $800 for 8

years, at 1% simple interest ? Ans$ § J Qfy 'jtfft'

ANNUITIES AT COMPOUND INTEREST.

465* To find the amount of an annuity at compmind interest.

1. What is the amount of an annuity of $300 for 5 years

in arrears, at 6% ? Ans. $1691.1279.

Analysis.—At the end of the 5th year the following sums are due:

The 5th year's payment, $300 + year's interest.

The 4th year's payment, $300 + 1 year's interest.

The 3d year's payment, $300 + 2 years' compound interest.

The 2d year's payment, $300+ 3 years' compound interest.

The 1st year's payment, $300+4 years' compound interest.

The sums due at the end of the 5th year form a geometrical series

the first term of which is the annuity, $300, the ratio is the amount

of $1 for 1 year, at the given rate
tfc , $1.06, the number of terms is

the number of years or intervals the annuity is to continue, 5, the

last term is the first term multiplied by the ratio raised to a power

one less than the number of terms, 300 x (1.06)
4

. Hence, the

Rule.—Find the amount of the first payment, for the last

term of the series by Rule (452), and the sum of the series

]>y Rule (453), which will be the amount of the annuity.
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Note 1.—Take the amount of $1 for the given time and rate per cent.

from the table (373).

2. The present worth of a perpetuity is a sum whose interest for the

given time and rate equals the annuity.

1. What is the amount of an annuity of $600 for 8 years

in arrears, at 5% ? Ans. $5729.46.
v 2. A placed in a Savings' Bank for his son, on his fifth

birthday $10, and the same sum on each subsequent birth-

day ; how much would this amount to when the son was

21 years old, compound interest, at 1% ? Ans. $308.40+.
—3. A man for 20 years, annually expended $50 for cigars,

he died leaving $100 to his family. If he had dispensed

with this habit and loaned the $50, at 1% compound inter-

est ; how much might he have left his family ?

Ans. $2'$49.77 + .

**— 4. If a man expends annually $20 for chewing-tobacco

;

how much does this habit cost him in 18 years, at 1% com-
pound interest ? Ans. #f / 7^»ty8^1
400* To find tne present worth of an annuity, at compound

interest.

•— 1. What is the present worth of an annuity of $300 for

5 years, at Q>% compound interest?

Analysis.—The amount of this annuity found by Rule (465),
is $1091.1279. The compound amount of $1 for the given time and

rate <f taken from the table (273), is $1.338226. Hence, the re-

quired present worth is $1691.1279-v-$1.338226=$1263.71 nearly.

Rule.

—

Find the amount of the annuity by (463), and

divide it by the amount of $1 f0the given time and rate %
takenfrom the table (273).

**
2. What is tho present worth of an annuity of $700 for

7 years, at G% ? Ans. $3907.66 +

.

"*> 3. What is the present worth of a pension of $900 for 4

years, at 7^? Ans. 1-4-

- 4. A speculator bought a tract of land for $48000, which

was to be paid in equal installments of $6000 a year ; how
much ready money, at 6%, would discharge the debt at the,,

time of the purchase ? Ans.
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MENSURATION.
467. Mensuration treats of the measurement oi

lines, surfaces, and solids.

468. A Point is that which has position, but not

magnitude.

469* A Line is length without width or thickness.

470. A Surface is that which has length and width

without thickness.

471. A Solid, or Volume, is that which has length,

width, and thickness, and, therefore, combines the three

dimensions of extension.

472. An Angle is the difference in di- c
rection of two lines which meet at a point ; s^
as the angle B. Also read ABC. e^— A.

473. A Right Angle is formed by-

one line perpendicular to another, and con-

tains 90°
; as AoC, and BoC

474. An Oblique Angle is either an J

acute, or an obtuse angle.

475. An Acute Angle is less than a

right angle ; as AoB. >.

476. An Obtuse Angle is greater \
than a right angle ; as BoC. "^ " °

477. Parallel line's are those that to — *>

lie in the same direction.; .*. they are m —a

everywhere equally dist^ta^rom each other ; as no and xa.

P O HiY <3- O 1ST S .

478. A Polygon is a figure bounded 7j

by straight lines ; as hbcde.
<? O &

470. A Diagonal of a figure is a line which joins

two of its opposite angles ; as ec.

480. Hie JBase of a figure is the side on which it is

supposed to stand ; as dc.
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481. The Altitude of a figure is its height ; as ho.

482. The Area of a figure is the number of square

units in its surface.

A Polygon of three sides is called a triangle ; of 4, a

quadrilateral; of 5, a pentagon; of 6, a hexagon; of 7, a

heptagon ; of 8, an octagon ; of 9, a nonagon ; of 10, a deca"

gon ; of 11, an undecagon ; of 12, a dodecagon, etc.

tooooo
Pentagon. Hexagon. Heptagon. Octagon. Nonagon. Decagon.

TRIANGLES.
483. There are three kinds of triangles, namely :

1. An Equilateral Triangle, the three sides of

which are equal.

2. An Isosceles Triangle, two sides of which are

equal.

3. A Scalene Triangle, the three sides of which

are unequal.

484. A Might-angled Triangle, which contains

one right-angle, and is either an isosceles, or a scalene

triangle.

A
Equilateral. Isosceles. ™ Scalene. Eight-angled.

Note.—The dotted lines represent the altitude of the figures,

483. To flrul the area of a triangle.

Rule.—Multiply its ba& by half its altitude.*

Note.—If the three sides, only, are given,

From half the sum of the three sides, subtract each side

separately, multiply the half sum and these remainders together,

and extract lite square root qf the product.
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\ 1. What is the area of a triangle whose base is 40 rods

v and altitude 24 rods? Ans. 480 sq. rd.

^ 2. "What is the area of a triangular field whose base is

85 rods and altitude 75 rods ? Ans. 3 / Sr7 3
3. What is the area of a triangular board whose sides

are, respectively, 12, 18, and 24 inches ?

Ans. 104.57+ sq. in.

4. What is the area of a triangular field whose sides are

respectively, 20, 30, and 40 rods ? Ans. £L 9 > U ^'^ i

QUADRILATERALS. ..^^^

486. There are three kinds of quadrilaterals, the Par-
allelogram, Trapezoid, and Trapezium.

] ^
Parallelogram. Trapezoid. Trapezium.

PAEALLELOGEAMS.

487. A Parallelogram is a quadrilateral whose

opposite sides are parallel.

1. A Rectangle is a right-angled parallellogram.

2. A Square is an equilateral right-angled parallelo-

gram.

3. A Hhomboid is an oblique-angled parallelogram.

4. A Hhomb is an equilateral oblique-angled parallelo*

gram.

zzr n/
lgte. Square. Ehomboid. Ehomb.

Note.—Dotted lines represent the altitude.

488. To fina the area °f a parallelogram.

Rule.—Multiply the base brj the altitude.
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1. How many sq.ft. of boards will be required to floor a

room that is 24:ft. long and 18ft. wide ? Ans. 432.

"*
2. How many acres in a rectangular piece of land 320

rods long and 280 rods wide ? Ans. 560 acres.

3. How many more acres in a piece of land 80 rods

square, than in a rectangular piece, 20 rods in length and

16 rods in width ? Ans. ';

>4 What is the area of a parallelogram whose lengthis

25 feet, and altitude 14 feet? Ans. J £~6.V<£ 4r
^ 5. A man has a farm in the form of a parallelogram, the

length of which is 96 chains and altitude 65 chains ; re-

quired its area ? Ans. Q Ql [JL

TKAPEZOID.

rv\489* A Trapezoid is a quadrilateral

having only two of its sides parallel.

*±l/l/. To find the area of a trapezoid.

Rule.—Multiply the altitude by half the sum of its parallel

side.

\1. What is the area of a trapezoidal field, the parallel

sides of which are 12 and 18 rods respectively ; the per-

pendicular distance between these sides being 8 rods ?

Ans. 3 roods.

Note.—This rule is of practical use to lumbermen in measuring boards.

Let abed be a tapering board, and eg its length.

The half sum of its parallel sides, ab and cd, is hk,

the width of the board at the middle point. Its

area, therefore, is expressed by hk x eg. *

~~"
2. How many sq.ft. in a tapering board 24/?. long, 18 in.

wide at one end and 25 in. at the other ? Ans. 43.

v^ 3. A farmer has a trapezoidal field whose two parallel

aides are 100, and 70 rods respectively, and altitude 65 rd.\

required its area. Ans. £^ C\

SttCL Zb.
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TRAPEZIUM.

491. A Trapezium is a quadrilateral,

none of whose sides are parallel.

Trapezium.

492m To find the area of a trapezium.

Rule.—Divide the trapezium into two triangles by a diag.

onal ; find the area of each triangle by Rule (485), and the

sum of these areas will be the areas required.

1. Required the area of a trapezium, one of whose diag-

onals is 240 inches, and the length of the perpendiculars

let fall upon it, from the other angles of the trapezium,

110 and 98 inches respectively. Ans. 24960 sq. in.

Note.—Any polygon may be divided into triangles by drawing diag-

onals, and its area may then be found by taking the sum of the areas of
these triangles found by Kule (48S).

CIRCLES.
493. A Circle is a plane figure bounded by a curved

line, all the parts of which line are equally distant from a

point within, called the center.

The Circumference, or Periphery
is the curved line.

The Diameter of a circle is a line pass-

ing through the centre and terminated by

the circumference ; as AC.

The Madias of a circle is a line drawn from the

centre to the circumference ; hence, it is half the diameter

;

as BE and BD.

494* Given the diameter of a circle, to find its circumference.

Rule.—Multiply the diameter by 3.1416,

S 1. What is the circumference of a circle whose diameter

is 12 feet? Ans. 37.6992 feet.

-~
2. What is the circumference of a circle whose diameter

Is 15 rods? Ans. 47.124 rods.
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Note.—The true ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter,

has not yet been found.

The following is the approximate value to 36 places :

3.141592653589703238462643383279502884.

The approximate ratios of the circumference of a circle

. _ ,. 3 22 333 355 , , , . ,

to its diameter are, -, — ,
—-, ryx, etc. Archimedes took

22 « ,- * ™ .- 355— as the ratio, and Metius, r^-.
7 Ho

49tJm Given the circumference of a, circle, to find its diameter.

Rule.—Divide the circumference by 3.1416.

xs What is the diameter of a circle whose circumference

is 62.832 feet ? Arts. 20 feet.

^-2. What is the diameter of a circle whose circumference

is 24.58 feet? Ans. 7.824+ feet

49G. To find the area of a circle.

Rule 1.—Multiply the square of its diameter by .7854.

Rule 2.—Multiply its circumference by \ of its diameter.

Rule 3.—Multiply five square of its radius by 3.1416.

1. What is the area of a circle whose diameter is 9

inches? Ans. 63.6174 square inches.

-—2. What is the area of a circle whose diameter is 24

feet? Ans. 452.3904 square feet.

-— 3. What is the area of a circle whose circumference is

31.416 feet? Ans. 78.54 sq.ft.

— 4. What is the area of a circular garden, whose radius is

4 rods? Ans. £$.&&££*
Remark.—From the above rule, we can readily determine

the area contained between*two concentric circumferences.

The area of a square is to the area of an inscribed circle,

W 1 is to 0.7854. a
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497'• Given the diameter of a circle, to find the side of an equal

square.

Rule.—Multiply the diameter by .8862.

^— 1. A gentleman has a circular fish-pond that is 6 rods in

diameter ; what must be the side of a square pond that

shall contain the same area ? Arts. 5.3172 rods.

*'"*«^2. I have a circular piece of board that is 24 inches in

diameter ; what must be the side of a square board that

shall contain the same area? Ans.. 2Ji* 2- y

49S» Given the diameter of a circle, to find the side of an
inscribed square.

Rule.—Multiply the diameter by 0.7071.

1. Required the side of a square that can be inscribed in

a circle, whose diameter is 20 feet. Ans. 14.142 feet.

^— 2. How large a square stick can be sawed from a piece

of round timber that is 36 inches in diameter ?

Ans. 25.4556 inches.

ELLIPSES.
499. An, Ellipse is a plane bounded

by a curved line, the sum of the distances

from every point of which to two given

points, is equal to a given line. The line

ab, is called the transverse, and cd, the con-

jugate axis.

300. Given the axes, or the diameters of an ellipse, to find its

area.

Rule.—Multiply the product of its two diameters by 0.7854.

^% 1. How many square rods in an elliptical garden, whose

transverse diameter is 340 feet, and conjugate diameter

220 feet? Ans. 215.79 rods, nearly.
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2. How many square feet in an elliptical table, the trans-

verse diameter of which is 4 feet 6 inches, and the conju-

gate diameter 2 feet 8 inches ? Arts.

SOLIDS.

SOI, A Prism is a solid, two faces of which are equal

and parallel polygons, called bases, all its other faces are

parallelograms.

1. A Cube is a prism, all the faces of which are equal

squares.

2. A JParallelopipedon is a prism, the bases of

which are equal and parallel parallelograms.

Note.—A prism is triangular, quadrangular, pentagonal, etc, accord-

ing as its bases are triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons, etc

m
Prism. Cube. Parallelopipedon.

**>()%• To find the convex surface of a prism.

Rule.—Multiply the. perimeter of the base by the height.

Note.—To find the entire surface, add the area of the bases.

""
1. What is the surface of a square prism whose side is 1

foot S inches, and length 10 feet? Ans. 72| square feet.

2. "What is the surface of a triangular prism whose

length is 8 feet, and whose sides are respectivelyf 3, 4, and

5 feet? Ans. 108 square feot.

3. What is the surface of a cube, the edge of which is

8 feet? Ans.

-—4. What is the convex surface of a pentagonal prism,

whose altitude is 12 feet, and the sides of whose base is 3,

4, 6, 5, and 7 feet respectively ? Ans. ^
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S03» To find the solid contents of a prism.

Rule.—Multiply the area of the base by the altitude <f thi

prism.

1. What is the solidity of a triangular prism, 20 feet

long, and each side 1^ feet ? Ans. 19.48+ cubic feet.

^"^
2. What is the solidity of a piece of timber, 24 feet long,

and 1 foot 4 inches square ? Ans.. 42 § cubic feet.

\3. What is the solidity of a cube, the side of which is

feet? Ans. 64 cubic feet.

504, A Cylinder is a round body

everywhere of the same diameter, whose

bases are equal and parallel circles.

SOSm To find the convex surface of a cylinder.

Rule.—Multiply the circumference of the base by the length.

Note.—To find the entire surface, add the area of the bases.

X

\ 1. What is the surface of a cylinder whose length is 18

feet, and diameter 3.5 feet? Ans. 217.163 + sq.ft.

2. What is the convex surface of a cylinder whose lengtb

is 24//. and diameter 4.5 feet ? Ans. §5 V> f
) R 6

503» To find the solid contents of a cylinder.

Rule.—Multiply the area of the base by the altitude.

"v
--~ 1. What is the solidity of a cylinder 20 feet long, and

10 feet in diameter? Ans. 1570.8 cu.fl.

>v 2. What is the solidity of a cylinder 60 inches long, and

8 inches in diameter? Ans. Si £

/
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PYRAMIDS A.NT> CONES.

507. A Pyramid is a solid, having for its

base a polygon, and for its convex surface trian-

gles which terminate in a common point called a

vertex, a.

The Slant Height is the distance from the

vertex to the middle of one side of the base.

508. A Cone is a solid, having for its base

a circle, and whose convex surface tapers uni-

formly to a common point called a vertex, a.

The altitude of a pyramid, or cone, is the dis-

tance from the vertex to the base.

500. To find the convex surface of a pyramid, or cone*

Rule.—Multiply the perimeter of the base by half the slant

height.

Note.—To find the entire surface, add the area of the base.

^Vl. What is the area of a triangular pyramid, the slant

height of which is 10 feet, and the sides of its base 3, 4,

and 5 feet respectively ? Ans. 66 square feet.

""
2. What is the area of a square pyramid, the slant height

of which is 30 feet, and the sides of its base 10 feet ?

\ Ans. *fo <

^ 3. What is the surface of a cone, the slant height of

which is 40 feet, and the diameter of the base 18 feet ?

Ans.

I

or cone.510* To find the solid contents of a pyramid,

Rule.—Multiply the area of Us base by % of its altilude.

1. What is the solidity of a triangular pyramid, the alti-

tude of which is 20 feet, and each side of the base 4 feet ?

Ans. 46.188 cubic feet.
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V. 2. What is the solidity of a square pyramid, the altitude

of which is 45 feet, and a side of the base 8 feet ?

Ans. 960 cu.fi.

3. "What is the solidity of a cone, the altitude of which

is 12 feet, and the diameter of the base 4 feet? . , t^
An*. S'O,^"

6*^
4. What is the solidity of a cone, the altitude of which ia

45 feet, and the diameter of the base 10 feet ?

THE FRUSTUM OF A PYKAMID AND OF A CONE.

511, Hie Frustum, of a pyramid

or a cone, is the part that remains after

cutting off the the top by a plane parallel

to the base.

Figure a represents the frustum of a

pyramid, and b, that of a cone

512* To find the convex surface of the frustum, of a pyramid,
or cone.

Rule.

—

Multiply half the sum of the perimeters of the two

bases by the slant height.

Note.—To find the entire surface, add the area of the bases.

^-\. Suppose the slant height of a square frustum is 20

feet, the side of the base 9 feet, and of the upper base, or

top 3 feet ; what is its surface ? Ans. 570 square feet.

2. Suppose the slant height of the frustrum of a cone to

be 30 feet, the diameter of the base 12 feet, and that of the

top 4//. ; what is its whole surface ? Ans. C 7 \
• (&U

513* To find the solid contents of the frustrum, of a pyramid,
or a cone.

Rule.

—

To the sum of the areas of the two bases add the

square root of their product, and multiply this sum by \ of the

altitude of thefrustum.

Note.—The square root of the product of the areas of the two bases ia

a mean proportion between them.
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1. What is the solidity of the frustum of a cone whose
altitude is 15 feet, and whose bases are 10 and 5 feet in

diameter, respectively?

OPERATION.

10' x 0.7854 =100x0.7854, the area of the lower base.

5s x 0.7854 = 25 x 0.7854, the area of the upper base.

r-——

—

„ ( area of the mean proportional
Vi00^25x (0.7864)-= 50x0.7854,

j between ^ £Q ££
175 x 0.7854 the sura of the area of the three

bases.

V 175 x 0.7854 x £ of 15=687.225, rn.fl., is the solidity of the cone.

Remark.—This rule is of importance in determining the solidity of

round sticks of timber, the diameter of the ends of which differ.

2. "What is the solidity of a log 42 feet long, the diame-

tei of one end being 6 inches and of the other 3 feet ?

Ans. 118.2027 cu.ft.

3. What is the solidity of the frustrum of a square pyra-

mid the sides of whose bases are 4 and 5 feet, respectively,

and whose altitude is 9 feet ? Ans.

SPHERES.
514. A Sphere, or Globe is a solid,

bounded by a convex surface, every point of

which is equally distant from a point within
called the center.

TJie Diameter of a sphere is a line passing through

its centre and terminating in its surface.

The Radius is half the diameter.

o
5 /' >

.

To find the surface of a sphere.

Rule. 1.—Multiply the circumference by the, diameter.

Rule. 2.—Multiply the square of the diuineter by 3.1416.
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1. What is the surface of a sphere 40 inches in diameter?

Ans. 34.90- sq.ft.

2. Supposing the earth to be 8000 miles in diameter,

what is the area of its surface ? Ans. 201062400 sq. mi.

510m To find the solidity of a sphere.

Rule 1.—Multiply its surface by one sixth of its diameter.

Rule 2.—Multiply the cube of the diameter by 0.5236.

1. What is the solidity of the earth, supposing its diame-

ter to be 8000 miles? ' Ans. 268083200000 cu. mi.

2. How many cubic inches in a cannon ball, 8 inches in

diameter ? Ans. 268.0832 cu. in.

517* To find the side of a cube that may be inscribed in a given

sphere.

Rule 1.—Multiply the diameter by 0.57736.

Rule 2.—Multiply the radius by 1.15472.

\
1. What is the side of a cube which may be inscribed in

a sphere 36 inches in diameter? Ans. 20.78+ inches.

2. What is the difference between the solidity of a sphere

5 inches in diameter, and its inscribed cube ?

m. t ~~BOARD MEASURE.
Nora.—Boards and lumber may be measured by rules already given in

mensuration. The following may, however, be of use.

518. In board measure the board is regarded as 1 inch

thick.

5lift To find the contents of a board.

Rule 1.—Multiply its length in feet by its mean width in

feet.

Rule 2.—Multiply its length in feet by its mean vridth in

inches, and divide the product by 12.

Note.—For mean width see Note (490.)
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1. Required the contents of a board 36 feet long, and 1|

feet wide ? -4ns. 54 sq.ft.

2. Required the contents of a board 24 feet long, and 15

, inches wide? Ans. 30 sq.ft.

x 3. Required the contents of a board 42 feet long, the

ends of which are 9 inches and 2 feet 3 inches, respec-

tively? Ans.

THEASTJREMlKlSrT OF TIMBER

520. Planks, Beams, Joists, etc., are usually

measured by board measure.

521. To find the contents of timber, board measure.

Rule.—Find its superficial contents by (519), and multi-

ply the result by the thickness in inches.

1. Required the contents of a plank 40 feet long, 2 feet

. wide, and 3 inches thick? Ans. 240 sq.ft.

2. Required the contents of a piece of timber 30 feet

long, 1 foot 6 inches wide, and 9 inches thick ?

Ans. 405 sq.ft.

3. How many feet in a piece of timber 48 feet long, 2

feet 1 inch wide, and 1 foot thick ? Ans.
J

GAUGING.
522. Gauging is the process of finding the capacity,

or contents of casks.

523. TJie Mean Diameter of a cask is equal to

the head diameter + if of the difference between the bung

and head diameters, or |, when the staves are but slightly

curved.

This reduces the cask to a cylinder. (504).
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524. To find the capacity of a cask in gallons.

Let 1 equal the length of a cask in inches, and d the

diameter in inches, then its capacity in gallons equals,

lxd'x. 7854-^231=lxd'x .0034. Hence, the

Rule.—Multiply the product of the square of the mean

diameter and the length of the cask, expressed m inches, by

.0034.

1. How many gallons in a cask 46 inches long, 34 inches

bung diameter, and 28 inches head diameter ?

Ans. 160.1536 gal.

2. How many gallons in a cask whose length is 42 inches,

head diameter 28 inches, and bung diameter 37 inches ?

Ans. 165.0768 gal

MISCELLANEOUS.
525. Painting is measured by the square yard.

Papering is measured by the piece.

526. Plastering is measured by the square foot, or

square yard, including doors and windows.

527. Glazing is measured by the square foot, includ-

ing the sash.

528. Shingling, Flooring, and Partitioning
are usually measured by a square containing 100 square

feet. 1000 shingles are estimated to a square.

529. Paving is measured by the square foot, or

square yard.

530. Bricklaying is generally estimated by tho

thousand bricks.

531. Stone Masonry is usually measured by the

cubic foot, cubic yard, or perch ; a yard of stone wall is

3 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 15 inches thick. A perch ifi

16| feet long, 1| feet wide, and 1 foot deep.

z>
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MEASURE OF DISTANCES J^JNID HEIGHTS.

532* To determine the distance to any visible object by the aid

of similar right-angled triangles.

Analysis.—Suppose a man at A desires to know
the distance to any object, as B, on the opposite side

of a river. How should he proceed to determine

tins distance, with the aid of a ten-foot pole?

Form the right angle A, or BAC, and measure

any distance, as AC=30 feet. Then from C meas-

ure any distance, as CD,=9 feet; also, DE,= 12

feet, perpendicular to CA. Then by means of simi-

lar triangles we have

CD : CA : : DE : AB. That is, 9 : 30 : 12 ; AB, .\ AB=40/i!.

Note.—Form the right angle as in (429).

533* To determine the Jieight of an olyect, as AC

Analysis.—-Suppose we have found by measure-

ment that the point E, the position of the man's eye

is 5 feet above the ground, EH=6 feet in length,

EB=24, and HD 8. Then by similar triangles we
have EH : EB : : HD : BC.

That is, 6 : 24 : : 8 : CB, .-. CB=32. To this add

5 feet, and we have 32 + 5=37/1, the height.

N
*vs QUESTIONS.

1. What is the distance from A to B in the figure (532),
provided CA=90 rods, CD=6 rd., and ED=24 rd. ?

v Ans, 360 rods.

2. What is the distance from A to B, provided CA=120
v yards, CD=3 yd., and ED=43 yd.? Ans. 1720 yds.

3. What is the height of a May pole, AC {533), pro-

vided EB= 64 feet, EH=8//., HD=24/i!., and AB=6/*.?
Ans. 198ft.

4. What is the height of a church steeple, AC, provided

EB=60/i!., EH=5/if., HD=21//., and AB=6/U
Ans, 258/2.

^
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THE FIVE RE&ULAR SOLIDS.

534, A ^Regular Body is a solid bounded by a cer-

tain number of similar and equal plane faces.

It is proved in Solid Geometry that only three kinds of

equilateral and equiangular plane fignres joined together

can make a solid angle ; hence, hut five regular bodies can

possibly be formed, namely :

1. A Tetrahedron, a solid having four triangular

2. A Hexahedronf a solid having six square faces.

3. An Octahedron, a solid having eight triangular

4. A Dodecahedron, a solid having twelve pentago-

nal faces.

5. An Icosahedrotl, a solid having twenty triangular

faces.

Note.—The five regular solids may be formed by cutting diagrams

similar to the following, out of pasteboard. Cut the dotted lines but hall

way through the thickness of the board, and bend the portions of the

board back until the edges come in contact, then fasten the edges with

mucilage.

Tetrahedron. Hexahedron. Octahedron. Dodecahedron. Icosahei

"""^ TABLE OF MULTIPLIERS FOR
MECHANICS.

CIRCLES.
1. Circumference=3.1416x Diameter.

2. Circumference= 6.2832 x Radius.

3. Area =3.1416 x Radius square.

4. Area =0.7854 x Diameter square.

5. Radius =0.1592 x Circumference.

6. Radius =0.5642 x ^of the Area.

7. Diameter =0.3183 x Circumference.

8. Diameter = 1.1284 xVoi the Area.
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INSCRIBED TRIANGLES AND SQUARES.

1. Side of inscribed equilat triangle=1.7321 x Radius.

2. Side of inscribed equilat triangle= 0.8603 x Diameter.

3. Side of an inscribed square =1.4142 x Radius.

4. Side of an inscribed square =0.7071 x Diameter.

SPHERES.

1. Surface =12.5664

2. Surface = 3.1416

3. Surface = 0.3183

4 Radius = 0.2821

5. Diameter = 0.5642

6. Circumference = 1.7725

7. Solidity = 0.5236

8. Solidity = 41888

9. Solidity = 0.0169

10. Radius = 0.6204

11. Diameter = 1.2407

12. Circumference = 3.8978

13. Side of inscribed cube= 1.1547

14 Side of inscribed cube= 0.5774

x Radius square.

x Diameter square,

x Circumference s},

x ^of Surface.

x $/of Surface,

x Voi Surface,

x Diameter cubed.

x Radius cubed.

x Circumference cu.

xV f Solidity,

x V f Solidity.

x^of Solidity,

x Radius.

x Diameter.

REGULAR SOLIDS.

1 Surface =1.7320508 xside of tetrahedron squared.

2. Surface =6 xside of hexahedron squared.

3. Surface =3.4641016 x edge of octahedron squared.

4. Surface =20.6457288 x edge of dodecahedron squared

5. Surface =8.6602540 x edge of icosahedron squared.

6. Solidity=0.1178511 x edge of tetrahedron cubed.

7. Solidity=1.0000000xedge of hexahedron cubed.

8. Solidity=0.4714045 x edge of octahedron cubed.

9. Solidity=7.6631189xedge of dodecahedron cubed

10. Solidity= 2.181695 x edge of icosahedron cubed.
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GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF
FRACTIONS.

535. Tlie Gh*eatest Common Divisor of two or

more fractions is the greatest fraction that is an exact

divisor of each of them.

536. Since, in dividing by a fraction, the denominator
of the fraction becomes a multiplier, and the numerator a
divisor of the dividend, it follows that

537. The Greatest Common Divisor of two or
more fractions is a fraction whose numerator is the greatest

common divisor of the numerators of the given fractions,

and whose denominator is the least common multiple of

their denominators.

Rule.—Find for the numerator of the required greatest

common divisor, the greatest common divisor ofthe given nu-

merator ( 114), and for the denominator the least common
multiple of the given denominators (122).

Note.—1. Before applying the rule reduce mixed numbers to improper
fractions, and all fractions to their lowest terms.

2. The greatest common divisor of two or more fractions is always a
fraction.

N 1, What is the greatest common divisor of f, li, and
9 9

Analysis.—The greatest common divisor of the numerators 3, 6,

and 9 (111), is 3. The least common multiple of the denomina-

tors 4, 5, and 10 (122), is 20. .\ the greatest common divisor of

the fractions f , |, and
T
9
5 is ^.

^.
2. "What is the greatest common divisor of |, }i, ljf ?

v^ Ans. ?1|.

3 What is the greatest common divisor of jj, 2±, and

4. What is the greatest common divisor of 11|, 15|, and

165? Ans. A.
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5. A gentleman has three kinds of wine ; of the first

99 1
gallons, of the second 84| gallons, and of the third

53 § gallons, which is in the largest bottles of equal size

which will exactly contain the wine without mixing it.

Required the capacity of each bottle, and the number of

bottles. Am.
6. The sides of a triangular lot are'li5| feet, 128J feet,

and 134| feet ; what is the length of the longest boards of

equal length that can be used in fencing it without cutting

aboard? Am. L(,Z J.C— w-:
LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE OF

—

c-

FRACTIONS.

538. The Least Covnmoti Multiple of two or

more fractions is the least number that will when divided

by each of these fractions give an integer for a quotient.

539. Since, in dividing by a fraction, the denominator

of the fraction becomes a multiplier, and the numerator the

divisor of the dividend, it follows that

540. The Least Common Multiple of two or more frac-

tions is a fraction whose numerator is the least common

multiple of the numerators of the given fractions, and whose

denominator is the greatest common divisor of their de-

nominators.

Rule.—Find for the numerator of the required least com-

mon multiple, the least common multiple of the given numera-

tors (122), and for the denominator, the greatest common

divisor of the given denominators (114).

Note.—1. Before applying the rule reduce mixed numbers to improper

fractions, and all fractions to their lowest terms.

2. The least common multiple of two or more fractions may be an in-

teger.

1. What is the least common multiple of 4g|, 5T t
2
2 , and

^6 4
r

Analysis.—The mixed numbers reduced to improper fractions be-

come 3A°, MI. and Vr4 . These fractions reduced to their lowest
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terms become f J, S4s
3

;
anc^ ??• ^he least common multiple of tha

numerators, 65, 143, and 39, is 2145. (122.)
The greatest common divisor of the denominators, 14, 28, and

14,' is 14. (114.) Hence, 2145, the least common multiple of

the numerators, is 14 times larger than the least common multiple

of the fractions. Consquently 2
y|

5
, or 153T

3
T is the least common

multiple required.

. "What is the least common multiple of 4T
4
5 , 1\} and

A\ ? Ans
-
115 1-

N 3. "What is the least common multiple of 2§, §{j, §§, and

1|B? Ans.Ul.
^V 4 "What is the least common multiple of 4^, 6|, and l§f ?

Ans. 66 §.

5. "What is the smallest sum of money for which I can

buy a number of geese, at $1| each, or a number of turkeys

^ at ij>2£ each, and how many of each could be bought for

that sum ? Ans. $4|. 3 geese, or 2 turkeys.

^J3. "What is the least sum of money for which I could

purchase a number of cows at $20^ § , a number of oxen at

$47§ g, or a number of horses at $51 fz , and what number

of each could I purchase for that sum ?

Ans. $667|. 33 cows, 14 oxen, or 13 horses^^.

7. Three vessels A, B, and C start from the same place,

at the same time, and sail in the same direction around an

island 30 miles in circumference ; A at the rate of 3, B 11,

and G 23 miles an hour. How many hours before they

will all meet at the place from which they started ? How
many hours before they will first meet, and at what point?

Suppose they continue sailing, how often will they all be

together ?

Analysis.—A moves at the rate of 3 miles an hour; consequently,

to move 1 mile it will take ^ of an hour, and to move 30 miles (once

around the island), it will take 3
3°, or 10 hours. In a similar way, we

find B will move once around the island in ^ J
of an hour, and C, in

24 of an hour. Now it is evident that the least common multiple

of 10, ff, and || will express the number of hours that must elapse
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before they will all meet at the place from -which they started ; which

is 30 hours.

How long before they will first meet? C gains on B, 23— 11=
12 miles in 1 hour; consequently to gain 1 mile it will take j\ of an

hour, and to gain 30 miles, the distance he must gain before he over-

takes B, 30 times j\= ^, or f of an hour. B gains on A 11—3=
8 miles in 1 hour; hence, to gain 1 mile it will take 5 of an hour,

and to gain 30 miles, the distance he must gain before he overtakes

A, 30 times \ = ™, or \
5 of an hour. Since C will overtake B in f

of an hour, and B will overtake A in \
5 of an hour ; it is evident

that the number of hours that must elapse before C will overtake B,

at the same time that B overtakes A will be the least common mul-

tiple of I and \
5
, which is 7^ hours.

If they are together in 7| hours,

A must sail 221 miles, or times around the island + 221 miles.

B must sail 82J miles, or 2 times around the island +221 miles.

C must sail 1721 miles, or 5 times around the island +22i miles.

Consequently 221 miles from the place from which they started ia

the place where they will first be together.

If they continue traveling they will be together every 7^ hours.

— 8. If four men A, B, C, and D, start from the same place

at the same time, and walk around an island 27 miles in

circumference ; A at the rate of 4, B 12, C 20, and D 28

miles a day ; how many miles will each have to travel be-

fore they meet, and how many days before they will all

meet at the place from which they started ?

Ans. 13i, 40$, 671, and 94$ miles. 6| days.

*** 9. James, Henry, and Joseph were employed to hoe a

field of corn for $25.25. James could hoe a row in |§ of an

hour, Henry in T
8
S

of an hour, and Joseph in i of an hour.

It so happened that when all first came to the end of a

row at the same instant, the work was completed. How
long were they engaged in the field, and how much in

equity ought each to receive ?

-4ns. 4 hr. 48 mi. James should receive $10.10, Henry

$9.09, and Joseph £f) Jz
Remark.—The pages in Arithmetical Analysis which follow this in

the New Practical Arithmetic will be found from page 418 of this book
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AXIOMS.

541. An Axiom is a self-evident and necessary

truth. In arithmetical investigations and operations the

following axioms are used :

1. The whole of a quantity is greater than any of its parts.

2. The whole of a quantity is equal to the sum of all its parts.

3. Quantities which are separately equal to the same quantity

are equal to one another.

4. If equal quantities be added to equal quantities the sums

will be equal.

5. If equal quantities be subtracted from equal quantities the

remainders will be equal.

6. If equal quantities be multiplied by the same number the

products -will be equal.

7. If equal quantities be divided by the same number the

quotients will be equal.

8. If to a quantity a number be added and then subtracted

from the sum, the remainder will be the quantity.

9. If a quantity be multiplied by any number, and the product

divided by the same number, the quotient will be the quantity.

10. If a quantity be divided by any number, and the quotient

be multiplied by the same number, the product will be the

quantity.

11. Like powers and also like roots of equal quantities are

equal.

SCALES OF NUMBERS.

542. A Scale in arithmetic expresses the relation

between the successive orders of the units of a quantity,

and is uniform or varying.

543. A Uniform Scale is one in which the relation

between the successive orders of units is constant.

544. A Varying Scale is one in which the relation

between the consecutive orders of units in passing from
the lowest to the highest is not the same throughout.

Thus, in the Arabic notation the scale is uniform ; and being 1

it is called the decimal scale. In English linear measure the scale
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for passing from inches to rods is 12, 3, 5\ (1QQ), and is vary-

ing. In all quantities, whether abstract or denominate, (Q. 10)
the number expressing a collection of equal units is governed by
the decimal scale.

545. NOTATION AND NUMERATION.

FRENCH AND AMERICAN NUMERATION TABLE.

8th
Period.
Sex-

tillions.
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1. In 1866 the Union Pacific Railroad Co. reported

$9690082.01 as expended in money on the road. Of this

amount the sum $3113221.25 was derived from the sale of

$3280000 of government bonds, the sum of $3901357.01

from loans, and the sum of $2508725 from stock sub-

scriptions.

2. In 1866 the number of Indians in Michigan was 7925,

of which 6363 are reported to have raised during that year

44000 bushels of grain, 91000 bushels of potatoes, 2500

tons of hay, 233000 lbs. of maple sugar, and to have sold

furs to the amount of $40000.

3. The bituminous coal fields around Pittsburg have

been estimated at 8600000 acres. The upper coal seam

alone of this area is estimated to contain 53516000000 tons

of coal.

4. The revenues of the U. S. Post-Office Department for

the year 1866 were $14386986.21, and the expenditures

$15352079.30, showing an excess of the latter of $965-

093.09.

5. The amount of the public domain of this country in

1866 was estimated to be 1465468800 acres, of which

474160551 acres had been surveyed.

6. On the 30th of June, 1866, there were on the U. S.

Government pension rolls 54620 invalids, whose yearly

pensions amounted to $4128718.15, and 69889 widows and

dependent relatives whose pensions amounted to $7284-

404.11.

7. The whole number of army pensioners in 1866 was

124509, and the total amount of their annual pensions was

$11413122.26.

8. The total number of army and navy pensioners of all

classes on the government rolls, June 30, 1866, was 126722,

and the amount paid during the year was $13459996.43.

9. During the year 1866 the XL S. Patent-Office issued

8716 patents ; the receipts of the office were $460416.80,

and the expenditures $343697.73.
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"Note.—The names of the periods higher than sextillions are in

the following order : Septillions, octillions, nonillions, decillions,

undecillions, duodecillions, tredecillions, quatuordecillions, quin-

decillions, sexdecillions, septendecillions, octodecillions, noven-

decillions, vigintillions, &c. The names of the periods above

millions are formed from million with the prefixes derived from

Latin numerals, lis, tres, quatuor, &c. The periods higher than

billions or trillions are seldom used in numeration.

Proofs of Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division by

excess of 9's.

546. These proofs depend oh the principle that the

excess over the exact number of 9's in the sum of the digits

of any number is equal to the excess over the exact number

of 9's in the number itself.

Thus in 27 the sum of the digits is 9, and 27 is exactly divisible

by 9 ; but in 28 the sum of the digits is 10, which is equal to one

9 and 1 over, and 28 -=- 9 is equal to 3 and 1 over. Take any

number, as 6753, and separate it into the parts 6000, 700, 50, 3.

Now 6000 = (999 + 1) 6 = 999 x 6 + 6
700 = ( 99 + 1) 7 = 99 x 7 + 7
50 = ( 9 + 1) 5= 9x5 + 5

3 = ( 0+1) 3= + 3

Add~6753 = 999x6 + 99x7+ 9x5 + 21

In this sum the part 21 is the sum of the digits of 6753, and

the other parts are all multiples of 9 ; but if each one of several

numbers be exactly divisible by a given number, the sum of the

several numbers will be exactly divisible by the given number.

Therefore the excess over the exact number of 9's in 6753 is the

same as the excess over the exact number of 9's in 21, which is

the sum of the digits of 6753.

Since anj number may be separated into parts, as was done

with 6753, a portion of which parts will severally be multiples of

9, and their sum therefore divisible by 9, and the other parts will

be the digits of the number, it follows that whatever be the

number the excess over the exact number of 9's in the sum of ita

digits will be equal to the excess over the exact number of 9's in

the number itself Hendfc,
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547. If a number be exactly divisible by nine, the sum
of its digits will be exactly divisible by nine.

548. If several numbers be added, the excess of 9's in

the sum will be equal to the excess of 9's in the sum of the

digits of the several numbers.

Therefore, since the minuend is equal to the sum of the sub-

trahend and remainder, the excess of 9's in this sum will be equal

'to the excess of 9's in the minuend.

549. If two numbers be multiplied together, the excess

of 9's in the product will be equal to the excess of 9's in

the product obtained by multiplying the excess of 9's in

one factor by the excess of 9's in the other.

This is- a consequence of (548), since multiplication is a short

method of performing addition when the numbers to be added

are equal.

550. Since the dividend diminished by the remainder,

if any, is equal to the product of the divisor by the

quotient, it follows (549) that if the dividend be dimin-

ished by the remainder the excess of 9's in the dividend

thus diminished will be equal to the excess of 9's in the

product obtained by multiplying the excess of 9's in the

divisor by the excess of 9's in the quotient.

ADDITION.

551. Proof by excess of 9's.

OPKEATION.

5379 1 ft = excess of 9's in

8192 I

tne smn of tbe^its

4735 J
°f the numbers.

20949, 6= excess of 9's in the

sum of the numbers.

OPERATION.

9023578
) K . _,

158396 5=excess of 9 s

7415835 I
in the sum of the

2374 [digits ofthenum-
9275428 bers
439584

J

berS -

26315195, 5=excess of 9's

in the sum of the

numbers.

The results will be the same in whatever order the digits be

combined to get the excess of 9's. The best rule is to pass ovei
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the horizontal rows of figures to and fro, omitting the figure 9

whenever it occurs, and rejecting 9 whenever the sum of the other

figures is equal to or exceeds 9, carrying the excess to the next

figure.

Note.—Neither this proof nor that by varying the combinations of

the numbers to be added is infallible. This proof fails when in the

result the sum of one column is as much too great as the sum of

another is too small.

ADDITION OF SEVERAL COLUMNS AT ONCE.

552. Accountants, instead of adding the columns of

figures singly, frequently add two or more at the same
time.

Analysis.—To add two columns at a time we say operation.

56 and 60 are 116, and 3 are 119, and 90 are 209, and 5 5278
are 214, and 70 are 284, and 8 are 292. We put down 3495
the 92 and add the 2 to the next double column, and 7263
say 19 and 2 are 21, and 70 are 91, and 2 are 93, &c, 1956

as in the addition of the double column on the right. 17992
To add three columns at a time we should say, in the above

example, 956 and 200 are 1156, and 60 are 1216, and 3 are 1219, and
400 are 1619, and 90 are 1709, and 5 are 1714, and 200 are 1914, and

70 are 1984, and 8 are 1992 ; and we write down the 992, adding

the 1 to the next column, making 17992 as before.

In the following examples let the results be proved by

excess of 9's, and let some of them be worked by adding

two or more columns at a time :

EXAMPLES.

1. Add 358, 609, 7686, 1368, 499, 48963, 208, feet.

2. Add 8656, 307, 5987, 4635, 69284, miles.

3. Add 3848, 56, 500, 6921, 79648, 19, 8639, rods.

4. Add 7154, 8978, 640, 6175, 911, 54, 75634.

J^Add 802, 36984, 994, 8631, 6867, 83, 24416.

^"cTAdd 83546, 60969, 57834, 61758, 22, 11859.~

7. Add 7866957, 194145, 5707158, 99, 517, 378.

8. Add 8398682, 50079, 6035273, 816, 7649343.

9. Add 49362, 5160, 43298, 8577 dollars and 40, 17 centa
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EXERCISES IN ADDITION, ETC.

Statement of V. S. Revenue and Expenditures for 20 yeara ending 1866.
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^ SUBTRACTION.

553. The Arithmetical Complement of a num-

ber is the number which must be added to the given

number to make it equal to a unit of an order next higher

than that of the highest unit of the number.

554. Proof by excess of 9's :

OPEBATION.

805639, 4 = excess of 9'a in

437981 > minuend.

367g58 \ 4= excess of 9's m sum
of subtrahand and re-

mainder.

5734926,
1063857

4671069

in

OPERATION.

no excess of
minuend.

no excess of 9's in the

sum of the subtra-

hend and remainder.

In each of the above examples the excess of 9's in the minuend

is compared with the excess of 9's in the subtrahend and re-

mainder taken together, and if the excess in the one

that in the other the work is presumed to be right.

equal to

555. When there are several subtrahends.

When there are two or more subtrahends, the subtrae

tion may be performed by first taking one of the sub-

trahends from the minuend, then another of the subtra-

hends from the remainder, and so on until all the

subtrahends have been used ; or the subtrahends may b4

added to form the complete subtrahend, and the subtrac-

tion then performed. In the latter case the work may b<

abridged, as in the following :

Analysis.—We add the right-hand

column of the subtrahends ; the sum is

22 ; then say 22 from 27 is 5, and write

down the 5 and add 2 to the next

column of the subtrahends ; the sum is

24; then say 24 from 30 is 6; write

down the 6 and add 3 to the next column of the subtrahends
Thus continue until eveiy column of the subtrahends lias been
added, adding to each what was added to the minuend figure in

subtracting the sum of the preceding subtrahend column.

lfon.ce the

OPERATION.

835607 minuend.
625181
5^ I subtrahend!

95 J

716365 remainder.
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Rule.—1. Write the several subtrahends under the minuend
as in addition ; then, beginning on the right, add the first

column of subtrahend figures, and writefor the first figure of

the remainder the figure which, added to the sum found, will

make its unit figure the same as the unit figure of the minuend.

2. Add the next column of subtrahend figures, adding to it

the tens of the first sum, and write for the tens' figure of the

remainder the figure which added to the right-hand figure of

the second sum will make thisfigure the same as the tens' figure

of the minuend, and thus proceed until the entire remainder is

found.

In the following examples let the subtractions be made
in a single operation, and let the results be proved by

excess of 9's

:

(1)

95326

32574
9653
7528
704

44867

(2)
5038759

2759021
837563
45915
8504

1387756

(3)

7910678, minuends.

6153927 1

8

50802r
subtrahends-

9375 J

799321, remainders.

Find the arithmetical complements of the following

numbers :

1. 543. Ans. 457. I 3. 85732.

2. 7506. Ans. 2494. 4. 978021.

EXEECISES (see table, page 310).

1. What is the difference between the U. S. revenue from

duties for the four years ending with 1850, and the war

and navy expenditures during the same time? 2. During

the same time how much do the total expenditures exceed

the total receipts ? 3. In the years 1856, 1857, 1858, how
much more were the total expenditures than the total re-

ceipts ? 4. How much less were they in 1852 and 1853 ?

5. What amount must be added to the revenue from

duties, etc., for 1861 and 1862 to equal the same kind of

revenue for 1864 ?
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MULTIPLICATION.

S56. Proof by excess of 9's.

Multiply 785 by 547.

In 785, excess of 9's 2 ; in 547, excess of 9's 7 ; 785 x 549 =
429395, excess of 9's 5 ; 7x2= 14, excess of 9's 5. That is, the

excess of 9's in the product of the excess of 9's of the factors is

equal to the excess of 9's in the product of the factors.

Work the examples below, and verify the results by

excess of 9's :

(1) (2) (3)

7092 ! 85932 758029 multiplicands.

654 .5286 „ 39521 multipliers.

OOt* Cases in which multiplication may be shortened.

When the multiplier can be separated into two or more

factors, one of which is a factor of the others.

Multiply 537 by 459.

Analysts.—We first multiply by 9

in the ordinary way ; then, since 45

=9 x 5, we get the product of 537 by

45 tens by multiplying the first prod-

uct by 5, writing the first figure of

OPERATION.

537
459

4833=537x9 units.

24165 =537x45 tens.
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taining the smallest number of units of their order into which

the multiplier is separated, writing the first figure of the prod-

uct under the factor, or under its right-hand figure if it

contains more than one figure.

2. Then multiply this product by thefactor which multiplied

by the first factor will produce another factor of the gfven

multiplier, and write the first figure of the result undejr the

right-hand significantfigure of the factor produced.

3. Thus continue until all thefactors of the multiplier have

been used, and add the resultsfor the complete product.

EXAMPLES,
-~1. Multiply 7032 by 357. Ans. 2510424.

2. 85065x2432=?
3. 97821x25125=?
4. 37028x81309=?

5. 265975 x 49735= ?/
c

^. 850923 x 30625= ?

7. 2687089x42536587:

OOS» Wlien the multiplier is one or afew units less than the unit
of a certain order.

Multiply 327 by 9.

327 x 9=327 x 10-327= 3270-327=2943.
Also, 327 x 99=327 x 100—327=32700-327=32373.
Again, 327 x 7=327 x 10-327x3= 3270-981= 2289.

And, 327 x 97=327 x 100—327 x 3=32700-981= 31719.

From there examples we deduce the

Hule.—Multiply by the unit of the order next higher than

at of the highest unit of the multiplier, and subtractfrom thti

result the product of the multiplicand by the excels of the muU
Uplier used over the given multiplier; the remainder is the trud

product.

EXAMPLES.
1. Multiply 541 by 99. Ans. 53559.

2. Multiply 3795 by 99. Ans. 375705.

3. Multiply 50672 by 999. I 5. Multiply 5783 by 98.

4. Multiply 479 by 97. I 6. Multiply 64807 by 997.

7. Multiply 74325 by 9994. Ans. 742804050.
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00*)» When the left-hand figure of the multiplier is 1, the right-
hand figure any digit, and the intervening places, if any, are
occupied by O's.

Multiply 725 by 13.

Analysis.—By the common process we operation.

should first multiply by the 3 of the multi- 725 x 13=9425

plier, and under the partial product write the multiplicand,

putting the 5 in the tens' place, and then add to obtain the com-

plete product.

The abridgment consists in adding to the product, as soon

as obtained, of each figure of the multiplicand by 3 the figure

of the multiplicand occupying the place next to the right of that

multiplied. Thus we say 3 times 5 are 15, and put down the 5
;

then 3 times 2 are 6, and 1 to carry are 7, and 5 are 12, putting down
the 2 and carrying the 1 to the next multiplication, and so on. For
each that occurs between the 1 and the right-hand figure of the

multiplier we must pass one additional place to the right for the

figure of the multiplicand to be added to the product of each of its

figures by the right-hand figure of the multiplier. Hence the

Rule.— Write the multiplier on the right of the multipli-

cand, connecting them with the sign of multiplication; then

multiply the multiplicand by the units figure of the multiplier,

adding to each partial product, as soon as obtained, that figure

of the multiplicand which is as manyplaces to the right of that

multiplied as there are orders of units between the extreme

figures of the multiplier.

examples.
1. Multiply 758 by 16. Ans. 12128.

2. Multiply 9037 by 107. Ans. 966959.
3. Multiply 5703 by 1004. I 5. Multiply 650208 by 10005.

4. Multiply 8567 by 1007.
|
6. Multiply 879406 by 10003.

OtfO. WJicn the right-hand figure of the multiplier is 1, the left-
hand figure any digit, and the intervening places, if any, are
occupied by O's.

Multiply 573 by 41.

Analysis.—In the common process we operation.

should first multiply by 1, and then by 4, 573x41= 23493

writing the first figure of this last product in the tens' place, and
add the partial products for the complete product.
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The abridgment consists in writing down the units' figure 3 of

the multiplicand for the units' figure of the product, and then

multiplying the several figures of the multiplicand by 4, adding to

each product, as soon as obtained, the figure of the multiplicand next

to the left of that multiplied. For each that occurs between the

extreme figures of the multiplier we must pass one additional place

to the left for the figure of the multiplicand. to be added to the prod-

uct of each of its figures by the left-hand figure of the multiplier,

and one additional figure from the right of the multiplicand must be

taken to form the right-hand figures of the product.

Rule.— Write the multiplier on the right of the multipli-

cand, connecting them with the sign of multiplication ; then

multiply the several figures of the multiplicand by the left-hand

figure of the multiplier, adding to each partial product, as soon

as obtained, that figure of the multiplicand as many places to

the left of that multiplied as there are units in the difference

between the orders of the units of the extreme figures of the

multiplier, and to the result annex as many figures from the

right of the multiplicand, in their order, as there are units in

this difference.

EXAMPLES.

1. Multiply 593 by 71. Ans. 42103.

2. Multiply 8025 by 601. Ans. 4823025.

3. Multiply 7324 by 201. I 5. Multiply 5743 by 4001.

4. Multiply 5938 by 701.
|

6. Multiply 609803 by 7001.

OOl. To find the square of any number (406).

The abbreviated process depends on the principle that the prod-

uct of any two numbers increased by the square of half their

difference is equal to the square of their arithmetical mean (Note,

443). Thus, the arithmetical mean of 8 and 12 is 10, their

difference is 4 ; 8 x 12=96 the product, and 102= 100 the square of

the mean; 100—96=4=

2

2 the square of half the difference of the

numbers. Again, 27 x 33=891 ; 30 2= 900 the square of the mean

of 27 and 33 ; 9=3 2 the square of half the difference between 33

and 27; 891 + 9=900.

Eequired the square of 28.

Now, by above-stated principle, 28 2
is equal to 30 x 26 + 4, since

28 is the arithmetical mean of 26 and 30, and 4=

2

s
is the square
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of the half difference of these numbers ; therefore 282=30 x 26 + 4

=784. Hence the

Rule.—Add to the number what is necessary to make it an

exact number of units of the order of its highest unit for one

factor, and diminish it by the same amountfor the otherfactor,

and to their product add the square of their half difference.

EXAMPLES.
1. What is the square of 19 ? Ans. 361.

2. What is the square of 297 ? Ans. 88209.

3. Square ,83, 95, 398, 499, 496, 497.

&G2» When the multiplier is an aliquot part of a unit of any
order (222).

Multiply 97 by 5.

Analysis.—5 is an aliquot part, that is 1, of 10, opkkation.

and the product of 97 by 10 is twice the product a
)J7®

of 97 by 5 ; therefore we multiply 97 by 10 and take 485

half the product. Again, multiply 356 by 121. Here 12i is an

aliquot part (\) of 100; therefore 356 x 12| = 35600 -=- 8 = 4450.

Other examples may be thus analyzed.

Rule.—Multiply the multiplicand by the unit of the order

next higher than that of the highest unit in the multiplier, and

take the same part of the product that the given multiplier is of

the multiplier usedfor the required product.

EXAMPLES.
1. Multiply 9057 by 25. Ans. 226425.

2. Multiply 37 by 33*. Ans. 1233^.

3. Multiply 4729 by 125. I 5. Multiply 3708 by 142f

.

4. Multiply 73958 by 12±.
|
6. Multiply 7056 by 90{?.

SG3> When the number expressed by the figure or figures on the

left of the multiplier, or that expressed by the figure or figure*

on the right of the multiplier, is an aliquot part of lO. lOO, etc.

1. Multiply 5429 by 783$.
OPEBATION.

Analysis—33^ is an aliquot part Q) of 100, 1)5429

and we get the entire product of 5429 by 733^

by multiplying it separately by 700 and 33J, and 8800300

adding the results.
_180966|

700

3981266s
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2. Multiply 7258 by 2583.
OPEBATIOX.

Analysis.—The multiplier is made up of 2500 7258

and 83 ; but 2500 is an aliquot part (J) of 10,000. 83

The entire product is, therefore, the product of 21774

7258 by 83, added to ± of the product of 7258 JJJJJ
by 10,000.

18145000
y '

18747414

From these analyses we deduce the

Rule.—Separate the multiplier into its two sets of figures,

one of which expresses the number which is an aliquot part of

10, or 100, or 1000, &c. ; then multiply the multiplicand by

the number expressed by the other set having respect to its local

value, and add to the result the aliquot part of the product of

the multiplicand by 10, or 100, or 1000, &c.

EXAMPLES.

1. Multiply 7265 by 725. Ans. 5267125.

2. Multiply 3702 by 12573. Ans. 46545246.

3. 97027x2506=?^. I 5. 7958x4216f=?
4. 472908 x82142f=? 1^6. 809756x50026=?

DIVISION.

564. Proof of division by excess of 9's.

The dividend, diminished by the remainder, if any, is equal to

the product of the divisor by the quotient. Hence (550),
If the excess of 9's in the dividend diminished by the remain-

der, if any, is equal to the excess of 9's in the product of the

excess of 9's in the divisor by the excess of 9's in the quotient, thg

work is presumed to be correct.

Let this proof be applied in the following

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 339720 by 456. Ans. 745.

2. Divide 312169 by 407. Ans. 767.

3. Divide 9763 by 123. I 5. Divide 970253 by 7534.

4. Divide 86431 by 342. I
6. Divide 7098161 by 8353.
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565. CONTRACTIONS IN DIVISION.
ABBEEVIATION OF LONG DIVISION.

Divide 152508 by 537.

Analysis.—The first quotient figure is 2.
operation.

We now say twice 7 are 14, 14 from 15
537) 152508(284

leaves 1, which is written for the first 214
figure of the first remainder ; then, since in 000
the subtraction we called the 5 15, we carry 1 to the next
product, and say twice 3 are 6, and 1 are 7 ; 7 from 12 leaves 5,

which is the second figure of the remainder ; and then twice 5
are 10, and 1 are 11 ; 11 from 15 leaves 4, which is the last figure

of the first remainder. To this we conceive the to be annexed
to form the second partial dividend. The second quotient figure

is 8, and with this we proceed as before, getting for our next
remainder 214, to which conceive the 8 to be annexed for the
third and last partial dividend. This leads to 4, the third

quotient figure, and for a remainder, and the division is exact.

Hence the

Rule.—Find the first quotient figure in the usual way ;

then multiply the first figure of the divisor by this quotient

figure, and instead of writing down the product, subtract it

from the right-hand figure of the partial dividend, increasing

this figure if necessary by tens to make it equal to, or exceed,

the product. Write the difference for the first figure of the

remainder, and to the product of the nextfigure of the divisor

by the quotient figure add as many ones as tens were added to

thefigure of the partial product previously used as a minuend.

Proceed in this manner until all thefigures of the divisor

have been multiplied by the quotient figure, and to the remainder

conceive the next figure of the dividend to be annexed toform
the second partial dividend, with which operate as with the

first partial dividend, continuing the process until all the given

dividend figures have been exhausted, when the work will be

complete. „„ ,1 EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 204174 by 597. Ans. 342.

2. Divide 3400558 by 4102. Ans. 829.

3. 71954364-9504=?" .15. 1729805-95432 =?
4. 5708397^5087=? I 6. 85479165-49728=?
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SGG» When the number expressed by the right-hand figure on

figures of the divisor is an aliquot part of i

lO's, or 100>sf or 1000's, etc.

exact number of

operatic?:*.

31) 375

3 8_
10)1125

112.5

JPEEATIOlt.

712i) 5863
8"

8_

57|00)469!04(8.22f$
13
16

50

1. Divide 375 by 3^.

Analysis.—Since 3| is i of 10, we multiply

both dividend and divisor by 3 for new divi-

dend and new divisor, which, we may do

without changing the value of the quotient

(94, 13).

2. Divide 5863 by 712|.

Analysis.—Since the number 12i on

the right of the divisor is \ of 100, we
multiply both dividend and divisor by

8, which converts the divisor into a

number having two 0's on the right.

The division is then performed, abbre-

viating by (JO) and by (j?65)-

From these analyses we deduce the

Rule.—Multiply both dividend and divisor by such a

number as will change the divisor* into another with one or

more 0's on its right ; then, by the methods of abbreviation

already explained, divide the new dividend by the new divisor.

Note.—When the entire divisor is an aliquot part of 10, or 100, or

1000, &c, the new divisor will be 10, or 100, or 1000, &c. ; and if the

divisor be a whole number or a finite decimal, the multiplier will be 2

or 5, or some multiple of one of these numbers

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 60175 by 725.

2. Divide 937.85 by 866|.

-3. 1540300 -=- 7033 |.

-4. 7356-^-93.125.

_5. 87359-^27.875.
"6. 47092 -h9625.

11. Divide 700 bushels of wheat by 14f

.

12. What part of $1000 is $83,331 ?

13. How much land cost $1360 at $2.12A per acre?

14 If 75 horses cost $15750, what cost each horse ?

Ans. 83.

Ans. 1.08212
9
g.

\7. 96532 -=-250=?

8. 34896-f-8614|=?

9. 58734^-4912^=?

10. 8439^-81431=?
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567. In addition to the principles of division given in

(94) the following may be presented here :

1. If any number be added to the divisor, the dividend

remaining the name, the new quotient will be as many units lest

than the original quotient as there are units in the product of

the original quotient by the number added, divided by the neu

divisor.

2. If any number be subtracted from the divisor, the divi-

dend remaining the same, the new quotient will be as many

units greater than the original quotient £s there are units in the

product of the original quotient by the number subtracted,

divided by the new divisor.

Thus 8 x 9 = 72. We may consider 8 as the divisor, 9 as the

quotient, and 72 as the dividend. Add 4 to the divisor, then the
Q

new divisor is 12, and 12x— x9=72, and the new quotient is

8 4x9— x 9 which is equal to 9——- which agrees with Principle 1

Again, if 4 be subtracted from the divisor 8 instead of being

added to it, then the new divisor becomes 4, and since 4 x - x 9=

8 4x9
72, the new quotient must be-rx9, which is equal to 9 +—~r—

which agrees with Principle 2.

These analyses are applicable to all cases that may be presented

;

hence the above principles are general.

PROPERTIES OF NUMBERS.
568. A Perfect Number is equal to the sum of all

its factors plus 1.

Thus, the factors of <5 are 3 and 2, and 6= 3 + 2 + 1; also, the

factors of 28 are 14, 7, 4 and 2, and 28=14+7+4 + 2+ 1; there-

fore 6 and 28 are perfect numbers.

From the nature of the case there can be but few perfect num-

bers among those which are not enormously large. The following

are the only known perfect numbers : 6, 28, 496, 8128, 33550336,

8589869056, 137438691328, 2305843008139952128, 2417851639228.

158837784576, 9903520314282971830448816128.
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569. An Imperfect Number is one that is not

equal to the sum of all its factors plus 1, and is said to be

abundant when it is less, and defective when it is greater

than this sum plus 1.

Thus, the factors of 12 are 6, 4, 3 and 2, and 12 is less than

6 + 4 + 3+ 2 + 1= 16; therefore 12 is an abundant number ; and 15,

Which is greater than 5 + 3+ 1= 9, is a defective number.

570c EXACT DIVISORS.

1. Nine and three are exact divisors of a number the

*um of whose digits is divisible by 9, (106, 5).

It has been shown (54:6) that the excess of 9's in any number
is equal to the excess of 9's in the sum of the digits of the num-
ber ; hence, when there is no excess of 9's in the sum of the digits,

the number will be exactly divisible by 9 ; and if divisible by 9 it

will be divisible by 3 also.

2. If 2 be added to any number which is expressed by
an odd number of 9's, the sum will be divisible by 11.

Thus, 9 + 2= 11, 999 + 2= 1001, 1001-^-11= 91.

99999 + 2=100001, 100001^11= 9091, &c.

3. Eleven is an exact divisor of any number in which the

difference between the sum of the digits occupying the odd
places, counting from the right, and the sum of the digits

occupying the even places is divisible by 11, and not

otherwise.

Proof.—Take the namber 5764 and resolve it into the parts 4,

60, 700, 5000. Then,

4= 4

60=( 9+ 1)6= ( 9+ 2)6-6
700=( 99 + 1) 7= 99x7 +7
5000=(999 + l) 5= (999+ 2) 5—5

Add, 5764=( 9 + 2)6+ 99x7+ (999 + 2) 5 + (4+ 7)— (6 + 5)

Or, 5764=( 9 + 2)6+ 99 x 7 + (999 + 2) 5.

That is, 5764 is composed of three parts, each of which is

divisible by 11 (Principle 2), and their sum, therefore, divisible

by 11, and of the difference between two sums one of which is the

sum of the digits of 5764 which occupy the odd places, and the
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other the sum of the digits which occupy the even places. This
difference is 0; therefore 5764 is divisible by 11.

Any entire number is susceptible of a similar resolution, and it

is evident that if the sum of the digits occupying the odd places
is equal to the sum of those occupying the even places, or if the
difference of these sums is any entire multiple of 11, the number
will be divisible by 11, and not otherwise. Hence the principles,

4. Any number which will exactly divide one of several

factors will exactly divide their product.

5. Any number which, will exactly divide each of several

numbers will exactly divide their sum.
6. Any number which will exactly divide each of two

numbers will exactly divide their difference.

Propositions 4, 5, and 6 above may he proved as follows

:

Begin with any number, as 3. Its product by the consecutive
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c, will form the series 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, &c, and
any number of this series multiplied by any integer whatever will

contain 3 an exact number of times. Hence,
1. The product of any number of the series by any integer will

be divisible by 3.

2. The sum of two or more numbers of the series will be
divisible by 3.

3. The difference between any two numbers of the series will be
divisible by 3.

Note.—With whatever integer we begin, the conclusions with
respect to it will be the same as those above stated • hence, principles

4, 5 and 6 are general.

From these principles we deduce the following in ad-
dition to (100, 1, 2, 3, 4), which are also a consequence
of the same.

571. A number is divisible by any power of 2 if the
number expressed by as many of the figures on the right
of the number as there are units in the exponent of the
power is divisible by the given power.
For 2 is a factor of 10, and any power of 10 will contain the

corresponding power of 2 as a factor ; but the consecutive powers
of 10 are 10, 100, 1000, &c. ; that is, each of these powers is a unit
of an order higher by one than is denoted by the units in tha
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exponent of the power. Hence the number, exclusive of as many
of its nght-hand figures as there are units in the exponent of the

power, will be divisible by the power of 2, and it is assumed that

the number expressed by these right-hand figures is divisible by
the power of 2. Therefore, since this power of 2 divides each of

the parts of the number, it will divide their sum or the entire

number. (570, 4.)

572. A number is divisible by any power of 5 if the

number expressed by as many of the right-hand figures of

the given number as there are units in the exponent of the

power is divisible by the power.

The mode of proving this proposition is the same as that

employed in (571)-

573. An even number can not be a divisor of an odd
number.
For the product of the divisor by the quotient is equal to the

dividend ; but the divisor being an even number, its product by

any entire number mnst be an even number, and can not therefore

be equal to the dividend, which is an odd number.

574. If an odd number be a divisor of an even number,

twice the odd number will also be a divisor of the even

number.

For, since the dividend is even and the divisor odd, the quotient

must be even, and therefore divisible by 2 ; but if the quotient be

divided by 2, the result will be the same as the quotient of the

original dividend divided by twice the divisor.

575. CONTRACTED MULTIPLICATION OF
DECIMALS.

In the multiplication of decimals by the ordinary rule (183) it

is frequently the case that the number of decimal places in the

result is greater than is required for practical purposes. When
the product to an assigned decimal place is sufficient, the pro-

cess may be shortened by the principle that the product of a

figure of any local value by units of the first order will be a

number the local value of whose unit is the same as that of the

unit of the multiplicand ; and if the local value of the figure of

the multiplier be increased or diminished by any number of unite,
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the unit of the product will be increased or diminished by the

same number of units.

Thus, the product of lOths by units is lOths; the product of

lOths by lOths is lOOths; the product of lOths by lOOths is

lOOOths; the product of lOOths by lOOOths is lOOOOths, &c.

Multiply 27.5638 by 35.875, carrying the product out to

the third decimal place.

Analysis.—We reverse the order of opeeatiok.

the figures of the multiplier and write 27.5638

them under the multiplicand; and, —

—

since thousandths is the lowest decimal
5s?'819= 27*563 x 5 + 4

figure to be retained in the product, 22*051= 27*56 x .8 + 3
we place the units' figure of the multi- 1.929= 27.5 x .07 + 4

plier under the thousandths' figure oi .138= 27 x .005 + 3

the multiplicand. Then the unit of 988.851 Product,

the product of any figure of the multiplicand by the figure of the

multiplier that falls under it will be thousandths. When there

are figures in the multiplicand on the right of that immediately

above the figure of the multiplier, their product by the latter

figure being expressed in units of lower orders than thousandths,

may be neglected, except for the purpose of finding what must be

carried to the thousandths' figure from their product. Hence the

Rule.— Write the multiplier, with the order of its figures

reversed, wider the multiplicand, its units' figurefalling under

that figure of the multiplicand whose unit is of the order of the

lowest decimal to be retained in the product.

Then multiply the multiplicand by each figure of the multi-

plier, rejecting all the figures of the multiplicand that are on the

right of the figure used as a multiplier, and adding to the first

product of the figure of the multiplicand by each figure of the

multiplier the number of units that would be carried to itfrom

the product of the rejectedfigures of the multiplicand, and one

more when the second figure from the right of the product of

the rejected figures is 5, or more than 5 ; and write the first

figures of the partial products in the same column.

Add the several partial products, andfrom the result point

off the required number of decimal places.
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NOTE.—1. Should the number of decimal places in the multiplicand

be less than the number required in the product, supply the requisite

number by annexing O's.

2. The rule assumes that the error in adding 1 to the number

which is carried from the product of the rejected figures of the multi-

plicand when the second figure from the right of this product is equal

to or greater than 5 will be balanced by the error of neglecting the

second figure when it is less than 5. These errors, however, may not

balance each other, and there will be a doubt about the correctness

of the right-hand figure of the product. The plus or minus sign -±z

written after a number indicates this doubt about the accuracy of its

right-hand figure.

EXAMPLES.

1. Multiply 751.2037 by 38.7136, and 3.1415926 by

27.8059, carrying out the product in the first to the third

decimal place, and in the second to the fifth decimal place

OPERATION.
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" 7. There are 3962.57302 miles in the equatorial radius

of the earth, arid there are 1.7323152 kilometers in a mile;

what is the length of this radius expressed in kilometers,

retaining eight decimal places in the result ?

-4ns. 6864.42547366 ±^_,
8. Multiply 705.83965 by 23.97356, carrying out the!

product to the fifth decimal place.

9. At the depth of 10 feet water exerts a pressure of

4.328 pounds per square inch ; what at this depth would be

the pressure exerted on a surface 2.3507 square yards in

extent, getting the result in pounds out to the third decimal

place ? Ans.

10. Multiply 3790.8563 by .007359. retaining five decimal

places in the product. Ans.

576. CONTRACTED DIVISION OF DECI-
MALS.

When in the division of decimals only a part of tne decimal

places in the quotient is required, the process may be abbreviated

as in the multiplication by rejecting unnecessary figures on the

right of the dividend, and also those on the right of the divisor

when they no longer affect the quotient figures remaining to be

found.

Divide 578.4573 by 23.54137, continuing the division

until the third decimal figure of the quotient is found.

CONTRACTED OPERATION. COMMON OPERATION.

23.54137)578.4573(24.571 23.54137)578.45
17542 47083 47482

10782 10762
9417 9416

1345 1346
1177 1177

168 169
165 164

3 4

_2 2

1 2

73(24.571

74

990
548

4420

0685_

37350
78959

583810
354137

229773
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Analysis.—In the contracted method we first ascertain how
many places of figures there will be in the quotient. Comparing
the entire part of the divisor with the entire part of the dividend,

we see, in the example, that there will be two places of figures in

the entire part of the quotient, and^hat the required quotient

will contain in all five places of figures. Now the number
expressed by the five left-hand figures of the dividend includes

the first two decimal places, and this number may be regarded as

the contracted product of the divisor by the quotient (575). The
first quotient figure is 2 tens, and to get that partial product of

the divisor by this quotient figure, whose lowest decimal is hun-

uredths, we begin the multiplication at the thousandths' place of

the divisor, and proceed as in contracted multiplication, adding

to the product of the first figure that is multiplied the units that

would be carried to it if the rejected figures of the divisor were

multiplied.

If the product of the contracted divisor by the tens' figure of the

quotient be found and subtracted from the contracted dividend,

the remainder is the sum of the partial products of the contracted

divisor by the remaining figures of the quotient, and is therefore

a new dividend from which to find these remaining figures. To

get the units' figure of the quotient we further contract the

divisor by rejecting another figure on the right, then divide the

first remainder by this new divisor, and proceed with the units'

figure of the quotient as we did with the tens' figure. These

operations are repeated until the required number of quotient

figures have been found. Hence the

Hole,—1. Write the dividend and divisor as in the com-

mon division of decimals, and compare the significant figures

on the left of the divisor with those on the left of the dividend

to determine the number of places of figures there will be in

the quotient.

2. For the first contracted divisor take the number expressed

by as many of the figures on the left of the given divisor, count-

ingfrom the first significant figure, as there are to be places of

figures countingfrom the first significantfigure in the required

quotient ; andfor the second divisor reject onefigurefrom the

right of the first divisor, and so on, until the divisions are

finished.
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3. In multiplying the contracted divisor by the quotient

figure, carryfrom the rejectedfigures of the divisor as in con-

tracted multiplication.

Note.—1. Annex O's to either dividend or divisor when necessary.

2. The method of abbreviation explained (576) may also be

employed in the contracted division of decimals.

3. The liability to error in the contracted division will be lessened

by writing the quotient figures with their order reversed, so soon as

found, under the figures of the divisor first multiplied by them, as is

indicated in the analyzed operation.

EXAMPLES.
1. Divide 437.8905 by 83.9037, extending the quotient to

the third decimal place. .

83.9d37)437.89i05(521± 83.9037)437.8905 iil^Jj
/ 4195 125 183

183 15

168 7

15
• 8

7

2. Divide 5706.8943 by 7.05624, continuing the operation

until the fourth decimal place is found.

Ans. 808.7727±.
3. Divide .4879357 by .002963, extending the quotient to

the second decimal place. Ans. 164.69 ±.
4. In a kilogram there are 2.67951 pounds Troy ; how

many kilograms in 97.5857329 pounds Troy, carrying out

the result to the 5th decimal place ?

Ans. 36.41924± kilos.

In the following examples extend the quotient to the

third decimal place :

1. 375.00723-^274.95367. I 3. 5.790364^-91.843092.

*<2. .0753981 -f- .540965. I 4. .0045392 -4-.0174132.

In the following examples extend the quotients to tha

sixth decimal place

:

1. 81. 7205801 -=-2.0943721. I 3..12^-=-4ff
2. .07469384-^3.4263894. I 4. 7.G66666-8.09573897.
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REPEATING OR CIRCULATING
DECIMALS.

577. A Terminate Decimal is one having a

finite number of decimal places. Thus, .6, .057, .34015,

are terminate decimals or terminates.

578. An Interminate Decimal is one in which

the number of decimal places is unlimited, or never termi-

nates ; as, 3.1415926 . .
.

, 2.333 . .
.

, .703703 ....

579. A Repeating or Circulating Decimal
is an interminate which, after a certain point, consists of

the same figure or set of figures in a given order continu-

ally repeated. Thus, .111. .
.

, .333. .
.

, 8.703703. .
. , in the

first of which the 1 is supposed to be repeated without

limit, in the second the 3, and in the third the set of

figures 703, are repeating decimals. They are also called

periodic decimals.

580. A Repetend is the figure or set of figures

repeated in a circulating decimal.

The repetend is written but once, and is indicated by

placing a dot (.) over the single figure, when it has but

one, and over the first figure and the last figure of the set

when it has more than one. Thus, .1 is equivalent to

.111. .
.

, .3 to .333. .
. , 8.703 to 8.703703. . .

.

581. A Pure Circulating Decimal contains

no figures but those of the repetend ; as, .4, .057.

582. A Mixed Circulating Decimal has one

or more than one figure before the repetend. The figures

preceding the repetend are called finite figures. Thus,

.3421, 5.2073, 87.56013 are mixed circulating decimals.

583. Simple Repetends contain but one figure.

Compound Repetends contain more than one figure.

584. Similar Repetends are those in which in all,
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the first figure occupies the same decimal place ; and

Conterminous Repetends are those in which the

decimal place of the last figure in all is the same. There-

fore, repetends are similar and conterminous when the

first figure in all, and also the last figure in all, occupy

corresponding decimal places.

585. An Expanded Circulating Decimal
is one in which the figure or set of figures of the repetend

in their proper order is indefinitely repeated. Thus, .35

expanded is .3535

586. Reduction of circulating decimals to common fractions.

Every circulating decimal may be reduced to an equiv-

alent common fraction.

This reduction depends upon the principle (184d that any deci-

mal is multiplied by 10, or 100, or 1000, etc., by moving the decimal

point as many places to the right as there are ciphers following

the 1 in the multiplier. Thus, 10 x .503=5.03 ; 100 x .503=50.3,

10 x.3=3.3, 100 x.3=33.3.

1. Pure circulating decimals. We have

10 x .3=3.3, or 9 x .3 + .3=3+ .3.

Taking .3 from each of these equals, then

9x.3=3; hence, .3=f=f
Again, 1000 x.506=506.506,

or, 999 x.506 + .506=506 + .506;

therefore,

999 x.506= 506; .506= £§£.

Also, multiplying by 10, 100, 1000, etc.,

5.06= 10 x .506=™^, etc.

Hence, when the circulating decimal is pure, the equivalent

common fraction has for its numerator the repetend with as many
ciphers annexed as there are figures in the repetend preceding

the decimal point, and for its denominator as many 9's as there

are places of figures in the repetend.
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Reduce the following to common fractions :

1. .5 Ans. f
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58¥» Common fractions, ichich by reduction to decimals produce
circulating decimals.

It was proved in {580), that any circulating decimal,

whether pure or mixed, can be converted into an equiva-

lent common fraction. Hence it follows, that every circu-

lating decimal may be regarded as the result of the reduction of

a commonfraction to a decimal.

Let us now inquire by what test it may be decided when a

common fraction by reduction will produce a terminate decimal,

and when an interminate.

Suppose the fraction, whether proper or improper (131, 132),
to be in its lowest terms ; then, if we annex a to the numera-

tor, we multiply it, and therefore the fraction, by 10, or we intro-

duce the prime factors 2 and 5 ; and to keep the value of the

fraction the same, the unit of the result must be of the 1st deci-

mal order, or one-tenth.

Annexing another 0, we again introduce the prime factors 2

and 5, and the unit of the result must be of the 2d decimal

order, or one-hundredth, and so on. Hence, if the denominator

contain the prime factors (107) 2 and 5, one or both, and no
other, they will at last all be cancelled by the corresponding

factors 2 and 5 of the numerator ; but if the denominator contain

prime factors other than 2 and 5, such factors cannot be cancelled,

since the given fraction was supposed to be in its lowest terms.

Under the first supposition the division will terminate, and

under the second it will not terminate. Hence the principle.

588. If the denominator of the commonfraction reduced

to its lowest terms contain no other primefactors than 2 and 5,

the division by which the fraction is changed into a decimal

will end, and the result will be a terminate decimal ; but if the

denominator contain prime factors other than 2 and 5, the

division will not end, and the result will be an interminate

decimal.

To what kind of decimals will the reduction of the fol-

lowing common fractions lead:

1- ! I
3. A I

5. j%
2. ft I 4 A | 6.
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589, The interminate decimal to which a common frac-

tion, whose denominator contains other prime factors

than 2 and 5, gives rise, will be a circulating decimal.

For, in the reduction of common fractions to decimals, the nu-

merator is divided by the denominator, and after the figures of

the numerator are exhausted, the division is continued by annex-

ing O's to the remainder. Now the number of different remainders

cannot exceed the number of units in the denominator less one.

Hence, counting from the point at which nothing but O's are

brought down or annexed in continuing the division, when we

have made a number of divisions not to exceed the number of

units in the denominator less one, a remainder composed of the

same figures in the same order as in the first remainder must recur,

and from this point the preceding quotient figures must also

recur in the same order.

590 . Properties of Bepetends.

1. From the last article it follows that the number of places of

figures in the repetend cannot exceed the number of units less one,

in the denominator of the corresponding common fraction. The
repetend is said to be perfect when its number of places of figures

is one less than the number of units in the denominator of the

common fraction.

2. The number of places of figures in a repetend must be the

number of units less one, or an exact divisor of the number of units

less one, in the denominator of the corresponding common fraction.

For the figures must repeat when their number is that of the de-

nominator less one (589), and they cannot so do unless their

number is an aliquot part (22 2), of the denominator less one.

3. If the common fraction to be reduced to a decimal is proper
and in its lowest terms, and its denominator contain neither of
the prime factors 2 and 5, it will give rise to a pure circulating

decimal. For the division begins by the annexation of a to the
numerator, and when a remainder is found equal to the numerator,
the quotient figures already found will recur, and in the same
order. \

4. If the common fraction is proper and in its lowest terms,

and its denominator contain among others either or both of the

factors 2 and 5, the number of finite figures in the resulting circu-
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lating decimal will be the number denoting the times that the
denominator contains that one of these factors which enters the
denominator the oftenest.

For before performing the division, annex as many O's to the
numerator as the last mentioned factor enters times into the de-
nominator. The prime factors 2 and 5 are thus introduced into the
numerator the same number of times, and the quotient is multi-
plied by 10 for each annexed. Now, cancelling common factors
there will remain in the denominator only the original prime fac-
tors differing from 2 and 5. Therefore, regarding only the relative
unit values of the figures of the quotient, the first figure in the
repetend of the decimal resulting from the given fraction will
begin as many more places to the right in the given fraction than
it would in a fraction of the same numerator, and with a denomi-
nator composed only of the prime factors of the original denomi-
nator other than 2 and 5, as we have annexed O's to the numer-
ator. But by principle 3, when the denominator does not con-
tain either 2 or 5 as factors, the equivalent circulating decimal is
pure. Hence the principle enunciated. -J.

5. If we reduce a fraction expressed by the reciprocal (1$@) »f
any prime number except 2 or 5, to a decimal, the remainder by
principle 2, will certainly be 1, when the number of decimal
places is equal to the number of units less one in the denomina-
tor. Hence the number expressed by as many 9's as there are
places of figures in the repetend, and, consequently, by principle 2,
the number expressed by as many 9's as there are units less one
in the denominator, will be exactly divisible by the prime number
Thus,

—

4 = .142857
;

9 a 9f91 = 142857

T
'

3 = .076923 ; asffJUL = 76923

6. The number expressed by as many l's as there are units less
one in any prime number, except the prime numbers 2, 3, and 5,
is divisible by that prime. For the prime (principle 5) is a divi-
sor of the number represented by as many 9's as there are units
less one in the prime; but 9 = 9 x 1 ; 99 = 9 x 11 ; 999 = 9 x
111, etc.; and since 9 and the prime are prime with respect to
each other, the prime must be a divisor of the factor expressed by
the l's. Thus:

-i-L'
7
'J-L = 15873 ;

-LU-Liii '-Li-LL z= 8547008547
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7. In general, a number expressed by any digit taken as many
times as there are units less one in any prime number except 2, 3,

or 5 is divisible by that prime ; for, by principle 6, the number

expressed by such a succession of l's is thus divisible, and there-

fore the product of this number by 2, 3, 4, etc., will also be divis-

ible. Thus, 111111, 222222, 333333, etc., is divisible by 7.

8. When, in reducing the reciprocal of a prime number to a

decimal, we arrive at a remainder equal to the prime less one, we
have half of the figures of the repetend ; and the remaining figures

may be obtained by subtracting those found, taken in order

severally from 9.

For the reciprocal of any prime, plus the fraction whose denom-

inator is that prime, and whose numerator is the prime less one,

is 1 ; and 1 is equal to 9 x £ = .9999 + . Hence the sum of the

repetends of these two fractions witnout regard to the decimal

point is expressed by a succession of 9's ; and if from the sum
either repetend be taken, the remainder will be the other repetend.

Now let the operation for reducing these fractions to repetends

be carried on simultaneously, until we arrive at a remainder, in

operating on the 1st fraction, which is equal to the prime less one,

or equal to the numerator of the 2d fraction. From this point

it is evident that the figures of the first repetend will be the same

as those of the second previously found ; and in order that the

sum of the two repetends may be expressed by 9999 + , the figures

of the second repetend after this point must be those of the first

previously found. Hence the remainder at this point in obtain-

ing the 2d repetend must be 1, and the following figures in this

repetend must be the same in number, value, and order as those

aready found in the first ; that is, the last half of the figures in

one repetend, taken in order, must be the first half of the figures

in the other, and the converse.

Thus, 1=.142)=.142857 ; 999-142=857.

Also, $=.857142.

Again, TV=.076ff=.076938 ; 999-076=923; jf =.923076.

5*Jlt Reduction of dissimilar and non-conterminous repetends

to those which are similar and conterminous.

This reduction depends on the following principles :
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1. A simple repetend may be made compound.

Thus, .f=.77=.777; because
J,

i|, *$?-, the equivalent common
fractions, are equal.

2. A compound repetend may be enlarged by moving the second

dot to the right over an exact number of periods. Thus, .23=

.2323=.232323, &c, because, when converted in common fractions,

we have §!=fMf=fitlHHh etc -; but .23 is not equal to .232 or to

.23232, for the equivalent common fractions fs, ff §, §ffgf are

not equal.

3. Both repetend dots may be moved the same number of places

to the right. Thus, .42501 =.425012, etc.; for, reducing these to

common fractions (180), we find, .4250i= |£f|?, and .425012=mm &c.

That is, .4250i= .4250l2, etc.

Hence, to make the repetends in the circulating deci-

mals .35, .2401 similar and conterminous, proceed thus:

.35 =.353, by principle 3, and the repetends are now simi-

lar ; then, .353= .3535353, and .2401 =.2401401, by princi-

ple 2, and the repetends are now similar and conter-

minous.

Reduce .3, .021, 4.35 to similar and conterminous

repetends.

.3= .33 =.3333333
]

.021= .0210= .0210210
[
(Principles 3 and 2.)

4.35=4.354=4.354354 J

Since, by principle 2 (S73), to increase the number of figures

in a repetend, the second dot must be moved over an exact num-
ber of periods, it is plain that the number of places in the similar

and conterminous repetends must be a common multiple of the

number of places in the several repetends. Let this common
multiple be the least common multiple. Whence the

Rule.—First make the repetends similar by moving both

dots to the right, so that the first dot in all shall fall on the

same decimal place ; then move the second dot in each to make

the number of repetend places equal to the least common multi-

ple of the number ofplaces in the given repetends.
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592, ADDITION OW CIRCULATING DECI-
MALS.

Note.—Before fractions either common or decimal can be added

together, or subtracted from one another, they must be reduced to the

same fractional unit. But the denominator of the common fraction

equivalent to a given circulating decimal consists of a succession of

as many 9's as there are places of figures in the repetend, followed by

as many O's as there are finite decimal places before the repetend

(JSO). Hence it follows that circulating decimals can have the

same fractional unit only when their repetends are similar and con-

terminous.

Therefore, before circulating decimals can be added together or

subtracted one from another, they must be made similar and con-

terminous.

Find the sum of .027, 3.251, and 42193.

Analysis.—The decimals are first . .

operation.

converted into others in which the -°^ = -02702702

repetends are similar and conterminous, 3.251
^
= 3.25151515

and then we add as in common deci- 4.2193 =4.21939393

mals, observing that 1 is added _to 7.49793611

the right-hand column of repetends, since if the repetends were

expanded the 1 would be carried to it from the next following

column. The number to be added is evidently the same as that

carried from the left-hand column to the first column of finite

figures. Hence the

Rule.—Hake the repetends of the decimals similar and

conterminous ; then add as in common decimals, increasing the

sum of the right-hand column by the number carried from the

left-hand column to thefinitefigures.

EXAMPLES.

1. Add .352, 6.42±, 7.01. Ans. 13.7840476.

2. Add Ml, .6, .391, .74132, 4.2, 2.50375.

Ans. 8.7571138194900. ,

3. Find the sum of .04, .19, and .7. Ans. 1.

4. What is the sum of .045i, .531, and 5.468* ?

5. What is the sum of .0135, .6352, .0917, and 7.85401 ?

6. What is the sum of 2.901254, .5235641, and 8.50172 ?
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593. SUBTRACTION OF CIRCULATING-
decimals.

From 31.52012 subtract 7.351.

Analysis.—The repetends are made .

0PEEATION -

similar and conterminous; then we sub- 81.52012=31.52012012

tract as in ordinary fractions, adding 1 7.351 = 7.35151515

to, the right hand figure of the subtra- 24.16860496

bend, because the repetend in this is less than in the minuend.

Hence the

Rule.—Make the repetends similar and conterminous ; then

subtract as in ordinary decimals, adding one to the right-hand

figure of the subtrahend when the repetend in the subtrahend is

greater than in the minuend.

Remark.—In both addition and subtraction the number of places

of repetend figures in the results will be the same as in the decimals

added or subtracted after they have been made similar and conter-

minous, or an aliquot part of that number.

EXAMPLES.

1. From 2.3i take .705. Arts. 1.607425.

2. From 1.86i take .6314. Ans. 1.230398715546.

3. From 8.5601 take 3.72L Ans. 4.8383782.

4. 1.435-.396=?A-x

5. l-.23=?

6. 13.431 -.352=?

7. .531-0451=?
Note.—Finite may be made to take the form of circulating deci

mals by using repetends of 0's.

594. MULTIPLICATION OF CIRCULATING
DECIMALS.

Multiply 2.740 by .243.
OPEHATION.

Analysis.—The multiplicand and multiplier 2.746=^4
are reduced to their equivalent common frac- .243=^
tions, the multiplication then performed, and ia x ° =?=,6.
the product changed into a decimal. Hence the"
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Rule.— Change the factors into their equivalent common
fractions : multiply and reduce the result to a decimal.

EXAMPLES.

-1. Multiply 2.5 by .8L

-2. Multiply 1.6 by .46i538.

~3. Multiply 1.857142 by .153846.

4. Multiply 3.5202439 by 110.810.

5. Multiply 2.06012 by 2.37857142.

7.

593.

.5468 x .531

931x621=
= #?# 8.

Ans. 2.045.

Ans. .769230.

Ans. 1.05429 +
Ans. .390.08L

Ans. 4.9001"42857.

.51425 x .054= ? I

.687 x.0917=? i

DIVISION OW CIRCULATING I3ECI-
MALS.

Divide .954 by .136.
opebatioh'.

Qk'a 04 5

.954 -=-.136= 945-

Analysis.—Since the repetends are

similar and conterminous, the equiva-

lent common fractions have a common .954-=-.136= 945-5-135= 7.

denominator ; and therefore their quotient, which is the quotient

of the decimals, is the quotient of their numerators. Hence the

Rule.—Make the repetends similar and conterminous, and

then divide the numerator of the commonfraction equivalent to

the dividend by the numerator of that equivalent to the divisor.

The result is the required quotient.

EXAMPLES,

—1. Divide 5.285714 by 2.846153.

2. Divide 5.75 by .621.

3. Divide 319.97560 by 1.325L

-4. Divide .13567 by 3015.

5. Divide .51425 by 9.5136.

6. Divide .3610i4634 by 2.31506.

7. .8i6-h.80i= tf.C I !?:!: 9 -

8. 6.421-^4.2= ? I tl(K 10.

Ans. 1.857142.

Ans. 9.25.

Ans. 241.463.

Ans. .45.

Ans. .054.

Ans. .155941463.

.285712+.153846=?

50.26+ 49.13=? / ii
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-1+J

CONTINUED FRACTIONS.
~± + J

598. A Continued Fraction is a fraction having

1 for its numerator, and for its denominator a whole num-
ber, plus a fraction which has one for its numerator, and
for its denominator a whole number plus a similar fraction,

and so on.

Thus, 1 4

3+ 1
i

5 + 1
2+, etc.,

is a continued fraction.

597. The terms of a continued fraction are the several

simple fractions which compose it.

Thus, in the above example, ^, ^, ^, etc., are the terms of the

continued fraction.

Taking any proper common fraction in its lowest terms whose

numerator is not 1, as r\, and dividing both numerator and de-

7 ^_^i__ , i_nominator by the numerator 7, we haveJ ' 17=1

7

3 7
the same manner, we have - Hence,—

' 7=1 17=1
2+1 2+1

3*
2 + 1

3'

By this process any proper fraction in its lowest terms may be

reduced to a continued fraction. Hence, for the reduction of a

common to a continued fraction, we have the

Rule.—1. Divide the denominator by the numerator, and

the last divisor by the last remainder, and thus continue until

there is no remainder.

2. The first term of the corresponding continued fraction

has lfor its numerator and the first quotient for its denom-

inator. The second term has 1 for its numerator and the

second quotientfor Us denominator, and so on.
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Note.—If the fraction to be reduced to a continued fraction is

improper, reduce it first to a whole number and a proper fraction

(145), and treat the fractional part by the above rule. Thus,

3*

EXAMPLES.

Keduce the following tractions to continued fractions :

1 38 Ana 38 — 1 ,

2. mi jimjaj?=j+ ,

3 23 I fC 642
11' •>• ^5T»

4 64 fi 3283
T35- I »• 557'

£##. T/ie approximate value of a continued

fraction is the value obtained by reducing the terms of the

fraction, down to any order, to a simple fraction, neglect-

ing all the following terms.

Note.—The successi ve approximate values thus found are called

approximating fractions of the 1st, 2d, 3d, etc., orders , the order of

any one being the same as that of the term of the continued fraction

at which we stop in forming the approximating fraction.

599. Reduce T
4 4

3
5
-. to a continued fraction, and find its

successive approximate values.

OPEBATION.
_4 4_5
1032= 1 .

\=\, the first approximating fraction.

3

|+ 1=2^gXj= f, the second approximating fraction.

x _^L_ _^±1 3x7+ 1
?+

5 + i~ 2x3i +l~ 2x3+ 1 + 1- 7
7

3x7+l 22
2x3x7+7+9

=
(2x3 + l)x7 + 2^5T

the third aPProximating fraction,

3x 7| + l 3x7 + 3 + 1

^+^+,
+ i

~ 2x3 +l)x7i+2-(2x3+l)x7+| + 2
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(3 x7 + I)x2 +3
2~

.
(3x7+ r>x2+ 3

~[ (2x3 + l)x7 + 2]x2 + 7 [ (2x 3 + 1) x 7 + 2] x 2+ 7

2

_22x2 + 3_47
~51x2 + 7

_
109

tlie fourtk approximating fraction.

i + , 47x9 + 22 445 .

54
>+ ! . =lWx~9T5i= i032

the ^ aPP«>xunating
f+L

fraction, which is equal to the original fraction.

Analysis.—Having reduced j^ to a continued fraction by
the rule (597"), we take £, the first term of the result, for the first

approximate -value. Then, reducing the first and second terms,

we find 2 for the second approximate value. Now it is evident

that if in this lust reduction we had used 3^ instead of 3 for the

denominator of the second term of the continued fraction, the result

would have been the third approximate value. Going through

3x7-4-1
the reduction, using 3

J-
instead of 3, we find /5—s—

t s—s=
V/sXO + ljX7 + <i

3x7 + 1 22
-—=

—

- = --- for the result, in which we keep the denominator 7

of the third term of the continued fraction distinct. Again,

3x74-1
taking the fraction - ——- and replacing the 7 by 71,

(fl X O + 1) X I + «

22 x 2 -4-3 47
we find for the fomth approximate value =r—-—-=—

-. By

examining the third approximate value it is seen that its numera-

tor is obtained by multiplying the numerator of the second by the

denominator of the third term of the continued fraction, and

adding to the product the numerator of the first approximate

value ; and that its denominator is obtained by multiplying the

denominator of the second approximate value by the denominator

of the third term of the continued fraction, and adding to the

product the denominator of the first approximate value. The

fourth approximate value is derived from the second and third

and the denominator of the fourth term of the continued fraction,

in the same way that the third approximate value was derived

from the first and second and the denominator of the third term
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of the continued fraction ; and we conclude that the law for form

ing the successive approximate values is general. Hence the

Rule.—1. The first approximate value is the first term of

the continued fraction.

2. The second approximate value is the fraction obtained by

reducing the complex fraction expressed by thefirst and second

tei^ms of the continuedfraction.

3. For the numerator and denominator of any approximate

value after the second, multiply the corresponding terms of the

preceding approximate value by the denominator of that term

of the continuedfraction which is of the order of the required

approximate value, adding to the products the corresponding

terms of the approximate value which precedes that required by

two.

Note.—1. The first approximate value is greater than the true

value of the continued fraction, since, by neglecting all the terms

after the first, the denominator of this term is too small, and its

reciprocal therefore too great. The second approximate value is less

than the true value of the continued fraction, since, by neglecting all

the terms after the second, the denominator of this term is too small

;

its reciprocal is therefore too great, and too great a quantity is added

to the denominator of the first term, and the reciprocal of the sum is

too small.

By a like process of reasoning it may be shown generally that the

approximate values of an odd order are greater, and those of an even

order less, than the true value of the continued fraction.

2. Continued fractions may be used for expressing ratios (368)
whose terms are large numbers by means of others of nearly the

same value whose terms are smaller and more easily apprehended.

EXAMPLES.

Find the approximate values of the following fractions :

/V1 3 8 AnQ 13 7 3 8
!. L T63' AnS. 3 , T5j go, T g3.

/NO 1047 An o 1 7 2 2 205 1047
"• 2237* -anb ' 2> T5> 4 7» 4 38~> 22 37'

O 3283 /<„<, 7 25 247 1012 32833- ¥5? * Ji7lS' 2> 7 > 72 » 255 » ¥57 •

** T33* P> 343*

> / K 642 7 5967
£>• ,D5T* I

•• "5750-y
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MEASURES.

600. A Measure is a quantity of a given kind and
of a fixed value with which other quantities of the same
kind are compared to ascertain their amount.

Note —The measure may contain one or several standard units of

its kind. The standard unit is of a conventional but invariable

value> and the amount of a quantity is denoted by the number which
expresses how many times the quantity contains the unit.

601. There are seven kinds of quantity which may be

measured directly ; that is, whose amounts may be ascer-

tained by comparing them with units of their respective

kinds.

They are : 1st. Length ; 2d. Surface ; 3d. Solidity,

Volume, or Capacity ; 4th. Weight; 5th. Angle; 6th. Time;

7th. Money.

602. LINEAR MEASURE.

1. Long Measure (199).

RELATIONS OF UNITS.
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2. Surveyor's Chain Measure (200),
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Note.—The following units are used in estimating work :

1

.

Stone-cutting by the square foot , stone walls and fences by the

/od or perch {004, Note 1)

2. Painting, plastering, ceiling, and paving, by the square yard

3. American wall-papers are sold and hung by the piece of 4 square

yards ; borders by the yard linear measure

4. Flooring, 'partitioning, roofing, slating, and shingling, by the

square of 100 sq. ft. Glazing by the pane or square foot

Remark.—A square of slating or shingling is estimated when the

slates are laid 3 inches to the weather, the shingles 5 inches to the

weather

5 Bricklaying by the thousand bricks, or by the square yard, or

by the square of 100 sq ft. When estimated by either of the last two

units the thickness is taken at 12 inches.

2. Surveyor's Square Measure (209.)

RELATIONS OF UNITS.

P. Sq. 1.

Sq.ch. 1= 625
A. 1= 16= 10000

sq.mi. 1= 10= 160= 100000
T'p, 1= 640= 6400= 102400= 64000000
1=36= 23040= 230400= 3686400= 2304000000

ASCENDING SCALE. DESCENDING SCALE.

625, 16, 10, 640, 36. 36, 640, 10, 16, 625.

Note.— In the system of surveying Government lands established

in 1802, the square mile, containing 640 acres, is called a Section. A
section is divided into half-sections, quarter- sections, etc.

604. SOLID OR CUBIC MEASURE (210.)

RELATIONS OF UNITS.

CU. ft. CU. in.

cu.yd. 1= 1728
cu.mi. 1= 27= 46656

1= 5451776000= 147197952000= 254358061056000
ASCENDING SCALE. DESCENDING BCALH.

1728, 27, 5451776000. 5451776000, 27, 1728.

Remark.—For other denominations of cubic measure {213, Notes).

Note.—1. A perch of stone, laid dry or in mortar, is 24 J cubic feet.

2. Earth and rock excavations and embankments are usually esti.

mated by the cubic yard. The cubic yard is called a load.
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3. In Board and Luml er Measure all estimates are made on 1 inch

in thickness ; thus, a pk nk 13 ft. long, 1 ft. wide, 3 in. thick, contains

39 feet of lumber. (51$\.

4. The market value < if round timber is computed upon the quantity

of square timber that it will make. It is estimated that a stick of

round timber, or a log as taken from the forest, loses J of its bulk

by being hewed or sawed to the square form. Hence, in estimating

the load for transportation by land or water, the weight of 50 cu. ft.

of round timber is taken to be the same as that of 40 cu. ft. of hewn
or square timber of the same kind. {521).

5. In estimating work on buildings it is customary for the mechanic

to allow for one-half of the openings, such as doors, windows, etc.

Masons in estimating their work, whether of brick or stone, by the

cubic foot or cubic yard, make no allowance for the corners of their

walls ; but for the length of their structures they take the outside

measure or girth.

605. MEASURE OF CAPACITY.

1. Liquid or Wine Measure (214.)

RELATIONS OF UNITS.

pt. gi.

qt. 1= 4
gal. 1= 2= 8

bbl. 1 = 4= 8= 32

hhd. 1=31^= 126=252=1008
1=2=63 =252=504=2016

ASCENDING 8CALE. DESCENDING ECAI-Zi

4, 2, 4, 3U 3
2. 2, 31i, 4 2, 4.

2. Apothecaries' Fluid Measure (215)*

RELATIONS OF UNITS.

f. 3 • m.

f.l. 1= 60
0. 1= 8= 480

cong. 1= 16= 128= 7680
1=8=128=1024=61440

ASCENDING SCALE. DESCENDING SOAL& \

60, 8, 16, 8.
I

8, 16, 8, 60.
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3. J>ry Measure {216).

RELATIONS OF UNITS.

qt. pt.

pk. 1= 2

bu . 1= 8= 16
1=4=32=64

ASCENDING SCALE. DESCENDING BCALB.

2, 8, 4. K 8, 2.

606. WEIGHTS.

1. Troy Weight {195).

RELATIONS OF UNITS.
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608. -AJSTG-TJLAR MEASURE (217),

BELATIONS OF UNITS.

1= 60

8 . 1= 60= 3600

C 1= 30= 1800= 108000
1=12= 360=21600=1296000

ASCENDING SCALE. DESCENDING SCALE.

60, 60, 30, 12. 12, 30, 60, 60.

Note.—1. Arcs of circles must not be confounded with the angles

which they measure. Arcs of circles are properly taken as the

measures of augles, because when the circumferences to which the

arcs belong have their centers (vertices) at the point of meeting of the

sides of the angles compared, and have equal radii, the arcs included

between the sides of the angles are proportional to the angles.

2. The circumference of a circle contains 360°, whatever be the

radius ; hence the length of a degree has no fixed value, but varies

with the radius of the circle (217)-
3. A Geographical mile is one minute of the earth's equatorial cir-

cumference. The denomination sign is rarely ever used except in

astronomy.
4. For relations between the sexagesimal and the centesimal or

centigrade scales see (6*46).

609. MEASURE OW TI1VIE.

1. Solar Time {219).

RELATIONS OF UNITS.

min.
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denominated bissextile, and the day added, the intercalary day. The
year was thus named because in it there were two days which were
designated as the sixth before the calends of March, instead of one
day as in the common year. The bissextile are more commonly
called leap years. As this system of dividing time based on the
assumed length (365 ^ days) of the year was established by Julius Caesar,

it is called the Julian Calendar, and the year the Julian year.
8. It is seen, however, that the Julian year is more than eleven

minutes longer than the tropical year, which regulates the order and
recurrence of the seasons. Thus the seasons from year to year would
begin at earlier dates in the Julian year.

/ In the year 325 by the Julian Calendar (the year in which the
Council of Nice was held) the vernal equinox fell on the 21st of
March; whereas by the same calendar it fell on the 11th of March in

1582. To bring the equinox back to the 21st of March for subsequent
years, and to keep it there, Pope Gregory XIII. ordered that the 5th
of October, 1582, by the Julian Calendar, should be reckoned the 15th,
and that for the future every year the number of which is not exactly
divisible by 4 should consist of 365 days ; every year the number of
which is exactly divisible by 4 but not exactly divisible by 100, of
366 days ; every centennial year, except those whose number ia

exactly divisible by 400, should consist of 365, and every centennial
whose number is exactly divisible by 400 should consist of 366.

By this rule the error amounts to less than a day in 4000 years

;

and by extending it so as to make every year the number of which is

exactly divisible by 4000 to consist of 366 days, it would require
100,000 years for the error to amount to one day. The Julian Calen-
dar as thus corrected by Gregory XIII. is called the Gregorian
Calendar, and the year the Gregorian Tear.

4. The Gregorian Calendar was adopted in nearly every Roman
Catholic country soon after its invention. In Great Britain, however,
the Julian Calendar continued in use until 1752, when the Gregorian
Calendar was established by Act of Parliament ; and as at that time
the dates by the two calendars were 11 days apart, 11 days were
stricken from that year by reckoning the 3d day of September the
14th day of that month.

5. Dates computed by the Julian Calendar are termed Old Style

(O.S.) ; those computed by the Gregorian Calendar New Style {N.S.).

In the old style the year began on the 25th of March ; in the new
style it begins on the 1st of January.

6. Russia, and other countries in which the Greek Church is the
established Church, adhere to the old style. Their month dates are
at this time, therefore, 11 days behind ours; and from the 1st of
January to the 25th of March the number which designates their

year is one less than that which designates ours.

7. The civil day begins at 12 o'clock, midnight, and for con-

venience is divided into two equal periods of 12 hours each—the
hours in each period being counted from 1 to 12. The astronomical
day begins at 12 o'clock, noon, of the civil day, and its hours are
counted from 1 to 24.

Thus, June 5th, 1868, 3 P.M. civil time, is June 5th, 1868, 3 h.

astronomical time ;- and June 5th, 1868, 18 h. astronomical time is

June 6th, 1868, 6 A.M. civil time-
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610. The denominations in the following tables are

still used in Great Britain :

I.—LINEAR AND CLOTH MEASURE.

18 inches make 1 cubit.

2} inches "
1 nail.

4 nails=9 inches "
1 quarter.

4 quarters=36 inches " 1 yard.

3 quarters=27 inches " 1 ell Flemish.
5 quarters=45 inches " 1 ell English.
6 quarters=54 inches " 1 ell French.
4 qrs. 1} in. = 3?| in. " 1 ell Scotch.

Note.—Though these denominations are recognized in the English
common law, they are now rarely used.

II.—LIQUID MEASURE.

9 old ale gallons, or i

m&ke ±^^
7| imperial gallons,

\

4" firkins " 1 barrel of beer.

521 imperial gallons, or 1 „ ± h head>
63 wine )

70 imperial gallons, or
[ „ \ 1 puncheon, or

84 wine "
\ ( ^ of a tun.

2 hogsheads " 1 pipe.

2 pipes, or 210 imp. gall. " 1 tun.

Note.—1. The old wine gallon contains 231 cu. in. ; the old ale

gallon, 282 cu. in. ; the imperial gallon, 277.274 cu. in.

2. The capacity of the pipe for various kinds of wine is not the

same. For the following varieties of wine, the capacity of the pipe

for each in wine gallons is : Madeira = 110 ; Barcelona, Vidonia, or

Teneriffe =120 ; Sherry=130 ; Port=138; Bucellas, or Lisbon = 140.

III.—DRY MEASURE.

8 bushels of grain make 1 quarter.

10 quarters 1 ^as*-

12 sacks of wool " 1 last.

36 heaped bushels of coal " 1 chaldron.

Note.—The bushel here referred to is the imperial bushel, which

contains 2218.192 cu. in. In practice, 5 pecks stricken measure is

taken as equivalent to a bushel heaped measure.

IY.—WEIGHTS

8 pounds butchers' meat make 1 stone.

14 " other articles " 1 " or ) cwt.

2 stone = 28 pounds " 1 tod of wool.

70 pounds of salt " 1 bushel.

^
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611. Money is the medium used in any community

to measure the value of, and which persons receive as an

equivalent for, property of all kinds, services, and labor.

Note.—The money of civilized nations is of two kinds

—

Coin and

•paper money,—the latter of which represents a specified amount of

the former. .„

—

~^
612. Coin consists of pieces of gold, silver, copper,

and sometimes of nickel and bronze. On each piece is

stamped its denomination, or value, and various devices

such as the arms and motto of the country in which it is

made, i

Note.—1. In civilized countries the coinage is performed in estab-

lishments called Mints, which are under the exclusive control of the

Governments of the respective countries.
~*

2. Gold and silver are never used in a pure state for coinage, but

are alloyed with other metals to increase the hardness, and thus

diminish the wear and loss of weight which gold and silver coins

suffbr from handling {79, Notes).

3. By the present laws, the weight of the gold Eagle is 258 grains

Troy, and the weight of any of the smaller gold coins is the same
part of 258 grains that its value is of $10. The weight of the silver

dollar is 412^ grains ; that of the half-dollar, 192 grains
;
quarter-

dollar, 96 grains ; dime, 38* grains ; half-dime, 19s grains ; three-cent

piece, (| silver, £ copper, Law of 1853) 11 -fifc grains ; copper cent, old

coinage, 168 grains. The coinage of the nickel cent, composed of 88

parts, by weight, of copper to 12 parts of nickel, and the silver three-cent

piece, composed of 3 parts silver to 1 part copper, has been discontinued.

The three-cent and five-cent pieces, not silver, now authorized by law,

and which are extensively circulated, are composed of | copper and \
nickel. The weight of the three-cent piece is 30 grains ; that of the

five-cent piece T7\l
&j grains.

The cent pieces now coined are composed of 95 parts, by weight, of

copper to 5 parts of an alloy of tin and zinc. The weight of each

piece is 48 grains. They are a species of bronze.

,, "^Formerly the weights of the silver coins of lower denominations

than the dollar were severally the same parts of 412^ grains that

their denominate value was of one dollar. By the law of 1853 their

weights were reduced to those above given, while that of the dollar

was left unchanged; so that now the intrinsic value of the silver
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dollar is greater than that of two half-dollars, or of four quarter-

dollars, etc. As a consequence, the silver dollar has disappeared from

circulation.

4. The English gold coins {192) are composed of 11 parts, by weight,

of pure gold to 1 part of copper or some other metal as an alloy ; and

the silver coins, of 37 parts, by weight, of pure silver to 3 parts of

copper.

5. The gold and silver coins of France (103) contain 9 parts, by

weight, of pure metal alloyed with 1 part of copper. The weights in

grams (630, 5 ; 6-19) of the French gold coins are as follows : 100-

franc piece, 3.1, or 31 pieces to the kilogram (6*50) ; 40-franc piece,

1.24, or 155 pieces to the kilogram ; 20-franc piece, .62, or 155 pieces

to the kilogram ; 10-franc piece, .31, or 310 pieces to the kilogram.

The silver franc weighs 5 grams, and the weights of the other

denominations of silver coins (193) severally bear to 5 grams the

same proportions that their values do to the value of the franc.

The subdivisions of the franc, the values of the pieces of gold and

silver coinage in France, and the comparative values of English,

French, and U.S. coins are given (193) p. 128.

The diameters of the French coins are expressed in exact decimal

divisions of the meter (630, 1). The diameters of the gold coins in

millimeters (616) are as follows : 100-franc piece, 34 mm. ; 40-franc

piece, 26 mm. ; 20-franc piece, 21 mm. ; 10-franc piece, 18 mm. ; of the

silver 5-franc piece the diameter is 38 millimeters, and of the 2-franc

piece it is 28 millimeters.

6. Previous to the year 1858 the denominations of money in the

Canadian Provinces were pounds, shillings and pence; but in that

' year a decimal currency was adopted, with denominations the same

as in the United States. The proportions of pure to base metal in

their gold and silver coins are the same as in England. The Canadian

20-cent piece is equivalent to 18| cents in U.S. silver coin, and the

dime and half-dime in the same proportion (191).

613. Ail Iiif/Ot is a bar or block of gold, or silver on
wbich is usually stamped, at a mint, or by an official

assayer, its weight, fineness, and value.

614. Bullion is a term employed to denote an amount
of gold or silver, or both, whether coined or uncoined,

estimated in mass.

615. Paper Money consists of notes or bills issued

by the Government of a country, or by an authorized bank-

ing corporation, and is generally the representative of coin.
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\
Note.—The notes or bills issued by the Government are cah*-d

Treasury-notes, and those by banking corporations bank-bills or bank>

notes {662, 680).

616* ENGLISH MONEY (192).

RELATIONS OF UNITS.

d. far.

s. 1= 4
£.orsov. 1= 12= 48

1= 20=240= 960
ASCENDING SCALE. DESCENDING SCALE.

4, 12, 20.
I 20, 12, 4.

Note.—1. The term Sterling, which is used to denote English

money, is supposed to have been derived from the word Esterling, a

name given to the early German traders with England.

2. The old letter /was formerly used to denote shillings; and to

express an amount in shillings and pence the number of pence was
written after the number of shillings with /between them, omitting /
the d to denote the pence. Thus 3s. 9d. was written 8/9. For th,e-/'

an oblique straight line is now used, and 3/9 is written 3/9, etc.

TEMPERATURE-THERMOMETERS.

617* Temperature is a term employed to denote the \

condition of a body in respect to heat or cold ; it also \

expresses the greater or less capacity of a body to excite

in ns the sensation of heat or cold.

Note.—Heat and cold are correlative terms ; that is, as the former

increases in a body, the latter decreases, and the converse. Tempera-

ture generally refers to the amount of sensible heat in a body j cold

being regarded as the absence of heat.

618, A Thermometer is an instrument used to

measure the temperature of bodies.

Note.—1. The construction of thermometers depends on the prin-

ciple, which is universal, that bodies are expanded by increasing and

contracted by decreasing their temperature. The thermometer com-

monly used for measuring temperatures neither extremely high nor

extremely low consists of a glass tube having a small bore of uniform

diameter, and at its end a bulb within which is mercury. There is

«Jso a scale which measures in degrees the length of the column of
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.mercury, which by its expansion or contraction within the tube indi-

cates the temperature to which the thermometer is exposed.

2. Thermometers are graduated by marking on the tubes or

attached plates two points at which the mercury stands at fixed and
easily ascertained temperatures, the lower being that of freezing water

called the freezing point, and the higher that of boiling water, when
the barometer stands at 29.92 inches (760 mm.). (.04:1).

Boiling
Water.

6e-=j

r- 610. In the centigrade

thermometer, or that of Cel-

sius, the freezing point is

marked zero (0°), the boil-

ing point, 100°; and the in-

termediate space is divided

into 100 equal parts called

degrees.

620. In Fahrenheit's

thermometer the freezing

point is marked 32° and the

boiling point 212°, and the

interval (180°) is divided

into 180 equal parts.

Note.—The 0° of Fahren-

heit's thermometer is the tem-

perature of a mixture of snow
and common salt.

621. In Beaumur's ther-

mometer the freezing point

is marked 0° and the boil-

ing point 80°, the interval

being divided into 80 equal

parts or degrees.

The graduations of these in-

struments may be extended up-

ward from the boiling point, or downward from the freezing point

of water, by repeating in these directions the equal divisions be-

tween these points for each thermometer. But below the freezing

point for mercury (—394° C.,— 39° F.,— 31 5° R.), and above the boil-

ing point of mercury (348£° C; 060° F.; 279^° R.), the instruments

Freezing
Water.

Graduations of Fahrenheit's, Centigrade,

and Reaumur's Scales compared.
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Would cease to indicate the temperature by the scales. Their

indications are, in fact, unreliable for temperatures above 600° by
Fahrenheit's scale (313

J
° C. ; 250§° R.)

Note.—For high temperatures an instrument called a pyrometer is

used. Wedgwood's pyrometer = 1077° on Fahrenheit's scale. For
measuring temperatures below — 39° F., spirits of wine or alcohol

instead of mercury is used for filling the thermometer.

Since the interval between the freezing and boiling points of

water is divided into 100 equal parts in the Centigrade, 180 equal

parts in Fahrenheit's, and 80 equal parts in Reaumur's ther-

mometers, it follows that 1° F.= |° C. = |° R. But in Fahren-

heit's scale the freezing point of water is marked 32°
; whereas in

the Centigrade and Reaumur's scales this point is marked 0°.

Hence,

&/*/*• To change a temperature as given by Fahrenheit's scale

into the same as given by the Centigrade scale.

Rule.—Subtract 32°from Fahrenheit's degrees, and multi-

ply the remainder by §. The product will be the temperature

in Centigrade degrees.

623. To change from Fahrenheit's to Reaumur's scale.

Rule.—Subtract 32°from Fahrenheit's degrees, and multi-

ply the remainder by |. The product will be the temperature

in Reaumur's degrees.

On*4:» To change a temperature as given by the Centigrade scala

into the same as given by Fahrenheit's.

Rule.—Multiply the Centigrade degrees by f, and add 32°

to the product. TJie sum will be the temperature by Fahren-

heit's scale.

623. To change from Reaitmur's to Fahrenheit's scale.

- Rule.—Multiply tlie degrees on Reaumur's scale by f, and

add 32° to the product. Tlie sum will be the temperature by

Fahrenheit's scale.
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NOTE.—The above rules are applicable to all temperatures, obseiv-

ing that on changing degrees below 32 on Fahrenheit's scale ti

degrees on the Centigrade, or on Reaumur's scale, the minus sign

must be prefixed to the result ; and that when we change degrees

below the zero on the Centigrade, or on Reaumur's scale, to degrees

on the Fahrenheit scale, we subtract the degrees on either of the

first scales after they are converted into degrees on Fahrenheit's

scale from 32, if the degrees thus converted be less than 32, and give

Hie remainder the plus sign ; but if the degrees on either of the first

two scales changed into degrees on the Fahrenheit scale be greater

than 32, we subtract the 32 and prefix the minus sign to the result.

026. The degrees on the Centigrade, Fahrenheit's, and
Reaumur's scales, corresponding to temperatures differing

by 10° Centigrade between the freezing and boiling points

of water, are given in the following table

:

Centigrade.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

ENGLISH SYSTEM!.

027' The present English system of weights and measures was

established by law in Great Britain in 1824, though its use was not

made compulsory until 1836.

The inconvenience, confusion, and fraudulent practices arising from

the use of units differing in name and in value in different parts of

the kingdom led to the insertion in the Magna Gharta of the pro-

vision that " there should be one weight and one measure throughout

the realm." But the difficulty of changing the established customs

of a people, the imperfection of the standards adopted, and the vacil-

lating legislation in the reigns subsequent to the granting of this

charter, combined to defeat the attainment of the desired uniformity.

In 1818 a Commission composed of the most eminent scientific

men in England was appointed to consider the whole question, and

the law of 1824 was based upon the recommendations contained

in the several reports of this Commission. The law provides,

—

1st. That the standard yard of 1760 shall be denominated the
" Imperial Standard Yard," and that it shall be the unit whereby " all

measures of extension whatever, whether the same be linear, super-

ficial, or solid, shall be derived, computed, and ascertained ;" and that

all measures of length shall be taken in parts or multiples, or in

certain proportions of the said Standard Yard.

2d. That if at any time the said Imperial Standard Yard shall be

lost, or shall in any manner be destroyed, defaced, or otherwise

inj ured, it may be restored by making another which shall bear to

the length of a pendulum vibrating seconds of mean solar time in

the latitude of London in vacuum, at the level of the sea, the propor-

tion of 36 to 39.1393.

3d * That the unit of weight shall be the pound Troy of A.D. 1758,

and shall be denominated the Imperial Standard Troy Pound, which
shall be subdivided into twelve equal parts called ounces, each ounce

subdivided into twenty equal parts called pennyweights, and each

pennyweight into twenty-four equal parts called grains ; so that the

* The standard yard thus constituted the fundamental unit of length was the dis-

tance between two gold studs on a brass rod constructed by the celebrated instrument

maker, Bird, on which was engraved " Standard Yard, 1780." The standard pound
was one-half of the brass weight of two pounds Troy, made in 1T58, afterward the

brass weight of one pound Troy made the same year. Both of these original stand-

ards were in the custody of the Clerk of the House of Commons.
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pound Troy shall contain 5,7G0 such grains and that the pound Avoir-

dupois shall contain 7,000 such grains.

4th. That if the said Standard Pound Troy shall at any time be lost,

destroyed, defaced, or otherwise injured, it may and shall be restored

of the same weight, by the condition that the weight of a cubic inch

of distilled water in a vacuum, weighed by brass weights also in a

vacuum, at the temperature of 62° of Fahrenheit's thermometer

(018, 020), is equal to 252.724 grains, of which the Imperial

Standard Troy Pound contains 5,760.

5th. That the standard measure of capacity, as well for liquids as

for grain, seeds, fruits, etc., shall be the Imperial Standard Gallon,

containing ten pounds avoirdupois weight of distilled water weighed

in air, at the temperature of 62" of Fahrenheit's thermometer, the

barometer* being at 30 inches, the bulk of such water being 277.274

cubic inches.

The above are almost literal extracts from the Parliamentary

enactment for " ascertaining and establishing uniformity of weights

and measures." In this system the fundamental linear unit, "the

yard," is the only one the selection of which is arbitrary, since units of

surface are squares having this unit and its derived units for sides, and

the units of volume are cubes having the same linear units for edges.

The fundamental unit of capacity, " the gallon," is made to depend

on that of length by the condition that it shall contain 277.274 cubic

inches ; and that of weight, " the pound Troy," by the condition that

a cubic inch of distilled water shall weigh 252.724 grains, of which

the pound Troy shall contain 5,760. The pound Troy and pound

Avoirdupois are related to each other in the ratio of 5,760 to 7,000, or

144 to 175.

The units of length, of surface, and of volume and capacity are

therefore all ultimately referred to the length of the pendulum

vibrating seconds of mean solar time at the level of the sea in the

latitude of London, and their invariability depends on that of the

length of such a pendulum. Our space does not permit us to do

more than to give a brief statement of the principles which assure

us of this invariability. They are as follows

1.—So long as the shape of the earth and the amount and distri-

bution of its matter undergo no sensible change, the intensity of the

earth's gravity at the same place must remain constant.

2.—The time of vibration of a pendulum at a given locality in a

* A Barometer is an instrument invented by Torricelli for measuring the weight or

pressure of the atmosphere.
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vacuum is constant when the arcs of vibration are very small, and
the friction of the axis of suspension is virtually destroyed.*

3.—In any pendulous body there is a point in the perpendicular

that is drawn from the center of gravity of the body to the axis of

suspension, which vibrates in the same time that it would if the

other parts of the pendulum were without weight and served only to

connect this point with the axis. This point is called the center of
oscillation, and the line drawn through it parallel to the axis of sus-

pension is the axis of oscillation.

4.—The axis of oscillation is the reciprocal of the axis of suspen-

sion ; that is, if the former be taken as the axis of suspension, the

latter becomes with reference to it the axis of oscillation, and the

time of vibration about the one axis is the same as that about the

other. Hence, when in any body two parallel axes are found about

which, taken alternately as axes of suspension, the times of vibration

are equal, such axes are related to each other as axes of suspension

and oscillation. The perpendicular distance between these axes is

called the length of the pendulum.

5.f—Having found by principle 4 the length of a pendulum that

vibrates in a given time, the length of the pendulum is readily found

that would vibrate in any assumed time, as the mean solar second, at

the same place.

6.—It is evident that if the length of what has been called the

mean solar second should change, the length of the pendulum whose
vibration marks such second would undergo a corresponding change.

But it is known from astronomical investigations that there is no

* Where the arcs of vibration are small, the time of a single vibration is given by
the formula

—

when a is very small. T denotes the time of vibration, n the ratio of the diameter to

the circumference of a circle, I the length of the pendulum, g the force of gravity

(about 32J feet), and a the semi-arc of vibration.

t Let T, T' be the times of vibration of two pendulums placed side by side whose
lengths are I and V : then

T:T'::^|/-:y-::^Vr

or, T2
: T' 2

: : I : I ; therefore 1 = V
T'*

If T' = 1 sec, then V is the length of the seconds pendulum, and V = 111
T*

h
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variation in the length of the mean solar day ; hence the length of

the m°an solar second is invariable. By a process in which care was

taken to guard against error, Captain Kater, a member of the Com-

mission appointed to consider the question of weights and measures,

determined the distance between the axes of suspension and oscilla-

tion of a pendulum at the latitude of the Tower of London. This

distance is the length of the pendulum, and from it is deduced the

length of the pendulum that would vibrate seconds of mean solar

time at the same place

The length of the seconds pendulum at London as determined by

Kater has been ascertained, by experiments subsequently made, to be

too small, its true length being 39.14056 inches. The standard yard,

therefore, instead of being to the length of the pendulum vibrating

seconds of mean solar time at London in the proportion of 36 to

39.1393, as the Act of Parliament of 1824 provides, bears to the

length of such pendulum the ratio of 36 to 39.14056. f After the

destruction of the Parliament House in 1834 by fire, and with it that

of the Imperial Standard yard, commissioners were appointed to con-

sider the question of restoring the lost standard. They recommended
that four standard yard measures should be constructed from the best

authenticated copies of the old standard. This was accordingly done
;

and these copies, one of which was delivered to the U.S. Government,

constitute the fundamental unit of length both in Great Britain and

in this country. «; .

UNITED STATES SYSTEM! OF WEIGHTS
A.ND MEASURES.

628. In the United States the standard unit of length is the yard

which is identical with the Imperial Yard of Great Britain, both in its

value and in the names and values of its subdivisions and multiples.

The standard for verification in the United States is a brass rod

eighty-two inches in length, at the temperature of 62' of Fahrenheit's

thermometer (020), copied from the Imperial Standard by Troughton,

a celebrated instrument maker of London, for the use of the U.S.

coast survey.

There is also the same agreement between the names and values

of the units of surface and units of volume of the two countries.

The liquid and dry measures of the United States are those which
were in general use in England prior to the adoption of the Imperial

System. ^
Tho standard unit in liquid measures is the wine gallon of 231

* As asscmed by IIa6slcr: Water has its maximum density at 39.'2' F.
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cubic inches, which contains 58372.1754 grains of distilled water at

its maximum density (39.83° Fahrenheit's thermometer*) weighed in

air, the barometer being at 30 inches.

The standard unit of dry measure is the Winchester Bushel which
contains 77.627413 pounds avoirdupois of distilled water at its maxi-

mum density weighed in air, when the barometer stands at 30

inches. It contains 2150.4 cubic inches, very nearly. The gallon

dry measure contains 268 £ cubic inches, nearly.

The tables of British and United States systems of weights and
measures are given on pages 127 to 136, inclusive ; and the relations

of their units on pages 345 to 353, inclusive.

FEBNCH OR METRIC SYSTEM!.
029. The metric system of weights and measures, which derives

its name from that of its fundamental unit, the meter, is now in use

throughout the French empire, and adopted in whole or in part in

many other countries. It was devised by a commission composed of

members of the Academy of Sciences appointed under decrees of the

National Assembly in the years 1790, 1791, and was established by
a law of the National Convention in April, 1795. The commission

recommended the adoption of the ten-niillionth part of a quadrant of

the earth's meridian as the base of the system which they subse-
quently submitted to the Convention. By the decree of 1791 the
Academy was instructed to take immediate steps for ascertaining the
true length of this base by the actual measurement of the arc of the
meridian extending from Dunkirk, France, to Barcelona, Spain.
Delambre and Mechain, two eminent men of science, were accordingly
intrusted with this great undertaking , Delambre taking the northern
extremity of the line between Dunkirk and Rhodes, and Mechain the
remaining part between Rhodes and Barcelona.

The National Convention did not wait for the completion of this

work, but in 1793 adopted a provisional meter of 443.44 lignes,*

based upon the length of one degree of the meridian at the lati-

tude of 45° as determined by Lacaille in 1758. This was assumed
to be the length of the meter in the law of 1795, prescribing the
names and values of the fundamental units of length, surface,

volume, and capacity, and of their decimal multiples and sub-
divisions. But the Commissioners, in their final report made
on the 29th of May, 1799, gave the true value of the ten-millionth
part of a quadrant of the earth's meridian, as determined by the
measurements of Delambre and Mechain, to be 443.296 lignes, or .144
of a ligne less than the provisional meter ; and, accordingly, on the
10th of October following, this was declared to be the true length of
the meter, and became the actual base of the metric system.

The ligne is the twelfth part of the old French inch, which is greater than th«

English inch. The old French inch = 1.065T English inches.
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A platinum bar on which was traced a lin« thus ascertained and
declared to be the meter, and a platinum weight called the kilo-
gram {645), equal to the weight of a cubic decimeter {039, 044)
of distilled water at its maximum density, weighed in vacuum at the
latitude of Paris, were prepared under the direction of the Commis-
sioners and presented to the Legislative body on the 23d of June of
the same year. These were constituted the standards of weights and
measures, and were deposited in the national archives for safe
keeping.

The use of the metric system was made obligatory by the law of
September 23d, 1795, and by decrees of the Directory"and of the Con-
suls of later date, and the Government spared no pains to encourage
and facilitate its introduction by appeals to the national pride and by
supplying the trades-people with the new weights and measures, at
first at small cost, and afterwards without charge.

But few were willing to make the effort to appreciate, and many
were incapable of appreciating clearly, the relations between the old
and the new measures. Therefore the mass of the people, in their
daily transactions, clung to the use of units with which they were
familiar. So great was the opposition to the new system, that, by a
decree on the 12th of February, 1812, and an order of the Minister
of the Interior on the 28th of March following, the Government com-
promised the difficulty by authorizing for common use the Systtme
Usuelle, in which, use of many of the old denominations was permitted.

With the view, however, of familiarizing the people with the
metric system and ultimately enforcing its general adoption, the
decree enjoined that none other should be taught in the schools, and
that it alone should be employed in all departments of the Govern-
ment, as also in the markets and in commercial transactions.

This modification of the metric system thus authorized continued
in use until the 4th of July, 1837, when it was abolished, and its

employment after the 1st of January, 1840, prohibited under severe
penalties, while that of the metric system, as established by the laws
of 1795 and 1799, was enjoined in all public and private transactions.

In assigning 443.296 lignes as the 10,000,0C0th part of the quadrant
of the earth's meridian, the French Academicians assumed that all

the meridians reduced to the level of the sea were of the same length.
But recent calculations founded upon reliable measurements of
extensive arcs of the meridian in Russia and India, and that of France
extending from Dunkirk to Formentara, lead to the conclusion that
the lengths of the meridians in different longititdes are not the same,
and that, the metre is less than the 10,000,000th part of the French
meridian by the .05413+ part of a line.

ITcnce it appears that neither the French nor the English units of
length bear to the natural units to which they are referred the pre
cise relation originally assumed, and that the fundamental units in

the two countries are equally arbitrary.

In 18G6 the metric system of weights and measures in its essential

features was legalized in the Uuited States by a law of Congress.
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UNITS OF THE METRIC SYSTEM.

Note.—The orthography of these metric denominations and theii

equivalents in common denominations here given (page 377) are

those used in the Act of Congress legalizing the system in this country.

630. The fundamental units of this system are—
— 1. The MJe'ter (pronounced meeter)—the unit of length,

equal to the 10,000,000th part of the distance on the

earth's surface, at the level of the sea, from the equator

to the pole (641).
The meter is equal to 39.37079 English inches.

2. The Ave (pronounced air)—the unit of surface in

superficial or square measure, equal to the square whose

side is ten meters, and contains 100 square meters (642).
3. The Liter (pronounced leeler)—the unit of capacity,

equal to a regular cube whose edge is the 10th part of a

meter (644).

4. The Stere (pronounced stoV) —the unit of volume in

solid or cubic measure, equal to the cubic meter (643).
5. The Gram—the unit of weight, equal to the

weight of the 1000th part of a liter of pure water in vacuum
at the temperature of 39.2° Fahrenheit (620, 645).

Remaek.—See note (643).

631. The derived units are multiples and submul-

tiples of the fundamental units formed on the decimal

scale.

632» The names of the multiple units are those of the

fundamental units with the following prefixes of Greek

origin :

Myria, signifying 10,000
Kilo, " 1,000

Hecto, " 100
Deka, " 10

633. The names of the submultiple units are those of

the fundamental units with prefixes of Latin origin ; as,

Deci, signifying 10th

Centi, " 100th
Milli, v 1000th
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Thus, for the meter and its derived units we have the

TABLE.

Myr'iameter, equal to 10,000 meters.

Kil'ometer, " 1,000 "

Hec'tometer, " 100 "

Dek'ameter, " 10 "

Me'ter, " 1 meter.

Dec'imeter, " the 10th of a"
Cen'timeter, " " 100th " "

Millimeter, " " " 1000th " "

634. The relation between the fundamental units of

the different kinds and their derivative units is given in

the following

TABLE.

Myr'iameter, )

Myriagrum,
)
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thus, 3.45 steres is equivalent to 34.5 decisteres. So also tlie are has

but two derivatives, the hectare and the centiare. Smaller areas

than the centiare may be estimated in decimals of this unit ; thus,

3.87 centiares (642).

63o. Tlie square meter and the squares whose
sides are the decimal divisions of the meter, are also units

of measure for surfaces.

The cubic meter and the cubes whose edges are the

decimal divisions of the meter, are also units of measure

for volume and capacity. Thus we have

UNITS OF SUEFACE. UNITS OF VOLUME.

Square Meter (= the Centiare), Cubic Meter (= the Stere),

Square Decimeter, Cubic Decimeter,

Square Centimeter, Cubic Centimeter,

Square Millimeter. Cubic Millimeter.

636. The scales for the are and the stere are

—

ARE. STERE.

\ Dekastere. (Stere, j Decistere.

) Ten. \U7iit. \ Tenth.

1 -

< Hectare, JAre, j Centiare.

{ Hundred. \Unit. \ Hundredth.

1

1 =100 1 =10
:10 =1001 =100 =10000

637. For the square meter and the squares whose sides are

the submultiples of the meter, the scale is

—

JSq. Meter, JSq. Decimeter, \ Sq. Centimeter, JSq. Millimeter,

\Unit. "^Hundredth. \ Ten thousandth. \Millionth.

1

1 =100
1 =100 =10000

1 =100 =10000 =1000000

638. For the cubic meter and the cubes of the subdivisions of

the meter, the scale is

—

( Cu. Meter, J Cu. Decimeter, f Cu. Centimeter, (Cu. Millimeter,

( Unit. \ Thousandth. ( Millionth. "\Billionth.

1

1 =1000
1 =1000 =1000000

1 =1000 =1000000 =1000000000

The scales for the meter, gram, liter, and stere are unbroken
,

that is, they contain all the units in the decimal scale intermediate

to the highest and lowest in their respective scales. But the
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scales for the are, square meter, and cubic meter, are

broken ; that is, they do not contain all the units in

the decimal scale intermediate to the highest aud lowest
in their respective scales. Thus, in the scale for the

are it takes 100 units of any order to make one unit of
the next higher, and the same is true in the scale for

the square meter ; while in the scale for the cubic
meter, it takes 1,000 units of any order to make one
unit of the next higher.

Note.—The construction of the scales for the sq. meter
and the cu. meter, depends on the geometrical principles,

that the area of a square is equal to the square of its side,

and the volume of a cube is equal to the cube of its edge.

= rhii = -01 of a sq.

X tV X tV = nfoo =
Thus the sq. decimeter = -,*<> X A

meter ; and the cu. decimeter =
-fy

.001 of a cu. meter.

0.39. The diagrams are intended to exhibit the rela- |
tion between the measures, and between the measures s
and the weights of the metric system. Figure 1 repre-

1

P

ONE MtTER >L
I 10 DECIMEIERSOH10

sents a cubic meter on the reduced scale of five centimeters to a
meter ; that is, the edge of the cube is five centimeters, and the
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cube itself is equal to the T f?
x T^ x T£ ff

=.000125 part of a cubic
meter. The front edge is divided into tenths to represent deci-

meters, and these into tenths to represent centimeters.

It is seen that the front face contains 100 sq. decimeters. So
also we may divide the sq. decimeter into 100 sq. centimeters, as is

done in the upper front corner on the right, and the sq. centi-

meter into 100 sq. millimeters. On the vertical edge on the right

are arranged ten cubic decimeters, and we see that the whole cube
will contain 1,000 of these, and that one of these in turn will con-

tain 1,000 cubic centimeters, and the cubic centimeter will contain

1,000 cubic millimeters; so that the sq. meter contains 1,000,000

sq. millimeters, and the cubic meter 1,000,000,000 cubic millimeters.

The entire cube also represents the stere, and the lower layer of
cubic decimeters, the decistere.

Figure 2 is the cubic centimeter of full size. On the reduced
scale of figure 1, it is the cube having for its face one of the
black squares in the face of the cubic decimeter in the upper
corner on the front and right of the figure. It is the volume of
distilled water which, at its maximum density Cat 39.2° F.) in

vacuum, weighs a gram. Since the capacity of the liter is the
cubic decimeter, and the gram is the weight of a cubic centi-

meter of distilled water, the cubic meter contains 1,000 liters, and
the weight of the cubic meter of water is 1,000,000 grams.

Figure 3 exhibits --^he relation between English inches and
centimeters, drawn to an exact scale. J

)

NOTATION" -AJSTT3 NUMERATION-

.

640. In the metric system numbers whose units are of
the same kind, but of different denominations, are formed
on the decimal principal. Thus,

—

S3
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To express quantities in metric denominations.

Rule.— Write the units of the different denominations

in their order, beginning toith the highest, putting O's in the

place of the omitted denominations, and a decimal point im-

mediately after the denomination which is taken as the unit of
the number ; then ivrite the name of this unit either in full or

abbreviated, before or after, or over the number.

EXAMPLES.
Express the following quantities in their highest de-

nominations with their proper decimals :

1. 6 meters 8 centimeters. Ans. 6.08 M.
2. 7 dekameters 4 meters. Ans. 7.4 Dm.
3. 3 myriameters 8 hectometers 7 decimeters 2 milli-

meters. Ans. 3.0800702 Mm.
4. 52 dekaliters 5 liters 4 deciliters. Ans. 52.54 Dl.

5. 7 hectares 2 ares 93 centiares. Ans^ 7.0293 Ha.

6. 12 dekasteres 4 steres 9 decisteres. Ans. 12.49 Ds.

7. Express 4 myriameters 3 hectometers 5 dekameters

in meters. Ans.

8. Write in liters 7 kiloliters 3 liters 9 deciliters 7 milli-

liters. Ans. tj? (yif 9 C
9. What is the number of kilograms in 328 hectograms

3 grams 4 centigrams 9 milligrams ? Ans.

10. How many ares in 23 hectares 41 ares 7 centiares ?

Note.—1. A cubic meter contains 10 X 10 X 10 == 1000 cubic deci-

meters, and therefore a cubic decimeter occupies the thousandths'

place. Thus 4.006 cu. meters is read 4 cubic meters and 6 cubic deci-

meters, or 4, „
c
nil cubic meters. A cubic meter contains 100 X 100 X

100=1000000 cubic centimeters; therefore a cubic centimeter occu-

pies the millionths' place. Thus 4.000006 cu. meters is read 4 cubic

meters and 6 cubic centimeters, or 4nrrtS<iTnj cubic meters.

2. Centesimal angular measure may be written and read decimally,

thus : 2 grades and 3 minutes is written decimally 2.03, and may be

read 2,?,jt grades or 203 minutes; 2.0305 grades is read 2 grades 3

minutes and 5 seconds ; or it may be written 2g. 3' 5"; the signs for

minutes and seconds of the centesimal system being the same as those

in the sexagesimal system {654:).
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12. Write 17 cu. meters 15 cu. decimeters and 3 cu.

centimeters in cu. meters ; in cu. centimeters.

13. Write 50008 cubic centimeters as cu. meters ; as cu.

decimeters.

14. Write 5 grades 4 minutes and 2 seconds as grades.

15. Write 38 grades and 10 minutes as seconds.

16. Write 17 grades and 5 seconds as minutes.

17. Write 50 seconds as the decimal of a grade.

641. measures oe length.
Metric Denominations and Values. Equivalents in Common Denominations.

Myriameter,
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644. MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

Metric Denominations and Values. Equivalents in Cora. Denominations.

No. of
Liters.

Cubic Measure. Dry Measure. Liquid or Wine
Measure.

Kiloliter, Kl. = 1,000 = cubic meter or stere
Hectoliter, HI. = 100 — x\,th of a cubic meter =2 bu. 3.35 pk
Dekaliter, DL = 10 =10 cubic decimeters =9.06 quarts
Liter, L. = 1 =1 cubic decimeter =0.906 of a quart
Deciliter, dl. = T

1
5th= I

1„th of a cu. decimeter=6.102 cubic in
Centiliter, cl. = ,i

sth= 10 cubic centimeters =.0102 " '

:,os cubic yards ='.'61.17 gallons
=26.417 gallons
= 2.0417 gallons
= 1.0567 quarts
= 0.S45of agio.
= 0.386 of afl. oz.

Milliliter, QtL =r&oth=
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Note.—Annex O's to the number, if necessary, before moving
the decimal point.

1. Keduce 437.5032 M. to centimeters.

Ans. 43750.32 cm.
2. In 7.3215 Kl. how many liters ? Ans. 7321.5 L.

3. Keduce 35.01 Ds. to decisteres. Ans. 3501 ds.

4. Keduce .7205 cu meters to cu. centimeters.

Ans. 720500 cu. cm.

5. Reduce 67.8 grams to centigrams.

6. Reduce 1 Km. to centimeters.

7. How many grams in .0035 kilogram ?

8. Reduce 1.053 cu. meters to cu. millimeters.

0*0. To change a metric number from a unit of a lower to a
unit of a higher denomination.

Rule.—Move the decimal point as many places to the left as

there are O's following the 1 in the number expressing the

units of the lower denomination that it takes to make a unit of

the higher, and change the name to the higher denomination.

Note.—Annex O's to the number, if necessary, before moving the

decimal point.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce 7058.6 G. to kilograms. Ans. 7.0586 Kg.

2. How many myriameters in 2305.71 M. ?

Ans. .230571 Mm.
3. In 9370.53 sq. centimeters how many sq. meters?

^rcs. .937053 sq. M.

4. In 243.075 centiares how many hectares ?

Ans. .0243075 Ha.

5. In .835 liters how many kiloliters ?

6. Reduce 3.75 sq. meters to sq. myriameters.

7. How many ares in 4373 centiares?

8. Reduce 183251.67 cu. decimeters to cu. meters.
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I

G-±t)» Measures of surface when the dimensions are given in

units of the same or of different denominations.

Rule.—Reduce the units of Vie dimensions, when different

to the same unit ; then multiply the length by the breadth. The

unit of the result will be the square whose side is the unit of

thefactors.

This rule applies in finding the area of a circle, observing that

the area of a circle is 3.1416 times the square whose side is the

radius (496).

How many square meters in a board which is 3 meters

long and 5 decimeters broad?
Analysis.—Five decimeters 3 Meters.

= .5 meter; and 3 x .5= 1.5 sq. $\

M.; or 3 meters=30 decimeters, »
|

and 30 x 5= 150 sq. decimeters; 1 M. 1 M. 1M.

but 100 sq. dm.= a sq. meter; hence 150 sq. dm. = 1.5 sq. M.

EXAMPLES.

1. How many square meters in a board 2 meters long

and 3 decimeters 4 centimeters broad ? Ans. .G8 sq. M.
2. How many square decimeters in a board 2.5 meters

long and 4.3 decimeters broad? Ans. 107.5 sq. dm.
-3. In a field 7 dekameters 4.5 meters long, and 5 deka-

meters 3 meters broad, how many ares ? Ans. 39.485 A.

- 4. How many square meters in a circle whose radius is

2.7 meters? (496). Ans. 22.902264 sq. M.
' 5. How many square meters in three boards of the fol-

lowing dimensions : the first 2.3 M. long and 4 dm. broad;

the second 3 M. 7 cm. long and 2.05 dm. broad ; and the

third 1 M. 4 dm. long and 3 dm. 4 cm. broad ?

6. How much carpet is required to carpet a room 4 M.
2 dm. long and 3 M. 8 dm. broad, deducting for a

chimney-breast and hearth 1.5 M. broad, the breast and

hearth together projecting into the room 9.5 dm. ?

7. What is the area in sq. M. of a right angle triangle

whose two shortest sides are respectively 3 M. 7 dm. and

2 M. 5 om. ? (485).
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4

ttOlf* Measures of volume when the dimensions are given in
units of the same or of different denominations.

Rule.—Reduce the units of the dimensions, when different,

to the same unit ; then multiply the length, breadth, and height

together. Tlie product is the volume expressed in cubic units

whose edge is the unit of thefactors.

How many cubic meters are in a block 2 meters long, 6

decimeters broad, and 5 decimeters high?

Analysis.—The length, 2 M., is A K \

equal to 20 dm. ; and since the »
[\_ j \

breadth is 6 dm., the base of the A
block contains 20 x 6= 120 sq. dm., %\
and the number of cubic dm. in the 2 meters,

block is equal to the number of sq. dm. in the base x the number
of dm. in the height. Hence the block contains 120 x 5 cu. dm.=
600 cu. dm. ; but 1000 cu. dm. are equal to 1 cu. M. ; therefore

the block contains T
6
a
°
T ff
= .6 cu. M.

EXAMPLES.

1. In a pile of firewood 6 M. 5 dm. long, 1 M. 6 dm.

broad, and 2 M. 3 dm. high, how many steres ?

Ans. 23.92 S.

2. What will be the cost of making an excavation 2 deka-

meters 2 meters 7 dm. long, 2 dekameters 5 dm. 3 cm. from

front to rear, and 1 meter 4 dm. 6 cm. deep, at $1.75 a cu.

meter? Ans. $1190.70 + .

S. In a sphere whose radius is 3 meters 4 dm. how many
cubic meters? {516). Ans. 164.6365952 cu. meters.

4. What must be the height of a pile of wood whose base

is 4 M. 2 dm. long, and 1 M. 1 dm. 4 cm. broad, to contain

2 steres and 5decisteres? (643). Ans. .5221+meter.

5. How many cubic myriameters in the earth, assuming

its radius to be 636.6 myriameters (which is nearly exact) ?

Ans. I,080,661,122.pil648 cu. Mm.
-6. How much will it cost to build a Wall 33 Dm. 7 M. 4

dm. long, 1 M. 3 dm. thick, and 1 M. 8 cm. high, at $5.25 a

cubic meter?
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6J1.

A Meter .

TABLE OF EQUIVALENTS
( is a measure of length :

J =39.37 inclies

1 =3.28 + feet

( =1.0986+ yards

C it 100U metern

< =8230 feet 10

(. =.621+ of an

I

,.{

inches

mile

; a measure of surface:

= 119.6 sq. yards

=3.953 + sq. rods

= 2.471 acres

= .00386 + sq. mile

A Hectoliter

A ToNNEAtJ..

is a square measure :

= 1550 sq. inches

=10.763+ sq. feet

i.s a goliil measure:
= a cubic meter
= .2759 of cord of wood...
= 1.3i)79 + cubic yards

= 35.3144+ cubic feet

is a measure of capacity

:

= a cubic decimeter

=.90S+ of a quart, Dry M.
=1.056+ quarts, Liquid M
=.2641+ gallons, Liquid M'.

=.83.81 fluid <>z., Apoth. M
= 61.02 +cubic inches

=2.S3+ bushels

531714 cubic feet

weight

:

y Wt.

.

Wt.

=2.204+ lbs., Av. Weight.
=35.27+ oz., Av. Weight..

= 2.679 lbs., Troy Weight..

=2204.6 lbs., Av. Weight..

= l.lu2+ tons

( is a measure ofwei

< =15.482 grains; Tro,

( =.035+ ounce, Av.

i

A Grade.
1 a measure of angles:

: .9 of :i degree

An inch
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6i>/*« To change from the metric to the common system.

A quantity expressed in units of the metric system may be

changed into its equivalent expressed in units of the common

system by the

Rule.—Reduce the given quantity, if expressed in different

units, to the same unit, and multiply it by the equivalent of that

unitfound in the proper table ; if necessary reduce the product

to the required denomination.

In 7 meters 5 decimeters how many feet ?

Analysis.—By the table {051) the equivalent of a meter is

3.28 + feet. 7 meters 5 dm. = 7.5 meters; and as 1 M. = 3.28 + ft.,

7.5 M. = 7.5 x 3.28 + =24.600 + ft. Or 7 meters 5 dm. = 75 dm.

;

and as by the table {642) a dm. = 3.937 inches, 75 dm. = 75 x

3.937 = 295.275 inches or 24.60625 feet. (See Note 2, page 377).

EXAMPLES.

1. How many inches in 7 dm. 9 cm. ? Ans. 31.1023 in.

2. How many sq. yards in 5 ares 85 centiares ?

Ans. 699.66 sq. yds.

3. In 3 liters 7 deciliters, how many liquid quarts.

Ans. 3.9072 + .

-<r4. How many cu. yards in 8.75 steres?

Ans. 11.444+ cu. yds.

, 5. How many pounds avoirdupois in 27.903 kilograms ?

Ans. 61.498+ lbs.

——~6. In 12 dekasteres, how many cords?

Ans. 33.108 cords.

——7. How many acres, roods, and perches in 21 hectares

97 ares and 53 centiares ?

—- 8 A cubic centimeter of lead weighs 11.4 grams ; what

is the weight of 4 cu. decimeters 8 cu. centimeters of this

metal in avoirdupois pounds ?

9. A wine merchant imported to New York 10,000 deka-

liters of wine which cost him delivered $1,62^ a liter. At

what price per gallon must the wine be sold that he may
clear $2,500 on the shipment?
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Oo<»t To change from the common to the metric system.

Rule.—Reduce the given quantity to its lowest stated de-

nomination, and multiply it by the equivalent of its unit when

reduced. The product will be the denomination of the multi-

plier. If necessary, change to the required denomination.

In 5 bushels and 3 pecks, how many liters?

Analysis.—5 bushels and 3 pecks — 184 quarts. By the table

(651) the equivalent of 1 quart dry measure is 1.1013 + liters
;

hence 184 x 1.1013+ =202.0392+ liters.

Note.—This change may be effected by division as follows. By
tables (645, 651,) 1 liter = .903 of a quart, dry measure ; therefore

184 quarts = 184 -r- .908 = 202.64+ liters.

EXAMPLES.

1. In 15 yds. 2 ft. 9 inches, how many meters ?

Arts. 14.5542 + M.
2. In 25 lbs. 14 oz., how many kilograms ?

Ans. 11.736+ Kg.

3. In 47 acres 3 roods and 22 sq. rd., how many hectares ?

Am 19.3758+ Ha.

4. In 13 gallons 3 quarts 2 pints and 3 gills, how many
liters? • Ans. 53.274+ liters.

5. How many sq. meters of plastering in a room 18 ft.

6 in. long, 14 ft. 9 in. wide, and 10 ft. 6 in. high ?

6. In a pile of wood 40 ft. 6 in. long, 4 ft. broad, and 5 ft.

6 in. high, how many steres ?

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. A cu. decimeter of copper weighs 8.8 Kg.; what is the

value of a bar of this metal which is 1 M. long, 9 cm. 6

mm. broad, and 8 cm. 7 mm. thick, at $1.05 a Kg.

Ans. $77.17248.

2. Assuming the earth's meridian to be a circle whose
circumference is 40,000,000 M., how many grades (64fi)

in the portion 538,067 ft. long which was measured by

Mason and Dixon ? Ans. 1.640028 + g.
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3. A New York merchant imported 50 pieces of silk, each

piece containing 30 yds. in length of silk 3 qr. wide, for

which he paid 3 francs 45 centimes per sq. meter, besides

50 per cent, ad valorem duty ; at what price U.S. money
must he sell the silk per running yard to make 30 per cent,

^on the investment ? (193) Ans. $0,782+.

•—4. A lumber dealer shipped to Havre a quantity of tim-

ber which cost delivered 23 cts. per cubic foot ; at what

price, in francs, must it be sold per stere to make 45 per

cent, on the shipment? (630,4) Ans. 63.319 + francs.

(^5. A cubic decimeter of gold weighs 19.3 kilograms
;

how many grains are there in 97 sq. metres of gold leaf

svon °£ a millimeter in thickness ? Ans. 5778.04944 gr.

yir^S&. After paying 30 per cent, ad valorem duty, what per\
cent, is made on French cassimere 3 qrs. wide which cost >

4.55 francs per square meter by selling it at $1.25 a running

yard? Ans. 81| (nearly).

654. MEASURE OF ANGLES.

TJie sexagesimal system is explained in (217),
page 136. It is called sexagesimal because the scale of

sixty is used in the subdivisions of the degree.

The right angle, which is measured by a quadrant, being that

which is most easily apprehended, is for this reason taken as the

unit of the measures of angles (046). In the sexagesimal system

the quadrant is divided into 90 equal parts called degrees. (217,
Note.)

655, The centesimal or centigrade system
of measuring angles is that in which the quadrant is

divided into 100 equal parts called grades. The grade is

divided into 100 equal parts called minutes, and the minutes

into 100 equal parts called seconds.

The indices for an angle expressed in centesimal units are some-

times the same as in the sexagesimal scale, in which case it would

be necessary to denote the scale by the words centesimal or centi-
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grade for the one and sexagesimal for the other. To avoid this

inconvenience it is now usual to write g for grade, ' for minutes,

and " seconds. Thus, 43</. 17' 28" signifies 43 grades 17 minutes

28 seconds (OJr(i).

From the centesimal scale given on the ^ ^
right we see that an angle containing any d jj HI

number of grades, minutes, and seconds may g .9 §
be at once expressed in decimals ; thus, 65^. ^

i
37' 19"=35.3719#., which may be read either i =100
as a decimal or in centesimal units. 1 =100=10,000

\>01J* Reduction from the centesimal scale to the sexagesimal
scale.

Rule.—Reduce the centesimal quantity to grades and deci-

mals of a grade, and multiply by T
9
a . Tfie result will be the

quantity expressed in sexagesimal degrees and decimals of a

degree.

How many sexagesimal degrees in 15</. 25' 73"?

Analysis.—Since the quadrant contains 100^. or 90°, 100^. is

equal to 90°, and \g. is equal to T
9
„ of a degree. Therefore log. 25'

73"=15?. 25' 73" x T% degrees^ 13.74157°.

EXAMPLES,

In the following angles change the units from the cen-

tesimal scale to the sexagesimal

:

^"1. 75g. 27' 19". Ans. 67.74471°= 67° 44' 40.956''.

""
2. 123(7. 65' 6". Ans. 111.2f554 = lll° 17' I?.944".

*~3. 2G%. 7' 43". Ans.

1>0 4» Reduction of sexagesimal measure to centesimal measure.

Rule.—Reduce the sexagesimal quantity to degrees and deci-

mals of a degree, and multiply by -£. The result will be the

quantity expressed in grades and decimals of a grade.

How many grades in 66° 33' 18"?

Analysis.—Expressed decimally, 66° 33' 18"=66.555°; but, as

shown above, 1° is equal to y of a grade. Therefore, 66.555°=

60.555° x l£ = 73g. 95'.
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exampl:

1. 43° 15' 49". Ans. 48.0707^.-

2. 67° 57' 16". Ans. 15.fa$0.g +
3. 85° 09' 53". 5. 347° 27' 03".

4 113° 43' 29".
I 6. 99° 05' 58".

DUODECIMALS (240).

t>5S* Contracted multiplication of duodecimal*.

The multiplication of duodecimals may be contracted in a man-

ner similar to that employed in the multiplication of decimals

(575) ; the only change required being that which depends on the

difference in the scale.

Multiply 2ft. 5' 7" 4'" by 2ft. 4' 8" 10'", neglecting in the

product the units of a lower denomination than seconds.

Analysis.—Since seconds multi- o/-*
PE

k/
ATI

£"' a»/

plied by feet produce seconds, we jq/// g«* 4/ 2ft.

write the 2 ft. of the multiplier under
, QftTT' 3"~

the seconds of the multiplicand, and yim
\> \\"

the other terms of the multiplier to 2' 4"

the left in a reversed order, under the 8/*. 3' 6"± Ans.

terms of the multiplicand in their order, which are on the left of

seconds. Then, since the indices of the product of numbers

whose units are duodecimal is the sum of the indices of the fac-

tors (Note 1, p. 169), it is evident that the unit of the product of

a term in the multiplicand by the term under it in the multiplier

is the lowest to be retained in the complete contracted product.

We say 7" x 2=14", and carry 1" from 4"'x2=8'", which,

being greater than 6'", is called 1". Thus the first product in

multiplying by 2 with what is carried is 15"= V 3", and we put

down the 3" and carry the V to the next product, and so on.

Hence the

Rule.— Under the multiplicand write the multiplier, with

the numbers expressed in its different orders of units reversed,

that of the highest order in the scale under that of the mxdtipli-

cand, which is of the lowest order to be retained in the product,
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and the others under the successive orders to the left, supplying

in both multiplicand and multiplier the deficient orders by

ciphers.

Ihen multiply as in contracted multiplication of decimals

(37o), observing only that in reducing units of one order to

those of another we use the duodecimal instead of the decimal

scale.

EXAMPLES.
1. Multiply 1ft. IV 4" 3'" by 5ft. 9' 8", limiting the prod-

uct to seconds. Ans. 46/7. 1' 7".

2. Multiply 21/?. 5" T" 6"" by 3ft.
5' 9'", retaining no

lower units in the product than thirds.

Ans. lift. 11' 11" 0'".

3. How many square feet, primes, and seconds in a

board lift. 1' 8" long and lft. 9' 5" 8'" broad?

Ans.

4. How many cubic feet, primes, and seconds in a stick

of timber 18ft. 5' 3" long, lft. 10' 9" broad, and 11' 9"

thick ? Ans.

ttoif* Contracted division of duodecimals.

The method of contracting the division of duodecimals is the

converse of that of contracting their multiplication.

Divide 28ft. 9' 8" T" by 5ft.
4' 6" 10'", extending the

quotient to seconds.
OPEEATION.

5ft. 4' 6" l0'")28ft. 9' 8" l'"(5ft. 4' 3"

26ft. 10' 10"

lft. 10' 10"

lft. 9' 6"

V~!T'
1' 4"

remains.

Analysis—We first find in the usual way (245) that the first

term of the quotient is 5 ft., and then multiply the three left-hand

terms of the divisor by this quotient term, carrying 4" to the

product 6"x5ft., since 10'" x 5 ft. =4" 2'". In all respects the
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operation is conducted as in the contracted division of decimals,

observing only to use the duodecimal instead of the decimal scale

in reducing units of one order to those of another.

With this modification, the rule for the contracted division of

duodecimals is the same as that for the contracted division of

decimals (576).

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 1ft.
8' 3" 11'" by 2ft. 5' 9" 8'", limiting the

quotient to primes. Am. 3ft.
1'.

• 2. Divide 209ft. 10' 3'' 9'" by lift. 8' 1'", limiting the

quotient to seconds. Ans. lift. 10' 6".

3. A block of marble which is 3ft.
9' 8" 5'" long, and 2ft.

T 3" broad, contains 13 cu.ft. 5' 9"
; what is its thickness,

extending the result to thirds? Arts. lft. 4' 3" 8".

4 In a room which contains 327 sq.ft. T 5", and whose

length is Y&ft. 3' 9", what #re its length and breadth in

meters, assuming the meter to be 3.2809 feet ?

UNITED STATES CURRENCY.
660. The standards of value in buying, selling,

and the exchange of commodities between different coun-

tries are coins of gold and of silver, of denominations and

degrees of purity fixed by law (97, 192, 193).

Pieces of the inferior metals, or of alloys of these metals, such

as copper, bronze, etc., of smaller denominations than the gold

and silver coins, are also used.

To secure the public against frauds arising from variations in

the weight and purity of coins of the same denomination, Govern-

ments generally reserve to themselves the right to coin money,

which is done in establishments called " Mints." Counterfeiting

the coinage of a country is justly regarded as a great crime against

society, and is severely punished.

661. Specie is the coinage of the same or of different

countries spoken of in the aggregate without reference to

the denominations.
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For convenience in the transactions of business in all its different

forms, substitutes for specie, such as Bills of Exchange (301),

Bank Bills (680), U.S. Treasury Notes (664), Gold Certificates

(669), etc., are used.

662. Currency is a term for the money or circulating

medium of a country both real and representative.

1 In a restricted sense, however, it is used in this country to

denote the legal tender notes, more commonly called " green-

backs," and the fractional currency issued by the U.S. Treasury,

and the bills of Banks, to distinguish such money from specie.

2. Gold and silver coin, being the standards, are assumed to be of

fixed value ; while paper money is subject to greater or less de-

preciation, depending on the confidence of the community in the

ability of the institutions which issue it to redeem it in specie or

its equivalent, the time which must elapse before the conversion

can be made, and various other conditions.

663. When the paper money which is substituted for specie as

the circulating medium of a country becomes depreciated, the de-

preciation is expressed by stating the number of units of any

denomination of the paper money it takes to buy one unit of coin

of the same denomination. -The excess of the paper money over

its equivalent in coin is the premium on the coin. Thus, gold is

quoted at 140, or 40$ premium (304), when it takes $1.40 in

paper currency to buy $1 in gold, and the comparative value of

the dollar in currency is
\ £ j}

of the gold dollar, the value of the

gold dollar in currency being the denominator. Hence, to find

the value in gold of $1 in currency, divide 100s
- faj 100 plus the pre*

mium given on gold.

EXAMPLES.
—1. If gold is at 37^% premium in the market, -what is the

gold value of a dollar in currency? Ans. 72j
8
r
cts.

\2. At 133^ quoted value of gold, what is the gold value

of a $10 greenback ? Ans. $7.50.

3. When gold was at 170^ premium, what was the gold

value of a five-dollar bill ? Ans. $1.85 ,\

.

- 4. What is the difference in currency between §1086 in

gold and $1210 in silver, when the former is at 21f$ pre-

mium and the latter at 202% premium?
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664* To find the value in gold of a given amount of currency (953).

Rule.—Multiply the amount of currency by 100, and divide

the product by 100 plus the given rate ofpremium on gold.

EXAMPLES.
^"1. How much gold at 25% premium can be bought for

$320.50 currency ? Ans. $256.40.

"x2. "When gold, is quoted at 16^% premium, what is the

gold value of $64890.50 currency ? Ans. $55700.
"' * 3. If gold is f% premium on silver, what is the value in

gold of $110 in silver ? Ans. $109.1811 f

.

—
* 4. When gold is 14% premium, how much will buy 11

shares of stock at 3.}% premium, the par value of which, in

currency, is $50 per share ? Ans. $499.34 +

.

t>(>e» • To find the value in currency of a given amount ofg<

Rule.—Multiply the amount of gold by 100 plus the

rate of its premium, and divide by 100.

EXAMPLES.

1. How much currency can be bought with $570 in gold,

its premium being 17]% ? Ans. $668.80.

2. What is the value in currency of a gold ingot weigh-

ing 110! lbs. when gold is at a premium of 22%, the ingot

benig worth $16.50 in gold per oz. ? Ans. $26692.38.

UNITED STATES SECURITIES. T ^~~

666. Federal or United States Securities are

of three kinds

—

Bonds, Treasury Notes, and Certificates.

The Bonds are of, several issues, and differ in the rates of inter-

est, the kind of money in which the principal, or interest, or both,

may be paid, and the dates at which the principal falls due, and,

as is the case with a large amount of these bonds, the date at

which the Government may elect to redeem them before that at

which it is pledged to redaein.
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The Bonds are known and quoted in the market by the rate of

interest which they bear and the date on which the principal falls

due, in the case of those in which the Government has not reserved

the right to pay before maturity ; but for those in which this

right is reserved it is usual to mention both the date at which the

Government may elect to pay, and that at which it is pledged to

pay, the principal. Thus, U.S. 6's of '68 denotes Bonds bearing

6i> interest payable in 1868 ; U.S. 5's, 10-40, denotes Bonds bearing

5$ interest payable after 10 years and within 40 years from date

of issue. The rate of interest being weli known, die last descrip-

tion of Bonds are more frequently called " Ten-forties" (609, 1).

667. U. S. Treasury Notes (Greenbacks) are the Legal

Tenders, so-called, because by the law authorizing their issue they

are lawful money in payment of debts and pecuniary obligations

between individuals, unless it be stipulated in the contract that

j£ the obligation shall be discharged in coin (669, 3).

/ ^v^JThere are also Interest-Bearing Notes, known as Compound-Interest

Notes, which bear interest at 6$ compounded semi-annually ; and

7-30 Notes, so-called because their rate of interest is 7 T
3
„^ per*

annum.

Remark.—These two kinds of notes have been mostly withdrawn

from circulation by conversion into other securities.

668. The Certificates are Gold Certificates and
Temporary Loan Certificates. Gold Certificates represent

the specified amount of gold deposited in the U.S. Sub-

Treasury. Temporary Loan Certificates are payable on

demand in legal tenders, and bear B% interest. The law

creating the Temporary Loan Certificates authorizes them
to be held by the National Banks for three-fifths of their

bank reserves (669, 3).

669. The principal U.S. Securities are the following :

1. Bonds.—6's of '67 ;—6's of '68 ;—6's of '80 ;—0's of '81 ;-5's of

'71 ;—5's of '74 ;—5's 5-20 due in '82 ;—6's 5-20 due in '84 ;—
6's 5-20 due in '85 ;—5's 10-40 clue in 1904;—Pacific Rail-

road 6's of '95 ;—Pacific Railroad 6's of '96.

2. Notes.—Legal Tenders ;—Compound Interest due in '67;—

Compound Interest due in '68 ;—7-30's due in '67 ;—7.30'fc

due in '68.
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6. Certificates.— Gold, payable in gold on demand;—Tem-

porary Loan 3$'s, payable on demand with accrued in-

terest in lawful money.

The principles and rules of percentage (24:7 to 255), which

have been fully treated (see page 173 and following to page 229),

and need not to be here repeated, are applicable to all questions

relating to dealings and investments in Federal Securities and

Specie.

EXAMPLES.

-~-4. On a mortgage for $3500 at 1% there is interest due

for one year and five months. How much gold, at

a premium of 34^%, will be required to discharge the

mortgage? (678). (
y£-Q. Which, for equal amounts invested, will yield the

/ largest yearly income—U.S. 6's 5-20 purchased at 107^ in \

/ currency, interest payable in gold, or a mortgage bearing

/ 1% interest bought at 85%, assuming that the premium on

gold is 25%, and that the mortgage is subject to a tax of

m j Income, in currency, from bonds,

1 Net income, in currency, from mortgage, 6^%.
""X3. If a person invests a certain sum in U.S. 5's 10-40,

which are at f% discount, and three times the amount in

U.S. 6's 5-20, which are at 7f% premium, the interest on

\ both being in gold, and gold at 36% premium, what will

these securities cost him if the income from both' together

is $1875 in gold ?

4. Assuming that U.S. 6's 5-20, issued July 1st, 1865,

will be redeemed in gold July 1st, 1870, what is the worth

in currency of $1 of these bonds July 1st, 1868, compound-
ing the interest at the rate of 3% semi-annually, and taking

gold from date of purchase to that of redemption at 25$
premium ?
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PERCENTAGE.
^KOMISSORY NOTES (275).

670. A Business note is a note given for a valuable con-

sideration. It renders the maker liable for the amount to the

payee, or to any subsequent lonafide holder.

6 7 1. .An Accommodation note is a note given for no valu-

able consideration. It does not render the maker liable to the

payee, but makes him liable to any limafide holder after it has

been negotiated for value.

Note.—Accommodation notes are usually given to enable tho

payee to borrow money on the credit of the makers of the notes.

672. A Joint note is a note signed by two or more persons,

who are jointly liable for its payment. A Joint and Several
note is a note signed by two or more persons, who may be held,

either jointly or singly, for its payment.

673. A Produce note is a written promise to deliver goods

to a specified amount.

Form of Produce Note.

Sol ua/ite iece<i>e</, we /ilomtJe So /<ay So j/m. <?T5ena'eldon/ on-

c/t&tant/, Si/?Su-e<h./cS•y^j e/eualJ <n aoodJ aSoui jSoie.

[stamp] K^ut^f** £,

674. A Due Pill is an acknowledgment of a debt due in

money, or its equivalent in goods.

Form of Due Pill.

$65^. Je~u> fel/, cfan. f, /£?*

&>ue ^/lal&J o/o/i/Kten', /oi va&e iecetitet/, &<adj/. -/t've e/oSiaia.

*utS^ t/i'/zled1/. G&utala i/lcanJem.

[stamp.]

67n. 1 notary-public, or simply a notary, is a publio

officer who ittests or certifies to written instruments of any kind

to give them authenticity.
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676. A protest is a formal notice in writing made by a

notary in behalf of the holder of a note, and served on the maker

and endorsers to inform them of its non-payment at maturity.

The note is then said to be protested, or to have gone to protest.

Note.—If a note is not protested on the day of its maturity, the in-

dorsors are released from their obligation to pay it.

677. A Bond is a written obligation, authenticated by a

seal, to secure the payment of a sum of money or the performance

or non-performance of certain acts.

678. A Mortgage or Mortgage Deed is a conveyance of

property given to secure the payment of a bond or debt, on con-

dition that when payment is made the conveyance is void and the

mortgage is discharged.

Note.—1. Money is often loaned on the security of Bond and
Mortgage. The bond given by the borrower to the lender is usually

made for twice the amount borrowed, in order to cover the expenses,

etc., of collecting the sum loaned by legal process if necessary.

2. On a bond to secure a debt the lender can recover only the sum
loaned with interest and expenses if any. By virtue of a mortgage,

the mortgagee, i.e., the person to whom the conveyance is made, sells

the property mortgaged if the debt is not paid at the time agreed on,

though from the proceeds of the sale he can retain only the amount
of the debt due him with interest and expenses. The remainder of

the proceeds go to the mortgagor.

+
BANKS ANID BANK DISCOUNT. {281).

679. A Bank is an institution or corporation for the

purpose of loaning money, receiving deposits of money,

and issuing bills for currency.

680. Bank bifls or Bank notes are notes which are issued

by a bank to circulate as money.

Note.—1. A bank of issue is a bank which is authorized to issue its

notes ; that is, to have a circulation. A bank of discount is a bank

which loans money by discounting promissory notes. A bank of

deposit is a bank which takes the custody of money belonging to

other parties. The depositors withdraw their money from the bank

//U d. l L l\
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on orders called checks. None but incorporated banks are banks of issue,

which usually are at the same time banks of discount and of deposit.

2. For form of nolo on which it is usual to borrow at a bank, see
No. 4, page 19$ The note is indorsed by the payee, and other parties

if required, to make it acceptable, and is then presented by the maker
or by one of the indorsers. If accepted, the bank pays the party pre-

senting it the face of the note, less the bank discount {281).
3. Bank discount exceeds true discount by the interest on the true

discount for the time the note" has to run. Thus, omitting days of

grace, the true discount on a note for $100 payable in 3 months at

7 per cent, is $100-
1
-^~=$1.72 ; the bank discount is

*100x -07=

$1.75;
$t7y-07

=$.03; $1.72+.03=$1.75.

EXAMPLES.

1. A man sold goods to the amount of $348.25, taking in

payment April 6 a promissory note for sixty days, which ho
indorsed and had discounted at the bank April 20, at 1%;
how much cash did he receive ? Ans. $344.97 + .

2. A merchant in Ohio wanting to use money, and having
an accommodation note for $5000, payable at four months
from March 8, with 1% interest, had it discounted at a bank,
April 8 ; what sum did he receive ? {261, p. 198, Note).

Ans. $5037.6tf+.

3. A person sold a quantity of wheat, and in payment
received $500 cash, a note of $1200 dated Detroit, Sept. 10,

payable in four months, with interest, and another indorsed
note of $850 dated St. Louis, August 28, payable in six

months, with interest; and in Chicago Oct. 1 he loaoied the

$500 on a note for ninety days, with interest. What money
had he as the proceeds of his wheat Dec. 1, when he had
the three notes discounted at a bank in Wisconsin? (201).

In the four problems relating to percentage (252, 253, 254,
255), the elements are the per cent, or rate, base, percentage, and the
amount or difference (250). In these problems time does not enter as
an element. Their applications are to Profit and Loss (285), Stocks
and Dividends (291), Commission and Brokerage (300), Taxes
(308), Custom-House Business (316), Insurance (332), Exchange
(33 7), and General Average (392).
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STOCKS, ETC. (294).

681. A Company is an association of -persons for

transacting business.

Note.—1. A company organized under a specific law or chartel

(292) is said to be incorporated, and is called a corporation (291),
and its members corporators ; otherwise it is unincorporated. In the

latter case, when the number of persons associated is small and they

are bound by special articles of agreement, they form a Partnership

(388), and the company is frequently called a Firm or House (293).

2. In an incorporated business company, the members are indh

vidually liable for the debts and obligations of the company to an

amount equal to the par value of the stock which they severally hold

in the company, and no more. But in an unincorporated company,

firm, or house, each member, whether his interest in the company be

great or small, is liable for all the debts and obligations of the company.

A special partner, who contributes capital but not management of

the business, is in most States liable only to the amount of the capital

he contributes.

682. Stock is a general term used to denote the money oi

capital of a company invested in business of any kind, the scrip

and bonds of business and municipal corporations (291), and

of a Government (300).

683. The Joint Stock, or Capital Stock, of a company is

the money subscribed and contributed by the parties associated,

to enable the company to carry on its busiuess (294).

Note.—The Capital Stock of a business corporation is limited in

amount by its charter, and generally is not paid up in full at the time

it is subscribed, but by installments, or calls, as the business develops

and the necessities of the company require.

684. Scrip, or Certificates of Stock, are official state-

ments issued by a corporation setting forth the amount of the

capital, or the number of shares of the stock (295) owned by the

person to whom the scrip is issued, or by the person to whom it

may have been legally transferred by sale or otherwise.

Note.—1. The Scrip of the Federal, State, and Municipal Govern-

ments in this country are bonds and certificates of indebtedness,

which entitle the holder to a fixed rate of interest, and to the princi-

pal when due. Business corporations, after the Capital Stock has

all been paid in, may also raise money by selling their bonds, which

are usually secured by mortgage on the property of the respective cor-

porations. A scrip or certificate of this kind is called a mortgage bond,
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{07S) which entitles the holder to the specified rate of interest and to

the principal when due. These two classes of scrip give rise to the

corresponding terms stockholders (21PG) and bondholders—the former

of which participate in the profits of the business in proportion to the

amount of stock which they hold.

2. The quotation of stock is generally at a certain per cent, of its

nominal value. Thus, N. Y. C. R. R. 114# signifies that in the market
the stock of the New York Central Railroad is at a premium of 14#
on a share of $100. Also, Reading R. R. 95# means that the stock of

the Reading Railroad is at a discount of 5% on a share of $100 {305).

6S5. The Gross Earnings of a company is the total amount
of money, or its equivalent, received in the transaction of its

business.

(iS(i. The Net Earnings of a company is the amount that

is left after deducting from the gross earnings the expenses of

conducting its business, losses, and accrued interest upon its

bonds or other obligations.

Note.—The net earnings of a company are usually computed at

regular intervals,—as yearly, half-yearly, quarterly, etc.,—and art-

divided in whole or in part among the stockholders in proportion to

the amount of stock which they severally hold. This is done by find-

ing what per cent, the amount to be divided is of the whole capital

etock ; and the division is governed by the rules of percentage

{20 S, Prob. 2). When the whole of the net earnings is not thus

divided among the stockholders, the residue is called surplus.

687. Stock-jobbing is the business of buying and selling

stocks with a view to their fluctuation in the market.

EXAMPLES.
—-/- 1. A manufacturing company has a capital stock of 500

shares of $100 per share par value (.302), and makes a call

for 10^ in cash from the stockholders ; how much must he
pay who owns 65 shares ? Ans. $650.

^~ 2. Suppose bank stock is bought at 28^ premium, and
the bank declares a dividend of 9% per share, what % is

that on the cost price of the stock ? Ans. 7 J- %.

-f- 3. If a share of a steamboat company had a par value of
$100, and a person bought 20 shares for $1750, what % of
income on his investment did he receive from a dividend
of o% per share? (297). Ans.
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1--./4. If a person is a bondholder of a corporation by own*

ing 4 bonds of $1000 each, and also a stockholder in a

mining company by owning 40 shares of $50 each, what is

his annual income from both investments if he receives \\%
quarterly interest on the bonds, and 4^ semi-annual

dividend on the stock? Ans.

5. If a coal company's net earnings are $5368,

pays $4000 in dividends on 2500 shares, each $20 par

value, what % of dividend does it pay, and how much
surplus does it retain? Ans. 8%;—$1368 surplus.

COMMISSION AJND BROKERAGE (30C).

688. An Agent is a person intrusted with the trans-

action of another person's business (300).

An agent may be a Special Agent,—that is, authorized to trans-

act only such business as is specified,—or a General Agent, who, as

such, can transact any business of the person who employs him.

689* A Factor is a person who buys, sells, or super-

intends, such property of others as is placed in his pos-

session.

690, A Commission-merchant is one whose

business is to receive and sell merchandise or produce

belonging to others.

Merchandise and Produce sent to a person for sale or superin-

tendence are said to be consigned. The person sending them is

termed a Consignor ; the person to whom they are sent is termed &

Consignee.

A consignee whose business office is remote from a consignor is

sometimes termed a Correspondent, and usually acts as agent of

the firm who consigns to him the goods.

691. A JiroTzer is a person employed to effect con-

tracts between other persons, or sales of property in the

possession of others.

Brokers are classified according to the nature of the sales and

contracts they effect. Thus, a Bill-broker is one who negotiates

the discount on bills of exchange, etc. ; a Real-estate broker is one
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who negotiates the sale of houses and land ; Insurance-broker, Sliip-

broker, Stock-broker, Patcnbroker, etc. JU-

*°\- 69'i. A Collector is a person who is authorized to*"r-

collect and receive money due to others.

A collector may have the business of settling accounts between
individuals, or he may be an officer of the government, as a Col-

lector of the Port, whose business is to collect duties (318) ; a

Collector of Taxes, etc. (30S).

693. TJie Net Proceeds is the amount received

from a sale or collection less the commission and other

charges.

EXAMPLES.
"

>s^l. A person wishing to buy corn with the proceeds of

cotton sends to his agent 32 bales, each weighing 380 lbs.

The agent sells the cotton at 26c. per lb., for which he
charges 1\% commission; pays freight and charges, $34.60

;

and expends the remainder, less his commissions for selling

and buying, in corn at 85 cents per bushel, for which he
charges 1\% commission ; how much corn is obtained

through this factor? Ans. 3542+ bushels.
"^2. A consignor sends 500 bbls. flour to a commission
merchant with instructions to sell it and remit the net

proceeds by draft. The consignee pays freight and
expenses, $120.40 ; sells the flour at $8.50 per bbl.; charges

11% commission, and pays \% premium for draft ; how
much does the consignor receive? Ans. $4008.31 + .

^3. How much currency is required to purchase U.S. 5%
bonds, interest payable in gold, to yield an income of $544
in currency when gold is at 36$ premium; the broker's

commission being \% in currency on the par value of the

^bonds ? Ans.

\4. How much must be invested in U.S. 7-30's at 104,!$,

and \% brokerage, to bring an income of $2500 a year? - &§*$£
\5. A real-estate broker sells for a person his house and

^^^land for $13500 at 2j$ commission, and buys land for the

C>-Ssame person at 1\% commission, paying $9500 . therefor ; .

^how much remains due from the broker? Ans. $> &/ 6
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INSURANCE.

694. TJie Insurer or TJndemvriter is the party

or company that takes the risk and issues the policy

{335) ; and the Insured or Assured is the party guaranteed

against loss, damage, or risk.

Note.—The business of insurance is generally undertaken by com-

panies, which may be either Joint Stock, or Mutual, or Joint Stock

and Mutual combined. In a Joint Stock company the profits and

losses of the business are divided among the stockholders (290) in

proportion to the amount of capital stock which they severally hold.

In a Mutual Company the parties insured participate in the profits

and losses of the company in proportion to the amounts for which

they are sevei'ally insured. In a company in which the joint stock

and mutual principles are combined, a specified amount of stock is

contributed by the corporators, which is pledged to the insured to

cover losses. In such companies the profits, up to a per cent, limited

by the charter, on the capital stock, is divided among the stockholders

in proportion to the amount of stock which they individually hold,

and the remainder, if any, is divided among the insured.

695. Fire Insurance is a guaranty against loss of

property by fire.

696. Marine Insurance is a guaranty against

damage to vessel or cargo from dangers of navigation.

Note.—To guard against fraud, the amount of the risk taken on
property by insurance companies is less than the estimated value of

the property ; and when the property insured suffers loss or damage
from the causes against which it was insured to a less amount than

that specified in the policy or contract, the insurer can not be required

to pay more than the actual amount of loss or damage.

697. Life Insurance is a contract in which a com-
pany stipulates to pay a certain sum of money on the death

of the person insured, in consideration of payments made
by the insured as specified in the policy {335).
Note.—1. The policy may continue in force during the life of the

insured, when it is called a Life Policy ; or only for a specified number
of years, when it is called a Term Policy.

2. The insurance may be effected on the payment of a single pre-

mium at the time the policy is made ; or the premiums may be pay*

able amnually, semi-annually, or quarterly, according to agreement.
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3. The insured may designate to whom the amount of the policy-

shall be paid.

60S. Life Insurance Policies are of the following kinds:

An Endowment Insurance Policy is a contract in which

an Insurance Company agrees to pay to the party in-

sured a specified sum at a certain age, or to his heirs

should his death occur before that age, on condition that

he shall pay an annual premium until the policy matures.

A Non-forfeiting life, or Endowment Policy, is one in which,

even though the party insured should fail to pay his annual

premiums after the first, the company agrees to pay an

equitable amount of the sum insured on the maturity of

the policy. The Expectation of a Life is the average number

of years that persons of the same age may be expected to

live, as determined by tables of mortality.

Note—The Carlisle Table of the expectation of life is that which

is in general use as a guide for fixing the rates of insurance for almost

all companies in the United States, though that of Dr. Wigglesworth

is used by many of the New England companies.

699. CARLISLE TABLE OF EXPECTATION OF LIFE.

&
-<
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Note.—1. The rates of insurance are fixed by the expectation of

life, expenses of managing the business of the company, and amount

at compound interest of the premiums paid by the insured during the

expected term of his life. The rate of compound interest is generally

taken at from one to two per cent, below the current rate of simple

interest.

2. The following are part of the tables of a Mutual Life Insurance

Company, which differ but little from the tables by whish other

mutual companies in this country are governed

:

00. LIFE TABLE.

Rates of Insurance of $1000, for Life, on a single Sound Life. Annual, Semi-annual

and Quarterly Payments, all Cash. Age nearest Birthday. With returns.
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701. ENDOWMENT TABLE.

Annual Premiums for the Assurance of $1000, payable on arriving at a certain age, or

sooner if death should occur. With returns of surplus arising from this class

of risks. (Age nearest birthday.)
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702. NON-FORFEITING TABLE.

Annual Premiums payable for five, ten, fifteen, or twenty years, <a secure $1000,

payable at the death of the insured. If the insured be living, and should fail to make
any payment when due, the policy will not be forfeited (all the other conditions of

the policy being complied with), but will be good for a sum payable at death pro-

portioned to the number of premiums paid; that is, after one premium, for one-fifthi

one-tenth, one-fifteenth, or one-twentieth of the sum assured, and so on for each suc-

cessive premium paid. Dividends of Keturn Premiums will be made during life, ou

the ordinary annual Life Rates.

Age.
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(345) are allowed in the payment of after-sight bills and on drafts

payable at specified dates. The custom in respect to at-sight bills

and drafts in some foreign countries and in some of the States in this

country is to allow the days of grace ; but the more general rule is to

make such bills and drafts payable on presentation. Such is the rule

in New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, etc. When bills,

drafts, or promissory notes are written " pay on demand," no days of

grace are allowed.

3. The day on which a bill, a draft, or a note is dated is not in-

cluded in reckoning when a bill or a note payable after date matures
;

and in the case of a bill payable after sight, the day on which it is

presented is not included. When the time required for maturity is

expressed in months, calendar months are understood. Thus, if a bill,

a draft, or a note payable one month after date be dated January

28th, 29th, 30th, or 31st, in a common year, the day on which it

matures, including days of grace, is the 3d of March.

4 When the Drawee refuses to accept a bill or draft (341), even

though presented before maturity; it may be protested for non*

acceptance, and the Drawer then becomes liable for its payment.

5. A sight-draft requires a 2-cent revenue stamp, and a time-

draft requires a stamp of the value of 5 cents for every $100, or frac-

tional part of $100. A foreign bill of exchange, if drawn in sets

(350, Note), each requires a 2-cent stamp for every $100, or frac-

tional part thereof.

704. The Intrinsic Par of Exchange is the value of the

coins of any country when compared in respect to both weight

and fineness with those of another.

705. Commercial Par of Exchange is the market or

buying and selling value in one country of the coins of another.

Note.—The intrinsic par is invariable so long as the weight and

fineness of the coins compared remain unchanged; but the com-

mercial par is subject to fluctuation.

706. The Course of Exchange is the relation between

the value of the money paid for a bill of exchange in the country

in -which the bill is drawn, and the value of the money that it

remits or calls for in the country upon which it is drawn.

Note.—1. The fluctuations in exchange are dependent on the com-
mercial and political relations existing between the localities or coun-
trirs in which the Drawer and Drawee, respectively reside. These
fluctuations are limited in their range by the cost of making remit-

tances in specie.

2. In computing the value of foreign bills of exchange, a knowledge
of the monies of foreign countries is required. The intrinsic par of
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exchange between the United States and foreign cities and countries
of commercial importance, with the denominations of the foreign
monies, is expressed in the following

V V
707. TABLE.

Cities ami Countries.

Amsterdam.. .

ArgentineRp.

Austria

Azores
Baden
Batavia

Bavaria . .

.

Belgium

Bolivia

Bremen
Brunswick.
Brazil

Chili

China

Colombia . .

,

Darmstadt.,
Demerara...

Denmark

Egypt

England

France
Frankfort. .

Genoa (Italy)

.

Greece

Hamburg....

Hanover

Hindostan .

.
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Cities and Countries.
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AEBITRATION OF EXCHAJSTG-E.

708. Arbitration of Exchange is the operation

of computing exchange between two places by means or

bills of exchange drawn on one or more intermediate

places.

Note.—1. Exchange thus made between two places is called in-

direct or circular exchange. When there is but one intermediate

place on which a bill is drawn, the computation is called simple arbi-

tration ; but when there are two or more intervening places on which

bills are drawn, the computation is called compound arbitration.

2. The main object of arbitration of exchange is to ascertain the

cheapest route for making money remittances from one place to

another.

EXAMPLES.

1. When exchange at New York on London is at 9\%
premium, and that at London on Amsterdam is at the rate

of 12.5 guilders to the £,, what must a person in New
York remitting through London pay for a bill of exchange

on Amsterdam for 1000 guilders ?

Analysis.—Since it takes
OPERATIok.

£1 in London to buy a bill of $mQ 4Q
exchange for 12.5 guilders on r x -5- * l.uaa—f«soa.33-Pi

£1000 12.5

Amsterdam, it will take - Qr t\ms .

12.5

to buy a bill for 1000 guilders

;

$ (?)

but a bill on London for £1 12.5 g'drs

$40 9 £.
costs in New York —

—

1000 g'drs

1 £
$40 x 1.095

$ (?)= $389.33 + .

1.095 (353).

In the second form we draw a vertical line, and place equiva-

lents with symbols of their units directly opposite each other,

beginning with that of the required quantity, which for con-

venience is denoted by (?), and so arrange the terms that the

second on the left shall be of the same denomination as the first

on the right ; the third on the left the same as the second on the

right ; and so on should there be a greater number of terms.

2- Exchange between Paris and Amsterdam being at

the rate of 2 francs 20 centimes to the guilder, that between
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1 ^aidon and Paris at the rate of 25 francs 80 centimes to

the £, and that from New York on London at 9±% pre-

mium, what will be the cost of a remittance for 1000

guildsrs from New York to Amsterdam by bills of exchanges^

through London and Paris ? " Ans. $414.98.

3. "When exchange at New York on Paris is at the rate/

of 5 francs 30 centimes to the dollar, that at London on

Paris at the rate of 26 francs 20 centimes to the £, and
that at New York on London at 9$ premium, how much
less will it cost a merchant to remit 10,000 francs to Paris

by circular exchange through London, he paying his agent

in London \% commission, than by direct exchange?

Analysis.—TLe cost of the operation.

direct exchange would be as J^L 1886.79 + , the cost of
many dollars as 10000 contains 5 -^

5.3= 1886.79. direct exchange.

To find the cost of the circular % (?) |
10000 fr.

1 £
$40 x 1.09

1.005

4l(2\— i ^^s 27

$1886.79-$1858.27= $28.52.

y

= difference in favor of indirect

the agent in London.
exchange.

From the analyses of these examples we deduce the fol-

lowing v"j£~-

Rule.—1. Draw a vertical line, and place the equivalent

sums with the characters denoting their respective units directly

opposite each other on the left and right of this line, represent-

ing the required sum by (?) and writing it first and on the

left, and arranging the other terms so that the second on the left

shall be of the same denomination as the first on the right, the

third on the left the same as that of the second on the right, and
so on.

2. When a commission is allowed for remitting, put 1 plus

the rate on the right (Ex. 3) if the cost, and on the left if the

proceeds, of the exchange is required. When a commission is

exchange we proceed as in ex- 26.2 fr.

ample 1, except that in this case

the factor 1 + ^$= 1.005 must be

included among the factors on

the rip-ht of the vertical line to
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allowed far drawing, put 1 minus the rate on the left if the

cost, and on the right if the proceeds, of the exchange is

required.

3. Divide the product of the terms on the right by the prod'

uct of the terms on the left, and the quotient will be the answer.

Note.—Commission for remitting is a percentage on the price the

agent who remits pays for a bill of exchange ; and commission on

drawing is a percentage on the value of the bill at the place where

the agent resides.

4. A person in Cinch?nati, Ohio, having in Vienna a

bequest of 8250 florins, directs that it be remitted to a

banker in Paris by a bill of exchange at the rate of 2 francs

60 centimes to the florin, and then that his agent in New
York shall draw for the amount at the rate of 5 francs 25

centimes to the dollar, and remit by inland bill to Cin-

cinnati at a discount of \%. Allowing the agent in New
York a commission of \% for drawing and \% for remitting,

how much will the person in Cincinnati realize from the

. bequest? > Ans. $4=085.66+.

5. A Boston merchant having a bill of 8500 thalers to

pay in Berlin, remits the necessary funds first to London
and thence to Paris by bills of exchange, and then direct*

his agent in Berlin to draw for the amount. If the bill on

London is at §\% premium, that on Paris from London afc

the rate of 25 francs 90 centimes to the £, and exchange

between Paris and Berlin at the rate of 3 francs 70 cen-

times to the thaler, what does the bill on London cost the

merchant, assuming that he pays \% commission in Lon-

don and also to his agent in Berlin; and what is the differ-

ence in favor of the circular over direct exchange on Berlin

at the rate of 1 thaler 12 groschen to $1, allowing in tin?

latter \% commission to the agent ?

i Cost of direct exchange, $6086.60 + .

Ans. } " circular " $5955.13^
J—

-

/Difference, .... ^$131.47 +T

|

",—-6. A gentleman in St. Louis wishing to travel in Europe%
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remits to a banker in New York the funds to buy a bill of

exchange on Liverpool for £1500, which bill is forwarded

to a banker in Liverpool with instructions to invest two-

thirds of the amount, including \% commission for remit-

ting, in a bill on Paris, to be forwarded to a banker in that

city, who in turn is to forward one-half of what he receives,

including 4$ commission for remitting, to Vienna. If

exchange at St. Louis on New York is at \% premium
;

that at New York on Liverpool at 10$ premium ; that at

Liverpool on Paris at the rate of 26 francs 5 centimes to

the £, and that at Paris on Vienna at the rate of 2 francs

60 centimes to the florin ; what does the exchange cost in

St. Louis, and what amounts will the gentleman have to

his credit in Paris and Vienna in the money of these

cities ?

—
r. 7. When U.S. 6's 5-20 are quoted at 107! in New York

and 70! in London, gold being at a premium of 39$, and

exchange on London 9]$, in which market is it best to

buy the bonds—that of New York or that of London—by
bill of exchange ?

. j Cost per dollar by bill of exchange, $0.77373f

.

nS
'

1 Cost per doUar in New York, . . $0.773381.

8. A person in Chicago directs a New York broker to *-jL

buy $5000 U.S. 6's 5-20 at 7$ premium. How much must (

he pay for a draft on New York to cover the purchase,

exchange being \%, and broker's commissions \% ?

-y— Am. $5375.90 + . -4^
Bought in London 1000 yds. of broadcloth at 15s. 9d.

a yard, and paid for it by a bill of exchange. After pay-

ing 50$ ad valorem duty, at what price per yard in currency

must it be sold in New York to make 25$ in currency on

and gold at

~10. Shipped to Liverpool 5000 bushels of wheat, which

oost delivered $2.15 a bushel in currency; sold it for 7s. 6d,

a bushel, and invested proceeds in cottons at 8d. a yard,
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which, after paying 30^ ad valorem duty, was sold in New
York at 30 cents a yard in currency. How much was

made in the transactions, gold being at 31\% premium ?

Ans. $2687.50 in currency.

11. A merchant ships from New Orleans to Bordeaux —"V"""

20,000 staves, which cost him 6| cents a stave. On arrival \

at Bordeaux he sells the whole for 7200 francs, and, after

paying 4 francs 45 centimes per hundred freight, takes the

remainder of his pay in a Bill of Exchange on New York

worth 25 cents a franc. How much in currency does he

make by the shipment ?

GENERAL AVERAGE.

709. General Average is the process of distribut-

ing the loss among the owners of the vessel, cargo, and

freight, when, owing to the perils of the sea to which these

three kinds of property have been exposed in common, a

portion has been damaged or destroyed for the i^reserva-

tion of the rest.

710. Jettison is the portion of the cargo or of the

equipment of the vessel thrown overboard.

711. Contributory Interests are those which are

assessed to cover the loss, and consist, 1st, of the vessel

at its valuation before the loss ; 2d, of the cargo, including

that lost or damaged ; 3d, of the freight, less ^ its value in

New York and \ its value in other States, which is reserved

for seamen's wages.

712. The losses which are subject to general average

are, 1st, Jettison ; 2d, Repairs to the vessel ; 3d, Ex-

penses to which the vessel is subject for detention in port

while undergoing repairs.

Note.—1. The goods, whether saved, injured, or destroyed, are

estimated at their value at the port of destination, except when the

adjustment of the general average is made at the port of lading.
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2. Only $ of the cost of repairs to the vessel is allowed, as it is
assumed that the new work and material are worth £ more than the

EXAMPLES.

1. The ship "Arrow," on a voyage from Canton to New
York with a cargo of silk, teas, etc., valued at $59,215,
sprung a leak in a gale, and the captain was compelled to
throw overboard a portion of her cargo valued at §6375 to
save the vessel and the remainder of the cargo. The
vessel was valued at $75,000 ; the freight was $9600 ; and
of the value of the cargo $17,560 belonged to Tidbald &
Son, $11600 to Lambert & Co, $8500 to Peck & Simmons,
and the remaining $21,555 to Marston & Field. Of the
cargo thrown overboard $2150 belonged to Tidbald & Son
$1560 to Lambert & Co, $895 to Peck & Simmons, and
$1770 to Marston & Field. The necessary repairs of the
vessel were made at Calcutta, costing $750; and the
expenses of the detention at that port were $155.75. How
should the loss be distributed among the owners of the
several contributory interests ?

OPEKATIOJf.

Contributory Interests.
Losses

Xessel
> $75000 I Jettison, . . . $6375»,: 59215

|
g cost of repairs, . 500

5
lrciSht > 6400 I Expense ofdetention, 155.75

Total con. int.,
. . . $140615 I Total losses, . . $703075

$7030.75-=-$140615=.05, the loss per cent.

$
rnS??

X ^5= $3750.00, amount payable by vessel.
59215 x.0o= 2960.75, " « "cars-o
6400x.05=_320.00, « « "frdfht

Total contributed, $7030.75. To be distributed as follows:

$75000 x .05= $3750. 00, amount payable by vessel
6400 x.05= 320.00, " « « freiehtK X

n5r ?£3 "
" " Tidbald & Son.

«'nn
X,

n-
= SK* " " Lambert & Co.

9?2£;-2P <S23 " " Peck & Simmons.
21o55x.0o= 1077.75, « « Marston & Field.
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From the amount payable by the vessel must be deducted $500
+ $155.75= $655.75, the cost of repairs, less >, and the expenses of
detention. Hence, the net amount that the vessel must contribute
to the general loss is $3750-$655.75=$3094.25. So each of the

other owners of contributory interests must have his loss deducted
from the amount of his payment. Hence,

$3750— $655.75= $3094.25, balance payable by vessel.

320 320.00,
2150- 878.00= 1272.00,
1560- 580.00= 980.00,
895- 425.00= 470.00,

1770-1077.75= 692.25,

freight,

to Tidbald & Son.
" Lambert & Co.
" Peck & Simmons.
" Marston & Field.

From the analysis of this example we deduce the

Rule.—1. Divide the entire loss by the sum of the con-

tributory interests ; the quotient will be the loss per cent.

2. Multiply each contributory interest by the loss per cent. ;

the product will be the amount of its contribution to the general

3. The difference between the loss of each contributory inter-

est and the amount of its contribution will be the balance to be

paid by it if its contribution exceeds its loss, and the amount

to be received by it if its loss exceeds its contribution.

% The ship "Argo," bound for Liverpool, was disabled

in a storm, in consequence of which the master threw

overboard a part of the cargo valued at £2500, and put

into port for necessary repairs, which cost £275. The

expenses of detention were £75, and the contributory

interests were—vessel, £8500; freight, £1260; cargo,

£15700; of which £10500 belonged to Copeland & Co.,

£3200 to Mason & Brother, and £2000 to Hartman &
Son. Of the cargo thrown overboard, £2250 belonged to

Copeland & Co., and £250 to Hartman & Son. How
should the losses be apportioned among the contributory-

interests ?
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BOOK-KEEPING.

713. A Debit or debt is an amount which a person

or company owes to another.

714. A Credit is an amount which is due to a per-

son or company ; or is a sum paid toward liquidating a

debt.

71o. A Debtor is a party who owes. A Creditor
is a party to whom a debt is owed.

If a party is paid for goods when sold, or for a service when
rendered, it is called a cash transaction, and business done on that

system is a Cash Business. But when payment is to be made at a

future time, the goods are sold, or the service is done, on credit, and
the party selling the goods or performing the service trusts or

gives credit to the party who buys the goods or receives the ser-

vice, and business done on this system is called a Credit Business,

and has accounts.

716. An Account is a record of the debits and
credits between parties doing business with each other.

717. Dook-keeping is a systematic record of busi-

ness transactions showing the assets and liabilities of the

party having them.

718. Assets of a business are its property, such as

cash, unsold goods, the notes of other parties held, and the

balances of accounts (80) in favor of the business.

719. Liabilities of a business are its debts in bills,

balances of accounts due other parties, and its notes in the

possession of others.

To have the business dealings and money affairs of a person or

company so recorded that they may be readily referred to and easily

understood requires a greater or less number of books according

to the nature and extent of the business done. In the treatment

of the subject for arithmetical practice, only the general principles

of Book-keeping will be presented, and only such books referred

to as may be necessary practically to apply these principles.

720. An Account-book is one used to record the
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receipt and expenditure of money, or any event or action

the date of which may be required at a future time.

In Win. Glynn's book the entries may be

—

721. Wm. Glynn. To Account. Dr.
Receipts.
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Wm. Glynn could keep his account with John Barr in another

book in the following form

:

722. John Barr. To William Glynn.
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bushels corn at 50c. as feed for her fowls. During the

summer she sold 36 eggs at 25c. per doz., 90 eggs at 20c.

per doz. ; Oct. 28, sold 42 chickens at 45c. a pair, and, Nov.

20, 16 chickens at 50c. a pair, having 8 fowls remaining

worth 25c. each. Make an account showing what sum of

money the girl should have Nov. 20. Ans. $19.10.

«—4. David Pray bought, March 10, 1836, 3 acres of land

at $30 per acre ; in payment for which he gave his note at

8 months, with interest at 1% per annum. April 3, paid

for manure 50 loads at $1.25 per load. Hired a team and
man 2f days to plow the land, for which he paid $3.50 per

day as follows : by 25 fence-posts at 25 cts. each, cut from

trees on the land, and the balance in cash. Paid for seed

com and potatoes, $9.25 ; for planting the land, $6.50; and
for labor in plowing and hoeing the crop, $13. He sold

the produce of the land as follows : Oct. 20, 68 bush, corn

at 70c. per bush., corn-stalks for $20 ; Oct. 28, 232 bush,

potatoes at 65c. per bush. ; Nov. 6, 87 bush, potatoes at 60c.

per bush. ; and sold the land, Nov. 10, for $130 cash.

Make a Dr. and Cr. account of the above, and find the

amount to balance. Cr. Balance—$211.77^.

5. B received books to sell on commission, March 3,

1868, as follows :—36 Practical Arithmetics at $1.00 each,

24 Intellectual Arithmetics at 50 cts. each, 30 Practical

Grammars at $1.00 each, and 24 Geographies at $1.50 each;

he sold 17 Practical Arithmetics, 20 Intellectual Arith-

metics, 19 Practical Grammars, and 10 Geographies, re-

turning, April 3, the books unsold and the amount due.

Make out in detail a statement of the account, with a com-

mission of 5% allowed on the amount of the sales.

Note.—If invoices were sent of the goods in Exercise o, the state-

ment might be rendered thus

:

March 3
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By Forms (721, 722), persons whose business transactions are

with few people can keep a record of their dealings. A person

doing a credit business in trade, even if he has not an extensive

business, requires a Day-Book and a Ledger.

72-i. A Day-Book is the book in which all original

entries of debits and credits, etc., are made as soon as pos-

sible after the transaction, with the names of the persons,

dates, articles, prices, etc.

725. A statement in a day-book of the goods sold is

called a Charge.

726. The form of day-book entries may be as follows:

January 3, 1868.

[Ledger
page.]

16

James Briggs. Dr.

To 6 lbs. Sugar © 15c
" 10 " Black Tea @ $1.25

Cr. by Cash on Account

Samuel Adams. Cr.

By 8 bbls. Apples @ $2.50
" 2 bush. Onions @ $1.25

Cash paid for Cartage of Apples, etc.

$0.90
12.50
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When a cash-book is used, the entries of cash received and paid

out need not be made in the day-book. The cash entries made in

Form {726), if made in a cash-book, might be as follows

:

1868. Cash Account. Dr. Cr.

16

IJan'y 3 Balance of Cash on hand . . . . ,

Rec'd from James Briggs on acct . .

.

Paid for Cartage of Apples
Rec'd Sam. Jay's Note 3 months. . .

.

Paid Premium on Insurance Policy

li per cent, on $5000 Stock
Amount of Cash Sales this day

Balance Cash on hand

728. A. Ledger is a book in which are classified the

debits and credits from the day-book, each in its proper

place.

729. The transfer of the debits and credits from the

day-book to the ledger is called Posting.

A Ledger must have its pages regularly numbered, and when
an amount is posted the page of the Ledger on which it is placed

should be marked against the entry on the Day-book. A Ledger

must also have an Index, in which the names on the Ledger should

be placed in alphabetical order, and to each name should be

written the number of the page on which it is placed.

The entries on the Day-book for January 3, 1868, when posted,

should be entered in the following Ledger Form (730) :

[page]

16.
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23 yds. muslin at 32 cents per yd.
; \ yd. blue velvet at $8

per yd.

Wm. Cady bought 3^ yds. cassimere at $1.75 per yd.; 6}

yds. cloth at $3.50 per yd.; 1 umbrella at $2.25; 1 pair

shoes at $4.00.

April 7th, Miss Mary Grant bought 2 lace collars at

$3.00 each ; 7 yds. green ribbon at 28 cts. per yd.
; ^ doz.

linen handkerchiefs at $10 per doz. ; and in part payment
of these goods, sold A doz. pairs knitted hose at 40c. per pair.

Mrs. Ariel Vose paid $20 on account.

April 12.—Mr. Henry Ely bought 2 kegs nails, each

150 lbs., at 4 cents per lb.; 1 hammer at $1.50 ; 1 hammer
at $2.25 ; cartage 25 cts.,

Charles Inman bought 10 bush, corn at 75 cts. ; 15 bush,

oats at 50c. per bush. ; 18 bush, buckwheat at 45c. per bush.

"Win. Cady paid $18 on account.

Mrs. Ariel Vose paid the balance of her account. (Apr. G)

7.30. A Balance-Sheet is an exhibit of the assets

and liabilities of a business in such a form as to show the

present worth (718, 719).

Balance-Sheet.

Feb. 4, 1SGS. Assets. Liabilities.

Cash on hand
Value of Stock on hand
Balance of acct. Samuel Adams, Cr.

" " James Briggs, Dr.

.

Bill receivable. Thos. Morgan, Dr..

.

Samuel Jay's note
Owe on negotiable notes
Due Charles Jones

$213.62
5000.00

8.40

13.50

62.20

$22.50

Balance or present -worth.

$52y:.72

2500.00
43J5

$2565.65
2732.07

$5207.72

Rematik.—Book-keeping in extensive business requires other books

than Day-book, Cash-book, and Ledger,—such as a Journal, Bill-book,

Hank-book, Sales-book, Letter-book, etc. ; also separate accounts, such

as Merchandise account, Interest account, Consignment account,

accounts of Bills receivable and Bills payable, etc. For explanation
of such, see Palmer's Book-keeping.
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ARITHMETICAL ANALYSIS.

731, 1. A lias $256 more than B, and together they

have $1118 ; how many dollars has each?

Analysis.—Once B's money plus $256 equals A's, to -which add

B's, and vve have 2 times B's + $256=$1118. .-. 2 times B's money
= $1118-$256=$862, and B's=-» of $862= $431, and A's=$431

+ $256=$687.

2. A and B together have $5893, but A has $125 more
than 3 times as much as B ; how many dollars has each ?

Ans. B, $1442, and A, $4451.

3. A, B, and C together have in a bank $2380 ; A's de-

posit is to B's as 2 to 3, and C's is equal to A's and B's

less $460 ; how many dollars has each in the bank ?

Aim. A has $568, B $852, and C $960.

4. A, B, and C found $96 which they agree to share in

proportion to the three numbers 3, 4, and 5 ; how much
should each receive? Ans. t >' % #9 ft ! • ^ C&

5. A, B, and C's salaries are to each other as \, \, and \,

and together they receive $3900 ; required the salary of

each? Ans. iWif

732, 1. A speculator invested a certain amount in rail-

road stocks, by selling these stocks at a deteriorated price

he lost | of his investment ; by investing the remainder

he cleared $240, and afterward lost § of the money he

had remaining, which left him possessed of $480 { how
much did he invest ?

Analysis.—If he lost § of his investment, he had remaining I of

it, to which add $240, what he made, and we have I of the invest-

ment +$240. He lost § of this and .-. had remaining I of it=|(^- of

the investment+ $240)=! of the investment + $80=$480. .-. £ of

the investments$480-$80= $400, and a, the investment=$3600.

4
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2. A Laving lost | of all his money, found he had remain-

ing only $672 ; how much had he at first? Ans. $1792.

3. A cavalry detachment on an expedition lost \ of its

number of horses, and afterward captured 400 more, and

returned with 1
T
L times as many as it had at first ; how

many horses did the detachment start with ? Ans.
.

4. A man in business lost $11400, and the next year

gained f as much as remained, and then had i as much as

he commenced business with ; how much had he at first ?

Ans.

733. 1. Bought a certain number of horses for $2600 ;

had I bought 8 more at $10 less each, all would have cost

$3560 ; how many horses did I buy ?

Analysis.—The 8 horses, at $10 less each, cost $3560—$2600=

$960, hence 1 of these horses cost ] of $960 =$120, and the cost of

1 of the number first bought, is $120 + $10=$130 ; and since this

number cost $2600, there must have been $2600-;- $130=20 horses.

2. A government agent contracted for making a number

of army wagons for $2537000 ; had ho contracted for 232

more wagons, at $5 more each, all would have cost $2606600;

how many wagons did he contract for ? Ans. 8600.

3. A drover bought a number of sheep for $5 each ; if ho

had paid %1\ each, they would have cost $3120 more ; how
many sheep did he buy ? Ans.

4. A bought a number of barrels of sugar for $16100,

and 480 barrels of flour ; his bill for both articles amounted

to $24260. How many barrels of sugar did he buy, pro-

vided it cost $8 a barrel more than the flour ? Ans.

734. 1. A laborer agreea co work for 60 days on this

condition ; that for every day he worked, he should receive

$2, and for every day he was idle, he should pay $1.50 for

his board. At the expiration of the time he received $92.

How many days did he work ?
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Analysis.—If he had labored the whole time, he 'would have re-

ceived 60 x $2= $120. But he received only $92. .-. he lost by

his idleness $ J 20 -$92 =$28. Every day he was idle he lost $2,

his daily wages, +$H, the cost of his board, = $3J. If in 1 day he

lose $3|, to lose $28, it will take as many days as $3^ is contained

times in $28, which are 8 days. .-. , he worked 60—8=52 days.

2. A mechanic received for his labor $3f a day, and, for

every day he was idle, paid $1.25 a day for his board, and
at the expiration of 100 days had saved $200 ; how many
days did he work ? Ans. 65 days.

3. A market-boy received 570 oranges to sell on com-

mission ; he was to receive 1^ cents for each orange ho

sold, and was to pay 4§ cents for each orange he ate ; he

received $6.88 ; how many oranges did he sell? Ans.

735. 1. A person being asked the hour of the day, said

the time past noon is | of the time from now to midnight;

what is the hour ?

Analysis.—f of the time from now to midnight, the time past

noon, +|, the time from now to midnight = f of the time from now
to midnight, equals the time from noon to midnight, which is 12

hours; hence, ] of this time is \ of 12= 1 \ hours, and f of this time,

the time past noon, equals 3 times 1| hours =4^ hours. .-. it is 30

minutes past 4 o'clock, p. m.

2. What is the time of day if \ of the time past noon is

the time to midnight ? Ans.

3. A pole whose length was 63 feet, in falling, was

broken into two pieces ; the shorter piece being § of the

longer ; required the length of each piece ?

Ans. 18 and 45 feet.

4. What is the time if § of the time past midnight is

the time past noon ? Ans. 8 o'clock.

5. What is the time, if § of the time past midnight is

equal to twice the time from now to midnight again ?

Ans.
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730. 1. A can do a piece of work in 8 days, and B in

12 days ; in how many days can both do it ?

Analysis.—If A can do it in 8 days, in 1 day he can do | of it;

if B can do it in 12 days, in 1 day he can do ,-'

2 of it ; .-. together

they can do \ + l

\=
2\ of it in 1 day, . . they will do g

l

4 of it in i

of a day, and \\, the whole of it, in 2
s
4=

^s days.

2. If A can build a boat in 20 days, and A and B in 8

days, how long will it take B to build it alone ?

Ans. 13^ days.

3. A can build a wall in 12 days, B in 24 days, and C in

40 days ; in what time can all build it ? Ans. 6| days.

4. A, B, and C can build a pontoon bridge in 8 days, A
and C in 12 days, and B and C in 15 days ; in how many
days could each alone build it ?

Ans. A in 174, B in 24, and C in 40 days.

5. A and B can dig a ditch in 30 days ; how long will it

take each to dig it, provided A digs twice as much as B ?

Ans.

Remark.—A and B in 1 day dig J
ff
of it, and since A does twice

as much as B, A in 1 day will dig ^ and B ~ of it, etc.

6. A and B together can do a certain job of work in 12

days ; how long will it take each to do it, provided A does

only | as much work as B ? Ans.

737. 1. A lady has two silver cups and only one cover

for both ; the first cup weighs 6 ounces. If the first cup be

covered it will weigh twice as much as the second, and if

the second cup be covered it will weigh 3 times as much as

the first. What is the weight of the second cup and cover ?

Analysis.—By the last condition of the question, 3 times the

weight of the first cup = 18 ounces, is the weight of the second cup

and cover. .-. the two cups and the cover weigh G + 18=24 ounces.

By the first condition of the question, twice the weight of the second

cup equals the weight of the first cup and cover ; .\ 3 times the

weight of the 2d cup —-24 ounces, the weight of all, and once the
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weight of the 2d cup is i of 24=8 ounces. The first cup and cover

weigh 2 times 8=16 ounces, and the cover weighs 16—6=10 ounces.

2. A Spaniard has a horse, a colt and a saddle ; if the

horse be saddled, it will be worth 4 times as much as the

colt, if the colt be saddled it will be worth as much as the

horse ; what is the value of the horse and saddle, if the

colt is worth $120 ? Ans. Horse $300, and saddle $180.

3. A man sold a house, barn, and store ; for the barn he

received $1500, for the house and store 6 times as much as

for the barn, and for store § as much as for the house and

barn ; how much did he receive for the house and store,

respectively ?

Ans. For the house and for the store,

738, 1. The head of a fish is 12 inches long, the tail is

as long as the head + \ of the body, and the body is as

long as the head and tail both ; what is the length of the

fish?

Analysis. —By a condition of the question, \ of the length of the

body plus 1 2 inches equals the length of the tail, and this, + 12 inches,

of the head,= -J t'ie length of the body +24 inches = 2, the length

the length of the body. Hence, §— |= \ of the length of the body =
24 inches, and ?„ the length of the body =2 times 24=48 inches,

and the length of the fish is 2 x 48=96 inches.

2. The head of a fish is 20 inches long, the tail is as long

as the head + \ of the body increased by 10 inches, and

the body is as long as the head and tail + 50 inches

;

required the length of the fish. Ans. 200 inches.

3. An army had a battle in which 240 soldiers were

killed ; the number wounded equals the number hilled

plus jq of the number unhurt increased by 60, and the

number unhurt equals the number killed and wounded in-

creased by 7494 ; required the number wounded and the

number in the army.
Ans. No. in the army and No. wounded
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739. 1. A merchant bought a number of yards of cloth

for $135, and after using 5 yards of it, sold § of the re-

mainder for $56, which was $8 more than it cost ; how

many yards did he buy ?

Analysis.—After using 5 yards of it, § of the remainder cost

$56—$8=$48; hence, the remainder cost |x$48=$120. .: 5

yards cost $135—$120= $15, and 1 yard $3. Consequently he

bought as many yards as $3 is contained times in $135, or 45 yards.

2. A merchant bought a number of barrels of flour for

$2880 ; he used 10 barrels of it, and sold §, the remainder,

for $1800, which was $144 more than cost ; how many bar-

rels did he buy ? Ans. 240.

3. A speculator bought a number of sheep for $4300,

25 of them having died, he sold f of the remainder for

$2400 which was $105 less than cost ; how many sheep did

he buy ? Ans.

740. 1. In a cask containing brandy and water, § of

the whole + 3 gallons is brandy, and £ of the whole + 2

gallons is water ; required the number of gallons of

each?

Analysis.—§ of the whole + 3 gallons, the brandy, + \ of the

whole +2 gallons, the water, =]4 of the whole +5 ^aZ. = the entire

quantity Hence, f§—11=^=5 gal, and }§ = 60 gallons, the

whole. | x 60 + 3=43 gal, the brandy, and £ x 60 + 2= 17 gal, the

water.

2. The capital of two partners, A and B, is such that A
is to receive | of the entire gain + $120, B § of the entire

gain + $240 ; required the gain of each ?

Ans. A's $2010, and B's $1140.

3. Two partners, A and B, gain $4800 ; A owns ^ of the

stock + $5600, and gains $2600 ; required the stock of

each ? Ans. A's stock $14560, and B's $12320.
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4. Two drovers, X and T, bought a flock of sheep ; X
claims

f
of the flock +340 sheep, and Y claims | of the

flock, —900 sheep ; how many belongs to each?

Ans. X owns and Y
5. Three partners, A, B, and C gain $8050 ; and the

sum of A and C's gain is $5500 ; what is the gain of each

provided § of A's gain equals 4 of C's ?

Ans. B's A's and C's

\-—- 741. 1. Two brothers, A and D, have the same income
;

A contracts an annual debt of $25 ; D lives on | of his in-

come, and saves yearly $125 after lending A enough to pay
his debt ; required the income of each ?

Analysis.—Since D lives on £ of his income, he saves f— f= 1 of

it, which by the conditions of the question, =$125 + $25=$150;
.-. the yearly income of each =4x $150 =$600.

**-"
2. Edward's income is $680, and Maria's is $616 ; how

much should Edward give Maria of his income so that

what he has remaining shall equal § of Maria's? Ans. $140.

Note.—Divide $680+$016= $1296 into two parts that are to each other

as 1 to |, etc. _^—

»

3. Two detachments of soldiers, A and B, have 510 can-

non balls
; | of A's number equals | of B's ; how many

must A give B, that | of A's number may equal f of B's ?

Ans. JL Q

742. 1. How many horses could be kept on 25 acres of

land, if for every 3 horses there is of the 25 acres, 1 acre

of plowed land, and for every 2 horses, 1 acre of pasture ?

Analysis.—Since, for every 3 horses there is 1 acre of ploughed,

and for every 2 horses 1 acre of pasture land, for 1 horse there is
^

of an acre of ploughed and ^ of an acre of pasture land =| of an

acre. Hence, on 25 acres there can be kept 25-4-£=30 horses.

~~
2. Suppose that for every 8 cows, a farmer has 2 acres

of meadow, and for every 12 cows 2 acres of pasture land

;
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how many cows and how many sheep could be kept on a

farm of 100 acres, provided | of the number of cows equals

| of the number of sheep ? An& Lj t} cows, and^ sheep. If fi 5

\ 743. 1. Suppose that pure spirits and water have been

mixed so that 80 gallons of the mixture contains 2 gallons

of water ; how much spirits must be added to the 80

gallons so that 8 gallons may contain \ of a gallon of

water ?

Analysis.—Since 8 gallons contains \ of a gallon of water, to con-

tain 1 gallon of water it will require 7x8=5G gal., and to contain

2 gal of water 2 xoG=112 gallons. Hence, 112 gal— 80 gal=32
gallons, of spirits are to be added.

*~
2. In a mixture of good and poor"tea consisting of 120

pounds there are 30 pounds of poor tea ; how much good
tea must be added that there may be 10 pounds of good to

2 pounds of poor tea? Ans.f %

abm 3. A merchant bought 420 barrels of flour and sugar,

and for every 2 barrels of sugar there were 5 barrels of

flour ; how many barrels of flour must he sell that the

number of barrels of sugar may be to the number of bar-

rels of flour remaining, as 5 to 2 ? A)is. £L 3 wttrs

74=4, 1. Joseph is 25 years old and John is 6 ; in how
many years will Joseph be only 3 times as old as John ?

Analysis.—At the required time, the difference of their ages,

25—6=19 years, a constant number =2 x John's age, and once

nis age is | of 19=9| years. Hence, in 9^—6=3i years, Joseph

will be only 3 times as old as John.

^^. A is 20 years old and B is 11 ; how old was B when
A s age was 4 times his ? -4ns.
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'N 74:5, 1. Henry's age is 4 times Mary's, but in 12 years
Henry's age will be only 2| times Mary's ; required the

age of each?

Analysis.—By the conditions of the question, 4 times Mary's age

now +12 years =2^ times Mary's age now +2\ times 12 years;

hence, 4— 2J, or 1-i times Mary's age =2^x12— 12= 18. If \ of

Mary's age is 18 years, her age is 12 years, and Henry's is 48.

-o^^ 2. A is 3 1 times as old as B, but in 5 years A will be
only 2 1 times as old as B ; how old is each ?

.'If*
746. 1. A gentleman distributed a certain number of

dollars among four poor women as follows : to the 1st he
gave half the number of dollars +$i, to the 2d half the

remainder + $|, and so on, and had but $1 remaining ; how
many dollars had he at first, and how much did he give to

each?

Analysis.—By the conditions of the question,

he gave to the 1st i of all the money+ $£,

and had remaining \ of all the money— $|;

he gave to the 2d \ of all the money— $1 +%\,

and had remaining i of all the money—$i—$|

;

he gave to the 3d \ of all the money—%\—$J+$|,
and had remaining \ of all the money—$\—%\—%\;
he gave to the 4th T

'

B of all the money—

$

T
l

ff

—%\—§\+§\,
and had remaining J

5 of all the money— $,-V
—$8—$!— Sa-

lience,
rV of all the money= $ rV + $ \ + $\ + $^ +U=$&

and }£ all the money=16x^=$31.

the 1st received \ x$31 + $i= $16,

the 2d received ix$15 + $i=$8,

the 3d received \x $7 +$^=$4,
the 4th received | x $3 +$i=$2.

747* 1. For two successive years, a merchant annually

contributed $100 for charitable purposes, and added yearly
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to that part of his capital not thus expended, a sum equal

to its half ; and at the end of the second year his capital

was doubled. Required his capital?

Analysis.—After giving away $100, he had remaining once his

capital —$100. This being increased by its half =| of his capital

—$150. He now gave away $100 more and had remaining ij of his

capital —$250. This being increased by its half =| of his capital

—$375, which by the condition of the question =2 times his cap-

ital, or | of his capital,

bis capital, =$1500.

Hence, £—£=* of hiscapital=$375; and f,

OPERATION.

748. 1. If 14 oxen eat 2 acres of grass in 3 weeks, and
16 oxen eat 6 acres in 9 weeks, how many oxen will eat

24 acres in G weeks, the grass being at first equal on every

acre, and growing uniformly ?

Analysis.—If 2 acres with it3

growth for 3 weeks keep 14 oxen

3 weeks, 1 acre with its growth

for 3 weeks will keep \ x \ x

14=21 oxen 1 week. This con-

dition is expressed by (4.) In

the like manner we find from (2.)

that 1 acre with its growth for 9

weeks will keep \ x \ x 1 6 = 24

oxen 1 week; expressed by (5.)

Subtracting (4.) from (5.) we
find the growth of 1 acre for 6

weeks will keep 3 oxen 1 week

;

expressed by (6.) Hence, the

growth of 1 acre for 1 week will

keep
I
x3= l of an ox 1 week;

expressed by (7.), and the growth

for 3 weeks will keep 3 x J=| of

an ox ; expressed by (8.)

Subtracting condition (8.) from

condition (4.) we find, that 1 acre

(2.)

(3.)

(4.)

(5.)

(6.)

(7.)

(8.)

(9.)

(10.)

(11.)

(12.)

1
<

2
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From (7.) we find the growth of 24 acres for 6 weeks will keep

24 x -J
x 6 x ^=12 oxen

;
expressed by (10.), and from (9.) we find

that the grass on 24 acres will keep 24 x 19^- x £=78 oxen for 6

weeks; expressed by (11.)

Adding (10.) and (11.) we find the grass on 24 acres, and the

growth on 24 acres for 6 weeks, will keep 90 oxen 6 weeks; ex-1

pressed by (12).

— 749. 1. A father left to his four sons, Henry, Harry,

Harvey, and Hinkley, whose ages are respectively, 17, 15,

13, and 9 years, $6425, to bo so divided that the respec-

tive parts, being placed out at 5 per cent., simple interest,

should amount to equal sums when they became 21 years

of age, respectively. What is each one's share ?

Note.—This question con be solved by dividing the $0425, in propor*

tion to the present worths of $1 for 4, 6, 8, and 12 years, at 5 per cent.

Or, by determining what part of the principal, equals the amount for 4,

6, S, and 12 years, at 5 per cent., and dividing the $3425 in proportion to

the reciprocals of these fractions.

j Henry had $1820, Harry, $1630..
Ans

- 1 Harvey had $1560, Hinkley, $1365.^_

730. 1. Suppose the hour, minute, and second hands o)

a clock turn upon the same center, and are together at 12

o'clock ; how long before the second-hand, the hour-hand,

and the minute-hand i espectively, will be midway between

the other two hands ? *.

Remark.—While the hour-hand passes over 1 space,

the minute-hand passos over 12 of these spaces,

and the second hand passes over 7S0 of these spaces.

T T T

POSITIONS OF THE HANDS.
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Analysis.—The hour-hand has passed over 1, the minute-hand 12,

aud the second-hand 72U spaces. From T to h is 1, to to is 12 and

to 5 is 720 spaces. By the condition of the question the number of

spaces from to to s, 70S. equals the number of spaces from s to h,

X OS. Therefore, the circle is divided into 708 + 708 + 11 = 1427

spaces, and the second-hand has passed -ff^ of the distance around

the circle, ={'-^ of 60 seconds =30,-^% seconds.

The hour-hand has passed over 1, the minute-hand 12, and the

second-hand 720 equal spaces. From T to h is 1, to to is 12, and to

s is 720 of these spaces. And, since the distance from s to A=the

distance from h to to, the circle is divided into 720 + 10=730 equal

parts. Therefore, the time is ^§g of CO seconds=.r

59^§ seconds.

The hour-hand has passed over 1, the minute-hand 12, and the

second-hand 720 spaces. From T to h is 1, to to is 12, and to

s+ once around is 720 spaces. Therefore, from h to to is 11 spaces,

and the circle is divided into 697 equal parts. The second-hand has

passed over 720 of these equal parts, or ^
y°- of the distance around

the circle, =||" of 60 seconds = 6 1 -g | ^ seconds. Hence, the times

are, 30 x\%% seconds, [>D\% seconds, and 61£f^ seconds. , )

The three hands being in the same position and turning

upon the same center as in question 1st,

— 2. How long before the hour and second hands, the

minute and second hands, and the hour and minute hands

will be together again ?

Ans. l,]y minutes, 61-'y seconds, and 65 T
5
j minutes.

"^3. How long before the hour and second hands, the

minute and second hands, and the hour and minute hands

point in opposite directions ?

Ans. 30^ seconds; 30?!) seconds, and 32
j

8
r minutes.

^-4. How long before the hour and second hands, the

minute and second hands, and the hour and minute hands

form right-angles with each other f

Ans./*>'JX seconds,/ r seconds, and minutes.

-V-
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MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS.

- - 1. A man bought a horse for $68, which was $1 less than

| of twice as much as he sold it for ; how much did he

gain by the bargain ? Ans. $12.50.

— 2. A gentleman gave $160 for a wagon, which was § of

2 j times as much as he paid for a horse. How much did

the horse cost ? Ans. $150.

• - 3. Two boys, A and B, were playing marbles ; B lost 21

marbles, which was T
7 time

and when they commenced,

was equal to f of B's. How many had each when they

began to play? Ans. A had 24 marbles, and B 25.

^s-^-4. Three boys, A, B, and C found a purse, containing

$670.25, which they agreed to share in proportion to their

ages. How much should each receive, provided A is 8

years and 9 months old, B 10 years and 6 months old, and

C 12 years and 8 months ?

Ans. A should receive $183.75, B $220.50, and C $266.

_-5. A farmer divided 38| bushels of rye among four of

his poor neighbors, in the following manner : to the first

he gave 1 bushel as often as to the other three g, f , and |

of a bushel, respectively. How many bushels did he give

to each?

Ans. To the first he gave bushels, to the second to

the third and to the fourth

*—-6. A boy bought 30 oranges ; for f of them he paid 3

cents for 2, and for the remainder 2 cents for 3 ; for what

must he sell them each to gain 50 per cent. ?

Ans.
"*~*

7. Three farmers, A, B, and C, togther have 960 sheep
;

A has 20 more than B, and C has as many as A and B.

less 16. How many has each?

Ans. A has sheep, B and C 472.

-^ 8. "What is the interest of $52.20 for 2 years, 7 months,

and 7 days, at 7 per cent. ? Ans.
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-' 9. A lady bought a number of oranges, at the rate of

3 for 2 cents, and paid for them with apples, at the rate of

5 for 2 cents. How many oranges did she buy, provided it

took 120 apples to pay for them ? "Ans. 72.

^ 10. "What sum of money will, in 3 years, 10 months, and

9 days, at 7 per cent., amount to $1524.10? Ans. $1200.

X.H. In what time will $1800, at 7 per cent., amoijtnt to

£2286.15? Ans. 3 years, 10 months, and 9 days.

*—12. "What is the discount on $142.59, for 2 years, 8

months, and 24 days, at 6 per cent. ? Ans. $20.09.

—13. If A can do a certain piece of work in 40 days, and
with the assistance of C, in 17} days ; how long will it take

C to do the work alone ? Ans. 30 days.

—14. If A car. cut a field of wheat in 12 days, and B in

18 days ; how long would it take them to cut the field

when they work together ? Ans.

t-— 15. A, B, and C can build a boat in 24 days, A and B in

48 days, and A and C in 3G days. How long would it take

each separately to build it ?

r |
Ans. A can build it in - days, B in C in

16. How much greater is the difference between the sum
of two numbers and twice a third number, than the differ-

ence between half of the sum of the two numbers and the

third number ? Ans. Twice as great.

17. An individual being sent to market to buy a certain

number of pounds of meat, found, if he bought beef at 5|

cents a pound, he would have 45 cents remaining ; but if

he bought pork at 8§ cents a pound, he would lack 7£

cents of having money enough to pay for it. How many
pounds was he requested to buy ? Ans.

18. A, B, and C, talking of their money ; said A to B, I

have 8 times as much money as you ; said B to C, I have

§ as much as you ; but said A to C, I have $770 more than

you. How much money had each?

Ans. A had B had C had
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19. A man was hired for 80 days, on this condition : that

for every day he worked, he should receive 72 cents, and

for every day he was idle, he should forfeit 48 cents. At

the expiration of the time, he received $48. How many
days did he work ? Ans. 72.

20. A man bought a horse, a cow, and an ox for $150.

For the horse he gave twice as much as for the ox, less

$12, and for the ox, twice as much as for the cow, less $16;

how much did he give for each ? —#—

Ans. For the cow $30, for the ox $44, for the horse $76.

*—.21. A, B, C, and D built a barn for a specified sum of

money ; A was to receive $60.06 of it and ^ of the re-

mainder, B $70.07 and ^ of the remainder, C $80.08 and

j'jj of the remainder, and D was to receive what then re-

mained : by this division each received the same sum.

How much did each, and how much did all receive ?

Ans. Each $90.09, and all $360.36.

.
—r-22. A, B, and C have 720 sheep ; A has twice, and C,

three times as many as B ; how many has each ?

Ans. A has B has C has sheep.

23. If in two days a man traveled 175 miles, and | of

the distance he traveled the first day +15 miles equals the

distance he traveled the second day ; how far did he travel

each day? Ans. miles the first day, and the second.

_ ,

^-. 24. A merchant being asked how much he gained per

cent, on broadcloths replied, | of the selling price is 20$
more than the cost. How much was his gain per cent. ?

Ans.

^-«25. A pole, whose length is 95 feet, is in the air and

water
; f of the length in the air +15 feet equals the

length in the water. Required the length in the air, and
in the water ?

m- Ans. feet in the air, and feet in the watery

26. Divide $542 between A and B, so that § of AJ

s part

+ $24, shall equal | of B's.

Aiis. A's part is and B's part is
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27. A farmer has 698 sheep in two fields ; 1| times the

number in the first field + 48, equals the number in the

second ; how many are there in each field ?

Atis. 200 in the first field, and 398 in the second.

28. A merchant being asked how much he gained per

cent, on a certain box of goods, replied f of the selling

price is 20^ less than the cost. How much was his gain

per cent. ? Ans. 6|.

29. An individual was requested to buy 542 bushels of

grain, consisting of barley, wheat, and rye ; | of the num-
ber of bushels of barley was to equal § of the number of

bushels of wheat ; and | of the number of bushels of

wheat was to equal § of the number of bushels of rye.

How many bushels of each kind must he buy ?

Ans. bu. of barley, bu. of rye, bu. of wheat.

30. A gentleman spent § of his fortune in traveling. He
then purchased a commission for $5 000. Afterward, he

lost the remainder of his fortune, except $2520, which was

| of what he had after buying his commission. What was
his fortune ?

Ans. $37680.
\

31. A person being asked the hour of the day, said, the!

time past noon is i of the time from now to midnight

;

what is the hour ? Ans.

32. A man beincr asked the hour of the day, said, that |
of the time past noon equaled f of the time from now to

midnight ; what was the time ? Ans.

33. A pole whose length was 136 feet, was in the air and
water

; f of the length in the air equaled § of the length
in the water. "What was the length in the air and water
respectively ?

Ans. feet in the air, and feet in the water.

34. Says A to B, f of my age 4- 8 years equals § of yours,

and the sunt of our ages is 148 years. Eequired the age
of each ? Ans. A is years old, and B is years.
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35. A tree, whose length was 78 feet, was broken into

two pieces by falling
; f of the top piece + 12 feet, equals

1| times the length of the bottom piece. What is the

length of each piece ?

V Ans. Tonpiece 40 feet, and bottom piece 38 feet. _\

^_^ 36. An individual after spending § pi all his money, and 1

| of the remainder, had only $1341 remaining ; how much
had he at first? Ans. $6721.

—— 37. A traveler had stolen from him f of all his money
;

the thief was caught, but not until he had spent § of the

amount stolen ; the remainder, $324|, was given back.

How much money had he at first ? Ans. $974.25.

—— 38. What time after 5 o'clock will the hour and minute

hands of a watch be together? Ans. 27 min. 16 T
4
T sec.

39. A person being asked the hour of the day, replied,

that | of the time past noon equaled \ of the time from

then to midnight less 8| minutes ; what was the time ?

Ans. 2 o'clock and 50 minutes.

40. A, B, and C dug a ditch ; A dug 10 rods, B dug as

much as A, + § as much as C, and C dug as much asA and
B. How much did all dig, and how much did B and C
^each dig? ^^,-Ans. All dug rods, B C

^>*41. The lengtn of a fish is required', whose head is 18

inches long, and whose tail is as long as its head + § of

the length of the body, increased by 13 inches ; and whose
body is as long as its head and tail -f 30 inches.

Ans.

*** 42. When A was married, he was 3 times as old as his

wife, but when they had been married 48 years, he was
only 1^ times as old ; how old was each when they were

married ? Ans. A was- A years old, and his wife / jo

***""43. A hare is 90 leaps before a hound, and takes 4 leaps

to the hounds 3 ; and 3 of the hound's leaps are equal to

6 of the hare's. How many leaps must the hound take to

catch the hare ? Ans.
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44. A person being asked his age, replied, that if his age

were increased by its §, its f , and 16 more, the sum would

equal 3 times his age. "What was his age ?

Ans. 27 years, 5 months, and 4^ days.

•45. A fox is 120 leaps before a hound, and takes 5 leaps

to the hound 2 ; and 4 of the hound's leaps equal 12 of

the fox's. How many leaps must the hound take to catch

the fox? Ans. 240..

46. A woman bought a number of eggs, at the rate of 3

for a cent, and as many more at 4 for a cent ; and sold

them at the rate of 8 for 3 cents, and by so doing gained

14 cents. How many eggs did she buy ? Ans.

47. Four men, A, B, C, and D agreed to share $815 in

the proportion of \, §, f , and i ; how much should each re-

ceive? Ans. A B C v and D
48. A woman bought a number of oranges, at the rate

of 2 for a cent, and as many more at the rate of 3 for a

cent ; and sold them all at the rate of 5 for 2 cents, and

by so doing lost 4 cents. How many oranges did she buy ?

Ans. 240.

49. A man bought a certain number of melons, at the

rate of 4 for $1, and as many more at the ..ate of 10 for

$1 ; and sold them all at the rate of 8 for $2, and thereby

gained $12. How many melons did he buy ? Ans.

50. A farmer and his two sons earned $745 in 1 year ;

the father earned twice as much as the elder son, less $35,

and the younger son earned | as much as the elder son

+$80. How much did each earn ?

Ans. The father earned the eldest sou and
the younger son —p-

51. A merchant bought four pieces of cloth for $328

;

the first piece cost ^ as much as the second ; the second f

as much as the third, less $12 ; and the fourth § as much
as the third + $24. How much did each piece cost ?

Ans. The first piece cost the second the third

and the fourth
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52. In an army consisting of 2125 men, | as many +45
were wounded as were killed, and 4 times as many escaped

unhurt as were wounded. How many were killed, wounded,

and unhurt, respectively ?

Ans. 400 were killed, 345 wounded, and 1380 remained

unhurt.
B-~53. It is found that § of A's + f of B's money equals

$6400 ; and that f of B's money is If times § of A's. How
much money has each? Ans. A $3G00, and B $5333.33^.

-—' 54. A hound ran 88 rods before he caught a hare ; and

| of the distance the hare ran before it was caught, equaled

the distance it was ahead when they started. How far

after the chase commenced, did the hare run before it was

caught ? Ans. 72 rods.

55. A and B started from the same point, and ran in the

same direction ; B ran 90 rods ; then ^ of the distance A
,had run equaled the distance A was ahead of B. How
much did A gain on B in running 90 rods? Ans. a^A2)_

"7— 56. If
'I
of A's number of sheep + f of B's number equals

180, and f of B's number is to § of A's number, as f to f ;

how many sheep has each ?

-4ns. A 126 sheep, and B 128.

—p 57. Find the fortunes of A, B, C, D, E, and F, by know-

ing that A is worth $400, which is \ as much as B and C
are worth, and that C is worth \ as much as A and B ; and

also, that, if 38 times the sum of A's, B's, and C's fortune

were divided in the proportion of |, -A, and \, it would,

respectively, give § of D's, i of E's, and § of F's fortune.

Ans. B has
|

C (j D $H E $30000, and

F $19200.

58. A park, 10 rods square, has a gravel-walk around it,

the area of which is T
' !,

u
of the whole area of the park.

What is the width of the gravel walk ?

Ans.

59. A gentleman left his son a certain sum of money
;

I of which he spent in 2 months, \ of the remainder lasted
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him 3 months longer, and § of what then remained lasted

him 5 mouths longer, when he had only $S95.50 left. LTow

much did his father leave him? Ans. $4417.50.

.,..60. A speculator sold pork at $10 a barrel
; \ of which

equaled his gain ; how much would he have gained per

»cent. if he had sold it at $12 a barrel ? Ans. 507*^-^-

^-61. A farmer sold a horse for $80, and thereby cleared

7
' of this money ; if he had sold it for $92, what woxdd he

Lave gained per cent. ? Ans. 27%%.

^ G2. A speculator sold a quantity of rye for $84, and by
bo doing gained i of what it cost him : how much would

lie have gained per cent, if he had sold it for $100 ?

Ans. 42"%.

^ G3. Sold a quantity of broad-cloth for $440, and thereby

gained 10 per cent. ; how ought I to have sold it, to have

lost 25 per cent. ? Ans.

^--64. If by selling cloth at $4.95 a yard, I lose 10 per

cent. ; how should I sell it a yard to gain 40 per cent. ?

Ans.

" G5. An individual sold two farms, at $1260 each ; for

one he received 25 per cent, more than its value, and for

the other 25 per cent, less than its value. Did he gain,

or lose by the bargain, and how much ?

/ Ans.

GG. How much grain must a farmer take to mill, that he

may fetch away 11.5 bushels, after the miller has taken 8

per cent, of all he took there ? Ans.
J J

G7. A's money added to § of B's, which is to A's as 2 to

3, being put on interest for G years, at 4 per cent., amounts

to $744. How much money has each ?

. An.<. A and B
G8. The sum of 2 of A's + \ of B's money being on inter-

est for 8 years, at G per cent., gives $960 interest. How
much money has each, provided i of B's money is three

times § of A's? Ans, A and B
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69. | of the cost of A's house, increased by i of the cost

of hia farm for 2 years, at 5 per cent., amounts to $4950.

What was the cost of each, if | of the cost of the house was

only f as much as f of the cost of the farm ?

Ans. The house cost^/4 and the farm cost

$4375.

70. If the interest on the sum of A's and B's annual in-

come, for 3 years and 9 months, at 8 per cent, is $3213,

and | of A's income is equal to | of B's ; what is the in-

come of each ? Ans.

J""
71. Four men, A, B, C, and D, took a prize of $6213

which they are to divide in this proportion : A, B, and

are to have |J ; B, C, and t> '§£; A, C, and D T
7
5 ; and A,

B, and D | of the prize. According to the above estimates,

how much ought each to receive ?

Ans. A $2180, B $1635, C $1308, and D $1090.

72. How many cannon balls 4, 6, or 9 inches in diameter,

can be placed in a cubical vessel, 3 feet on a side ; and how
many gallons of wine will it contain after it is filled with

the balls ?

Ans. 729 4-inch balls, 216 6-inch balls, 64 9-inch balls,

and 96.22 + gallons of wine.

.—;—73. How many cannon balls, 12 inches in diameter, can

be put into a cubical vessel, 4 feet on a side ; and how
many gallons of wine will it contain after it is filled with

balls, allowing the balls to be hollow, the hollow being 6

inches in diameter, and the opening leading to it, to con-

tain 1 solid inch ? Ans. &M and gallons.

*5»^74. A person being asked the hour of the day, replied,

that the time past noon equals i of the time to midnight.

What o'clock was it ? Ans.

^s 75. A farmer sold wheat at 10 shillings and 6 pence a

bushel, and cleared \ of his money ; but growing scarce,

he sold it at 12 shillings a bushel. What did he clear per

cent, by the latter price ? Ans,
x

|
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' ^76. A farmer sold some sheep, cows, and oxen for $924

;

tLe sheep at $2, the cows at $15, and the oxen at $35 each.

How many were there of each, provided there were twice

as many cows as oxen, and three times as many sheep as

cows? Ans. sheep, cows, and ''.oxen.

-— 77. An individual in one year spent \ more than his in-

come ; and found that in 4 years, by saving TV of his in-

come, annually, he was able to discharge the debt, and
have $20 remaining. "What was his income ? Ans,. $1200.—

. 78. The hour and minute hands of a watch are together

at 12 o'clock ; when are they together again ?

Ans. 5 min. 27T
3
T sec. past 1 o'clock.

79. If 248 men, in 5£ days of 11 hours each, dig a
trench that is 7 degrees of hardness, 232| feet long, 3§ feet

wide, and 2^ feet deep ; in how many days of 9 hours

each, will 24 men dig a trench that is 4 degrees of hard-

ness, 337| feet long, 5| feet wide, and 3| feet deep ?

Ans.

80. From a sum of money, $240 more than its § was
taken away ; from the remainder, $120 more than its \ was
taken away ; and from what then remained, $40, more than

its \ was taken away, and then there remained only $10.

/ "What was the original sum ? Ans. "

"*T~ >S1. From a certain sum of money I took away its | and "1

in its stead placed $100 ; I then took from this sum its J,

and in its stead placed $80 ; I now took away I of this sum,

and found I had $160 remaining. How much was the

original sum of money? Ans. /2.Q

X 82. From a certain sum of money I took its \, and put

in its stead $240 ; from the remainder I took its |, and put

in its stead $400 ; and from what then remained I took its

\, and put in its stead $546, and found I had twice as

much as I had at first. "What was the sum I had at first ?

Ans.

^N^ 83. A boy went to a store and spent \ of his money, and
half a cent more, for oranges ; ho then went to another
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store and spent \ of what lie had remaining, and half a

cent more, for nuts ; he now went to a third store and

spent i of the money he had remaining, and half a cent

more, for candies, and then had only 3 cents remaining.

How much money had he at first, and how much did he

give for oranges, nuts, and candies, respectively ?

Ans. He had cents at first. He gave cents for

oranges, cents for nuts, and cents for candies.

-^84 An individual at a public house begged as much
money as he had, and spent 10 cents ; he then went to

another house where he begged as much money as he then

had, and spent 10 cents ; he then went to a third, and

begged as much money as he then had, &nd spent 10 cents,

and then had no money remaining. How rrmch money had
he at first ? Ans.

N^ 85. A father left his four sons, whose ages are respec-

tively 15, 11, 7, and 6 years, $28885, to be so divided that

the respective parts being placed at G per cent, simple in-

terest, shall amount to equal sums when they become 21

years of age. What are these parts ?

Ans. v \ ' the first part, "*; 42_C
J
the second, the

third,
[

the fourth.

- ^86. A farmer having sheep in two different fields, sold |
of the number from each field, and had only 102 sheep

remaining Now 12 sheep jumped from the first field into

the second ; then the number remaining in the first fiexd,

was to the number in the second field, as 8 to 9. How
many sheep was there in each field at first ?

Ans. sheep in the first field, and in the second.

—87. An estate of $8884 is to be divided among o widow,

two sons, and two daughters, so that each son shall re-

ceive twice as much as each daughter. less $120, and the

widow as much as all the chMff6£;
less $260. What was

the share of each ?

Ans, Widow's share each son and each

daughter
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"*** 88. A faiiaer distributed a certain number of bushels of

grain among five of his poor neighbors, as follows : to the

first he gave half of the whole number, less 16 bushels
;

to the second half of the remainder, less 8 ; to the third

half of the remainder, less 4 ; to the fourth half of the

remainder, less 2 ; and to the fifth the remainder, which

was 11 bushels. How much did he give to all, and how
much to each ?

Ans. To all he gave^-' -bushels, to the first £" to the

second /^ to the third / and to the fourth

' 89. A farmer being asked how many sheep he had, re-

plied, that he had them in four fields, and that § of the

number in the first field equaled | of the number in the

second
; § of the number in the second equaled | of the

number in the third ; and § of the number in the third

equaled i of the number in the fourth ; also that there

were 32 more sheep in the third field than in the fourth.

How many sheep in each field, and how many in all ?

Ans.?~ in the 1st field, in the 2d, in the 3d,

f^in the 4th, andj"/ / in all. 'jfr

"="D0. The interest of the sum of \ of A's, § of B's, and £

of C's fortune for a certain time, at 2-*- per cent., was to this

sum as 9 to 200 ; and the amount of this interest for 6§

times as long, at 5 times as great a per cent., was $945.

What was the fortune of each, provided A's fortune was to

B's as 1 to 3, and B's to C's as 9 to 4 ? And how long was

the first on interest ?
-'

"Tr-- Ans. 1 yr. 9 mo. 18 da.

91. An old lady having some eggs, sold to one person \

of all she had and 12 eggs more ; to another \ of the re-

mainder and 9 more ; to a third \ of what then remained

and 8 more ; to a fourth \ of what now remained and G

more, and had but 1 egg remaining. How many eggs had

she at first, and how many did she sell to each ?

Ans. She had at first 144 eggs, and sold to the first GO,

to the second 51, to the third 19, to the fourth 13.
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92. A, B, and C can do a certain piece of work in 10

days ; how long will it take each to do it, if A does 1|

times as much as B, and B does \ as much as C ?

Ans. A can do it in % days, B and C 22. j

93. The interest of A's, B's, and C's fortune, for 4 years

and 8 months, at 6 per cent, is $15190. What is the for-

tune of each, if § of A's fortune equals | of B's, and § of

B's equals | of C's ?

Ans. A's 10 B's and Cs
^* 94. A man at his death having a daughter in England

and a son in California, willed $6578 to them, as follows :

if the daughter returned and not the son, that the widow
should have f of the estate, and if the son returned and

not the daughter, that the widow should receive but \ of

the estate. They both returned ; how much, according to

the will, should each receive ?

Ans. The daughter should receive . the widow
and the son Ij^'k'li

95. A general wishing to draw up his brigade into a

square, found by the first trial he had 92 men over ; he

then increased the side of the square by 2 men, and wanted

100 men more to complete the square. How many sol--

' diers in the brigade ? Ans.

i-^^96. The interest of the sum of § of A's and § of B's

money, for a certain time, at 2 per cent, was ^f^ of the

principal. And the amount of this interest for 25 times as

long, at 10 times as great a per cent, was $180. "What was
the fortune of each, provided A's money was to B's as 1

to 3 ? Ans. A 1 ::
£ and B £7£ -

,—--97. How long must a tape be to wind spirally around a

cylinder that is 40 feet long and 3 feet in circumference,

provided it is to pass once around the cylinder every
4:
ft. ?

Ans.
~"^*98. There is a rectangular box 8 feet long, 3 feet wide,

and 2 feet deep ; what must be the width and depth of

another rectangular box of the same length that shall con-
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tain 768 cubic feet, provided they are in the same propor-

tion? Ans. Width /,£ feet, and depth ( feet.

—99. Three men, A, B, and C, agree to do a certain piece

of work. A and B can do the work in 6§ days ; B and C
in 12 days ; and A and C in 10 days. How long will it take

each separately to do it ? Ans.

—. 100. Two horsemen, A and B, start at the same time for

a race which lasted 6 minutes. Now after galloping 4

minutes at the same uniform pace at which each started,

the distance between them is -^\^ part of the whole

length of the course. They continue to run for 1 minute

more, at the same speed as at first ; and then B, who is

last, quickens the speed of his horse 20 yards, a minute,

and comes in exactly 2 yards before A, whose horse had

run at the same uniform pace throughout. What was the

[length of the course? Ans. ^^JJabC I

J~~ 101. If 3 acres of grass, together with what grew on the /

3 acres while they were grazing, keep 13 oxen 9 weeks, and

in like manner, 4 acres keep 20 oxen 6 weeks, for how
many weeks can 36 oxen in the same way graze on 6 acres ?

—
f—

-

Ans. J}

102. If 2 acres of grass, together with what grew on the

2 acres while they were grazing, keep 8 oxen 3 weeks, and,

in like manner, 5 acres keep 15 oxen 6 weeks, how many
acres will be required to keep 15 oxen 2 weeks ?

Ans. '',

103. If A, B, and C, can perform a certain piece of work

in 84 days ; A, B. and D, in 72 days ; A, C, and D in 63

days ; and B, C, and I) in 56 days : how long would it take

each alone to do it? Ans. A 504 days, B 252, C 168, D 126.

Remark.—If we subtract from half of the

f ^3 of the work, the part that A, B, and D can do in 1 day,

sum of -i
gL of the work, the part that A, C, and D can do in 1 day,

[
x of the work, the part that B, C, and D can do in 1 day,

g'j of the work, the part that A, B, and C can do in 1 day,

it will leave 5| T of the work =1
2
- times the part that D can do in

\ dav. .-. D can do the work in 126 days.
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104 A drover lias in one field a certain number of horses,

oxen, and cows ; in another a certain number of sheep and

lambs. In both fields there are 1G12 animals. How many
of each has he, provided | of the number of horses equals

| cf the number of oxen, f of the number of oxen equals

| of the number of cows, and f of the number of sheep is

48 more than § of the number of lambs ; also, that
sjf

of

the number of animals in the first field equals § of the

dumber in the second field ?

Ans. ^fj horses,
^f^_

oxen, £-/ cows, £" sheep, and

105. Three merffV^Vl (f received^ 'fff.me' ' T ^

labor : f of the number of days A labored equaled ± of the

number of days B labored, and § of the number of days

B labored equaled £ of the number of days C labored ; and

C labored 5 days more than A. How many days did each

Work, and how much did each receive a day, provided ^ of

A's daily wages equaled § of B's, and ^ of B's = § of C's ?

Ans. A worked ^days, at $1 a day, B jq at 75 cents a

day, C C\ at 50 cents a day.

- 106. A and B paid $120 for 12 acres of pasture for 8

weeks, with an understanding that A should have the grass

that was then on the field, and B, what grew during the

time they were grazing. How many oxen in equity>can

each turn into the pasture, and how much should eaclrpay,

provided 4 acres of pasture, together with what grew dur-

ing the time they were grazing, will keep 12 oxen 6 weeks;

and in a like manner, 5 acres will keep 35 oxen 2 weeks ?>
. j A should turn into the field / ^oxen, and pay % tf &

( B should turn into the field / 9 oxen, and payr $ y$~
107. Bought 40 pounds of coffee—some at 6, 9, and 12

cents a pound ; how many pounds of each kind did I buy,

provided it all cost $3.48?

. < No. p'ruls. at 6 cts., 21, 20, 19, 18, IT, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12. 11, 10, 9. 8, 7. 6. \ 5.

c-|no. p'mls. at 9 cts., 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 13, 20, 22, 24, 26, 2S, SO, 82, lor 34
^ I No. p'nds. at 12 cts., 17, 16, 15, 4, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, i, 2, > 1
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QUESTIONS FOR EXAMINATION AND
REVIEW.

TDEFHSTITIONS.

"What is quantity ?

Name different quantities.

Is reason, or imagination quantity?
What is a number?
What are figures ?

How many figures aro there ?

Name them.
What are like numbers?
Name three like numbers.
What are unlike numbers?
Name tour unlike numbers.
What is a unit?
What is the unit of a number?
Name the unit of three numbers.
Numbers are of how many kinds
What is a simple number?
Name four simple numbers.
What is an abstract number?
What is a denominate number?

Name three denominate numbers.
What is a compound number?
Name three denominate numbers.
What is an integer?
What is a fraction ?

Give examples.
What is a mixed number?
Give examples.
What is Arithmetic?
What is science?
What is Art?
What is a problem ?

What is a rule?
What is analysis ?

What is a demonstration?
W hat is a sign ?

What are the fundamental rules of
Arithmetic?

notation and numeration.-f
22. What is notation?
83. What is numeration?

In how many ways aro numbers
usually expressed?

Name them.
24. How many letters are used to express

numbers by the Roman notation?
Name them and the value expressed

by each.

<5. Repeat the first principle for express-
ing numbers by a combination of
these letters.

Name the second and cive examples.
Name the third and t;ivo examples.
Give an example of a number ex-

pressed by principles 2d and 3d.

What effect lias a dash when drawn
over a letter?

Repeat the Roman table.

20. How are numbers expressed by tho
Arabic notation?

Name the significant figures.

27 What can you say of the nousht?
88. When do figures express units of tho

first order?

8fi-

When, units of the 2d order?
When, units of the 3d order?
When a figure is in the 4th place what

does it express? when in tho5Ui?
when in the 0th ?

How are numbers from 10 to 100 ex-
pressed ?

IIow do you write a number expressed
by three figures?

IIow many values has a figure ?

What is the simple value of a figure?
What is the local value of a figure?
What is the scale of tho Arabic nota-

tion ?

Illustrate it with examples.
A name is given to every how many

figures in the French method o\
numeration?

Give the name of the periods of the
first IS orders of units.

Repeat the general laws.
Repeat the rule for notation.
Repeat the rule for numeration.

FUNDAMENTAL RULES.
4.-). What is addition?
4ii. What is the sum or amount?
47. Wini Is the Bign of addition?
52. What is subtraction?
63. Name the terms of subtraction and

define each.

|
54. What is the si<rn of .-.ubtraction ?

When minus is placed between two
numbers, which number is alwaj-ii

the subtrahend?
57. What is multiplication?
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Name the terms of multiplication and
define each.

What do you understand by the fac-

tors of a number ?

What is the sign of multiplication?
What is a composite number?
What are the factors of a number?
Illustrate the method of multiplying

by factors.

Demonstrate the method of multiply-
ing by 10, 100, etc.

What is division ?

Name the terms of division and define
each.

What is the sign of division?
Demonstrate the method of dividing

by factors.

90. Make and define the signs.

91. How should numbers be written to

be added? Why?
What kind of numbers can be added

together ?

What can you say of the sum?
92. What can you say of the terms of

subtraction ?

The difference equals what?
Illustrate it.

The subtrahend equals what?
Illustrate it.

The minuend equals what?
Illustrate it.

93. What can you say of the multipli-
cand ? Of the multiplier ? Of the
product ?

Show when the product expresses the
area of a rectangle.

The product =?
The multiplicand =?
The multiplier =?

94. Eepeat the 1st definition of division.
The 2d. The 3d.

74. How do you find the true remainder
T5. How do you divide by 10, 100, etc.?

78. What is currency ?

79. Name the coins of the United States.

80. What is the unit of measure in the U.
S. currency?

81. What is reduction?
84. Eepeat the rule for addition of U. S.

currency.
85 Eepeat the rule for subtraction of U.

8. currency.
86. Repeat the rule for multiplication o!

U. S. currency.
S7. Eepeat the rule for division of U. S.

currency.
S3. What is a bill of goods?
89. What is an account ?

What can von say of the dividend ?

Of the divisor? Of the quotient?
When is the divisor like the divi«

dend?
When is the quotient like the divi»

dend?
Illustrate each.
What can you say of the remainder?
When does the dividend express tha

area of a rectangle ?

The quotient =f The divisor = ?

The dividend =?
How is the quotient affected by mul-

tiplying the dividend, or by divid-
ing the'divisor ?

Dividing the dividend or multiply-
ing the divisor affects the quotient
in what way?

Multiplying or dividing the dividend
and divisor, each by the same num-
ber, affects the quotient in what
way? X

PROPERTIES OW NUMBERS.
95. What is an exact divisor?
96. How are numbers classified?

Define each.
97. How are integers classified?

Define each.

9S. What other classification ofnumbers?
99. What is a prime number?

When are numbers prime to each
other?

100. What is a composite number?

+

101. What are factors?

102. What is the power of a number?
103. What is the root of a number?
104. What is an exponent of a power?
105. What is the radical sign?
106. Of what number is 2 an exact divisor?

How do you proceed to determine
whether a number is prime or com-
posite ?

109. What is cancellation?

110. What is a divisor of a number?
111. What is a common divisor?
112. What is the greatest common divi-

sor?

UM i

—
113. What is a multiple of a number?
119- What is a common multiple of two

or more numbers ?

Principle 2.

Prin. 5. Prin. 6.

114. Eepeat the rules for finding the

greatest common divisor.

113. Eepeat principle 1.

Prin. 8. Prin. 4.

120. What is the least common multiple
of two or more numbers?

122. Kepeat the rule.
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ENACTIONS.
123. What is a fraction ?

What is the unit of a fraction?

What is a fractional unit?
124. How many kinds of fractions arc

there ?

125. What is a common fraction ?

Tell how it is written.

126. Name the terms of a fraction.

127. The denominator expresses what?
123. The numerator expresses what?

Repeat the properties of fractions?

129. How are common fractions classified?

130. What is a simple fraction ?

131. What is a proper fraction ">

132. What is an improper fraction ?

133. What is a compound fraction ?

134. What is a complex fraction ?

136. What is a reciprocal of a number?
137. How do you analyze a fraction ?

Illustrate the analysis by a diagram.
140. Repeat and demonstrate prop, first.

Repeat and demonstrate prop, second.

141. Repeat the rules for multiplying a
fraction by an integer.

Repeat and demonstrate proposition
third.

Repeat and demonstrate proposition

fourth.

142. Repeat the rules for dividing a Trac-

tion by an integer.

Repeat and demonstrate preposition

fifth.

Repeat and demonstrate proposition
sixth.

143. What is reduction of fractions?

150. What is a common denominator?
152. What is the least common denomina-

tor?
155. How Mo you add fractions?

153. How do you subtract one fraction

from another?
162. How do you multiply fractions to-

gether?
1G5. How do you divide one fraction by

another ?

DECIMAL FRACTIONS.

3

+

169. What is a decimal fraction ?

Explain tbe manner of writing deci-

mal fractions.

173. What is a mixed number?
174. What is a mixed fraction ?

181. How do you add decimals?
1S2. How do you subtract decimals?
1^3. How do you multiply decimals?
1S5. How do you divide decimals ?

~4
DENOMINATE NUMBERS.

187. What is a simple number?
183. What is a compound number?

How do the scales of simple and
compound numbers differ?

189. What do denominate numbers ex-
press?

Repeat the tables of weights and
measures.

224. How do you perform examples in

Reduction Descending?
225. How do you perform examples in

Reduction Ascending ?

22G. How do you add compound num-
bers ?

227. How do you subtract compound
numbers?

229. How do you multiply compound
numbers?

230. How do you divide compound num-
bers ?

232. Explain the relations existing be-

tween longitude and time.

DENOMINATE FRACTIONS.
?r,3. What is a denominate fraction?

2J4. How do you reduce a compound
number to a common fraction of a
given number?

235. How do you reduce a compound num-
ber to a decimal of a higher de-

nomination ?

236. How do yon reduce a denominate
decimal to integers of low denom-
inations ?

237. How do you reduce a denominate
fraction to ouo of a lower denom-
ination?

How do yon reduce a denominate
fraction to a fractional part of a

member of a higher denomination ?

How do you reduce a denominate
fraction to integers of a common
denomination ?

How do you add denominate frac-

tions?
How do you Bubtract denominate

fractions?
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DUODECIMALS.
B40. What aro duodecimals?

What is the unit of measure in duo-
decimals ?

What are the denominations of duo-
decimals ?

241. How do you add and subtract duo-
decimals ?

242. What is multiplication of duodeci-
mals ?

What expresses a surface in duodeci-
mals? What a volume or solid?

243. Explain the difference between 1

prime linear, 1 prime superficial,

and 1 prime cubic measure.
245. How do you divide in duodecimals ?

PERCENTAGE
247Swhat is per cent. ?

24S. What is the base?
249. W hat is the percentage ?

250. What is the amount or difference?
252. How do you find the percentage,

when you have given the base and
rate per cent. ?

253. How do you find the rate per cent.,

when you have giver, the base and
percentage ?

254. How do you find the. base, when you
have given the rate per cent, and
percentage?

255. How do you find the base, when you
have given the rate per cent, and
the amount or difference ?

APPLICATIONS OF PERCENTAGE.
25G. What is interest ?

257. What is the principal?
259. What is the rate of interest?
259. What is the amount ?

260. What is simple interest?

201. What is legal interest?
202. What is usury?

How do you find the interest of a
given principal for any number of

years ?

203. What aro partial payments?
What are .indorsements ?

Repeat the U. S. Rule.

271. Repeat problem 1st and the rule.

Kepeat problem 2d and the rule.

Repeat problem 3d and the rule.

Repeat problem 4th and the rule.

275. What is a promissory note 7

Who is the maker of a note ?

The payee ? The indorser ?

27T. What is discount?
278. What is present worth?
279. What is the face of a note ?

281. What is bank discount?
What is the base of bank discount?

282. What are the proceeds of a note ?

235. What is profit and loss ?

Name the quantities considered.
What does each quantity equal ?

237. Given the. cost and selling price, how
do you find the absolute gain ?

888. Given the cost and the gain or loss

percent., how do you find the gain
or loss?

2G4. How do you compute interest by tho
6 per cent, method?

265. How do you compute interest by tho
method of aliquot parts?

203. How do you compute interest by tha
method by months ?

267. now do you compute interest by tho
exact method ?

/

Repeat the Vermont Rule ; the New
Hampshire Rule ; tho Connecticut
Rule.

Repeat problem 5th and the rule.

272. What is compound interest?
Repeat the rule.

76. Explain the different forms of notes.

How can a payee make another per-

son a payee of a negotiable note ?

What is the true discount on a note?
How do you find the present worth?
How do you find the discount?

2S3. Given the face, rate %, and time of a
note, how do you find the proceeds?

284. How do you find the face of a note ?

Given the cost and the gain or loss,

how do you find gain or loss per
cent. ?

Given the rate per cent, and the gain
or loss, how do you find the cost?

Given the gain or loss percent, anil

the selling price, how do you find
tho cost ?
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291. What is a corporation?
292. What is a charter'/

SS93. What is a firm?
294. What is stock ?

299. What is capital?

BOO. What are State, or U. S. stocks?
801. What are drafts, checks, or bills

exchange?
£02. What is the par value of stock ?

810.

\ 311.

Who is an agent, or commission mer-
chant?

What is commission, or brokerage?
What are taxes?
What is a poll tax?
What is real estate?

What is personal property ?

What is a port of entry?
What is a custom house?
What are duties?
What is tonnage?

(

Wl-.at is tonnage tax?
What is an invoice?
What is an ail valorem duty?
What are specific, duties?
What is leakage ?

882. What is insurance?
833. What is property?
So4. What is the base in insurance?

295. What are shares?
296. Who are stockholders?
297. What is the dividend?
298. What is an assessment?

303. What is the market, or real value ol

capital ?

304. When is stock at premium?
When at discount?
Name the quantities considered.

What is each equal to ?

312. What is an inventory?
313. What is a schedule?
314. Who are assessors?
315. How do y.iu assess taxes?

Explain the method of making a

table.

325. What Is nreikn^p?
826. What is draft, or tret?
327. What is tare?
828. What, is cross wrigr-t?
329. What is net weight?
330. How do vou compute ad valorem

dnMes?
331. How do you compute specific duties'

335. What is the policy?
336, What is the premium?

307. What is exchange ?

Give the form of a draft.

333. Who is the drawer, or maker of a
draft?

S 19. Who the drawee?
340 Who the payee?
341. What is an acceptance?
HI. What is an indorsement?
34:;. What is a sight draft?
:44. What is a time draft?

355. What is an equation of payments?
856. What is the term of credit?
357. What is the average term of credit?
tfoi What is the equated time ?

345. What are days of grace?
346. When are drafts at premium?

When at discount?
347. What is domestic exchange ?

350. What is foreign exchange?
Give the form of a foreign bill of ex«

change.
352. What is the par value of exchange

between U. S. and England?

365. What is merchandise balance?
866. What is interest balance?
367. What is cash, or net balance ?

RATIO AND PROPORTION.
S6S. What is the ratio of two numbers?

HOW is it expressed?
869. What are the terms of the ratio?
870. What is a couplet?
".71. Which is the antecedent?
372. Which is the consequent?
373. What is a simple ratio?
874. What kind of a number is a ratio?
875. A ratio exists between what two

numbers ?

376. Express the conditions arisirg from
the relations of the antecedent, con-
sequent, and ratio.

377. What is a compound ratio?

87S. What is a simple proportion?
How many couplets has a propor-

tion ?

How many terms ?

379. Which are the extremoa?
SS0. Which the meauiij

+- -f
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882. What equality can be formed from a
proportion?

Repeat the deductions from this

equality.

S92. What is alligation?

£93. What is alligation medial ?

383. What is a simple proportion ?

334 How many terms are given ?

835. What is a compound proportion ?

Kepeat (.386,) and the deduction from it.

394. What is alligation alternate ?

INVOLUTION JUSTTD EVOLUTION.
What is the radical sign ?899. What is the power of a number?

400. What is involution?
301. What is an exponent?
409. What is the square of a binomial

equal to ?

410. What is the square of a trinomial
equal to ?

412. What is the cube of a binomial equal
to?

413. What is the cube of a trinomial equal

414. What is a root of a number?
415. What is evolution ?

What is the 1st root, 2d root, and 3d
root of a number?

What is a perfect power ?

What is an imperfect power ?
What is a triangle ?

What is a right-angled triangle?
What is the base of a triangle ?

The perpendicular ?

The hypothenuse ?

Repeat the theorem.
Name the three smallest integers that

will express the three sides of a
right-angled triangle, and give
their application to mechanics.

What are similar figures?
Repeat the theorem.

PEOGEESSIONS.
43T. What is an arithmetical progression? I 440. What is an ascending series?

433. What is the common difference ? 441. What is a descending series?

439. Which terms are the extremes ? I
443. What is a geometrical progression ?

455. What is an annuity?
458. What is a certain annuity?
457. What is a perpetual annuity, or per-

petuity ?

453. What is a contingent annuity?
459. What is an annuity in reversion ?

I 460. What is an annuity in arrears?
461. What, is the amount, or final value ol

an annuity ?

462. What is the present worth of an
annuity?

MENSUEATION.
467. What is mensuration?
468. What is a point?

469. What is a line ?

470. What is a surface?

471. What is a solid, or volume?
472. What is an angle ?

473. What is a right angle ?

474. What is an oblique angle?
475. What is an acute angle ?

477. What are parallel lines?

47S. What is a polygon ?

479. What is a diagonal ?

480. What is the base of a figure?

481. What is the altitude of a figure?

4S2. What is the area of a figure ?

Name eight polygons.
483. 1. What is an equilateral triangle?

2. What is an isosceles triangle?

8. What is a scalene triangle?

4S4. What is a right-angled triangle?

37. What is a parallelogram ?

1. What is a rectangle?

2. What is a square ?

3. What is a rhomboid?
4. What is a rhomb?

439. What is a trapezoid ?

491. What is a trapezium?
493. What is a circle?

What is the circumference?
What is the diameter?
What is the radius?

499. What is an ellipse?

501. What is a prism?
1. What is a cube?
2. What is a parallelopipedonf

504. What is a cylinder?
507. What is a pyramid?

What is the slant height of a pyra-
mid ?

505. What is a cone ?

511. What is the frustrum of a pyramid,
or cone ?

514. What is a sphere ?

What is the diameter of a sphere?
What is the radius of a sphere?

685. What is the greatest common divisor I 538. What is the least common multiple
of fractions? of fractions?

Repeat the rule.
j

Repeat the rule.
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AXIOMS, Etc.
What is an axiom ?

What are tho axioms in arithmet-
ical operations?

What does a scale in arithmetic
express?

543. What is a uniform scale?
544. What is a varying scale ?

Give examples of a uniform, and of

a varying scale.

546. On what do the proofs by excess of
9's depend ?

547. When will the sum of the digits of a

number be exactly divisible by 9?
54S. When several numbers are added,

the excess of 9's in the sum will

be equal to what?
549. When two numbers are multiplied

together, the excess of 9's in the
product is equal to what?

550. If the dividend be diminished by the
remainder, the excess of 9's in tho
dividend thus diminished, will be
equal to what?

551. When does this proof by excess of
9s fail?

552. How can you add two or more col-

umns at once ?

553. What is the arithmetical comple-
ment of a number?

554. How can subtraction be performed
when there are two or more sub-
trahends?

55T. In what cases may multiplication be
shortened?

How is multiplication thus short-
ened ?

558. When the multiplier is a few units
less than the unit of a certain
order, how can you multiply ?

559. When the left-hand figure of tho
multiplier is 1, and the right-hand
figure any digit, how can you

,. multiply?
560. When the right-hand figure is 1,

and the left-hand figure any digit,

how can you multiply?
561. How do you find the square of a

number?
563. How can you multiply when the

figures on the left or" on the right
of the multipler express a number
which is an aliquot part of 10,

100, etc. ?

566. How can you perform division when
the number expressed by the right-
hand figure of the divisor is an
aliquot part of 10"s, 100"s, etc?

567. What additional principles of divis-

ioc can you give? ^\

PROPERTIES OF USTTJMJBERS.
563. What is a perfect number?
569. What is an imperfect number?
570. Of what number are 9 ami 3 exact

divisors ?

What number is divisible by 11 ?

Of what number is 11 an exact di-

visor ?

What number will exactly divide the
product of several factors?

What number will exactly divide the

sum of several numbers ? The
difference ?

571. When is a number divisible by any
power of 2 ?

572. When is a number divisible by any
power of 5?

575. How is contracted multiplication of
decimals performed ?

576. How is contracted division of deci-
mals performed ?

REPEATING, OR CIRCULATING DECIMALS.
reduced to an equivalent common
fraction ?

587. What may every circulating decimal
be regarded

?

5SS. When will a common fraction result
in a terminate decimal, and when
in an interminate decimal?

590. When is a repetend said to be per-
feet ?

591. On what principles depend the re-
duction of dissimilar and non-
conterminous repetends to those
which are similar and contermin-
ous? Repeat tho rule.

What is a terminate decimal?
What is an interminate decimal ?

What is a repeating or circulating
decimal ?

What is a repetend?
What i^ a pure circulating decimal?
What is a mixed circulating decimal ?

Describe simple and compound rep-
etends.

What are similar repetends?
AVhat are conterminous repetends ?

What is an expanded circulating
decimal ?

How may a circulating decimal be

What must be done with common
or decimal fractions before they
cen be added together or sub-
tracted from each other?

When have circulating decimals On
same fractional unit?

Repeat the rule for addition of cir<

dilating decimals.

.
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5. What is tho rule for division of cir
dilating decimals ?

593. Repeat tho rule for subtraction of
circulating decimals.

594. How can you multiply circulating
decimals ?

COjKTTINTJEID fractions.
596. What is a continued fraction ? I What is to be done if the common
597. "VV hat are the terms of a continued

|
fraction is an improper fraction ?

fraction ? I 59S. What is the approximate value of aliow do you reduce a common to continued fraction?
a continued fraction ?

MEASURES.
GOO. What is a measure?
601. How many kinds of quantity can be

measured directly? What are they?
602. Repeat the ascending scale of long

measure.
By what length do the sizes in shoe-
maker's measure increase?

What length is number 1 of boys'
size? What length is number 1 of
men's size?

Repeat the ascending scale of sur-
veyor's measure.

Repeat the ascending scale of mari-
ner's measure.

What is a degree of the great circle
of the earth (60S)

?

What is the length of a geographical
mile?

How is the speed of a vessel esti-
mated ?

808. Repeat the ascending scale of square
measure.

How is work estimated in stone-
cutting? In painting, plasttr-
ing, etc. ? Flooring, roofing, etc.?
Glazing? Bricklaying?

How are wall papers sold and hung?
Borders ?

Give the ascending scale of survey-
or's measure.

How is a section of land divided ?

604. Read the ascending scale of cubic
measure.

What is a perch of stone, laid ?

How are excavations and embank-
ments estimated ?

How are estimates made in board
and lumber measure ?

How is the market value of round
timber computed ?

611. What is money ?

612. What is coin? Where are coins
made ?

Why are not gold and silver used in
a pure state for coinage?

What is the legal weight of the gold
eagle, and of each of the smaller
sold coins?

.What is the legal weight of the silver
dollar, and of each of the smaller
silver coins?

now much is a round stick of timber
estimated to lose in being hewed
to square timber?

In estimating work on buildings,
what do mechanics usually allow
for openings?

605. Repeat the ascending scale for liquid
measure. For apothecaries' liuid
measure. For dry measure.

606. Repeat the ascending scale for troy
weight. For avoirdupois weight.

607. What is the weight of a bushel of
wheat ? A bushel of shelled corn ?
Of potatoes ? Of coal ? Of a cask
of lime? Of a bushel of salt?

608. Repeat the ascending scale of angular
measure.

609. What is the scale in the measure of
time ?

What is the tropical year? Its
length ?

What is the Julian calendar ?
What is the Gregorian calendar?
Which calendar is termed the old

style, and which the new style ?

What countries adhere to the old
style, and what is the difference
in dates between the old and the
new style?

When does the civil day begin, and
how are its hours counted ?

When does the astronomical day be-
gin, and how are its hours counted ?

610. How many inches make one ell

French ?

How many bushels make one quar-
ter? A chaldron?

How many pounds make one stone?
One tod of wool ?

Of how many parts of pure gold
and silver are the EngliMi gold
and silver coins composed? The
gold and silver coins of France?
Those of the United States (79) ?

Those of Canada?
613. What is an ingot?
614. What is bullion?
615. What is paper money?
616. What is the scale of English money?

617. What is temperature ? and what
does it express ?

618. What is a thermometer?

On what principle does the construc-
tion of a thermometer depend ?

How are thermometers graduated ?
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619 In the centigrade thermometer, what
is thefreezing point marked? The
boiling point rand how is its inter-

mediate sp icv divided?
620. In Fahrenheit's thermometer, how

is the freezing point marked ? The
boiling point'/ and the interval
divided ?

Of what temperature is the zero of
Fahrenheit's thermometer?

621. How are the freezing and boiling
points in Reaumur's thermometer
marked? and into how many parts
is the interval divided?

In these thermometers, what indi-

cates temperature ?

At what points on these scales does
mercury freeze and boil ?

To indicate temperature above 600°

Fahrenheit's scale, what is used?

For measuring temperature below
39° Fahrenheit's scale, what is

used in the thermometer instead
of mercury? Why?

G'22. Give the rule to change a tempera-
ture given by Fahrenheit's scale

into centigrade degrees.

623. Give the rule to change from Fah-
renheit's scale to Reaumur's scale.

624. Give the rule for changing from the

centigrade scale to Fahrenheit's
scale.

825. Give the rule for changing from
Reaumur's to Fahrenheit's scale.

"What must be observed in the appli-

cation of these rules ?

626. TV' hat degrees in Fahrenheit corre-

spond to 10° centigrade? To 40*

Reaumur? To 30° centigrade?

"When was the present English sys-

tem of weights and measures estab-
lished in Great Britain?

How does the law provide for the
restoration of the yard measure of

length, in case of the loss of the
standard yard ?

How does the law provide for the
measures of weight, and their res-

toration, in case of the loss of the
standard pound ?

How is the unit of capacity made to

depend on the unit of length ?

Where, and how, did the United
States government get the standard
yard measure ?

Do the standard measures of length
in the United Stales differ from
those in Great Britain ?

Are the standard measures of volume
and capacity now alike in both
countries?

What is the standard unit of liquid

measure in the United States? and
what is its capacity ?

What is the standard unit of dry
measure in the United States? and
what is its capacity?

629. What system of weights and meas-
ures is now in use throughout
Fiance, and many other countries?

How was the length of the meter,
which is the fundamental unit or
or base of the metric system, ob-
tained ?

Is the metric system legalized in this

country ?

METRIC SYSTEM OE WEIGHTS -A.KTT3

MEASURES.
630. What are the fundamental units of

the metric system ?

What is the meter ? To what is it

equal ?

What is the are, and to what is it

equal ?

What is the liter, and to what is it

equal ?

-What is the stere, and to what is it

equal ?

What is the gram, and to what is it

equal ?

631. What are the derived units, and how
are they formed ?

632. What prefixes are used with the fun-

damental units?

What are the values of the prefixes

of Greek origin ?

133. Whut are the values of those of Latin
origin?

Repeat the table of the meter and
its derived units, and give the
value of each.

634. Repeat the table of the gram and its

derived units, and give the value
of each. Of the liter. Of the
stere. Of the are.

635. What are also measures for surfaces,
for volume, and for capacity ?

636. Repeat the scales for the are and
stere.

C3T. Repeat the scale for the square
meter, and its sub-multiples.

638. Repeat the scale for the cuhic meter,
and the cubes of the subdvisions
of a meter.

The scales of what fundamental
units are unbroken ?

The scales of what units are broken?
Why ?

On what principle does the con-
struction of the scales for the
square meter and cubic meter de-

pend ?

609. What does Figure 1 represent ? Fig<

uro2? Figure 3 ?
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640. In the metric system, how may num-
bers, whose units are of different

denominations, but of tho same
kind, be written?

Give the rule for writing metric
quantities.

641. Repeat the table pud give the equiv-
alents of the measures of length.

642. Of the measures of surface.

643. Of the measures of solids.

644. Of the measures of capacity.

645. Of the measures of weight.
646. Of the measures of angles.

647. How can you change a metric num-
ber from a unit of a higher, to a
unit of a lower denomination?

648. How can you change a metric num-
ber from a lower to a higher de-
nomination ?

649. How do you find the measure of a
surface, when the dimensions are

given in units of different denom-
inations ?

650. How do you find the measure ol

volume when the dimensions are

given in units of different denom-
inations ?

651. "What is the equivalent in feet of a
meter?

"What part of a meter equals a foot?

A hectare equals how many acres?

A gallon equals how many litres ?

Repeat the measures that are nearly
equivalents, given in the note on
page 877.

652. "What is the rule for changing the
expression of a quantity from the
metric to the common system ?

653. How can you change the expression
of a quantity from the common to

the metric system ?

954. What is the sexagesimal system in

the measurement of angles? Into
how many degrees is the quadrant
divided in the sexagesimal system ?

655. Into how many equal parts is the
quadrant divided in the centesimal
or centigrade system, and what are
they called ?

Into what is a grade divided ?

Into how many seconds is a minute
of the centigrade system divided ?

How may the multiplication of duo-
decimals be contracted ? What
causes the difference from the
contracted multiplication of deci-
mals?

How many seconds are in a minute
of the sexagesimal system ?

How may any number of grades,
minutes, and seconds of the centes-
imal system be expressed?

"What is the rule for reduction from
the centesimal scale to the sexa-
gesimal scale ?

How do you reduce sexagesimal
measure to centesimal measure ?

How does the method of contracting
the division of duodecimals differ

from the method of contracting
their multiplication?

XT. S. CURRENCY, SECURITIES, Etc.

What are the standards of value in

buying, selling, etc., between differ-

ent countries?
"Why do governments reserve the

right to coin money ?

"What is specie ?

What are used as substitutes for

specie, and why ?

What is currency ?

"What does the term currency denote?
663. Why is paper money subject to de-

preciation ? How is the deprecia-
tion of paper money expressed ?

What is premium on coin ?

664. How do you find the value in gold of

an amount in currency?
665. How do yon find the value in cur-

rency of an amount in gold ?

666. How many kinds of United States
securities are there, anil what are
they called?

How do the United States bonds
differ from each other?

How are they known and quoted in

the market?
f67. What are called legal tenders, and

why?
668. What do gold certificates represent ?

How are temporary loan certificates

payable ?

For what amount may they be
legally held by the National banks?

Name the principal United States
securities. Bonds. Notes. Cer-
tificates.

What stamps are required, and of
what value, on a bill of 6ale of
stocks, bonds, or bullion ?
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n oe rAJPFLICATIO
670. "What is a business note ?

671. What is an accommodation note?
To whom is the maker of an accom-
modation note liable lor its pay-
ment?

672. What is a joint note? What is a
joint and several note?

673. What is a produce note?
674. What is a due bill? How does the

form of a due bill differ from the
form of a note ?

675. What is a notary public?
676. What is the protest of a note ? By

whom, and for what purpose, is a
protest made ?

What releases indorsers from their
obligation to pay a note ?

PERCENTAGE.
677. What is a bond ?

678. What is a mortgage ?

What is the amount of a bond given
as security for money? Why is it

made for a larger amount than the

debt?
What part of the amount of a bond
can the lender recover ? Who is a

mortgagee ? What can a mortga-
gee do with property mortgaged ?

What part of the proceeds of the

sale of the property can the mort-
gagee retain ?

A sfamp of what value is required
to a bond or mortgage? When
does not a mortgage require a
stamp ?

679. What is a bank ?

630. What are bank bills or notes?
What is a bank of issue ? A bank

of discount? A bank of deposit?
How do depositors withdraw
money from a bank?

What is the usual form of a note on

which a bank lends money ? What
is done with a note on which a bank
lends money ? To whom and what-

sum does a bank pay money when
it discounts a note ?

In what respect does bank discount
differ from true discount?

681. What is a company ?

When is a company incorporated?
What is an incorporated com-
pany called ? Its members ?

For what are the members of an
incorporated business company in-
dividually liable? Of an unincor-
porated company ? What is a
special partner, and for what is he
liable ?

6S2. What is stock?
633. What is the capital stock of a com-

pany? How is the capital stock
of business corporations paid?

634. What are scrip, or certificates of stock?
What are the scrip of the Federal,

State, and Municipal governments?
When can business corporations
sell their bonds ? How is the pay-

ment of such bonds secured?
What is a mortgage bond? What
interest has a stockholder in a com-
pany? What interest has a bond-
holder in the same company?

How is the market price of stock
generally quoted?

If a railroad stock is quoted at 112<J,
what is meant ?

What are the gross earnings of oom-
pany?

What are the net earnings?
When are the net earnings of a com-
pany usually computed? Among
whom are they divided? How is

the division made ? What is called

the surplus?
What is stock jobbing ?

68S. Wluvt is an agent?
What !s a special agent? What is a

general agent?
6S9. What is a factor?
690. What is a commission merchant?

When is merchandise or produce
consigned ? Who is the consignor ?

Who is the consignee ?

194. In insurance who is the insurer, and
who the in-ured?

What is a joint stock insurance com-
pany? What is a mutual insurance
company? How are the profits
divided if the company be a joint
stock and mutual combined ?

What is a correspondent *

691. What is a broker?
How are brokers classified?

692. What is a collector?
What is the business of a collector

of the port? Of a collector of

taxes ?

693. What are net proceeds?

695. What is fire insurance? Marine in-

surance?
How does an insurance company
guard against fraud in insuring
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What is a life policy ? A term policy ?

How may premiums be paid?
What is the difference between an
endowment insurance policy and
a non-i'oifeuing life policy? What
is the expectation of a life ?

What may be the expectation of life

to a person of 8 years of age ?

Ans. 50.25 years.

How long may a person of 20 years
of ago expect to live? A person
of 30 years of ago? A person of
80 years of age ?

How are the rates of insurance fixed ?

What amount must a person who
takes a policy at 21 years of age,

pay annually on a policy of $1,000?
What amount would the same person

703. What is a draft, or bill of exchange ?

How is a foreign bill of exchange
usually drawn? How is an in-

land remittance generally made ?

Where, and on what bills and
drafts are days of grace allowed ?

Are days of grace allowed on at-

Bight bills and drafts? What is

the general rule ?

In reckoning the maturity of a note
or bill, is the day on which it is

made considered ? When the time
is expressed in months, what
months are understood ?

When and for what can a draft or

70S. What is arbitration of exchange?
What is circular exchange?

$09. What is general average ?

710. What is jettison ?

711. Of what do contributory interests

consist?

pay on a policy of $5,00C at th«
quarterly rate ?

What amount must a person taking
a policy at 40 years of »ge. for

$10,000, pay at semi-annual rates?
01. Wliat amount of annual premiuir

must a person pay, who takes oui
a policy at the age of 23 years, n
receive $1,000 at the age of 3f
years ?

hen are endowment policies pay-
able? On what are dividends de-
clared ?

702. By the non-forfeiting table, what sun
payable anuually for five year.'

from the age of 21 will insure

$1,000 payable at the death of the
insured at any time ?

ye
Wli<

bill be protested ? If protested,
who becomes liable for its jiaymeni
and when ?

What stamp is required on a sight
draft? What stamp is required on
a time draft?

704. What is intrinsic par of exchange?
705. What is commercial par of exchange?

When is intrinsic par invariable, and
what is commercial par subject to?

706. What is the course of exchange ?

What are the fluctuations of ex-
change dependent on? How are
the. fluctuations limited?

712. What losses are subject to general
average ?

At what value are the goods esti-

mated ?

BOOK-KEEPING.
713. What is a debit, or debt?
714. What is a credit?

715. What is a debtor ? What is a credit-

or? What is a cash transaction?
What is a cash business ? What is

a credit business ?

716. What is an account ?

717. What is book-keeping?
718. What are assets of a business?
719. What are liabilities?

720. What is an account book ?

721. When a person keeps an account
with himself, what does he charge
himself debtor to ? What does he
make himself creditor by ? How
does he find the balance ? When
there is a balance, when is it cred-

itor, and when debtor?
When must the amount of an entry
be charged and credited?

728. What word precedes a debit? What
word precedes a credit? When is

an account settled?

724. What is a day-book ?

725. What is a charge in the day-book ?

726. In the day-book form, where is the
ledger page of an account placed ?

Where is the charge made? AVhere
is the amount of each article

placed? Where is the amount of
the whole of each charge placed ?

When should each entry be made in

a day-book ?

727. What is a cash-book ?

In a cash account, is cash received
entered as a debit, or as a credit ?

728. What is a ledger?
729. What is posting?

When and where Is the page of a
ledger entered on the. day-book ?

What does the ledger index con-
tain ? Why should a ledger have
an index ?

780. What is a balance-sheet?
How is the balance, or present worth
found?
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Sheldon Jt Company's Text-Tiooks.

A Complete Manual of English Literature. By

Thomas B. Shaw, Author of " Shaw's Outlines of English

Litera^re." Edited, with Notes and Illustrations, by William

Smith, LL.D., Author of " Smith's Bible and Classical Diction-

aries." With a Sketch of American Literature, by Henry T.

Tuckerman. One vol. large 12mo. Price $2.

In this American edition of a valuable English work is appended

a sketch of American literature, by a candid and felicitous author,

which adds greatly to the interest and usefulness* of the book for

the schools and libraries of this country. In a com enient-sized

volume is given, iii brief review, the merits of all the prominent

British and American writers—Essayists, Dramatists, Novelis's,

Historians,- and Poets.

" Its merits I had not bow for the first time to learn. I have used it for two
years as a test-book, with the greatest satisfaction. It was a haDov conceD-

tion. admirably executed. It is all that a text-book on such a subiect can or

need be, comprising a judicious selection of materials, easily yet effectually

wrought. The author attempts just as much as he oujrht to, and does well all

that he attempts; and the best of the book is the genial spirit, the ejenuine

love of genius and its works which thoroughly pervades it, and makes it just

what you want to put in a pupil's hands."—J. H. Raymond, President of Vas-

sar Female College.

" I had already determined to adopt it as the principal book of reference in

my department. This is the first term in which it has been used here ; but
from the trial which I have now made of It, I have every reason to congratu-

late myself on my selection af it as a text-book."—R, I\ .Oujra, Brown Uni-

versity.

Shaw's Specimens of'English Literature. A Companion
\

Book to the aboce. By Thomas B. SnAW. Edited, with Notes
'''

and Illustrations, by William Smith, LL.D., and Prof. B. N.

Martix, New York University. One volume Urge 12mo.

Price $8.

These two volumes offer the best Series of Text-Books on

English Literature yet published.




